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PREFACE 
This compilation of research resources on the Russo-Japanese 
frontier region is the fifth in the series of bibliographies 
funded mainly by the Japan-United States Friendship Commission. 
Earlier works covered Korea, Japanese performing arts, Ryukyu 
and Nan'yo (South Seas). The University of Hawaii is indebted 
to and most grateful for the Commission's sustained and generous 
financial grants. The compilers also wish to express their 
deepest appreciation to the Center for Asian and Pacific Studies 
for publication support and to the UH Japan Studies Endowment 
Committee for its timely assistance in library endeavors. 
As with previous works, this bibliography represents the 
Japanese holdings of the Thomas Hale Hamilton Library, University 
of Hawaii at Manoa. This collection on Japan's northern frontier 
has been built up over the years. It was notably reinforced 
when it was still deposited in the East West Center Library by 
the acquisition of manuscript titles in microfilm forms from the 
Hakodate Municipal Library. Originally, the collection was 
described in the bibliography: Research Resources on Hokkaido, 
Sakhalin and the Kuriles at the East West Center Library, Masato 
Matsui and Katsumi Shimanaka, East West Center Library, 1967. 
This work is intended to update and enlarge the previous edition. 
An additional feature is the inclusion of periodical and 
newspaper articles covering the northern territories problem, an 
issue of current international concern. 
A Japanese source consulted for bibliographic information 
was: Hoppo ryodo o kangaeru, Hiroshi Kimura, Sapporo: Hokkaido 
Shimbunsha, 1981. English sources used were: Sakhalin, a 
History, John J. Stephan, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971; and 
The Kurile Islands: Russo-Japanese Frontier in the Pacific, 
John J. Stephan, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974. 
Part I, Russo-Japanese Frontier Region, consists mainly of 
monographs and reproduced manuscripts, the latter identified by 
accession numbers, H0-500 - H0-702. Part II, Northern Territories 
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Problem, is a listing of articles with accession numbers, H0-1 -
H0-320. 
The entries and indexes are arranged alphabetically following 
the usual Japanese system which is letter-by-letter instead of 
word-by-word. The combination of romanized words and new-style 
kanji characters conforms to present-day common usage in Japan. 
Each entry is numbered to facilitate identification and cross-
referencing. The English translations of titles were intended to 
give a general indication of the work's content. Thus, in some 
instances, particularly with the manuscripts, translations are 
explanatory rather than literal. Renditions of place names in 
Sakhalin and Kuriles are based on the glossaries appended to 
aforementioned books by Professor Stephan. 
The compilers would like to give a special acknowledgment to 
Professor John J. Stephan for contributing the introductory essay, 
serving as the ·UH representative to the Japan-u.s. Friendship 
Commission and providing technical advice in the compilation of 
this work. The compilers also wish to express deepest gratitude 
to Professor Shinkichi Eto of Tokyo University and Professor 
Hiroshi Kimura of Hokkaido University for their guidance and 
encouragement to this project. Specially valued is the scholarly 
support of area and linguistic knowledge provided by Mr. Toshiyuki. 
Akizuki of the Northern Territories Collection, Hokkaido University 
Library, and Mrs. Takako Akizuki of the Slavic Research Center, 
Hokkaido University. The compilers are also indebted to Professor 
Stephen Uhalley, Director of the Center for Asian and Pacific 
Studies, for publication assistance~ University Librarian Mr. John 
R. Haak, for continued library support, and Mrs. Minako I. Song 
for her technical expertise and valuable suggestions in compilation. 
Compilers assume full responsibility for any errors 
committed in this work and will appreciate such errors being 
brought to their attention. 
Compilers 
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INTRODUCTORY ESSAY 
by 
John J. Stephan 
Professor of History 
University of Hawaii 
Scattered across the earth are regions which geography 
and history have placed at the interstices of states. Such 
areas (Alsace-Lorraine, Galicia, Macedonia, Kashmir, and 
Antofagasta to name but a few) have been the meeting grounds 
of diverse peoples, languages, and sometimes of cultures. 
They have also contributed to, and served as the scenes of, 
international rivalries. Following the rhythm of wars and 
treaties, state frontiers have moved back and forth across 
these regions. Frontier mobility has produced patriotic 
celebrations among those who gain, and irredentist claims 
among those who lose, territory. 
Sakhalin, the Kurile Islands, and to some extent 
Hokkaido make up such an area. Lying at the northern 
edge of Japan's naichi (inner land) and at the eastern 
edge of Siberia, the area has for centuries been subject 
to continental and maritime influences. The area's pre-
history unfolded in the crosscurrents of Siberian, Japanese, 
and North American Neolithic cultures. Discovery and ex-
ploration was a cosmopolitan affair, involving Chinese, 
Japanese, Russians, Spanish, Dutch, French, and the British. 
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During the 18th and early 19th centuries, Russians and 
Japanese met in this area without demarcating a mutually 
agreed upon national boundary. Since a boundary of sorts 
was established in the Treaty of Shimada (1855), the Russo-
Japanese frontier has changed three times in Sakhalin and 
two times in the Kurile Islands. Northern Hokkaido was 
nearly occupied by Soviet forces at the time of Japan's 
capitulation in August of 1945. Because of an impasse 
over the frontier in this area, Japan and the Soviet Union 
have yet to sign up a peace treaty, nearly four decades 
after the end of World War II. The involvement of China 
and the United States in the Soviet-Japanese territorial 
dispute reminds us that Sakhalin and the Kuriles are still 
laden with complex multilateral associations. 
The strategic importance of Sakhalin, the Kurile Islands 
and Hokkaido has become a fact of life in the shifting 
correlation of forces in contemporary Northeast Asia. Japan 
concentrates approximately one third of its self-defense 
force on Hokkaido. s1nce 1978, the USSR has deployed major 
new forces on the southern Kuriles and has strengthened 
air and naval units stationed on Sakhalin. Scenario of a 
Soviet invasion of Hokkaido in the popular media in Japan 
during 1980-1981 reflected, if only whimsically, the area's 
growing strategic significance. 
Economically the region has also grown in importance. 
Sakhalin oblast' (an administrative unit including Sakhalin 
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and the Kurile Islands) has steadily increased its share 
of production in the Soviet fisheries industry. The decla-
ration by the USSR of a 200-mile economic zone in 1977 
reinforced the significance of the area to the Soviet economy. 
The completion in 1983 of a tunnel under the Tsugaru straits, 
establishing a direct rail link between Honshu and Hokkaido, 
promises to stimulate northern Japan's economic development. 
Soviet-Japanese exploration for petroleum deposits off the 
coast of Sakhalin, if successful, could open the path to 
more ambitious joint projects. Despite Washington's 1982 
embargo on oil drilling equipment for this project, the 
United States has an int~rest in Sakhalin's energy resources 
dating from the 1870's (when entrepreneurs sought to develop 
the island's coal deposits) and including Sinclair Oil 
Company's Sakhalin concession (1922-1924) and the Gulf Oil 
Company's geological surveys of the island's offshore 
waters in the 1970's. 
Sakhalin oblast' and Hokkaido society are also notable 
for the abundance of multilateral associations. The area 
is the homeland of the Ainu, who today are uprooted and 
concentrated on Hokkaido. Sakhalin's 43,000 Koreans have 
ties with the USSR, North and South Korea, and Japan. 
Immigration to Hokkaido from various Japanese prefectures 
and to Sakhalin oblast' from different Union Republics of 
the USSR has lent a heterogenous quality to their inhabitants. 
Climate and location have helped foster life-styles in both 
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Sakhalin oblast' and Hokkaido that set them apart from the 
materik (as Sakhalin residents call the rest of the USSR, the 
expression meaning "continent") and naichi respectively. 
Despite certain shared characteristics and physical 
proximity (Hokkaido is 40 kilometers from Sakhalin and less 
than 20 kilometers from the Kuriles)* these islands are 
remote from each other when it comes to human ccntacts. Of 
course there are exchanges of delegations, not to mention 
contacts between Japanese fishermen and Soviet border patrols. 
But there are no direct sea, air, or telecommunication links 
between Hokkaido and Sakhalin oblast'. A letter mailed from 
the city of Nemuro on Hokkaido to the settlement of Golovnino. 
on the southern Kurile island of Kunashir (a distance of about 
50 kilometers) is routed via Tokyo and Moscow, traversing 
Siberia two times and in the process covering a distance of 
approximately 20,000 kilometers. 
Insularity constraining human contacts between Hokkaido 
and Sakhalin oblast' has its counterpart in Japanese and 
Soviet historical literature of the area. Two conditions 
have fragmented the historiography of Sakhalin and the 
Kurile Islands. First, the territorial problem between 
Japan and the USSR has conditioned Japanese and Soviet 
authors to view the region's history through a patriotic 
prism. Consequently, writers tend to stress their own 
*According to the Soviet definition of the Kuriles, which 
include the Habomai Islands, the Kuriles are 3.5 kilometers 
from Hokkaido. 
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country's ties to the area while consciously or unconsciously 
minimizing those of the other country. Secondly, linguistic 
barriers reinforce narrow national perspectives. Few Soviet 
historians of Sakhalin and the Kuriles can read Japanese. 
Most Japanese writing about their "northern territories" do 
not read Russian. Consequently, Soviet writers are not 
generally aware of Japanese historical scholarship about the 
region. For their part, Japanese authors, with a few notable 
exceptions,* have only a rudimentary knowledge of Soviet 
historical works on the area through translations of the works 
of Fainberg, Konstantinov, Kutakov, and Petrov. As a result 
of this insularity, there are two corpora of literature 
about Sakhalin and the Kuriles, each having little in common 
with the other. 
European and American works on Sakhalin oblast' and 
Hokkaido form another category of literature. These works 
display no single historiographical approach and hence are 
not subject to generalization. It should be noted, however, 
that contemporary American authors tend to rely heavily upon 
Japanese sources about the northern territories problem. A 
general history of Hokkaido would make an important contri-
bution to our understanding of Japan, and it is to be hoped 
that a Japanese or Western author will soon undertake the 
task and publish the results in English. 
*Akizuki Toshiyuki, Kato Kyuzo, Kimura Hiroshi, Maruyama 
Shichiro, and Takano Akira. 
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Given historiographical fragmentation and the need to deal 
with several languages, the task of compiling a comprehensive 
* bibliography of Sakhalin oblast' and Hokkaido is not an easy one. 
Yet comprehensive bibliographical information is the first step 
toward bridging the historiographical gap, toward revealing the 
region in its full historical richness and diversity, and toward 
transcending our own intellectual frontiers. 
The University of Hawaii is an eminently appropriate 
institution to sponsor the preparation and publication of a 
comprehensive bibliography of Sakhalin oblast' and Hokkaido. 
The Soviet Far East is Hawaii's closest neighbor in Asia, and 
Japan has played an important role in Hawaii's past and present. 
Since the 1930's, the University has had a strong interest in 
Japanese studies, manifested in the systematic acquisition of 
Japanese historical sources by the University Library for over 
four decades. Since 1937, the University has maintained one 
or more faculty members with a professional interest in Siberia 
and Russian-Asian relations. Under the guidance of professors 
Klaus Mehnert (1937-1941) and John Albert White (since 1947), 
the University Library has acquired an impressive collection of 
materials on Siberia and the Soviet Far East in Russian, Japanese, 
and Western languages. 
*Even the monumental Northeastern Asia: A Selected Bibliography, 
two volumes (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1939), 
edited by Robert J. Kerner with the assistance of Yoshi Kuno, 
Andrew Malozemoff and others, contains only two items on the 
Kurile Islands. 
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Collection-building would have stumbled without the 
imagination, energy, and expertise of University librarians. 
In this area, a particular debt is owed to the director of the 
East Asia Collection, Dr. Masato Matsui and to the University's 
Russian Bibliographer, Patricia Polansky. Dr. Matsui is no 
stranger to bibliographical problems relating to Hokkaido, 
Sakhalin, and the Kurile Islands. In 1966-67, with the support 
of the late Professor Shunzo Sakamaki, Dr. Matsui (then working 
in the East-West Center Library) acquired on microfilm the 
extensive holdings of the Hakodate City Library. These formed 
the nucleus of a bibliography of Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the 
Kurile Islands published in 1967.* Patricia Pol~nsky joined 
the Library staff in 1969 and has played the leading role in the 
Library's recent acquisitions of material on Siberia, the Soviet 
Far East and Soviet-Asian relations. 
Since the publication of Dr. Matsui's 1967 bibliography, 
a number of developments have enhanced bibliographical control 
over multi-lingual sources dealing with Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and 
the Kuriles. The East-West Center Library has been added to 
the University Library, putting Japanese and Russian-language 
sources under one roof. The expert assistance of Mr. Tomoyoshi 
Kurokawa, who has gained first-hand knowledge of Hokkaido and 
northern territories problem through U.S. government services 
*Masato Matsui and Katsumi Shimanaka. Research Resources on 
Hokkaido, Sakhalin and the Kuriles at the East-West Center 
Library (Honolulu: East-West Center Library, 1967). 
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in Japan, and Mr. Jun Nakamura, who came to this University in 
1978 after nine years of service as a Japanese cataloger at 
Stanford's Hoover Institution, have enabled Dr. Matsui to collate 
and catalogue a wide range of new materials on the region. 
Institutional support from the University's Center for Asian 
and Pacific Studies has assured stability and continuity of 
research on the Soviet Far East. The generous assistance from 
the Japan-United States Friendship Commission has made possible 
the publication of this updated bibliography of the region. 
The new edition of Dr. Matsui's bibliography clearly 
demonstrates how historical and ethnographical scholarship on 
Hokkaido has developed since the 1960's. The multi-volume 
history of Hokkaido published under the direction of the 
prefectural authorities (Hokkaido-cho) introduces major new 
primary material as well as new interpretations of the past. 
The recent works of established scholars such as Takakura 
Shin'ichiro are listed, and works by younger Hokkaido historians 
such as Kaiho Mineo enable the Western reader to become acquainted 
with the latest historiographical trends. Japanese scholarship on 
Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands has also not been inactive 
since 1967, and the new histories of Karafuto, memoirs, and 
ethnographic studies of the Sakhalin Ainu deserve attention. 
A growing tide of books on the "northern territories problem" 
indicates that irredentism over the southern Kuriles is far from 
dead in Japan today. 
The publication of a new bibliography of Japanese language 
xii 
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materials on the Russo-Japanese frontier region and the northern 
territories problem constitutes an important step towards making 
the University's strengths in maritime Northeast Asian studies 
more widely known and more accessible to scholars and students 
of all countries. It is to be hoped that this volume will soon 
be followed by an analogous bibliography of the University's 
Russian-language materials covering the same area. We shall then 
be significantly closer to bridging the historiographical gap 
that impedes international understanding. 
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PART I 
RUSSO-JAPANESE FRONTIER REGION 

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND CATALOGS 
1 Chiembaren Ezo shomoku kaidai 4.I.. :.o,·- t-- > -~::i-13 ~~ 
(Annotated Bibliography on Hokkaido by Chamberlain) 
Hakodate Shihan Gakko lEI -tS 'Mr ~, ~~ * 
114 lvs. photocopy. H0-500 
2 Chishima retto kankei bunkenhyo 
+ &. 7'1 a., 00 1~ k. ~ -R 
3 
(List of Documents Pertaining to Kurile Islands) 
Sasa Yasuo 1~ ~ 1~ t1t. 
Sangaku ~ ~ 27:3, suppl. (1932). 
1 v. photocopy. 
Ezo oyobi Ainu ni kansuru chosho mokuroku 
-~ ~ ~-& •= ~ T-.3 ~=.t:- e1 ~ (Catalog of Writings on Hokkaido and Ainu) 
Basil Chamberlain Tr. by Taketomi Yasuo 
66 lvs. photocopy. 
H0-501 
-f\ 'i ~ ,t.1t i~ 
H0-502 
4 Goryokaku-nai Rekishikan chinretsuhin mokuroku 
3i. ~ .fp ~ ~ Jl!. ~ Mt7·~ 8b §. 
(Catalog of Exhibitions at Goryokaku Historical Museum) 
Hakodate Kyosankai 3§ -~ tJ, ~ ti 
Hakodate: 1919. 
189 p. Asia DS895/.H6G67 
5 Hakodate kyodo shiryo mokuroku ~ ~ *'..±.. ~ ~ §~ 
(Catalog of Hakodate Local Historical Materials) 
Okada Kenzo Ia IH ilt ~ 
Hakodate: Shiri tsu Hakodate Toshokan ifr I. ~ ~ ~ii-=l:/~ 
1935. 
336 p. Asia Ref. Z3307/.H34H34 
6 Hokkaidocho shozo kyuki mokuroku :it ~~~It Pit .ft!. ;iG @ j:R 
(Catalog of Manuscripts in Collection of Hokkaido Prefectural 
Government) 
Hokkaidocho Chokan Kambo Bunshoka :tt. ;w..Ji_Jt ~ 'E' ~ iJi- ><:;!: ~ 
Sapporo: 193 2. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-503 
7 Nitobe Bunko mokuroku tfr ;,iF j:_/)_ § ~ 
(Classified Catalog of Nitobe Library) 
Hokkaido Daigaku Fuzoku Toshokan Etsuranka 
.:tL 1-W- .i!\ k.. '* Pft lit. ~ ~ ~~ M ~ ~ 
Sapporo: 1970. 
129 p. Asia Ref. Z3309/.H64/1970 
1 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND CATALOGS 
8 Hokkaido Daigaku shozo gakujutsu zasshi sogo mokuroku: 
Wabun-hen .:lt. ~$_ ,1;.:_ '-* Fff .i\, ~ {;t,f ~ ~ ,f.[f-=-:i-@ ~ : o-fn k. -~ 
(Comprehensive Catalog of Academic Journals in Depository 
of Hokkaido University: Japanese Language) 
Hokkaido Daigaku Fuzoku Toshokan Seirika 
±,~~it K. ·~ ~ _(i liD :t:~ :'!f_n_ ~ 
Sapporo: 1969. 
398 p. Asia Ref. Z6958/.J3H64 
9 Hokkaido Hakodate Shihan Gakko shozo kyodo shiryo kaidai 
mokuroku jt:_ tm-~ ~ -~ r;ifr if:. ~ t:<. ffl" ,g_ ~p -1:.. ~ _f=+- m ~ 13 -~ 
(Annotated Catalog of Works on Local History in Hokkaido 
Hakodate Normal School) 
Fukase Shun' ichi ~ ;~_ ~ --
Hakodate: Kyodo Kyoiku Kenkyukai !tf_r_ ~*-&t'Z.~ 1934. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-504 
10 Hokkaido Takushokushi Hensangakari shozo mokuroku 
±.~A -+b ~- ~ .tij.\-1'~ Fit~§~ 
(List of Materials in Depository of Hokkaido Takushokushi 
Editorial Office) 
Kono Tsunekichi 11i\ .1t .Jt; ~ 
130 lvs. photocopy. H0-505 
11 Hokkaido kankei shoseki mokuroku ±.. ~]@_ ~ tf. "*-Ji §~ 
(Catalog of Publications on Hokkaido) 
Kono Tsunekichi ;'i;f 1f * ~ 
276 lvs. photocopy. H0-506 
12 Hokkaido n6gy6 kankei bunken shiryo mokuroku 
:tc. ~ itt -~ x._ r~ '-Jr. ~ ~ ~ ~ E!. ~ 
(Catalog of Hokkaido Agriculture-Related Documents) 
Ishizeki Ryoj i :s 00 ~ .il 
Tokyo: Nor insho Nogyo Sago Kenkyuj o £ #.:11 rl.t. ~-~--Wr~ Pll 
1955. 
219 p. Asia Ref. Z5071/.I85 
13 Hokkaido shiryo shomoku kaidai -=tt:... ;i-~ >k_ # ~@ ~ ~ 
(Hokkaido Source Materials: An Annotated Bibliography) 
Kono Tsunekichi enf ~ ~ ~ 
269 lvs. in 3 v. photocopy. H0-507 
14 Hokkaido shiryo shozai mokuroku :lt. 11i-.ii. 1:... # t¥t U. ~~ ~ 
(Catalog of Locations of Hokkaido Historical Materials) 
2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND CATALOGS 
Hokkaido Shiryo Henshuj o it.. ffi- ii ~ -~ ,~ ~ fft 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Somubu Gyosei Chosaka .:iJ:.. :§.A.~-~~1T.R&I\~~ 
1951-1957. 
6 v. Asia Ref. Z3307/.H6A32 
15 Hokkaido shozo shiryo mokuroku _11:_, ffi.A Prt ~ 'i:. #§ft. 
(Catalog of Depositories of Hokkaido Historical Materials) 
Hokkaido Somubu Bunshoka :It, ~A·*·~~ Jt. 1: ~ 
Sapporo: 1961-1963. 
5 v. Asia Ref. 3307/.H6A33 
16 Hokusho kaidai .:It:.-; m ~ 
(Bibliographic Work on Northern Area, Mainly Sakhalin) 
Kato Fusazo hn a FJ. ~ 
165 lvs. photocopy. H0-508 
17 Karafuto kankei bunken somokuroku .. A..~1..~~mt.~-§-
(Comprehensive Bibliography on Sakhalin) 
Hokkaido Somubu ~yosei Shiryoshi tsu .:11:.. ~NJ.A _re.~ ~ ff A_){#~ 
Sapporo: 1970. 
158 p. Asia Ref. Z3307 I. S3 
18 Sapporo kushi hensan sanko shomoku ~ ~~ K ~ S::l.._~ ;t.§ 
(List of References Used in Compiling the History of Sapporo 
District) 
Ito Shozo ~ ~ .lE... ..=:.. 
50 lvs. photocopy. H0-509 
3 
COLLECTED WORKS 
19 
20 
Hokkaido dai hyakka jiten 
(Encyclopedia of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Shirnbunsha -±\:. ~~ #Jr ~ -u_ 
Sapporo: 1981. 
2 v. 
Hokumon sosho :::lt.., f"i ~ -:t-
(Hokumon Series) 
Otomo Kisaku k ~ j: f'f-
Tokyo: Hokko Shobe JJ ±...~ 1r :~ 
6 v. 
Asia Ref. DS894.22/.H644 
1943-1944. 
Asia DS895/.H6086 
21 Ikoku Hokkaid6 ~ ~ Jt. ifl.3i 
(Hokkaido, A Foreign Land) 
sapporo Chuo Hosokyoku *t.... ~ <F+ ~~Jfii 
Sapporo: Hoppe Shein :1bi.f =t. PlE 1948. 
168 p. Asia DS895/ .H6S362 
22 Kaminokuni Yoshimi-ke monj o ...t=. fJ LID ~ ~ "t, ~ * 
(Collection of Manuscripts of Yoshimi Family of Hokkaido) 
Katada Seij i ~ iB +$- m 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Chihoshi Kenkyukai jb ~"i-~ ~)J ~ ~~ ~ 
1965. 
118 p. Asia DS894.217/.K38 
23 Kindaichi Hakushi beiju kinen ronshu 
24 
,_i ffi - ~ ± *'- ?!r -;iC.. I~- ~ 1. 
(Collection of Essays Commemorating the 88th Birthday of 
Dr. Ky6suke Kindaichi) 
Kindaichi Hakushi Beiju Kinen Ronshu Henshu Iinkai 
.~ lB - ~ :r A- 4 Jc,/,& ~ !t .~ --~ ~ ~ 
Tokyo: Sanseido ~~ ~ 1971. 
988 p. Asia PL507/.K48 
Kindaichi Kyosuke senshu 
(Selected Works of Kindaichi 
Kindaichi Hakushi Kiju Kinen 
-& 1H- ~ "l; .:i-~ "tfo~· {11. 1t ~ ~-?: 
Tokyo: Sansei do ~ ~ ·~ 
2 v. 
1: i:B - }f, f!h .~!. tt 
Kyosuke) 
Henshu Iinkai 
1960-1961. 
Asia PL509/.K55 
25 Keno Hiromichi chosakushu ~ .ff JZ..ilt *1'f 1t. 
(Collected Works of Hiromichi Kono) 
Keno Hiromichi Chosakushu Kankokai L"ill:ft;t..~. ~'IIJ; ;t_ f'\ fl~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta ::!tc~~.t:h.~R.A~·eljtz;,./j-
1971-1972. 
4 v. Asia DS895/.H64K66 
4 
COLLECTED WORKS 
2 6 Kono Tsunekichi chosakushu fiif Jr> ~ l :oi--1/ii Jt 
(Collected Works of Tsunekichi Kono) 
Sapporo: Hokkaid6 Shuppan Kikaku Senta .:ib {~..ta_ tC. ~~ 5.1 t. :.,..Q-
1974-1975. 
3 v. Asia DS894.25/.K66 
27 Kushiro s6sho -fJ•I Ur- .1&_ ':t: 
(Kushiro Series) 
Iwashimizu Takashi ~ ~ .?k. ~~ 
Kushiro: Kushiro-shi 4~t ~itT 1960-1964. 
4 v. (v.l-3,6) V.l (Asia DS895/.H6M3); 
V.2 (Asia DS897/.K88W381); V.3 (Asia DS897/.K88S38); V.6 
(Asia PL887/.K88T6) 
28 Natori Takemi tsu chosakushu .~ ~ .i\ '1L ~ 1"r= 1t 
(Collected Works of Takemitsu Natori) 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta ±. ri&Jtt.te.. ~&.l.i.l iz/g-
1972 
2 v. ( v .1, pt .1-2) Asia DS894.235/.N38 
5 
BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS 
29 Ainu jimbutsuden, fu Ainu kyoiku koroshaden 
~ v'~ A.. m {.a, ~ J'> 1,.' .,.'(.;) "$,_~Ltr '79~ -'iii 
(Biographical Sketches of Ainu Personages, Including Ainu 
Educators) 
Murakami Kyukichi #J:.. ;1, ~ 
Tokyo:· Heibonsha ~R..;{t. 1942. 
208 p. Asia DS832/.M87 
3 0 Ainu no chichi, Jon Bachera 71" ..z "':z, v··"" :..-- h"-4-.:z;. 7 -
(John Batchelor, Father of Ainu People) 
Ni tami Iwao -f.- ~ ~ .il 
Sapporo: Nire Shobe ~~~ 1963. 
201 p. Asia BV3457/.B38N58 
31 "Akaezo fusetsuk6" no chosha Kudo Heisuke 
32 
,-iTT-. •f. £ Z!.~.J , ·~ z. ttl ~.217 (Heisuke Kudo, the Author of Aka'ezo Fusetsuko) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ;~~lifia~1~1[ I ( 1974), 
119-128. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
Asahigawa jukketsu JtiL J•l -t-IJf. 
(The Prominent Persons in Asahikawa) 
Yamazaki Ar in or i JL a..-1i\ ~ 
Asahikawa: Hakushind6 'tt..i1t ~ 
410 p. 
1923. 
Asia DS897/.A83Y35 
33 Gendai Sapporo j imbutsushi ..Bt,~ ;f:L ~ ..... A~~ 
(Biographical Dictionary of Men of Today in Sapporo) 
Suzuki Genj uro and Sugiyama Kiyoshi .1»~ ~, ;- M- -'17ili t~ 
Sapporo: Sapporo Gendaisha ~ ~~~~ 1931. 
351 p. Asia DS897/.S2S881 
34 Hayayama Sei taro den .l!F-~ :k ~ e)S ii:... 
(Biography of Seitaro Hayayama) 
Okuyama Ry6 -!i'! .L.h t 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Chihoshi Kenkyukai :tt. t4-it_I!!!.JJ-;e..~~k 
1964. 
33 p. Asia DS881.5/.S68038 
3 5 Hi zen' ya Kyube no den t1t ~ &.. :z._ ~ ztr n 1E. 
(Biography of Kyube Hizen'ya) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU g~~~~i~Jt.. II (1975), 
188-198. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
6 
BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS 
3 6 Hokkaido gendai yumei j inj iroku ::tt, ~lit.~~ fil/b/,+.1ir<: 
(Contemporary Who's Who of Hokkaido) 
Gendai Yiimei Jinjiroku Kankokai J:!\t.:flt~~A.!t-~:P1rr~ 
Sapporo: Hoppe Bunka Koshinsha .::t:bfr ;t_-1t..,~~-k.. 1949. 
400 p. Asia DS985/.H6G45 
37 Hokkaido j immei j isho .:it. ~---A.~ ~;t. 
(Hokkaido Biographical Dictionary) 
Kaneko Gumpei and Takano Takayuki ~-7-~-+ · fi;.}f [E-Z. 
Sapporo: 1914. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-512 
38 Hokkaido jimmei jisho :±.t:..~.fi-.dLAk-&:*;t 
(Biographical Dictionary of Hokkaido) 
Kaneko Nobutaka ~ + -1;t f:J 
Sapporo: Hokkai Minronsha ±.. ~- R.. ~ -*.±. 19 2 3 • 
660 p. Asia Ref. DS895/.H6K35 
39 Hokkaido kaita~u korosha kankei shiryo shuroku 
~t:. ~ ..i1t ;m ~ JtJ ~ ~ r~ ~.;., ~ # ..,_ *-
<collection of Materials on Distinguished Developers of 
Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Somubu Gyosei Shiryoshitsu 
.:tt. ~~ J!.,~. ~ if'f't~ "f ,t.ct ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido ~~~ 1971-72. 
2 v. Asia Ref. DS894.26/.A48 
40 Hokkaido no yoake .:tG JlJ Jlt.n ...;t_ toJ=I •t 
(Dawn in Hokkaido: Biographical Record of Hokkaido 
Developers) 
Hokkaido Somubu Bunshoka :H=. ~itt ~*-=fr ;t:;i:~ 
KAITAKU NI TSUKUSHITA HITOBITO ~'l.-P£ ·~ ~ L r-:: /, ~ 
2 (1966) Asia DS894.25/.H642 
41 Hokkaido seishin fudoki ..:tt.. ~~Jit. -M'~ !.!'"1..1:... itG 
(Spiritual Climate of Hokkaido: Biographical Notes on 
Spiritual Leaders) 
Enomoto Mor ie ft. ~ ~ .~-
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe ~ ~ ;j -:!:iT. 196 7. 
299 p. Asia DS895/.H6E56 
42 Hokkaidoshi j immei j ii :ft:., c@-.A ~ A 5b ~~ 
(Biographical Dictionary of Historical Hokkaido Personages) 
Kono Tsunekichi tiif 1f ~ s 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta .:±l:..~~..il!.~II;~~J1lut;;..-9-
1979. 
2 v. Asia Ref. DS894.26/.K66 
7 
BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS 
43 Hokkai Mao Kobayashi Kotaro-kun 
(Kotaro Kobayashi, the "Devil" of 
Naj ima Takej i :b .!r ~ ~f.i 
Tokyo: Isaka Shuppambu #*- tr.J!ii.~ 
437 p. 
.:t.t:. ~ ~ =- .d , M:.. ~ t-... ~~ ~ 
Hokkaido) 
1927. 
Asia DS894.26/.K62N34 
4 4 Hokkai no senkusha Mamiya Rinzo ::tt:_ ~~"> 1=._. .~~K~ r~i ~#it 
(Rinzo Mamiya, the Pioneer of Northern Region) 
Sasaki Chi yuki ,?~z ~ * 4 i... 
Tokyo: Sanseido ~~ 1942. 
319 p. Asia PZ90/.J3S38 
45 Hokushin no senkakusha Mogami Tokunai Kondo Juzo 
-..4- ri04 ~ ..:a. .+. 
.::tt.. J.l!L...;, ~ ·~ ·s .-. ...1::.. r~. '"" .:..IT 1'\\ ~ :i'\ (Pioneers of Northward Push: Tokunai Mogami and Juzo Kondo) 
Wada Masao .,(;o IE $c:. L1t. 
Tokyo: Ch~bunkaku ~~ ~ 1943. 
253 p. Asia DS869/.M68W32 
46 Hompo shuto no biso Nakagawa Gore5ji no jiseki 
47 
48 
* -}p~a_., • _.t.,g_ ..... J•\ ..E. r:p ~!Z "'4- n. (Achievements of Goroji Nakagawa, Introducer of Vaccination 
to Japan) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~1f*a~1~~ II (1975), 
242-248. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
Ino Tadataka ~ ~€. ,'t_. ~ 
(Biography of Tadataka Ino) 
Otani Ry5kichi 1::.. ~ ·~ ~ 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten ~~~~~ 
766 p. 
1917. 
Asia GA1243.3/.I66083 
Jon Bachera no 
(Letters by John 
John Batchelor 
Tokyo: Yamamoto 
525 p. 
t eg ami E-·"·=- ;:, 1 ,. -f- ::::. 7 - JJ 4- ;1:t\, 
Batchelor) . 
ed. by Nitami Iwao 1=- ~ ~.Jf:L 
Shoten .J.L,.'*'-~$ 1965. 
Asia BV3457/.B38A22 
4 9 Kaido zen go takushoku koseki seishoki 1ffT .iJ!. l(i\f~-*E1!.Ih ~ ~~ 
(Commemorative Edition Honoring Distinguished Participants 
in Hokkaido Colonization) 
Hokkaid6cho ±.le:-~Jt 
Sapporo: Hokkaido .;tt. ~#-lA 1918. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-513 
8 
BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS 
50 Kai taku nominki ~ -9G I_ R., "if., 
(Descriptive Account of Land Cultivators) 
Nakayama Tomiko "f:.LL. J... ~ 4-
Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Hyoronsha s ~,~~~~..tt. 1982. 
219 p. Asia DS894.285/.N34 
51 Kan 1 yaku Matsuura Takeshirodensh~ ffl *tJ t~ ~m :!( ~ZS t~-1z;.-r)r 
(Abridged Biography of Takeshiro Matsuura) 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH I 1/!t "I rfi ~ IV ( 19 6 0 ) , 
229-297. Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
52 Karafuto senryo kinen Kondo Juzo Mamiya Rinzo 
53 
54 
1$ ~ lS ~ ~ 1't· lfi:.. ~ i!. ..... . Fes'i ',g ~ ~ (Biographies of Juzo Kondo and Rinzo Mamiya, Commemorating 
the Possession of Sakhalin) 
Osada Gutoku il. iB ~ 1~ 
Tokyo: Shokabo ~ * J;r 1905. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-514 
Karafuto tanken no hitobito 
(Explorers of Sakhalin) 
Nishizuru Sadayoshi ~ -.l!i ~ .,l. 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: Karafutocho 
164 p. 
Ki ta no senkaku :±t:.. " *=... 'it 
(Pioneers of the North) 
Takakura Shin 1 ichiro rl;~ ~-t'PP 
Sapporo: Kita Nihonsha ~B~L 
276 p. 
m~n- 1941. 
Asia DS872/.N58 
1947. 
Asia DS895/.H6T333 
55 Kuroda Kiyotaka to Horesu Kepuron 
-._IB ~~ ~ ,+,-t...A...· 7 ~0 :...--
(Biographies of Kiyotaka Kuroda and Horace Capron) 
Osaka Shingo .ii: .rii... 1it ;fr 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Taimususha .::tt::. vtJJ. q/(, £..-A...-*-t:. 1962. 
747 p. Asia DS884/.K87083 
56 Kuroda Kiyotaka: umoretaru Meiji no soseki 
,!:,_ ~ ~ rft : .±Jt kt r:. ~ Sji ~{:; '7) ~ ki 
(Kiyotaka Kuroda: The "Hidden Pillar" of Meiji Period) 
Iguro Yataro -1f -~- c;:r, ~ tf!'l 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe <1t~~'i=ffl- 1965. 
213 p. Asia DS884/.K87I38 
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57 Kyodo no ij in Mogami Tokunai ~ ..1:...?) -~ /-.... ~ J:: ~- 11{ 
(Tokunai Mogami, 1755-1836: A Great Man of His Native 
Province) 
Igarashi Seizo .3:i. t- ~\. ylr ~ 
Yamagata: Kumagai Sue ~-~~ 1933. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-515 
58 Kyodoshiteki jijoden ~.z_~!!t'J JS~ziZ. 
59 
60 
61 
62 
(Autobiography of Local Historian) 
Koshizaki Soichi ;@. .J4-~ -
Sapporo: Kenan do Shobo ~L>.. ~ ..i.iiL ~ffl- 19 7 8 . 
287 p. Asia DS894.28/.K68 
Mamiya Rinzo ~ ~ * 11. 
(Biography of Rinzo Mamiya) 
Yoshida Yoshio ~ tB ~ ,~ .. Jlti.. 
Tokyo: Kaiseisha 1ii ~~ 
308 p. 
. 
1952. 
Asia PL842.06/.M35 
Matsumae to Sugae Masumi ;ft.~ l i$ =.x.. A ·~ 
• l!!iv --~...2.: (Hokkaido and Writer, Masumi Sugae) 
Uchida Takeshi V:t l.B ~ .'t,;-
Sapporo: Hoppa Shoin :ft...E:t~. 
189 p. 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ em-~ 1!S ~I'> 
(Biography of Takeshiro Matsuura) 
Yokoyama Kendo .ttk ~~ 
1950. 
Asia DS872/.S82U23 
Tokyo: Hokkai Shuppansha .:tt...c:,fj£Jtltk 1944. 
467 p. Asia DS881. 5/ .M38Y63 
Matsuura Takeshiro shoden to kaidai 
~.:.. t~f iP\. ~ r.r ,, . ~ii. \:. 1'4-~ 
(Concise Biography of Takeshiro Matsuura, with Interpretations) 
Watanabe Shigeru at~ ~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO ~l~lt~ I (1960), 205-227. 
Asia DS895/.H6M3/l960 
63 Monogatari Hokkaido jimbutsushi ~~ .:tt..,c8}..il_; .... '!11if~ 
(Biographical Notes on Hokkaido Personalities) 
Waki Tetsu fl/1" W 
Sapporo: Puyara Shinsho Kankokai ,5: "\'<=' ~ ~=!=-f'\ <i>~ 19 6 5. 
63 p. Asia DS895/.H6W33 
10 
BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS 
64 Mutsu no zokuosa: Michishima Sukune ni tsuite 
f!l.. ~ ., a~= A-~~-·-= -? "~ (On Sukune Michishima, Clan Leader of Mutsu) 
Inoue Mi tsusada 7f ...i:: ~ ~ 
EZO -~ (1956), 92-130. Asia DS895/.H6K63 
65 Niiokakan no hi tobi to -&r lffil1tft .n A.~ 
(Genealogy of Niioka Family) 
Niioka Takehiko ~ li\ ffi..ft 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Sent a .:tl:..C0-~It~~u!u -;z ;:...,q-
1979. 
194 p. Asia CS1309/.N54 
66 Oyatoi Beikokuj in kagaku kyoshi -:jv ~--"' *-.~A..#¢ ~@11 
(Science Across the Pacific: Biographical Notes on u.s. 
Science Teachers Hired Under Contract) 
Watanabe Masao o.l~~~ 
Tokyo: Kodansha 11. ~-*.t:.. 1976. 
535 p. Asia Ql41/.W37 
67 Oyatoi gaikokuj in ~- ,.__,. ~ ~ .;(. 
(Foreign Officials and Employees Hired Under Contract) 
Sapporo-shi Kyoiku Iinkai ~ ~ fj1 ~1it ~ ~4':: 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shimbunsha .:t.t.. ji.1i!_ ~ ~..f..t. 1981. 
314 p. Asia JQ1646/.S36 
68 Oyatoi ishi Erudorijji no tegami: Kaitakushi Geka Icho 
69 
no shogai 
:fill &. K 5'ft .:z:. •L. ~-:· •J .,.. ::..-· "' -+ ;f.ev PW\ :t:& ~ 11-~ ~.a_ ~ !£. ~II 
(Correspondence of Dr. Stuart Eldr ige,' a Medical Doctor 
Hired Under Contract) 
Stuart Eldrige. Onishi Yasuhisa A.+.:z...?-1- • ..J:•t..-r-··•J.,;:_.-- • .AilS~~ 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobo .7t ~ :t =F!+ 1981. "-' 
243, 118 p. Asia Rl54/.E49A36/1981 
Takadaya Kahei r irekisho ,t; tB ll_ ;t ~ ~ }ii_~ =t-
(Personal History of Kahei Takadaya) 
Takada Tokutaro ~ lB .!- 7s.. ~p 
70 lvs. photocopy. H0-516 
70 Tensai Ainuj in gakusha no shogai :;; :::t "'?'~ ~ J..... ~ ~ VJ ~ ~li.. 
(Life of the Gifted Ainu Scholar, Mashiho Chiri) 
Fujimoto Hideo F!l *--* *. 
Tokyo: Kodansha ~6l~ 1970. 
296 p. Asia PL495.9/.C5Z7 
11 
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71 Waga kioku o tadori te: Jon Bachera jijoden 
~ g,· ~G ,;~::: r-~ 1· 'I ~ : ;:... .. " :.-- n:·-4-:. 7- 13 ~fL. 
(Retracing My Memory: An Autobiography of John Batchelor) 
John Batchelor 
Tokyo: Bunrokusha ;t_~;?~ 1928. 
351 p. Asia BV3457/.B38A21 
7 2 Warera no mohan to subeki ij in -# ~ "J ;f:;t ~ .\:: 1" -"' ~ ~ J, 
(Great Men Whom We Should Regard As Models) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~ff-m;5~i~'!l:_ II (1975), 
178-187. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
12 
PERSONNEL DIRECTORIES 
73 Hakodate Donan jimmeiroku, 1952-nemban 
~ ta ~ m z 1b-:#: • ,qs~ 411R. 
(Personnel Directory of Hakodate and Southern Hokkaido, 
1952 Edition) 
Hakodate Shimbunsha ~ ~ •111-k. 
Hakodate: 1951. 
330 p. Asia DS897/.H3H38/1952 
74 Hakodate meishiroku ~ iH ~ ±-ft.. 
(Directory of Prominent Persons in Hakodate) 
Hakodate Meishiroku Henshubu ~ ~ ~ t:: ~;fiR 1: fP 
Hakodate: Katei Shimbunsha ~<- li::_ ~ ~ {.J:.. 1956. 
281 p. Asia DS897/.H3H34 
75 Hokkaido Karafuto jimmeiroku, 1942-nemban 
76 
31:. ~~- ~ .t... A.~~, 118-MI 11 ~~ 
(Personnel Directory of Hokkaido and Sakhalin, 1942 Edition) 
Hokkai Taimususha :U:. ~-- 9 --f ~ .z ~ 
Sapporo: 1941. 
242 p. Asia DS895/.H6H68/1942 
Hokkaido Karafuto jimmeiroku, 1944-nemban 
*' r:w. A_ ~ Js._ -<.. '~ • ' ~ ~ t<i ~ ~lil 
(Personnel Directory of Hokkaido and Sakhalin, 1944 Edition) 
Hokkaido Shimbunsha ::il:.. ~t-li_ ifr ~ -tt. 
Sapporo: 1943. 
359 p. Asia DS895/.H6H645/1944 
77 Kaitakushi kakucho shokuinroku M\ *i if_ ~,_.!Uk!!! -fk_ 
78 
(Personnel Directory of Kaitakushi Agencies) 
Shimizu Hatsutaro ~A-*- .:tn ~ ~~ 
Sapporo: 1881. 
1 v. H0-510 
Sapporo-ken shokuinroku ;t. ~ ~ ~ ~ A 
(Personnel Directory of Sapporo Prefecture) 
Sapporo: Shubundo ~A. '£:. 1883. 
1 v. 
13 
H0-511 
PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS 
79 Ainu kenkyu F'l ~ «~':!l. 
(Study of Ainu) 
Odagiri Kenj i )1~ ll! ~ ~ =-
Ainu Kenkyukai ~ ~' ~...m ~ ~ 
1 (1917)-4 (1918). photocopy. H0-512 
80 Akarenga -Jr. A1. A •• 11-.-
(Akarenga: "Red Bricks", a Periodical) 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Somubu Gyosei Shiryoshitsu 
~ ~.a~-#-~ 1j" a. 'f *'".!:. 
71 (1982)- Asia DS894.215/.A43 
81 Hakodate I' :I -:r 7 
Hakodate: Hakodate Mainichi Newspaper Series, February 2, 1914 
to December 1915) 
Kudo Chuhei z... Mt :t- + 
Hakodate: Ryokusokai ~ ..._ ~ 
1 (February 1914)-17 (December 1915). 
photocopy. H0-513 
8 2 Hokkaido gaiky6 :11:::.. l§.~ 1!'L;~ 
(Handbook of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho :it., ~ ~ fr 
10 v. (1925, 1930, 1936, 1940, 1943, 1947, 1951, 1955, 1958) 
Asia DS895/.H6H66 
83 Hokkaido Meij i nenkan ±. ~.,ij_ ~ ~~~ ~ 
84 
(Hokkaido Meiji Yearbook) 
Ara Jinzaburo L ~.::..... ~~ 
Sapporo 
1 v. (1913). photocopy. 
Hokkaido nenkan ±.:. ~.iL~ 1I. 
(Hokkaido Yearbook) 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shimbunsha 
1 v. (1981). 
H0-514 
jt.. ~ A ~ fin -*:t.. 
Asia DS894.215/.H646 
85 Hokkaido no shimbun to shimbunjin 
.:ft~ .;§. .Ji "' * 11\ ~ ttr 00 A.. (Newpapers and Journalists of Hokkaido) 
Sapporo: Hokkai Shunjiisha :::1!:.. ~+~rat- 1936. 
127 p. Asia PN5406/.A3W33 
14 
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86 Hokkaidoshi kenkyu ..::t1:... re.JL~~~ 
(Study of Hokkaido History) 
Sapporo: Hokkaidoshi Kenkyukai .:tl:. ctf-1:1._ Je... .iift ~It 
5 (1974), 32 (1983). Asia DS894.215/.H64 
87 Hokkaido shirnbun junenshi ~t.. ~A ~r i1tl -t + ~ 
(Ten-Year History of Hokkaido Shirnbun) 
Watanabe Kazuo ~~- ,ta 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shirnbunsha db c$-..IQ__-tfr M-1.±.. 1952. 
321 p. Asia PN5409/.H6W38 
88 Hokkaido shimbun nijunenshi ..:!t. ~JL*r fl\ =- T- ~ ~ 
(Twenty-Year History of Hokkaido Shimbun) 
Sapporo: Hokkaido shimbunsha =!!:.. ~19-Aft; 8a ~ 1964. 
562 p. Asia PN5409/.H6W381 
89 Hokuto :::L 4-
(Hokuto: "Big Dipper", a Periodical) 
Sakhalin: Hokutosha Shikyoku ;!t; 4-~~- ~ 
1:1 (1910)-2:10 (1911). photocopy. 
90 Karafuto yoran •1.c ~ ~ 
(General Survey of Sakhalin) 
Karafutocho *'-~ rt 
H0-515 
6 v. ( 1926-1929, 1932, 1934). Asia DK771/.S2K37 
15 
ARTS AND CRAFTS 
91 Ainu 71 ~ 
(Ainu: Ainu issue, No. 106, of Kogei--Arts and Crafts Journal) 
Tokyo: Nihon Mingei Kyokai B;j;..~~~r.:t 1941. 
20 plates, 86 p. Asia NK1072/.H6K63 
92 Ainue ""P1JC~ 
(Ainu Paintings) 
Koshizaki Soichi k\ u.ft ~ -
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Sent a *-~~.Jti:t.l#k...11:. ~ ~ -.,q_ 
1976. 
107 p, 69 plates. Asia ND1053/.K634 
9 3 Ainu geij utsu ""F" 1' ;z ¥ f.fi 
94 
(Ainu Folk Art) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke and Sugiyama Sueo 1i IE- "ff,Hf -~ :L.,;. ~ ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta ..:tt.. :m-.ut.:t.AA..~uitl -tz ;..q-
1973. 
3 v. 
Ainu jisei no 
(Clothing, Made 
KONO TSUNEKICHI 
156-159. 
Asia NK1072/.H6K55 
ifuku 7 ; 7 "§ ~ ,., .{( ~il 
on Their Own, by Ainu) 
CHOSAKUSHU ~ .1f ~ ~ ~ (iJ;Jt_ I ( 1974), 
Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
95 Ainu ni denshosareru kabushikyoku ni kansuru chosa kenkyu 
"7"1;: t:. ~*- ~ A1. ~ ~-- i'il r!! •': 00 t3 i/:!1f:..gr~ (Research on Traditional Ainu Songs and Dances) 
Bunkazai Hogo Iinkai ;t 1\:. §;t ~~~ ~~~ 
1960. 
98 p. Asia PL495.7/.C451 
96 Ainu no dozokuhin 7 t' ~ .1") L. :&-.a'b 
(Native Objects of Ainu) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ,';f .If ;t..Jl_ ~ (~ .!t_ I ( 1971), 
272-280. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
97 Ainu no geij utsu 71 A. , ~ r.t.i 
(Ainu Arts and Crafts) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU {;;r:1f/Z..i!. ~ f'f ;{_ II ( 1972), 
237-243. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
98 Ainu no geijutsu ni tsuite 717"' ~ :;t1•:.? ,. \ 
(On Ainu Arts and Crafts) 
Kon Yutaka ~ ~ 
HOKKAIDO KYODOSHI KENKYU .1t. f~~ ~.!:.. ~ lffl'::t. .( 1932), 
83-88. Asia DS895/. H6N432 
16 
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99 Ainu no mon'yo 7" ,l ol) A.~ 
(Ainu Clothing Patterns) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU R"'t.it-~~~'F~ II (1972), 
210-220. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
100 Ainu no odori 7 1 Jt ~ » 
(Ainu Dances) 
Kono Hiromichi 0if }If Jt... ~ 
Tokyo: Nire Shobo ~ :;t:. '* 
64 p. 
1956. 
Asia DS832/.K65 
101 Ainu no orimono senshokuho -r 1 ~.,.~~~E. ,:-fr 
(Ainu Method of Textile Dyeing) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU E~>jJf;Z...Jt_...iJf'T-t: I (1971), 
30-41. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
102 Ainu no shitaobi 7 '( ;;::.. .., -,:::: i1ffi 
103 
(Ainu Loincloth) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~ .ff-P...l:t. ~'IIF~ I ( 1971) , 
42-51. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
Ainudama 7 1 ~ .1i. 
(Ainu Beads) 
Sugiyama Sueo ~ .J.J... ~ ~ _., 
Sapporo: Imai Sapporo Shiten 
86 p. 
4' if fl.. «t ~ 1!' 19 3 6 • 
Asia NK3650/.S93 
104 Dai Koanrei Orochon no shirakaba juhi kOgei 
~~12-.- ;t a-43 ~, E:! ~ ltt ~ L S.. 
(Craftmanship, Using White Birch Bark, of the Orochon Tribe 
of Da Hinggan Ling Mountain Range) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU t"Df.Jt)t..i!~llj;~ I (1971), 
281-283. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
105 Esashi to Matsumae oiwake ~Ji l ;ft~ ~ ~ ,?f 
(Esashi and Matsumae Oiwake Songs) 
Morino Shokichi A. .!f- i.h is-
Esashi-cho (Hokkaido): 1910. 
270 p. Asia DS897 I .E83M67 
106 Genshi mon' yoshu JJ( Vii- ;t ~ ~ 
(Illustrations of Jomon Period Potteries, with Explanations) 
Sugiyama Sueo ~ ~'~~~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta _jb L1t-.W. ii. ~~ a!L1 -+z.:...-7-
1978. 
45 p, 121 plates. Asia NK3855/.J6S83 
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107 Hokkaido min' yo no tabi .:r~:, ~4.~ ~ , *-
(Folk Songs of Hokkaido) 
Tamura Hakuu m -ft ~ I"Q 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Kanko Shuppansha ::!t.. ~~-~-iE.lli ~~ 
1952. 
272 p. Asia ML3750/ .T35 
108 Hokkaido no yakimono it..~~k.n ~~{n 
(Hokkaido Pottery) 
Matsushita Wataru 1f!l "F s 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shimbunsha .;tt. ~~it.~~~..±.. 1978. 
279 p. Asia NK4168/ .H64M37 
109 Hokkaido shashin bunkashi .t ~~ ~~ .k:it.. 1e. 
(Development of Photography in Hokkaido) 
Koshizaki Soichi ~ tLf- ~--
Otaru: Shinseisha tl'r~-f":t. 1946. 
108 p. Kaj.iyama H0-6 
110 Hoppo no akusesari .:tt...-t~7'71z7'J-
(Clothing Accessories of the Northern Area) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~}f 1t._.a~:lf.~ II (1972), 
181-188. Asia DS895/.H64K66/.v.2 
111 Hoppa no mingu .:It, zr- ~ ~ 'iS! 
(Ainu Arts and Crafts) 
Kono Motomichi ,:bf" F.- :;.-.4 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shupp an Kikaku Sent a ±b c@.~ n:. ~-~ ufu tz. :.r-g-
1976-1979. 
2 v. Asia DS832/.K69 
112 Karafuto Ainu Giriyaku Orokko no kogei, tokuni juhi kogei 
113 
ni tsuite 4.~7--rx ~-~~~-? >to~/::J n.z.. E, ·~·~ fi-+Ul..L~.= -? .. •(" 
(Arts and Crafts of the Ainus, Gilyaks and Orokis in Sakhalin, 
Particularly on Use of Tree Barks) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~~~Jt...Ji ~iiJ;~ II ( 1972), 
51-59. Asia DS895/.H64K66/.v.2 
Ki ta no kogei .:it... n ..I:.. -a 
(Arts and Crafts of the Northern 
Sugiyama Sueo ¥. J.1...,. 4 ~41r 
Tokyo: Kawade Shobo :or ..£. ::t ~ 
204 p. 
18 
Area) 
1934. 
Asia NK1484/.A3S84 
ARTS AND CRAFTS 
114 Kita no mon 1 yo .:tl:..n..Z~ 
(Patterns Used in Arts and Crafts in the Northern Area) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~ifff'A11L*1'F.1t:. . II (1972), 
244-250. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
115 Kokusan Shinko Hakurankai Hokkaido Rekishikan chinretsuhin 
116 
kaisetsu 00 jl_.+Jt.~ ~~4 .:tt.~-~1t~ ~- ~9'! £ )f¥J. ~ ...... 
(Exhibition to Promote Domestic Products: Explanations of 
Items on Display in Hokkaido Historical Museum) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU fill~* a "J-11=~ I ( 1974), 
165-304. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
Nawamoyo no hensen a 1\l. f.lll..:..., l.~ 
(Changes in Decorative Lobe Patterns) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ,:if.ff .14~ *1'F~ 
176-180. Asia 
II (1972), 
DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
117 Nihon genshi kogei E 4;:.../if...ti.;.J:.~ 
118 
119 
(Primitive Arts and Crafts of Japan, with Illustrations) 
Sugiyama Sueo ~-lL~ ~~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta .±.,.cif.lt..tr...~~OOI ~:... '1-
1976. 
2 v. 
Nihon genshi kogei gaisetsu 
(Outline of Primitive Arts and 
Sugiyama Sueo # J.L.~~~ 
Tokyo: Kogei Bijutsu Kenkyukai 
416 p. 
Asia DS815/.S93 
)3 ,$.. J:fi, ~ .L B. -ffk. ~u 
Crafts of Japan) 
I... ~ -'t ft.'t -ti'jt'~/z) 
Asia DS815/.S82 
1928. 
Nihon genshi sen 1 i kogeishi B ~ 1~ tt' ,:f'~. ,f'a..r.. ~- 'i:. 
(History of Primitive Weaving in Japan, with Illustrations) 
Sugiyama Sueo ~ JL-#r: ~~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta ..±t.,~Jl.~I'\R..£..urul!:::..q-
1979. 
2 v. Asia GN432/.S9/1979 
120 Sapporo no chokoku o utau /fl. ~ .n Jl~ !•1 ~ ) r-=. ~ 
(Extolling the Sculptured Works in Sapporo) 
Harako Osamu AK+ 1-f-
Sapporo: Miyama Shobo J+. -'I? ~=J;.~ 1981. 
164 p. Asia NB471/.H37 
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121 Saryu Ainu no kayo 
(Ballads and Songs of 
Mombetsu-cho Kyodoshi 
Mombetsu (Hokkaid6): 
66 p. 
~'7 ;it, 7 1 -<:: J) ~ ~;! 
Ainus in Saryu, Hokkaido) 
Kenkyukai Pt; ,~'l d'f ~~±...~-tiff~~ 
1966. 
Asia GR341/.H64M65 
122 Shimaguni no uta to odori .2-, Jm ""' ~ ~ ~ 
(Songs and Dances of an Island Country) 
Tanabe Hi sao lR...iZL tttr nt.. 
Tokyo: Isobe Koyodo ~#If ~ ~ 1927. 
274 p. Asia Ml812/.T35 
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123 Ainu Ei Wa jiten 71 ~ ~ · "*tt #~ 
124 
(An Ainu-English-Japanese Dictionary) 
John Batchelor 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten ~ ~it-I~ 19 3 8 . 
581 p. Asia Ref. PL495/.Z5B3 
Ainugoho gaisetsu 7-1' j( li- [1:.: -ft!k:11',_j 
(Ainu Grammar Textbook) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke and Chiri Mashiho 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten ~~"'t=.IEs 
230 p. 
~ lB ->l.i#r . ju ~ ~.t·~ 
1936. 
Asia PL495/.K56 
125 Ainugo jiten r 1 ;{.. -;F-i$-:;~ 
(Dictionary of Ainu Language) 
Yamaj i Hiroaki .!L ..._A~ 
Tokyo: Ajia Afurika Gengo Kenkyushitsu rv··r 7 -,•;IJ'i"tl-.ef~i:. 
1959. 
203 p. Asia Ref. PL495/.Y35 
126 Ainugo kaiwa jiten r 1 ~~~itt ~-!4 
(Ainu Language Dictionary for Conversations) 
Jimbo Kotara and Kanazawa Shozaburo ~ ""~ ,1 -~ • -~ eR...A..a.~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Sent a ,jt;_ ~~ .&. .Aaie.liii t. ;.,...q-
1978. 
278 p. Asia PL495.2/.J55 
127 Ainugo kara umareta kyodo no chimei to densetsu 
)"' 1 ~ ~ 1.7- '? ~ 1ft f.; jtt' .:!:.. ,., .1'1!. ~ b 1~ ~ 
(Local Names and Legends Which Evolved from Ainu Language) 
Omi Shoichi l1t .~..a:.. -
Asahigawa: Kamikawa-ku Gakko Seikatsu Kyod6 Kumiai ..l::. 1 '1K~«.~~~i{$4 
1954. 
154 p. Asia DS895/.H6055 
128 Ainugo kenkyu 7 i" ~ ~~~ 
(Study of Ainu Language) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke 4 !!I - ~~ • ..$1! 
Tokyo: Sanseido -=-~ ~ 
533 p. 
1960. 
Asia PL509/.K55/v.l 
129 Ainugo nyumon: tokuni chimei kenkyusha no tameni 
7 ·'( jC ~ A F'"' : l: <. I= .J'IZ.. Jb ~ ~ ~ ~ r: .n 1::. 
(Introduction to Ainu Language, Particularly for Researchers 
of Geographical Names) 
Chir i Mashiho ~ !L ~ .~- "'~ 
Tokyo: Nire Shabo ~::!:~ 1956. 
276 p. Asia PL495.1/.C45 
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13 0 Ainugo to kokugo 7 1" A. ~ l 1~ ~ 
131 
(Ainu Language and Native Japanese Language) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke ~ tB - Jf:. M 
Tokyo: Meiji Shein B~~~~ 1933. 
40 p. Asia PL505/.K64 
Ainugo wa iki teiru 7 1 .,z ~ J 
(Ainu Language Is Still Alive) 
Pon Fuchi 
Tokyo: Shinsensha ~ .t.-tt. 
242 p. 
1976. 
Asia PL495/.P6 
132 Ainugo yori mitaru Nihon chimei kenkyu 
7 f "' ~ d= 'J ~ r: ~ 8 ~ .l't!.. ;{,. >Gff '.lt. 
(Key to the Study of Ancient Japanese Place Names--Ainu 
Language) 
John Batchelor 
Tokyo: Bunrokusha k ~-f.t. 1929. 
74 p. Asia DS805/.B38 
133 Ainugo yori mita Nihon chimei shinkenkyu 
7 1 A. 1i- J: 'J Jt r=- e ~ ~ ~ trr ,pr ~ 
(New Study, Based on Ainu Language, of Japanese Place Names) 
Hishinuma Yuichi ~ "2 ~ -
Tokyo: Chuo Johosha .p~ ,~111•-t~ 1939. 
322 p. Asia DS805/.H58 
134 Ainu no kyuj i 7 1' A :1J Iff t$ 
(Ancient Ainu Words) 
1920. 
9 p. Asia PL495/.A55 
13 5 Bunrui Ainugo j i ten .-4 ~ 7 -1 A ~ -# ~..: 
(Classified Dictionary of Ainu Language) 
Chir i Mashiho ~ ~ ~ ;~. /t::i:. 
Tokyo: Nihon Jomin Bunka Kenkyujo B/~ffirt~~t..-m~f'!f 
1953-1962. 
3 v. Asia Ref. PL495/.C46 
136 Ezo hogen moshiogusa 
(Notes on Ainu Dialect) 
Haku Kosai e ~ ~ 
1804. 
2 v. Asia X PL495/.Z9S89 
22 
137 
138 
LANGUAGE 
Gengogaku gojunen i. ~ ~ .5. -t-4-
(Fifty Years of Linguistics) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke 1t IB - /"i-.... S:h 
Tokyo: Hebunkan ~ J;. ~ 
230 p. 
Genge kenkyu 1; ~.-ti7t~ 
(Philological Study: Ainu Language) 
Kindaichi Kyesuke 4 1tr- /r:Eh 
Tokyo: Kawade Shobe eEr ~ :!=-~ 
312 p. 
1955. 
Asia PL523/.K521 
1933. 
Asia PL495/.K561 
139 Hokkaido Ezogo chimeikai .:ft..at~t~~~~m 
(Annotated Ainu-Language Geographical Dictionary of Hokkaido) 
Nagata Yasumasa ~If!" Jt .iE.. 
Sapporo: Hokkaidecho ~e-..utft 1891. 
3 v. Asia DS895/.H6N34 
14 0 Hokkai do hegenshti :l.t.. ~fi...iLJt 1;1. 
(Dictionary of Hokkaido Dialects) 
Watanabe Shigeru f!l.il!... ~ 
Sapporo: Nire Shobe ~ :t~ 
232 p. 
1955. 
Asia PL693/.H6W38 
141 Hokkaido kotoba ftidoki ::U:.. ~Jl _- .l: ,J· 1~ ~ ~ 
(Discussion of Hokkaido Dialects) 
Okada Fumie 00 e5 J::.. ~ 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe Jt ~ ~:j;:~ 1978. 
207 p. Asia PL693/.H604 
142 Hokkaido no dogi to hegen dt::.. ~~---., ~ ~ i: 7J ~ 
(Children's Games and Dialects of Hokkaido) 
Nakamura Misao ~-#- ~ 1/i:.. Mt, 
Sapporo: Te ito Sh up pan •'!fir iff£.!%~ 19 4 7 . 
117 p. Asia GV126/.H6N34 
143 Hokkaido no kodai moji .it., UJ-~"> ~·A: j:_ * 
(Hieroglyphic Writings in Hokkaido) 
Nishida Shozo & ~~~ 
HOKKAIDO KYODOSHI KENKYU .:it.. r._..ut ffl...t. ~--1i?f ~ ( 1932), 
20-31. Asia DS895/.H6N432 
144 Kaidoku Hokkaide kodai moji kenkyu 
~ t1t. ±..~~~A;: j:_ LT~·~ 
(Paleographic Study of Hokkaido) 
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Asaeda Fumihiro ~ 'Bt ~ ~ 
Yoichi-cho (Hokkaido): Hokkaido Gengogaku Kyokai .lt.~~~.ffi-~ti;r,.& 
1974. 
159 p. Asia Zll5.5/.J3A722 
146 Kita Chishima Ainugo: bunkengakuteki kenkyu 
.:tt::.+~ 71" ~-~ ~ r:ttti~~ 
(Ainu Dialects of Northern Kuriles: A Philological Study) 
Murayama Shichiro *t 1.1. t ~~ 
Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan s;•j ~i-!'E 1971. 
353 p. Asia PL495.95/.K8M8 
14 7 Kokugogaku ronko ID ~~~;of; 
(Study of the Japanese Language--Including Ainu Language) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke ~ tB - 7\t I!fr 
KINDAICHI KYOSUKE SENSHU ~EB- ff:..Bh.a! Jt III ( 1962), 
573 p. Asia PL509/.K55/v.3 
148 Matsumae hogen~o f>'.u. to; ;t7t~ 
(Study of Matsumae Dialect) 
Tansai Nyosui Ed. by Shiroyama Tomomasa 
~ ~ Qo ;K § J.U ~JE 13l ~ 
Hakodate: Tanka Kigensha ~ ... ~.~i:...i't. ~ 1958. 
163 p. Asia PL693/ .M38T35 
149 Otaru no kodai moj i 11, ~ .ry t; ~ :z ~~ 
(Hieroglyphic Writings in Otaru) 
Nakame Akira ~ El ·~ 
Hiroshima: Chiri Rekishi Gakkai ..:!t!...f!:.~i!..ct~ 
36 p. Asia P49/.N33 
150 Tohoku to Hokkaido no Ainugo chimeiko 
~ .il:. k .it. ~.it r) 7 -( ;z ~ ~ A;~ 
1919. 
(Handbook of Ainu-Language Place Names in Tohoku District 
and Hokkaido) 
Yamada Hidezo .i.l..... IF~..:=:._ 
Sapporo: Nire Shabo ~=l:-J)f 1957. 
84 p. Asia DS895/.H¢Y35 
151 Zenkoku hagen shiryo: Tohoku, Hokkaido 
~ Ill ;J -;t i{ -1'4 : m. Jt,, .:tt.. ~~ 
(Tohoku and Hokkaido Edition: V.l, Dialect of Japan) 
Nippon Hose KyOkai ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Tokyo: Nippon Hose Shuppankai 8-*~~.ti!..~ 1966. 
369 p. Asia PL687/.A3N56/v.l 
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152 Ainu bungaku T" 1 ..t.. A..1r 
(Ainu Literature) 
Chir i Mashiho ~ ~ ~ ;t,.1;k 
Tokyo: Gengensha ;t,-? *..t:... 1955. 
226 p. Asia PL495.5/.C45 
153 Ainu bungaku 'T' 1 .A. *-. ~ 
(Ainu Literature) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke ~ tB - )f: ~h 
Tokyo: Kawade Shobe ~ &. :t-m-. 1933. 
248 p. Asia PL495.7/.K55A582 
154 Ainu bungaku josetsu r{ ;{ ~¢,zt;.~ 
(Introduction to Ainu Literature) 
Kubodera Itsuhiko .?....._ 1~ :fF .Lt ..it 
Tokyo: Tokyi'5 Gakugei Daigaku Jt. .. :r.~~.K¢ 1956. 
55 p. Asia PL495.5/.K82 
155 Ainu dowashu r 1 ,z ~ ~ :l_ 
156 
(Collection of Ainu Children's Stories) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke and Arakida Kaju ~ tB- ,~$11 • ;rt. ~ iB ~~ 
Tokyo: Kobunsha .!, ~.f>±.. 1949. 
247 p. Asia PZ90/.J3K55 
Ainu jojishi: 
7"1A ~·~: (Ainu Epic Poem: 
Kindaichi Kyosuke 
Tokyo: Seijisha 
1024 p. 
Itadorimaru no kyoku 
It ;ft tL "' !fB 
Itadorimaru no kyoku) 
~IE - ;f, PiJ 
• ~,-tt.. 1944. 
Asia PL495.7/.K55A58 
157 Ainu jojishi Kamui-yukara Oina no kenkyu 
7 1 .z ~· ~ ·~ ~ . ~ 1i:.. , ,1i1f ~ (Study of Ainu Epic Poetry, Kamui-yukara and Oina) 
Kubodera Itsuhiko ~ '\~:Fj= .iit..lff 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten ~C~~~ 1977. 
790 p. Asia PL495.7/.K8/1977 
158 Ainu j oj ishi Kutoneshirika 7 { J<. 4k * ~ 7 1- :f- ~ 'J tr 
(Ainu Epic Poem: Kutoneshirika) 
Mombetsu-cho Kyodoshi Kenkyukai f''i ,lJ•J &rr M .±... ~ 1i1f ~ ~~ 
Mombetsu-cho (Hokkaido): 1965. 
259 p. Asia PL495.7/.M65 
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15 9 Ainu j oj is hi yukara gaisetsu T 1' A.. ~ + ?-f- _..::1.. -n ..,.. .ff!k ~ 
160 
(Summary Account of Ainu Epic Poem, Yukara) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke ~ l:!J - ,'r~ M 
Tokyo: Seijisha ~a~~ 1942. 
404 p. Asia PL495.7/.K55 
Ainu jojishi yukara no kenkyu 
(Study of Ainu Epic poem, Yukara) 
Kindaichi Kyosuke ~ 15 - ;f, ~ 
Tokyo: Toyo Bunko ~ ~j:_~ 
2 v. 
1931. 
Asia PL495.8/.Y93K5 
161 Ainu joj ishi yukarashu 71' ~ ~+ ~ ...:t... -IT 7 $, 
(Collection of Yukara, Ainu Epic Poems) 
Kinnari Matsu Tr. by Kindaichi Kyosuke 
·fit rlr.; j ..., -$: lB - ;f_.wr 
Tokyo: Sanseido ..=....,.Ji ~ 1960-1965. 
5 v. Asia PL495.7/.K35 
. 162 Ainu no bungaku yukara e no shotai 
163 
7 --( }{. , A_ ~ =- - tr "7 -"'- "J :jg #t 
(Introduction to Yukara of Ainu Literature) 
Haginaka Mie a + k ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Sent a .:H: .. ~~4.tt.J!iK..~l® ~ v'l-
1980. 
183 p. Asia PL495.5/.H33 
Ainu no kajin 
(Ainu Poets) 
Yumoto Kisaku 
Tokyo: Yoyosha 
248 p. 
1963. 
Asia PL723/.Y861 
164 Ainu shin' yoshu 7 {A. ~ ~ Jt 
(Collection of Mythological Songs of Ainu) 
Chir i Sachie ~ ..f. ~ .~. 
Tokyo: Kyo do Kenkyusha ~' z. ~ ~-t.±. 19 2 3 . 
125 p. Asia X PL495.7/.C46 
165 Ezo ni kansuru koka m_ ~ •:. ~ -:t ~ i!; ~ 
(Ancient Poetry Concerning Hokkaido) 
Shimmura Izuru ~T it ~ 
1914. 
8 p. Asia PL727.5/.S36 
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16 6 Ezo obake retsuden z. ~· -i;· 13" d 9'112!. 
(Stories of Ezo Ghosts) 
Chiri Mashiho ~ 1 ~ .~-{;il 
Sapporo: Puyara Shinsho Kankokai ft.~!.: .!.~-<' ~ tii"t"fl~ 1961. 
64 p. Asia GR340/.C35 
167 Hakodate to Takuboku ~ ~ ~ ~ -K 
(Hakodate and Takuboku Ishikawa--An Illustrated Handbook) 
Miyazaki Ikuu, Abe Tatsuo and Tabata KOzaburo 
~ !LiJ-~~ I~ • )Jar "ff" t-::.-, !_ • IB i~ # .=_ ~r--
Hakodate: 1962. 
41 p. Asia PL809/.S5Z761 
168 Hokkaido bungaku chizu ..:1.~ ae·.i:A ~:.·~ .:tt!. ® 
(Literary Landmarks of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Bungakukan .:H::.. ~~;;t.~~ 
Sapporo: Hokkai do Shimbunsha .:tt.. r;:..Jt.~!l\-f:t... 19 81. 
124 p. Asia PL724.2/.H6H6 
169 Hokkaido bungaku sampo :il:::..C-i-.il ~~-~ 
170 
(Tour of Literary Landmarks of Hokkaido) 
Asahi Shimbun Hokkaido Shisha ~ 8 ~&Ht~.i!.ittt. 
Kyoto: Tanke Shinsha :;}L;>ZM"..t::t. 1963. 
188 p. Asia PL724/.A83 
Hokkaido bungakushi Jt.~f.~5t.."*~ 
(Literary History of Hokkaido) 
Shirayama Tomomasa a 1J.J ~..LE... 
Hakodate: Tanka Kigensha 
54 p. 
~*:¥i..~~..t.. 1951. 
Asia PL886/.H6S35 
171 Hokkaido bungaku shiko jt_ Et.it z!!f. i!_$ 
(Treatises on Literary History of Hokkaido) 
Sa to Kiichi 1/i. I& -t--
Sapporo: Nire Shobe .#) :t~ 1956. 
237 p. Asia PL886/ .H6S386 
17 2 Hokkaid5 ehon .:lt.... ~~ .f't:~ "*'-
(Illustrated Book on Hokkaido) 
Sarashina Genzo and Kawakami Sumio ~ # CI;T.i\: • J!I.J:. L~!t. 
Sapporo: Sarorun Shabo ~ ~~~ :f:..* 1955. 
131 p. Asia DS895/.H6S37 
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17 3 Hokkaido Eishishi :H:.. ~~ ~ i:... ~ 
(Epic Poems of Hokkaido) 
Kagaya Teij i ·7JJ ~ ~ ~ ~li' 
Hakodate: 1954. 
83 p. Asia DS894.26/.K34 
17 4 Hokkaido kadanshi .:tt. ~IJ1i.. f~:t!_ 't 
(History of Hokkaido Poetical Circles) 
Shirayama Tomomasa 8 UJ ~ .JJ:.. 
Hakodate: Tanka Kigensha ~~-~-.ic.--k 1950. 
38 p. Asia PL886/.H6S351 
175 Hokkaido no onna: ishoku rupo onna annai 
:!t.. ti-..1.. J) ""'t- : -- ~ 1\, .t-: ~ .}, ~ '"<i ,. (Women of Hokkaido: A Unique Report Introducing Women) 
Sarashina Genzo .._# ~lfi ... fit 
Sapporo: Kita Shobe ~~~ 1963. 
204 p. Asia PL886/ .H6I83 
176 Hokkaido no uta .:lt.. ~-45--.Lt.., ~ 
(Poems on Hokkaido) 
Watanabe Yoshi taka 5'llll.. .; L r= 11, 
1966. 
170 p. 
17 7 Hokkaido sai j iki .:ft.~& ~ ,. c· ;!.i:. 
(Hokkaido Trivialities, 1965) 
Hokkaido Hose .:!1::. :~~ 75!A.JL 
Sapporo: 1964. 
Asia PL886/.H6W38 
201, 48 p. Asia GT4884/.A3H631 
178 Hokkaido shij inshu :H:. [fJJ.ii. ~.z ~ 
(Collected Poetical Works of Hokkaido) 
Suzuki Masateru and Togo Katsuo ~;f.;.~~ · !lJti~ ·t_ ~~ 
Tokyo: Sanga Shobe IL9fft::;t:J~ 1942. 
220 p. Asia PL886/.H6S89 
17 9 Hokkai enkakuka ,jf:. cnf eg.Jt_ ~ 
(Poetry on Hokkaido Development) 
Takasaki Ryutaro liT 11~ & t;._ Rl\ 
1899. 
14 1vs. 
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18 0 Hokkai hyakunin is shu .::!.(_, 1:f1i. 6 A ... - ~ 
(Hundred Poems on Northern Area Written by 100 Persons) 
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218 1vs. photocopy. H0-588 
262 Ezochi goyodome ~ ~ rl!, 1~ -~ ~ 
(Notices Issued by Shogunate to Hokkaido, 1856) 
1856. 
36 1vs. photocopy. 
263 Ezochi ikken • tr :tb -/,4-
Ho-589 
(Col1ection of Shoguna1 Inspection Reports on Hokkaido, 
1784-1790) 
SHIN HOKKAIDOSHI ~:±t-_.~lA_ il':.. VII ( 1969), 259-507. 
Asia DS895/.H6S53/v.7 
264 Ezochi kembun fusetsugaki -~..t!!!.L ffl iil. ~.__.-::!= 
(Observation Reports on Hokkaido by Various Persons) 
34 1vs. photocopy. H0-590 
265 Ezochi kembun mikomi taii joshinsho soko 
• ~~ ~~ iV\ ~~. k.~.-..1:. .. * ...... ~ 
(Report by Hakodate Magistrate, Toshihiro Hori, on Inspection 
Tour of Hokkaido, 1854) 
Hor i Toshihiro ~ >1"1 f~ 
1854. 
17 1vs. photocopy. H0-591 
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266 Ezochi no kaitaku t:.. 't¥.1t!!dl ~~.::a 
(History of Hokkaido Land Development) 
Hokkaido Somubu Bunshoka .it:.. ~~..a-~;~~-'-~~ 
Tokyo: Rironsha ~ ~-k.. 1966. 
194 p. Asia DS894.25/.H64 
267 Ezo jojitsu ~ :t. ·i·~ ~ 
(Questions-and-Answers Between Kojin Naka and Zen'an 
Kunitomo) 
Naka Kojin and Kunitomo Zen'an WEf~A-~ · ~~/~F' .. " 
1838. 
53 lvs. photocopy. H0-592 
268 Ezo kibun ~=t-.~00 
(Chronological Record of Events in Hokkaido, 1807) 
1807. 
7 v. photocopy. H0-593 
269 Ezo moyo ~ ~ t4.. f1L 
270 
271 
(Collection of Reports Submitted to Shogunate) 
51 lvs. photocopy. 
Ezo nishiki chishio no akebono 
~~1N,'1n.~-Z-~ 
H0-594 
1868) (Coup d'etat in Matsumae Domain, 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI ~ 1\'11 ~ ~ I (1974), 239-253 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
Ezo no ran nempyo ~~ t -?L~R. 
(Chronological Table of Ainu Uprisings) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU tii1 ftl<:,A_-~11=;!_ 
91-95. Asia 
I (1971), 
DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
272 Ezoshi ~~ .. ~ 
(Historical Notes on Ezo People) 
Arai Hakuseki ~-#- 8 .-s 
1 v. 
2 7 3 Ezoshi .m_ %- ~-
(Histor~cal Notes on Ezo People) 
Arai Hakuseki ~ ~ s-€ 
Tokyo: Sobunsha -~ x. ~ 
1 v. 
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274 Fudoki Nihon: dai-rokkan Hokkaido-hen 
J.it..x_ -:r_. 8~ : » 6 i!: ::It:.:.~~~ 
(Topography of Japan, V. 6, Hokkaido Edition) 
Tokyo: Heibonsha +iZ-~ 1958. 
408 p. Asia DS835/.F86/v.6 
275 Fukuyama hifu {&.LU *lt:Aq-
(Historical Source Materials on Matsumae Domain) 
Minamoto Hironaga t~~a 
SHINSEN HOKKAIDC5SHI ~-~Jbi:¥i-·-~ V (1936), 
1-306. Asia DS895/.H6H64/v.5 
276 Fukuyama kyujiki (ichimei Matsumae kyujiki) 
4 J.L. ~ ~ a'C- ( - -~ ¥.:.. if. I ~ -+ ~ ) 
(Chronological Record of Matsumae Family, 1189-1823) 
66 lvs. photocopy. H0-595 
2 77 Fukuyama kyuki -11ir.a:. ! ~ 
(Chronological History of Matsumae Domain) 
Ebiko Kichizo ~+a & 
54 lvs. photocopy. 
278 Fukuyama tenki 1CR-..LU ~Th 
(1873 Diary of Hironaga Matsumae) 
Matsumae Hironaga #.c.. 'f.1 .Jl ~ 
1784. 
23 lvs. photocopy. 
279 Gaijin no mita Ezochi 1f..;, ~ ~r: z.t:--:r4:!::..> 
(Hokkaido as Seen by Foreigners) 
Tr. by Koshizaki Soichi ~ ~;;:t_- ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
· H0-596 
H0-597 
±.: t .. Ji._ ,ft~ ~ ~ Jii 1:!_ ' •. A7 - 19 7 6 • 
235 p. Asia DS894.22/.G34 
280 Gaikoku bunken ni arawaretaru shoki no Hokkaido 
?1- tiD x_ Rl.t , -=- ~._. ~~ al r-::. ;:, :f-n Jtq -n .1-L ~.!L 
(Early Period of Hokkaido as Seen in Foreign Documents) 
Kodama Sakuzaemon '~ ~ -flf /i.. {ff 1'"'\ 
IKOKU HOKKAIDO ~ (hl JL ~A ( 1948), 3-45. 
Asia DS895/.H6S362 
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281 Gofuchike ressekicho 1ft'p ~~ *-1'1 -~ ~~ 
282 
(Roster of Retainers and Attendants of Matsumae-han, 1853) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI ~i -tt:.lltf ~ I ( 1974), 489-497. 
Gojunkenshi oto moshiawaresho 
(Agreement on Answers to Give to 
During Visit in 1761) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI t.L:. WI ~ ~ 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
(!W~~1~ '"\:.)~ $~~ 
Shogunate's Roving Inspectors 
I (1974), 395-410. 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
283 Gokachu narabini gofuchinin onateyukidaka 
tf11 ~ ~ 1t. f~ ~- rr ;, 1-!!fl ~ '\'1 ,t, 
284 
(Record of Salary Payments in Cash to Matsumae-han Retainers 
and Attendants, 1849) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI f~w~~~ I (1974), 479-486. 
Gokaikaku ni tsllki ofuregaki 
1$ c8:..1j_ =-~ fMT ~ ~ ~ ;,( 
(Official Notices by Shogunate 
1841-1844) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI -it. #1 llf ~ 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
to dome 
and Matsumae-han on Reform, 
I (1974), 656-662. 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
285 Goken'yaku narabini gokaikaku ofuregaki todomeko 
~ 1~ .~ ~ -=- 1'.'1fl C.*: .$ ~ fRJ, ;t: ~ "" ro 
(Official Notices by Shogunate and Matsumae-han on Frugality 
and Reform, 1841-1844) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI A<i~ ~Iii 'i: I ( 1974), 642-655. 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
286 Goken 'yaku ofuregaki todome ~ift ;e!:) f~ ~*~ :x. 
(Formal Notices by Shogunate and Matsumae-han to Practice 
Frugality, 1841-1844) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI ~R;j df\~_ I (1974), 629-641. 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
2 8 7 Goyo todomesaku 'feJ ~ ~ ~ 
(Various Shogunate's Notices Concerning the Management of 
Hakodate and Other Areas of Hokkaido) 
80 lvs. photocopy. H0-598 
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288 Hakodate kobunshil ~~Z.>t1 
(Collection of Shogunate's Official Notices on Hokkaido 
Issued from 1857-1868) 
3 v. photocopy. H0-599 
289 Hakodate oyakusho tsutomekata kokoroe 
.. ~ ~ f,t i"t YJr Jt !\::)' 1~ 
(Maritime Regulations of Hakodate Magistrate's Office, 
1854-1859) 
Hori Toshihiro ..±& ~~ ,;~ 
30 lvs. photocopy. H0-600 
290 Henchi sosho iJ.k,-*-:1: 
(Inspection Reports on Hokkaido and Sakhalin Submitted to 
Shogunate) 
73 lvs. photocopy. H0-601 
291 Higashi Ezochi kakubasho yosu taigaisho 
292 
... ~ .H!.~.±IJ iO<f *-T :k.._ .... 
(Outline of Geography, Products, Development, Etc. of 
Various Trading Districts in East Hokkaido) 
SHIN HOKKAIDOSHI .ifr±.~1a.lf!.. VII ( 1969), 508-601. 
Hogenji koshuyo kiroku (sho) 
(Official and Religious Records 
Sotoshu Sect, 1821-1893) 
MATS UMAE CHO S HI ;/:'<.:: if.i i'f ·.,e_ 
Asia DS895/.H6S53/v.7 
f1';. itt.'!;-~ ~ )f} ~ (.t)r} 
of Hogenji Temple of 
I (1974), 747-926. 
Asia DS891/.M294M35/v.l 
293 Hokkaido bunkashi josetsu .:!t.~J!_J:-1t..•i:.ff~~ 
(Introduction to Cultural History of Hokkaido) 
Takakura Shin' ichiro ~.£ l'r - JJ~ 
Sapporo: Hoppo Sh uppansha :fi:)'t ~*-a 19 4 2 . 
130 p. Asia DS895/.H6T345 
2 94 Hokkaido bunkashiko d!:.;&..!B...Z '~'i:... t~ 
(Cultural History of Hokkaido) 
Sapporo Chilo Hosokyoku !fl. nt. -+ -9C Altli!L tis 
Sapporo: 1942. 
338 p. Asia DS895/.H6S36 
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295 Hokkaido e no shotai: himerareta rekishi no dammen 
11:. ~~ ..L " ,;') .ffi ~ ; ~ .1'> S -4t r:: ~ ~ ~ 1f:tl" 00 
(Invitation to Hokkaido: Hidden Facets of History) 
Shinkawa Kozo .i'fJ!j $~ 
Tokyo: Gendai Shob6 ~f'\::;..;~ 1965. 
222 p. Asia DS895/.H6S55 
296 Hokkaido ichiran .±... .. .lL- £ 
(Conspectus of Hokkaido, 1883) 
50 lvs. photocopy. H0-602 
297 Hokkaido kaisoroku :tt.... ~--~- § ~-~ 
(Memoirs of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Somubu Bunshoka :it. .:i-~ ,{ff:~~ ~-=!-~ 
Sapporo: 1964. 
298 
376 p. Asia DS895/.H6A32 
Hokkaido kokuyu mikaichi daichiseki 
.:it:. :S.~- til1; k. ~ -~ ~.l't'!. "*'-. 1! "F 1! ftR 
(Charts Showing Leases of Undeveloped 
in Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho ±.~Att 
SHINSEN HOKKAIDOSHI ifr~ ±.~A;e.. 
967-1064. 
kashisage kashitsukehyo 
Government Property 
VI (1936), 
Asia DS895/.H6H64/v.6 
2 9 9 Hokkaido kyodogoyomi :l!:::...::ii-.il_ ~...t. ;:-
(Calendar of Historical Events and Observances in Hokkaido) 
Sapporo Chuo Hosokyoku it.~-- 'f~if<.~.ift 
Sapporo: Nire Shobe ~~~ 1955. 
233 p. Asia DS895/.H6N433 
300 Hokkaido kyodoshi jiten !1:..~~ ~...t... ~~ 
(Local History Dictionary of Hokkaido) 
Watanabe Shigeru ;~J!L ~ 
Sapporo: Kita Shobe jl:...-i:~ 1965. 
167 p. Asia Ref. DS895/.H6W38 
3 01 Hokkaido kyodoshi kenkyu :!t. :i-~ ~..L ;e_ iiir~ 
(Study of Hokkaido Local History) 
Sapporo Hosokyoku '*L •Nt. .tt.~ ~ 
Sapporo: FO.kido ~ ~T. 1932. 
475 p. Asia DS895/.H6N432 
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302 Hokkaido kyodoshi koza ni tsuite 
±, ~..Jil~...:t. ~ ~-li- ·~ -::> ,, ( 
(On Hokkaido Local History Lecture Series) 
Sate Shosuke ,i1i- 1tl. ~.11' 
HOKKAIDO KYODOSHI KENKYU jt.,m_a -J:.....;t 1iit~ ( 1932), 
1-6. Asia DS895/.H6N432 
303 Hokkaido no kenkyu :H:.. ~~ .-, -ii1t ~ 
(Study of Hokkaido) 
Takakura Shin 1 ichiro iit ~ ~ -~~ 
Osaka: Seibundo i~ :;z~ 
8 v. 
1983. 
304 Hokkaido no konj aku :tt..\11J-Ji't.., ~~ 
(Past and Present of Hokkaido) 
Kono Ts~nek~chi ,:-.T .Jt\fl!; ~ 
HOKKAIDO KYODOSHI KENKYU .:lt::~JA~....r_~~~ ( 1932), 
371-475. Asia DS895/.H6N432 
305 Hokkaido no rek"ishi .:ii::..ifi..li_J)~ ~ 
(History of Hokkaido) 
Enomoto Mor ie d.~ ~ .~· 
Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha .A... "I Le.JiiR.._-{L 1969. 
235 p. Asia DS895/.H6E55 
306 Hokkaido no rekishi .:it..,.r"§.Ji..n if! J! 
307 
(History of Hokkaido) 
Takakura Shin 1 ichiro ifrft {fr- ~ 
Sapporo: Sapporo Hosokyoku *L«t~~ 1933. 
52 p. Asia DS895/. H6T343 
Hokkaido no sekki jidai 
(Stone Age of Hokkaido) 
Nishida Shozo ~ lB ~ ..:o_ 
HOKKAIDO KYODOSHI KENKYU 
7-19. 
~t:..~A ~...I:.. ~11ft~ ( 1932), 
Asia DS895/.H6N432 
308 Hokkaido no senshi j idai ::it. ~j.JLt?) ~i!...Jlti'-1-\. 
(Prehistoric Age of Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~Jif~-'- *1f>Jt. II ( 1972), 
124-133. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
309 Hokkaido no yoake :t. ~.Jii_<'~-f(. a)3. •t 
(Dawn of Hokkaido) 
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Hokkaido Somubu Bunshoka 
Tokyo: Rironsha ~ 'li1'::t.. 
314 p. 
:it. f§c .1. ~· f~ ~ :Z :;i:. ~ 
1966. 
Asia DS894.25/.H642 
311 Hokkaido rekishi jiten .:ft. ~fi....1i.L~~~ 
(Historical Dictionary of Hokkaido) 
Watanabe Shigeru Ci....JiL ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
.:It:. ~-~-lfl. .te.. ~ ~ ~ tz ;:.,q - 19 8 2 . 
292 p. Asia Ref. DS894.22/.W38 
312 Hokkaido rekishi sampo .:it.. ~~A .12_ '!?:_ ~7 
(Historical Tour of Hokkaido) 
Kamei Katsuichiro ~ * I* - ~ 
Tokyo: Kawade Shobe Shinsha CD\.tt..:!=~ ~Jrf.:t.: 1962. 
230 p. Asia DS895/.H6K3 
313 Hokkaidoron .d.l:. ~.rL #t 
(Treatise on Hokkaido) 
Kuroda Nagashige ..J._ IB ~ iK. 
Tokyo: Toho Kyokai i.. ~ rfnAi 
27 p. 
314 Hokkaido ryakushi :lt.,~..JL.s;&.-~ 
1893. 
Asia DS895/.H6H65 
(Brief History of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Somubu Bunshoka .:!t.\'1-..i!..~~~ )(_*~ 
Sapporo: 1962. 
257 p. Asia DS895/.H6A33 
315 Hokkaido sanken bunchishi tsusetsu, hoi 
.:lt... r~J..~- ~ ~- 17' ·:tt .~. Ji. tt. i!tti J!. 
(Supplement to Survey Report on Administration of the 
Three Prefectures of Hokkaido) 
SHIN HOKKAIDOSHI :f4'r:it..,'i-.il_~ VII (1969), 
1379-1426). Asia DS895/.H6S53/v.7 
316 Hokkaido sanken junshi fukumeisho 
.:ft. ~--- .:l. -=- ~ ~ ~ fi.. A;tt + 
(Report of Inspection Tour of Hokkaido's Three Prefectures) 
Hokkaidocho :Jt. ci-.A.iT 
SHINSEN SHOKKAIDOSHI ~ ~ 3t.. r-1!-~ <f._ VI ( 193 6) , 
591-644. Asia DS895/.H6H64/v.6 
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317 Hokkaido senshigaku juniko 
(Twelve Lectures on Prehistory 
Yonemura Kioe >lt-1'¢ ~ ~ ~ 
Sapporo: Hoppe Shein ~~~ 
1174 p. 
:!!:.. !~ ~ 1t_ 't!_ ¢ T -=-~ 
of Hokkaido) 
1949. 
Asia DS985/.H6Y65 
318 Hokkaido senshi jidaiko ±~L~~~~ 
319 
320 
321 
(Treatise on Prehistoric Hokkaido) 
Goto Juichi ft.- -~ -
Sapporo: Hokkaid6 Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
..t~!Ltt'..AA.:1C.ui.;. ~:.o- 1976. 
2 v. Asia DS894.235/G67 
Hokkaidoshi :::!~ fU-Jii. ~­
(Comprehensive History of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho .:1t.. ,"i-J!. 7T 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Domei Choyakukan 
1892. 
2 v. 
Hokkaidoshi ~ ~Jl.. ~ 
(History of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho .jj:, r!-Art-
Tokyo: Sanshusha -=-~~ 
3 v. 
Hokkaidoshi gaisetsu :it. ~A~ ._ 11.. 
(Summary Account of Hokkaido History) 
Okuyama Ryo ~ J.L. 'f:. 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobo ~-'t-'1 1:~ 
365 p. 
Asia DS895/.H6H641 
1918. 
Asia DS895/.H6H643 
1958. 
Asia DS895/.H6048 
322 Hokkaido.shi kenkyu no ayumi .:!t:...[.fi.Jt._*-1iit'Jt..:n ~.P.if 
(Progress of Rese~rch on Hokkaido History) 
Okuyama Ryo ~J.i_,. o1E 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Chihoshi Kenkyukai 
.tci-.llt. -~ ;r rt -wt ~~ 1964. 
155 p. Asia DS895/ .H60482 
3 2 3 Hokkaidoshi nempu .:tt.. r~A >k.A- at-
(Chronological Record of Hokkaido History) 
Hashimoto Gyosho ;t$. ..k ¥. ~ 
Sapporo: Shokodo it\ o 1 19 3 o . 
65 p. Asia Ref. DS895/.H6H383 
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324 Hokkaidoshi no j idaiteki kubun .:tt.. ~fr.il."-" s!H-\. ~ ~ 
(Division of Hokkaido History into Periods) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU fiiT-'f-~..1~1'f1l_ I (1971), 
261-269. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
325 Hokkaidoshi no rekishi :lt..;g.sm_~ n~i!. 
(Background Data on History of Hokkaido) 
Takakura Shin 1 ichiro it. 1!. ~- ~f 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe Jl.~j"'i=-l+ 1964. 
115 p. Asia Z3307/.H6T34/l964 
326 Hokkaido shisatsu benran Jt...~.Jlt~~~'~~~ 
(Historical Guide to Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho ±.e-i-..!Llt 
Sapporo: 1909. 
44 p. Asia DS894.218/.H64/1909 
327 Hokkaido shiyo it.~Jl.tft.~ 
(Significant Aspects of Hokkaido History) 
Takeuchi Umpei fl1 ~ ..$-+ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
..t:...~..ll:..tr. ~ ~& e.:..-•7- 1977. 
774 p. Asia DS894.25/.T34/1977 
328 Hokkaido shokumin jokyo hobun .:!t.. r~A. q.l.~~~~~~;;c_ 
(Report on Status of Hokkaido Colonization) 
Kono Tsunekichi tr.!'"ilf ~ 1!i 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
±. z§. .!il ,te, ~~ .;ih 1::: ~ 'l - 19 7 5 • 
5 v. Asia DS894.2/.K65 
329 Hokkaido shoshi ::!t..~a..:.~_,l. ~ 
(Brief History of Hokkaido) 
Takakura Shin 1 ichiro 1lt 1t. tl'r- S? 
Sapporo: Nire Shobe ~ ~ ,ifl-
227 p. 
330 Hokkaido shoshi :~t-, ~.r~_ .r7- ~ 
1956. 
Asia DS895/.H6T34 
(Summary Account of Hokkaido History) 
Takikawa Shishi Hensan Iinkai Lt. 1'1 tfl ~$ -·.0~~~ 
TAKIKAWA SHISHI ~J'\I'f'Y!._ (1962), 31-90. 
Asia DS897/.T33T34 
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331 Hokkaido takushoku kaihatsu keizairon .:lt...~Jl~7A ~-~-IL'~~ 
(Economic History of Hokkaido Colonization and Development) 
Ebina Kenzo -~ t"ii. 
Tokyo: Shin Hyoron iff~~ 1982. 
401 p. 
332 Hokkaido yiireki nikki :it. ~i-lL~~ 8 R> 
(Diary of Hokkaido Tour, 1791) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI ;f£. 1ft Jtf ~ I ( 1974), 439-457. 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
333 Hokkaido zenkindai no bunkashi .::lt.\lS-..ii.. ~Jt. ~ ~ ~ '~t::.. ~ 
(Cultural History of Pre-Modern Hokkaido) 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
±.;;0.2 .tt:_~~§l e:..'/- 1977-
2 v. (v.l-2). Asia GN855/.J2K64 
334 Hokuchi kaitaku .:lt.~M\-fts 
(Viewpoints on Shogunate's Levies and Hokkaido Development) 
33 lvs. photocopy. H0-603 
335 Hokumon shiko :!t..M ~~ 
(Official Records of Matsumae-han, 1849-1854) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI -l'~i\itliiT~ I ( 1974), 183-237. 
Asia DS897/.M294M35/v~l 
336 Hokusui kaigyo teiyo -:11:.P-t.~~~~ 
(Miscellaneous Documents Concerning Hokkaido Administration 
at Time of Establishment of Hakodate Magistrate Office, 
1854) 
Ohashi Namihachiro -r-:..."" ;:_J, ~~ 
70 lvs. photocopy. H0-604 
337 Hoppe bummei shiwa .::t.-'T~~ ~~ 
(Historical Notes on Hokkaido Civilization) 
Nakajima Shunzo "1-li ~ 
Tokyo: Hokkai Shuppansha .:tt..~.tl3..f'tll{:L 1942. 
478 p. Asia DS895/.H6N36 
338 Hoppe minzoku no tabi .±,-d~~.., 5-t.. 
(Travel to and Description of Northern Area and Ainu) 
Baba Osamu .~..r!i ~~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
L~.liLit. ~~£:JR. -e.._, 9- 1979. 
135 p. Asia DS894. 22/ .B32 
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339 
340 
Hoppa miraiko ±..,;"'t;t-~~ 
(Future Plans for Hokkaido) 
Tokugawa Nariaki ~/·1 ~ R~ 
1839. 
99 lvs. 
Hopporon: hokui yonjudoken 
j~::..~'t ~ : .::!t.. ,fl e9 Q fl.. 'ii\ , ?--~ 
(Treatise on Northern Area) 
Nakano Miyoko 9r .ff- ~~+ 
Tokyo: Shinjidaisha ~~~~ 
235 p. 
Asia DS895/.H6T63 
no shis6 
1972. 
Asia DS895.3/.N34 
341 Hopposhi nyumon: Nihonjin to Roshiajin no dai-tankenshi 
.!t::./i :t A~~ : 8 -t:- /'- ~ ~ & T /"- "' A 1~ ..ft ~ 
(Introduction to History of Northern Area: Japanese and 
Russian Explorers) 
Yoshida Takezo ~ tB.i\..2..... 
Tokyo: DenteS to Gendaisha !ii:1tl:.SL'f'tf"::t. 1974. 
253 p. Asia DS849/.R7Y69 
342 Hoppa torai ~t../t (,4.-:f.::. 
(Crossing Over to Hokkaido) 
Motoki Shogo ~ Ja ~ 
1962. Tokyo: Jij i Tsushinsha a;-4..4 --r.r~ 
224 p. Asia DS895/.H6M68 
343 Horeki juichinen gojunkenshi oto moshiawasesho 
~,..-;- -~ \"811~!...1~~~ qt/~:;l:-
(Reply Submitted by Matsumae-han to Shogunate's Roving 
Inspector During Visit in 1761) 
23 1vs. photocopy. H0-605 
344 Iju annai Hokumon no kagi -1:4 ~ ~ ,:q .dLr~ ~!tit 
(Guide to Migration to Hokkaido, 1891) 
Murao Motonaga -~Jt..~t!. 
1891. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-606 
345 Jochi no setsu Sen-han Hori-shi kengen 
...t.~~~~Jl-tia~~~ 
(Petition by Shoji Hori, Sendai-han Retainer, Concerning 
the Forced Takeover of a Part of Matsumae Domain by Shogunate) 
Hori Shoji ~~:it(~~> 
26 1vs. photocopy. H0-607 
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346 Kaeido Ezo ofuregaki narabini zassho 
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Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.2 
429 Zen Docho junenshi ~ A_;T 1-4 ~ 
(Ten-Year History of All-Hokkaido Government Employees' 
Union) 
Sapporo: Zen Hokkaid6ch6 Shokuin Kumiai 
~ .tt_ i1J.. .1i. t't- - ~ .:rr.a.. ~ 19 5 6 . 
841 p. Asia HD8039/.F72Z45/1956 
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430 Abashiri shishi, jokan ~R_\fi~ ..t.. ~ 
(History of Abashiri City) 
Abashiri Shishi Hensan Iinkai ,~k. ·fl ~:fa l*1~d~ 
Abashiri: Abashiri Shiyakusho ~~·'fifl(~ 1958. 
1411 p. Asia DS897/.A23A23 
431 Asahigawa shishi :;@.i•l ·1l:ll:.. 
(History of Asahigawa City) 
432 
Asahigawa Shishi Henshii Iinkai ~J'1 if'i~~:lt~~ 
Asahigawa: Asahigawa Shiyakusho .'tfl''lifif~fll't 1959-1960. 
4 v. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
Asahigawa shishiko 
(History of Asahigawa 
Asahigawa Shiyakusho 
Asahigawa: 1931. 
2 v. 
~B.,,, iji 'f_ ~ 
City) 
7ta. J •1 ifi N: Prt" 
Asia DS897/.A83A32 
4 3 3 Ashibetsu-cho kaicho goj unenshi "pi. ;J·: tiT ·~ ~ ...:fL t4 ~-
434 
435 
436 
(Fifty-Year History of Ashibetsu Town) 
Choshi Hens an I inkai .,-~;f.!~.., ~ ~ 4i: 
Ashibetsu-ch6 (Hokkaido): 1950. 
450 p. Asia 05897 /A84A83 
Bibai choshi 4t u~ ttr ~ 
(History of Bibai Town) 
Taki Shonosuke rM. ~z_ii:h 
Bibai-cho (Hokkaido): Hokkaido 
::11:.. :3-.!i_ ~ 9itr ~ .. ~ IRj tf!.Jih 
441 p. 
Biei choshi ~ ~ lllj ~ 
(History of Biei Town) 
Biei~cho Yakusho ~~lilT r£: fit 
Biei-cho (Hokkaid6): 1957-1959. 
2 v. 
Bihoro choshi ~ ~ IRt ~ 
(History of Bihoro Town) 
Bihoro-cho Yakuba ._ ~ltlT 1·1}:~ 
Bihoro-ch6 (Hokkaido): 1953. 
317 p. 
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437 Biratori hoka hakkasonshi +~~--~',_ ., .i}# ;f;~ 
(History of Biratori and Eight Other Villages) 
Biratori Hoka Hakkason Shogakko Kumiaikai 
~~ 4.,, i~~ "· ~~ .:m.?n-~ 
Biratori (Hokkaido): Biratori Hoka Hakkason Koch6 Yakuba 
+E'{.Y\· ,, ~ ·H- F'4.. ~~~ 19 2 0. 
184 p. Asia DS897/.B57B5 
438 Sunken ni arawareta Kushiro chih6 
:5t ~ \:. ~ ltJ A\ F;:. £1'! ~J'!Z.% 
(Kushiro District as It Appeared in Literary Works) 
Watanabe Shigeru ~~~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO /1't~I~ II ( 1961), 243-256. 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
4 3 9 Daihoe k "- .~ 
(Diary of Hakodate Merchant Family Oyama, 1854-1868) 
38 lvs. photocopy. H0-572 
440 Date choshi ~Jt..a-r~ 
(History of Date Town) 
Date-cho ~~~ ~ 
Date-ch6 (Hokkaido): 1949. 
576 p. 
441 Ebeotsu choshi .:z.. ~ z. lilf ~ 
(History of Ebeotsu Town) 
Ebeotsu-cho Yakuba c:L~.Z. iiT ~~ 
Ebeotsu-ch6 (Hokkaido): 1958. 
945 p. 
Asia DS897/.D3D38 
Asia DS897/.El8E23 
442 Ebetsu tondenhei sonshi ~:5'1 ~ di .;s *t~ 
(History of Ebetsu Militia Village) 
Ebetsu Shiyakusho ~~~ ~;~~ 
Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai lil:;l:-f'l~~ 1982. 
716 p. Asia DS897/.B2E24 
443 Engaru choshi %'*.lilT ,e_ 
(History of Engaru Town) 
Engaru-ch6 Yakuba it_~ R; ~~ 
Engaru-cho (Hokkaido): 1957. 
496 p. 
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444 Esashi choshi: shiryo-hen 5L~Iitf~: ~~-*'\-~ 
(History of Esashi Town) 
Esashi Choshi Henshiishitsu .::r:..a'iti~:$~~ 
Esashi-cho ( Hokkaido): Esashi-cho ::L~ "!" 1977-1981. 
4 v. Asia DS897/.E78E82 
4 4 5 Fuk u yam a dok 6 ry akk i ~ .u... ..±.. & '9§- "£!. 
(Report from Fukuyama District to Kaitakushi Hakodate Office 
on People's Disturbance Over Fishery Tax Revisions, 1872-
1873) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI: SHIRYO-HEN ;f&to!'IIT~: m~ II ( 1977), 
1075-1083. Asia DS897/.M294M35/.v.2 
446 Fukuyama funjo shorui ~ & ,ift ft.;?;-~ 
447 
448 
(Documents Related to Disturbance of Fishermen in Fukuyama 
District) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI: SHIRYO-HEN i&~ orr~ ~,..,._. II ( 1977), 
1095-1190. Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.2 
Ginrinso monoga~ari: ky6doshi noto 
--· ~ ~~ : ~-L~ /-!-
(Story of Ginrinso Mansion in Otaru: 
Koshizaki Soichi ~:1~~,­
Otaru: Samoj i Shot en 1"::. ~~As 
262 p. 
Hakodate enkakushi J;j fi ,·'a~~­
(Historical Development of Hakodate) 
Fukuoka Takej ir6 1i& IE It']".;~~ 
Hakodate: Sa to Keikichi {l;r. l4l ..t. ~ 
292 p. photocopy. 
A Local Historical Note) 
1955. 
Asia DS895/.H6K681 
1890. 
H0-573 
4 4 9 Hakodate go yo dome '!i! Itt 1$7 Jl'l ~ 
(Official Records of Hakodate Magistrate's Office, 1864-1868) 
SHIN HOKKAIDOSHI ~i~~~~~ VII (1969), 617-715. 
Asia DS895/.H6S53/v.7 
4 SO Hakodate hanj 6ki l:ti9 fi ~ ~ ~e... 
(Record of Flourishing Hakodate, 1884) 
Takasu Jisuke if;~~~ 
Hokodate: Yumegaro *~* 1884. 
2 v. photocopy. 
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451 Hakodate Kaiko shiwa ~~~~ ~ :~~ ~ 
(Historical Account of the Opening of Hakodate Port) 
Okada Kenzo l!f.ltB * ~ 
IKOKU HOKKAIDO ~el_jt..i~..:C._ (1948), 69-105. 
Asia DS895/.H6S362 
452 Hakodate kaisen shiwa ·~ ~ (i-~ re_ ~ 
(Historical Account of Hakodate Naval War) 
Takeuchi Umpei 1ft !Xi ..OC+ 
Tokyo: Wakazakura Shobe ~ +!~~ 1944. 
309 p. Asia DS839/.T33 
453 Hakodate kij i ~ ~~ .r:c..-4 
(Collection of Historical Materials on Hakodate, 1854-1859) 
1 v. photocopy. H0-575 
454 Hakodate konj akucho ~ ,~ "6' ,'5' ~ 
(Hakodate Memorabilia) 
Abe Tatsuo ~$ ~"--.., .::. 
Hakodate: Mufiital.sha ~~• {.L 
196 p. 
4 55 Hakodate kushi ?B !<)! ~ ·~ 
1959. 
Asia DS897/.H3A64 
(History of Hakodate From Ancient Times Through Meiji Period) 
Keno Tsunekichi ;if""'*.!. 
Hakodate: Hakodate Kuyakusho ~ ~ i!.'f~~ 1911. 
790 p. photocopy. H0-576 
456 Hakodate-ku tokei ~~ iL £..'3'1" 
(Statistics of Hakodate Distirict) 
Hakodate Kuyakusho tl.I ~ iir. ;:~"'If 
Hakodate: 1909. 
250 p. Asia HA1849/.H3A32 
457 Hakodate ky6doshi zuihitsu llBl-~~L~~~ 
(Essays on Local History of Hakodate) 
Abe Tatsuo ~if r: '7 a-
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
.Jt.,Ji.!A£~~~ "t:..;,J- 1973. 
302 p. Asia DS897/.H3A638 
4 58 Hakodate nikki ~ ~ 8 te.. 
(Hakodate Diary of Chobei Ota, 1807) 
6ta Ch6bei ;/!<.. a -&. ~ -<tj 
37 lvs. photocopy. 
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459 Hakodate Nisshiki ~,tt"t 8.~~ 
(Diary of Kiyotsune Sate on Commercial Matters While in 
Hakodate, 1870) 
Sa to Kiyotsune ~ ~ ~ •lf 
78 lvs. photocopy. H0-578 
460 Hakodate no shiseki ~ ~ .n ~ ~ 
(Historical Sites in Hakodate) 
Hakodate-shi Kyoiku Iinkai Iii-~·~-~~~ 
Hakodate: 1956. 
112 p. Asia DS897/.H3H35 
461 Hakodate no shiseki to meisho ~~J) ~t-tl Job rlf;-
(Historical Sites and Scenic Spots in Hakodate) 
Okada Kenz6 !!\ tB ~ln. 
Hakodate: Hakodate Shiyakusho ~~.fr'IQ:.fitr 1926. 
35 p. Asia DS897/.H3043 
462 Hakodate rohen kanwa t!'fi~:l:fS.lzL.~~ 
(Hakodate Fireside Chat: Essays on Local History) 
Abe Tatsuo Jlif=;, r:....,. a: . 
Hakodate: Mufutaisha ~-~*-h. 1965. 
203 p. Asia DS897/.H3A641 
463 Hakodate sense to Goryokaku @'s ~ ~4r ~ ..E..~~ 
(Battle of Hakodate and Goryokaku Castle) 
464 
465 
Miyazaki Daishir6, Nagayama Tsutomu and Okada Kenzo 
~ .d-- .K ~ 1?P • ;k..LL. h · ~ e:1 # ~ 
Hakodate: K6cha Kurabu ~~~-ltfl5 1930. 
19, 38 p. Asia DS897/.H3M58 
Hakodate shishi ~~,:pt.~. 
(Comprehensive Description of 
Sate Kanzaburo 1'1i i1: fAlr . .=....f!~ 
Hakodate: Hakodate Nichinichi 
\¥J ~ B a: iff 58-t.I:.. 
1192 p. 
Hakodate City) 
Shimbunsha 
1935. 
Asia DS897/.H3S38 
!:li9 ~ " ~ ~ 'i! ~-Hakodate taika saigaishi 
(Comprehensive Record of the 
Hokkaido Shakai Jigy6 Ky6kai 
Sapporo: 1937. 
Great Hakodate Fire Disaster) 
.:tl:. ~..II. f'~ • -'l. i#h ~ 
870 p. Asia DS897/.H3H64 
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4 6 6 Hakodate taikashi ~ ·~ *- *-.. ·~ 
(History of Great Hakodate Fire) 
Hakodate Shobobu Hombu !£&~ ~~ ~~~ 
Hakodate: 1937. 
396 p. 
467 Higashi Asahiga~"a choshi Jliaj•l BIT ,e. 
(History of East Asahigawa Town) 
Asia DS897/.H3H33 
Higashi Asahigawa-cho Yakuba ~7ia 1 't liT i'~-"'iFJ 
Higashi Asahigawa (Hokkaido): 1962. 
668 p. Asia DS897/.A83H53 
468 Higashi Asahigawa gojunenshi -~~~t..:fi.-t4~ 
(Fifty-Year History of East Asahigawa Town) 
Kimura Hyakuj iro *-~a.;~~ 
Higashi Asahigawa ( Hokkaido): Higashi Asahigawa Yakuba lt1!! 1'1 ~4 
1941. 
561 p. Asia DS897/.A83K55 
469 Hoan iko ~lit~~ 
(Posthumous Manuscripts of Hakodate Magistrate, Joun Kurimoto, 
1822-1897) 
Kurimoto Shuj iro ~ ~ 1;---=- t€:P 
Tokyo: Shoka Shobe 'lt ~-:- ~ 1900. 
117 p. photocopy. H0-579 
470 Hokkaid6 Nanae-son kaikon joyaku teiketsu shimatsu 
~ ~ ..L t: 1 # M ~ ~ :m ,~ :t-e ~- ~ 
(Conclusion of Treaty to Develop Nanae Village in Hokkaido) 
Maruyama Kunio ilL .L ~ .ca. 
Tokyo: Nichi-Doku Bunka Kyokai "9.2!!.. · Z-~"!:..#7~ 1934. 
29 p. Asia DS849/.G3M37 
4 71 Ikutawara sonshi :F 1ft ·!If_#~ 
(History of Ikutawara Village) 
Ikutawara Sonshi Hensan Iinkai ~ IB ~-~!fa. :taft.·~~·~ 
Ikutawara-son (Hokkaid6): 1952. 
314 p. Asia DS897/.I39F95 
472 Imagane choshi "'~ arr~ 
(History of Imagane Town) 
Imagane-ch6 Yakuba ·~~.,.~~*' 
Imagane-cho (Hokkaid6): 1958. 
475 p. 
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473 Iwamizawa shishi ~~.Ri'l'IJe.. 
(History of Iwamizawa City) 
Iwamizawa Shishi Hensan Iinkai ~!i!.\R..·i'i~;f.a"!'.<-~~~ 
Iwamizawa (Hokkaido): 1963. 
1756 p. Asia DS897I.I93A32 
474 Kamihoromui kyodoshi: kaiki shichijusshunen kinen 
475 
J:... ij!_ 1tiJ - t.. ~ : ~ J: t. T Fa\4 ~~~· 
(Local History of Kamihoromui Village, 70th Founding 
Anniversary) 
Kamihoromui Kyodoshi Hensan Iinkai 
..!=. 1\1!. f.i\ ~~ ±. ~· t.el ~ 
Kamihoromui (Hokkaido): Kamihoromui Kaiki Shichijusshunen 
Kinen Hosankai J:+l.~~~t-t5~4~;t-~6t~ 1961. 
178 p. Asia DS897 I. I93K35 
Ki tami shishi ..:lt.. j!. •Tt ~ 
(History of Kitami City) 
Ando Takeo ~Fi-lA. tit 
Kitami (Hokkaido): Kitami 
460 p. 
Shiyakusho :it..!!·ll~iil'f 1957. 
Asia DS897I.K58A66 
4 7 6 Ki tami shishi ;lt.}!. iTl \ie... 
(History of Kitami City) 
Ki tami Shishi Hens an Iinkai jb. ~iTt~~:--"'-'~~/~ 
Kitami (Hokkaido): Kitami Shiyakusho :lt:.~~~Pft 1981·. 
1 v. Asia DS897I.K58K5711981 
4 77 Ki ta-son sonshi .:l.l::..#.q ~ 
478 
(History of Kita Villaqe) 
Kita-son Sonshi Hensan Iinkai .:11:::....#~ -t ib1-f...~~~ 
Kita-son (Hokkaido): 1960. 
660 p. Asia DS897 I. K5 7K5 
Kunneppu sons hi 1•14 lit#~ 
(History of Kunneppu Village) 
Oba Kichinosuke *-... ~ -~ .t.. i!l1 
Kunneppu-son (Hokkaido): Kunneppu 
?I +..Et # ~ .. f!li. ~ i..J + ~ ~ 
348 p. 
Sonshi Hensan Iinkai 
1951. 
Asia DS897I.K8502 
4 7 9 Kurisawa choshi jt \R iiiT ~ 
(History of Kurisawa Town) 
Inadomaru Kenj i "*'1! "i: .rL> 1Jr, -=-
Kurisawa-cho (Hokkaido): Sorachi-gun Kurisawa-ch6 Yakuba 
!t *' "VP ~ .~ !l:"f f£: .r~ 1964. 
1173 p. Asia DS897I.K87I53 
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480 Kushiro kankei nikki komonjoshu 
(Collection of Ancient Manuscripts 
Kushiro) 
Watanabe Shigeru ~t..lzL .,.,___ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO j,1 ~ ~ ""! 
&o1 ,%. .. ~ ;?f._ e. 6!. tr -.::. ~ ;t 
of Diaries Related to 
II (1961), 256 p. 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
481 Kushiro kyodoshiko ~ ~ ;ftll..!:.. ~ ~ 
482 
483 
(Local History of Kushiro) 
Sasaki Yonetaro 1~ ~-*'- -1t.#.. Ell!> 
Kushiro: Kushiro Shiyakusho ~~.%-i'pf~iifr 1936. 
403 p. Asia DS897/.K88A32 
Kushiro shishi ,~,~~ ~ 
(History of Kushiro City) 
Watanabe Shigeru iil_.ia_ 1"X 
Kushiro: Kushiro Shiyakusho 
726 p. 
Kutchan choshi ~ ~ ..tE- lRT *. 
(History of Kutchan Town) 
Kutchan Choshi Hensan Iinkai 
Kutchan (Hokkaido): Kutchan 
~ n. ~ 'IRr ;e_ ;:., -ft .$. li\ ~ 
564 p. 
1"! -*-+ t,t_ PIT 19 5 7 . 
Asia DS897/.K88 
A: ' .J!::l .a - " .::i: Ita ',!, ))"', ~ -- ~ '" •l,yr ~ ?- ,/z;. 
Choshi Kanko Kiseikai 
1951. 
Asia DS897/.K86K86 
484 Manrido Ezo nikki bassho .E ~ 2:. .!f;t~ s ~ n._~ 
(Excerpts from Diary of Hanzo Yamazaki, Tsugaru-han Retainer, 
While on Guard Duty in Soya District, 1799-1808) 
Yamazaki Hanzo- l.l. u..~ ~ 
2 v. photocopy. H0-580 
48 5 Matsumae choshi: shiryo-hen ,t...:. if.\ fi!T !!'- = ~ 'F'l-~ 
(Historical Source Materials on Matsumae Town) 
Matsumae Choshi Henshushi tsu it. iV1 IBT ~ :~ ~i 
Matsumae-cho ( Hokkaido) : Matsumae-cho ~if., lilT 19 7 4-
4 v. (v.l-4). Asia DS897/.M294M35 
486 Matsumaejo :m~.-'1&. 
(Matsumae Castle) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
126-128. 
~ * a~>'~= 1:._ I I ( 19 7 5 ) , 
Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
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487 Matsumae Okinokuchi gobansho toriatsukai narabini goshuno 
toritategata tetsuzukisho 
~ t.\ ;1> , o 1SI' _,. PIT 1R. ~ ~ $ ~.'!'A -'t.L ~ -1- -ti. ~ 
488 
489 
490 
(Procedural Regulations on Management and Collection of 
Revenues at Okinokuchi Guard Station of Matsumae Domain) 
SHIN HOKKAIDOSHI tlr±...-~~ VII (1969), 716-747. 
Me i j i no Sapporo al=l i:1:t ~ -1L ·~ 
(Sapporo City During Meiji Period) 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe Jt ....- 1- ;fr 8}-
3 v. 
Memuro-ch6 goj unenshi !f. i:. !aT .1i. 1" 4 ~ 
(Fifty-Year History of Memuro Town) 
Memuro-cho Yakuba ~~!tl'f{£-..zf, 
Memuro-cho (Hokkaido): 1952. 
716 p. 
Asia DS895/.H6S53/v.7 
1981. 
Asia DS897/.S2M44 
Asia DS897/.M35A32 
Mombetsu shishi- -R~I if1 ~ 
(History of Mombetsu City) 
Mombetsu Shishi Hensan Iinkai 
Mombetsu (Hokkaido): Mombetsu 
;f.5t.,.~,•l ,., ~ Ji!f 
1:5t3•\ if!~ ~~ft.~ 
Shiyakusho 
1960. 
1584 p. Asia DS897/.M65A32 
491 Muroran shisei ippan, Taisho juyonen 
i: Ji ~ * - jlfi. * l:. 14-4 
(Handbook of Muroran City, 1925) 
Muroran Shiyakusho ~ Iii •'fJ Vt R 
Muroran: 1926. 
114 p. Asia HA1849/.M8A32/1925 
492 Muroran shishi, Showa nijuhachinen-sanjunananen 
!. ii •lt ~ 'Ell:~ .<g~- .37 ~ 
(History of Muroran City, 1953-1962) 
Muroran Shiyakusho ~ ~ ·~ r2: ,iii\ 
Muroran: 1963. 
911 p. Asia DS897/.M8A32 
493 Naganuma-cho no rekishi ~~1fT"' m.~ 
(History of Naganuma Town) 
Naganuma Choshi Hensan Iinkai ~~~ llT~.f.i-1.~~~ 
Naganuma-cho (Hokkaido): 1962. 
2 v. Asia DS897/.N34/N33 
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494 Nagayama choshi A<..w. orr~ 
(History of Nagayama Town) 
Asahigawa-shi fiJ3.J'f ~ 
Asahigawa: 1962. 
1149 p. 
495 Nagayama heison no kaihatsu tosho 
~*"*"' M\~~~n 
Asia DS897/.A83A33 
(At the Beginning of Development of Nagayama Village by 
Militia) 
Sakuraba Zen' ichiro ;i:'ff-._ *- "P 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI ~''I fi"r -~ IV ( 1960) , 
409-411. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
496 Nakafurano sonshi '+' 't ~_'f.#~ 
(History of Nakafurano Village) 
Nakafurano Sonshi Hensan Iinkai +'~~1\t-#~-fE-l.~~~ 
Nakafurano-son (Hokkaid6): Nakafurano-son Yakuba 
"" li' fl._ _,. -# f~ ~'f; 19 5 4 • 
780 p. Asia DS897/.F73N3 
497 Nemuro shishi ~i:..,., ~ 
(History of Nemuro City) 
Watanabe Shigeru ••ilL ~~ 
Nemuro: 1968. 
3 v. 
498 Nemuro taikan -~~a 
(Overall View of Nemuro) 
Nemuro Shicho 4lt..~ ~IT 
Nemuro: 1929. 
1 v. 
Asia DS897/.N45W38 
Asia DS897/.N45N4 
4 9 9 Nopporo tondenhei sonshi -'f- '1't.. ~ ffi ~ # !t. 
(History of Nopporo Militia Village) 
Ebetsu Shiyakusho ~~'\ 't• nt FIT' 
Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai eu :iJ:PJ =14'A~: 1982. 
716 p. Asia DS897/.B2E244 
500 Notsukeushi choshi ~~4- lilT~ .. 
(History of Notsukeushi Town) 
HokkaidO Toro-gun Notsukeushi-cho Yakuba 
jl;... ~ ~ ~ g ~ J?--M-+ R! ~~ rJ, 
Notsukeushi-cho (Hokkaido): 1926. 
156, 94 p. Asia DS897/.K58A32 
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501 Oketo choshi ~- F illf ~ 
(History of Oketo Town) 
Oketo Choshi Hensan Iinkai ~ f' t:'!T ~fA~~ !t~ 
Oketo-cho (Hokkaid6): Oketo-ch6 Yakuba 
t.l. F l!tf tQ:: ;tf, 19 5 7 • 
532 p. Asia 05897 I. 04404 
50 2 Okoppe choshi ~ ~ 1111 ~ 
(History of Okoppe Town) 
Okoppe Ch6shi Hensan Iinkai ~ 1fl5 trr ;1!. .tir:l-~~~ 
Okoppe-ch6 (Hokkaid6): 1961. 
686 p. Asia 05897 I. 04604 
503 6saka-shi nikki ~~~ 8 -£E... 
(Diary of Hakodate Town Elder Osaka, 1748-1787) 
Osaka Shichibei ~~ t: #.:, ~ 
37 lvs. photocopy. 
504 Oshoro-gun kyodoshi ·~ i5- "t1' /'fi"t..:L it.: 
(Local History of" Oshoro County) 
Oshoro-gun Ky6doshi Hensan Iinkai 
.~-A--m fl,L ~-~J,• ~~ 
Shioya-son (Hokkaid6): 1957. 
H0-581 
299 p. Asia 05897 I. 08308 
505 Otaru 11. ft. 
(Historical and Descriptive Account of Otaru) 
Munakata Torao * ;t ft. k.. 
Otaru: Otaru Hakkosho '' · ~ ~ ~ Ffr 1914. 
718 p. Asia DS897I.083M85 
506 Otaruk6 shi ,f, ,. t~. ~ 
(History of Otaru Port) 
Takahata Giichi 1th 1m ~­
Takikawa-son (Hokkaido): 1899. 
218 p. Asia HE560I.068T34 
507 Otaru kusei ippan, dai-gokai "· ,~ ~~ -.Jltf... ( ~.Ji liD) 
(Handbook of Otaru District, No. 5) 
Hokkaid6 Otaru Kuyakusho t .~-m-.1! -1. ~ JL f~ f3fl 
Otaru: 1908. 
141 p. Asia HA18491. 083A32 
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508 Otaru kushi -1- ~ ~ ~ 
1914. 
(History of Otaru District) 
Watanabe Yoshiaki oi-1LA ~ 
Otaru: Samoj i Shobe £ ~~ ~ =-!= ~ 
578 p. Asia DS897/.083W38 
509 Otaru shishi ·I"* rfi ~ 
(History of Otaru City) 
Otaru Shiyakusho .J, .,._ i'fl \~PI\" 
Otaru: 1943-1944. 
3 v. Asia DS897/.083A32 
510 Otaru shishi Jl· ffJ i'fJ ~ 
(History of Otaru City) 
Otaru-shi ,,_ • il' 
1958-1969. Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai ~* TAJ<fi"~ 
6 v. Asia DS897/.083A35 
511 Otoe-son kaison· gojunenshi -i=-~.-Rt~~~Ji.T~.Je... 
(Fifty-Year History Since Founding of Otoe Village) 
Sonshi Hensan Iinkaj: *~,f5l:*liA 
Otoe-son (Hokkaido): 1954. 
414 p. Asia DS897/.086086 
512 Pippu choshi .1±.--ftr :ir~ 
(History of Pippu Town) 
P ippu Choshi Kanko I inkai lt./rfl il'f ~PI ?I• ~.Q: 
Pippu-cho (Hokkaido): 1964. 
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513 Rankoshi choshi lie.~ liT~ 
(History of Rankoshi Town) 
Rankoshi -cho t}fi ,~ RT 
Rankoshi-cho (Hokkaido): 1964. 
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514 Roshiya bunka to Hakodate tr~-'lr Zit....h ~~ 
(Russian Culture and Hakodate) 
Okada Kenzo iJ l±r ~ lf:._ 
Hakodate: Hakodate Shogyo Kaigisho 
~ ~~~~~Frt 1926. 
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515 Rubeshibe choshi fC.ii!.oi!sr~ 
(History of Rubeshibe Town) 
Rubeshibe-cho Yakuba ~ -~--'~ Mr \JC~ 
Rubeshibe-cho (Hokkaido): 1964. 
739 p. Asia DS897/.R82R8 
516 Sapporo enkakushi ~ ~ :S lt ~ 
(History of Sapporo City) 
Sapporo Shigakkai :.!L ft.;!.. t:i?~ 
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:k..~..i5....11.17R..Aula tz.;...-9- 1979. 
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~ ~ qo 4 = ~ ~ ;ftl ;..__ 1+iJ .'i'i! 
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518 Sapporo shishi --R.ob!.r17i!!.. 
(History of Sapporo city) 
Sapporo Shishi Henshu Iinkai 
Sapporo: Sapporo Shiyakusho 
3 v. 
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(History of Sapporo Village) 
521 
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Sapporo tsurezure ;ft.~ ""?AL-=>-~ 
(Random Thoughts on Sapporo) 
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522 Shashin zusetsu Hakodate no sennen 
$..§. 00 ~~ ~ ~ :n tooo4 
(Pictorial Book Illustrating 1,000 Years of Hakodate History) 
Sudo Ryusen ~ ~ ~"uL. 
Tokyo: Kokusho Kank6kai ~-:;l:.T't '1'1~ 1982. 
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523 Shibata Hyuga no Kami Hakodate ko goy6dome 
~IB sl'ii~~~rr~~~ 
(Report of Shogunal Magistrate, Shibata Hyuga no Kami, on 
Assignment to Inspect Hakodate, 1863-1864) 
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524 Shimizu-cho goj unenshi ~ ::K o1T .3... t~ ie... 
(Fifty-Year History of Shimizu Town) 
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~ :>K. If;" \!C...ri.l 19 5 3 . 
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525 Shimpen Muroran shishi ~fA ~iif ·1'> ~ 
(History of Muroran City, New Edition) 
Muroran Shiyakusho ~ i\ 'r 1£:. fit 
Muroran: 1955. 
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526 Shimukappu sonshi t5 if~~ 
(History of Shimukappu Village) 
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Shimukappu-sonHokkaido): 1963. 
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527 Shinkotoni shichijunenshi !rr~.:uz -t t- ~ ~ 
528 
(Seventy-Year History of Shinkotoni Town of Sapporo) 
Shinkotoni Kaiki Shichijunen Kinen Kyosankai 
~~~ ~"' ~ "t. ~~ --ac,£.. 1;{', 'f -0 
Sapporo: 1957. 
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Shin Kushiro shishi ~ ~1 ~i1i ~ 
(Newly Compiled History of Kushiro City) 
Kushiro-shi ~~ ~ ~ 
Kushiro: 1972-1974. 
4 v. 
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529 Shinotsu tondenhei sonshi A l"* .f.. iB * ~ ~ 
(History of Shinotsu Militia Village) 
Ebetsu-shi Shinotsu Jichikai .:L~'1 ifr i.i ~ ~ ~-41 
Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai 'l!:l:i=F'I ff~ 1982. 
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530 Shintoku choshi $"r t,; IRi ~ 
(History of Shintoku Town) 
Shintoku Choshi Hensan Iinkai ~ 1"'- BIT~ :fA'-*~-~ 
Shintoku-ch6 (Hokkaid6): 1955. 
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(History of Shiraishi Village) 
Shiraishi-son Yakuba 'q lo ff 1J~<:~ 
Shiraishi-son (Hokkaido): 1940. 
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532 Shiranuka choshi e • 1fT" Jt. 
(History of Shiranuka Town) 
Watanabe Shigeru ~~ 
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~ .lltr 11t. ~ 1954. 
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533 Shiraoi 'B ~ 
534 
(Handbook of Shiraoi Village) 
Shiga Kenj i ~ 'J.. :1t ~~ 
Shiraoi (Hokkaido): 1923. 
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(Record of Sapporo 
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536 Taka no hakaze Li "~l a\.. 
(Service in Kushiro for Lord Abe: Family Crest, Hawk's Wing) 
Hirasawa Michi tsugu .:ft.''* iJ'k .!Z 
Tokyo: 1920. 
370 p. Asia DS894.28/.H57 
53 7 Takasu sonshi ll '*t!J :f-t~ 
(History of Takasu Village) 
Takasu Sonshi Kanko Iinkai zi *tT;M- ~ i"l1'"f"~~~ 
Takasu-son (Hokkaido): 1963. 
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538 Takikawa shishi ·~-''\ iTr ~ 
(History of Takikawa City) 
Takikawa Shiyakusho ~ J'l i'tt 1\t?lt 
Takikawa (Hokkaido): 1962. 
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539 Teine choshi ,_~ tlr~· 
(History of Teine·Town) 
Otani Katsuo ;:::-,.§-..i\f-J;Q:. 
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540 Tohoku Sanjin monogatari 4-ft....LL.A..~"t:t­
(General Description of Matsumae and Hakodate) 
1853. 
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541 Tomakomai chiho kodaishi iS ,, , ~.!'!!....iT "b ~ 't. 
(Ancient History of Tomakomai District) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU EC1~J:~~1'l'~ II (1972), 
189-209. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
542 Tottori choshi: kaiki rokujunen kinen 
-~ lR llf( ~ : 1\t~ £ ;-':. -t- ~ ~ ·;t. 
(History of Tottori Town, 60th Founding Anniversary) 
1'ottori-choshi Hens an Iinkai .ir~iili ~-:f~~.;..~ 
Tottori-cho (Hokkaido): 1943. 
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543 Toyohira choshi ~+ lBI ~ 
(History of Toyohira Town) 
Toyohira Choshi Hensan Iinkai ~~.a;~ti!-1,~~4 
Toyohira-cho (Hokkaido): 1959. 
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544 Tsubetsu choshi ct /'J·I•T ~ 
(History of Tsubetsu Town) 
Tsubetsu Choshi Hensambu ~3'11RT 11' :l••f.r> 
Tsubetsu-ch6 (Hokkaido): Tsubetsu-cho Yakuba 
,~,tl·J iiT~-~ 1954. 
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545 Urahoro-son gojunen enkakushi, Meiji sanjusannen yori 
Showa nijuyonen ni itaru 
Cif\ ~._,#..:E. -r 4 .;B • ~ EJ Bfo\ .;~ 3.34- - :!.. ~ ~ Z.-4--4. 
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546 Utashinai shishi ~~· t1:\ ;op ~ 
(History of Utashinai City) 
Utashinai Shishi Hensan Iinkai R~- !*\ fT1 '/! ~&.~!it!~ 
Utashinai (Hokkaid6): 1964. 
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54 7 Uzumoretei ta Hakodate sense .d. t ..fl t •. r:. *fi~ ifioi_~ 
(Historical Notes on Hakodate War Gleaned from Grave Sites) 
Waki Tetsu ~~ 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe ..1t--e ~--;:~ 1981. 
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548 Yakumo choshi 1' ~ iiT lit:!. 
(History of Yakumo Town) 
Yakumo-che Yakuba /' ~ !Br~~ 
Yakumo-ch6 (Hokkaido): 1957. 
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54 9 Yoichi-cho kyodoshi ~ ifr lilT JlrP..J:... ~ 
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(Local History ot Yoichi Town) 
Yoichi-cho Kyoinkai ~~~~~~-1. 
Yoichi-cho (Hokkaid6): 1933. 
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Yubari shishi 7 7't r'f!-se.. 
(History of Yubari City) 
Sarashina Genzo and Togashi 
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551 Aa Karafutojima a.!\~ ~~Rt 
(Brief Hist0rical Sketch of Sakhalin from Late 15th Century 
to Early Meiji Period) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~~Jt~*~~'F~ II (1975), 
39-125. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
552 Chishima gaishi +.!r..,..~ 
553 
554 
(Outline History of Kurile Islands) 
Takakura Shin' ichiro iir~ ~i - ~ 
Tokyo: Nampo Doh~ Engokai l"Vf m~4ftiif~ 1962. 
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Chishima Karafuto shinryakushi i- J!. ~ ~~ ~~lit 
(History of Invasion of Kuriles and Sakhalin) 
1943. 
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Chishima Shiberia tankenshi 4-A 7 "'. 'J r .f~~ ~ 
. v 
(Historical Record of Exploration of Kuriles and Siberia) 
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~ ~ ¥~ :rl. -1'f .... it~ ::1::. 'J't, 
(Memorandum on Disposition of Ainu Revolt on Kunashir 
Island, 1789) 
Araida Magosabur6 and Yokoi Hanzaemon 
~ .~ IB -3*--~ ~~ · ** :"~ ;'L ;ft r"9 
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556 Ichimo zatsuroku - 4::.. ~a 
(Account of Ainu Revolt on Kunashir Island, 1789) 
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557 Kaibato mondai no shins6 Cti -~..! ~~ J) ~~ 
(Truth of theMoneron Island Problem) 
Shida Rikiji ~- ~ h ~ 
Tokyo: 1914. 
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559 Karafuto Ainu **~ r -r ~ 
(Sakhalin Ainu) 
Nishizuru Sadayoshi l& 5 ~A 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: Karafuto Bunka Shink6kai 
~- ,t:...._ ;;C .. :11:. -r.e.. ~ -~ 19 4 2 . 
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560 Karafutoch6 shisei sanjunenshi "'*1:\..iT i.Yi!...$..-=- i-4 !e.. 
(Thirty-Year History of Administration by Karafuto Office) 
Karafutoch6 ~~ tT 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 1936. 
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561 Karafuto enkaku chishi narabini kyOkai no gi 
~ !5.. ~It~~-~ 'fl.~~~ 
(History, Topography and Boundary of Sakhalin, 1854) 
Hori Toshihiro · Ji..*'l ~~-
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562 Karafuto enkakushi -~ :11--~ 
(Outline History of Sakhalin) 
Karafutoch6 ~-k./'i 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 1925. 
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563 Karafuto kaifuku kinencho ;f4-ts...@'l"i...~-tN:. 
564 
(Album Commemorating Recovery of Sakhalin) 
Tokyo: Hakubunkan ~~ ~.E 1905. 
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Karafuto no rekishi *'-~ __, 8l.. ~ 
(History of Sakhalin) 
Nishizuru Sadayoshi ~ 9. ~--& 
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382 p. 
1977. 
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565 Karafutoshi 1*;K ~-
(Hakodate Magistrate's Record of Sakhalin Administration) 
Kate Fusazo nn ~ ~ ~ 
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(History and Tales of Sakhalin) 
Miyazaki Raihachi 'ElL~ 'ti ', 
Tokyo: Okasha f1C-* -f.::... 
467 p. 
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56 7 Ki ta Chishima chosa hobun .:lb-4-!. "Mk ;ftl.A.. 
568 
(Inspection Report on Northern Kurile Islands) 
Takaoka Naokichi i!{ lia1 ~ a 
Sapporo: Hokkaid6 Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
±_,t~.Jl._~ ~/~ ~ ~:,.q- 1975. 
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(Report on Archeological and 
Northern Kuriles) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
32-28. 
..jl:. -t .!. ~ ~ fti._ ~ 
Geographical Survey of 
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ml ~ ~ ~"' 4-- ~- ·= ~ "1" ~ ~r-$t (Observations on Accuracy of Sign Posts on Kunashir and 
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KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU R"ff~ '&-*f;:~ I ( 197 4), 
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57 0 Kunashiri sodoki Iii ~ iff_'~ !" 1e.. 
(Ainu Revolt on Kunashir Island, 1789) 
Araida Magosaburo .tfr 1f' IB -1~,~ ~ 
Ed. by Asahina Kosei ~-'t.. ~ ~4... .b\ 
36 lvs. photocopy. 
571 Shashinshu natsukashi no Chishima 
~ tt ~ ,j.a_n.. l .n 1- .!r 
(Collection of Photos, with Captions, of Kuriles) 
Shashinshu Natsukashi no Chishima Hensan Iinkai 
$ ~ ~ ,j-1:_ /J. L oTJ +.!!; $ ~ ~ ~,:; 
H0-642 
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"?C.."!'!:t'fH~'/,~ ~1st~ 7·J -~~ .... (-+A) r.,II(,~-
(Asian Collective Security and Kuriles Problem) 
Shiga Yoshio .~-!fA 1 
Tokyo: Yotsuya Shorin ~~~PJ-..=Ir~ 1973. 
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574 Bakumatsuki Nichi-Ro kankei *-/1'-Jtf.\ B H-r~~~ 
(Russo-Japanese Relations During Late Tokugawa Period) 
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(Thoughts on the Kuriles Problem) 
Funada Jiro ~ JB ~!:i::. ~ 
Tokyo: Taimatsusha t:"' j '? ~ 1979. 
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576 Chishima monocjatari +..!. 4ViJ D':-
(Historical Account of Kurile Islands: Appeal for Reversion) 
Yamagata Taizo ~~~~ 
Tokyo: Toyo Shobe ~~~~ 1981. 
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577 Chishima Ogasawarate shike +5! ,, , jt f~-A ~~ 
578 
(Historical Background of Territorial Problems Concerning 
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58 o Hoppe rye do ..:!b% -~...:... 
(Northern Territories) 
Yoshida Shien a 'IH lili\A;_ 
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(Northern Territories: Historical Facts and Political 
Background) 
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Suizu Mi tsuru ?k.. :'t [~ 
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2 v. photocopy. H0-696 
677 Taihei zakki fr.... -lf- a~ 
(Miscellanea, Including Correspondence Between American and 
Russian Envoys and Shogunate) 
2 v. photocopy. H0-697 
678 Takadaya Kahei Rokokuiki ikken shimatsu 
~ 1B &_ ...& -~ 1fT ~ ~ "i - 1't ·~ ;t_ 
(Visit to Russia by Maritime Merchant Kahei Takadaya, 
1769-1827) 
92 lvs. photocopy. H0-698 
99 
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679 Takadaya senki awase ikken moshiwatashi ukesho 
,jl-lB: ~ ~ -~~ -14 ~ ~ i:.·=!-
(Incident Involving Suspicion of Illegal Trade with 
Russian Ships by Kahei Takadaya) 
21 lvs. photocopy. H0-699 
680 Tempo jugonen jugatsu Mororan Atsukeshi ikokusen ikken 
utsushi 
*- 1¥:. T 3..-4-- I ~ i:. u ;,- ;:_.., I 7 ''} 'T ;;..· ~ 00 f:\1 - 1it'- -~ 
(Record of Foreign Ships Visiting Muroran and Atsukeshi 
in 1844) 
1844. 
41 1vs. photocopy. H0-700 
681 Token isaku m ~- ~ rf1 
(Maritime Defense Measures by Tsutsui Kii no Kami, 1849, 
in Response to Visit of Foreign Ship) 
14 lvs. photocopy. H0-701 
682 .Too hensu iji ·-•~11-~Jt.~ 
683 
(Observation Report on Arrival of Russians on Iturup 
Island) 
Ishizaka Buhei and Ishizaka Sho ---Ef1li?Z*~ • ---E IR~ 
2 v. photocopy. H0-702 
Tsutomegaki sho fh 1:..tJr 
(Official Report on Visit 
Kondo Juzo ~ ~·~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI /i§.J'I1i~ 
of Russian Ship) 
100 
IV (1960), 159-160. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
HISTORY - MISCELLANY 
684 Chihoku gudan ..Q!!., lt.. ~ ~ 
(Allegorical Writings about 
Ohara Sakingo A..»~ /:i:. t~ 
HOKUMON S0SHO ..lb !""' ~ ::;t: 
the Northern Area) 
III ( 1944), 89-381. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.3 
685 Ezobanashi ..!fi!t~ -;i't 
686 
(Miscellaneous Essays on Hokkaido) 
Sate Kyogo 1'/!. i1l. a~ 
20 lvs. photocopy. H0-631 
Ezo soshi -. ~ 1f ~ 
(Miscellaneous Writings about 
Mogami Tokunai ._..I:. ~-'f.J 
HOKUMON SOSHO .:ib r-, .._ -i: 
Hokkaido, Kuriles and Sakhalin) 
I (1943), 313-410. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.l 
687 Ezo zakki ~~ .¥t_ Z. 
(Miscellaneous Records on Hokkaido, 1789-1853) 
2 v. photocopy. H0-632 
688 Ezo zasshi ..til.~ a_.~-
(Miscellaneous Writings on Hokkaido Around Turn of 19th 
Century) 
56 lvs. photocopy. H0-633 
689 Hokkaidc3 kidan ±.., viDlfL $-~ 
(Human Interest Articles on Hokkaido) 
Tachibana Bunshichi 111 -~ t 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Bunka Shiryo Hozon Ky6kai 
.t ~ Ji ;t. 1w i! ;fSt ~ f+. W.Ai 1951. 
214 p. Asia DS895/.H6T331 
690 Hokkaido kyodoshi kenkyu .±> ~4-~~ .L. ~ .1iff" 'fL 
(Lecture Series on Hokkaido by Sapporo Broadcasting 
Station) 
Sapporo H6s6kyoku -tt....if'L ~JIJ 
Sapporo: 1932. 
1 v. Photocopy. H0-634 
691 Hokkaido no tsuru .:!L ~a.-~ J) ~ 
(Hokkaido Crane) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU CD!Jt-*1;~1~4_ II ( 1975), 
14-15. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
101 
HISTORY - MISCELLANY 
692 Hokkaido onko zasshiki ~t_, c~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ (1!- J 
(Miscellaneous Essays on Hokkaido) 
Murao Motonaga # j!, .F._ ~ 
2 v. photocopy. H0-635 
693 Hokkaid6 Rekishikan chinretsuhin kaisetsu 
.Jt.. ~ JS_ ¥. ~ '~ ~ 9'\ ttg ~ilL 
(Explanations of Display in Hokkaido Historical Museum) 
Keno Tsunekichi ~ Jr ·1i: s 
Sapporo: 1926. 
198 p. Asia DS894.23 /.K65 
694 Hokkaidosaku .:!Gill- .it~ 
(Description of Hokkaido and Southern Kuriles, 1785: 
Abbreviated Biography of Shihei Hayashi Appended) 
Hayashi Shihei ~ ~+ 
Ed. by Momotari Noboru a)L f:-
Tokyo: Kozando ~.LL..~ 1892. 
44 p. Asia DS894.25/.H38 
695 Hokkaido to Shimane-ken .:!t:..~.l$_~ ~-1:1:. ~ 
(Hokkaido and Shimane Prefecture) 
Shimane-ken Kyoyukai A.-m..~~~ e. 
Sapporo: 1931. 
217 p. Asia DS985/.H6S35 
696 Hokkaid6 yobun .:tt..~i!-~_/#_~ 
697 
698 
(Hokkaido Anecdotes) 
Tachibana Bunshichi 15 J::... t.. 
Sapporo: Hokkaid6 Ky6gaku Shink6ky6kai 
~~l_Q "$_¢ re...~ ~£. 1955. 
220 p. Asia DS895/.H6T332 
Kyuki zasshu ~ ic.. a *. 
(Miscellaneous Records of Hokkaido) 
35 lvs. photocopy. 
Mamiya Rinzo 1"~ 'E #. Z 
(Biography of Rinzo Mamiya) 
Yoshimura Akira a# -.;rg 
Tokyo: K6dansha ~ ~~ f::J:... 
373 p. 
102 
H0-636 
1982. 
Asia PL865/.072M3/1982 
HISTORY - MISCELLANY 
699 Meiji juyonen Meiji Taitei Hokkaido gojunko shiryoshu 
sf-i :f} "t I!S ~ 131=j ~ ""-. 'ffr .:tw ~#t- _j_ fi-1l ~ ~ ~ ~ .--_ 
(Collection of Materials Concerning Hokkaido Visit by 
Emperor Meiji in 1881) 
Hakodate Shihan Gakk6 K6yukai !&s ~ Eifl ~ ~ ~ ~~k 
Hakodate: 1930. 
179 p. Asia DS882.7/.H64/1930 
700 Negaisho -~ 
(Takeshiro Matsuura's Personal Petition Regarding Treatment 
of Fishermen) 
Matsuura Takeshir6 ;ft-4 ~A \!9 ~I' 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI ~ J•t •'f! ~ IV ( 1960), 210. 
701 Nishin goten ~ ~ jt:_ 
(Fishermants Palace) 
Koshizaki Soichi .z&. tl~~~ -
Otaru: 1960. 
259 p. 
702 Seiga hogeiroku ~ .1! ~~~ 
(Record of the Imperial Visit) 
Hakodate Shiyakusho ~ ~ rp ~· ~fr 
Hakodate: 1938. 
763 p. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
Asia DS895/.H6K683 
Asia DS897/.H3S83 
703 Sh6wa juichinen Rikugun tokubetsu daiensha narabini 
chiho gyoko Hokkaidocho kiroku 
ES ~ ;- -4 ~ ~ ~WI KJJCt & ~ ~$ {I"'" ..:1b ~JL!T ~,­
(Hokkaido Prefectural Government Record of the Special 
Army Maneuvers and Local Imperial Visit in 1936) 
Hokkaidocho '1t..\lr..lLtr 
Sapporo: 19-38. 
950 p. Asia DS894.2/.S68 
704 Togu Denka gyokei kinen -. .... ® /jgtF 1i~ft.~ 
(In Commemoration of Crown Prince's Visit) 
Hokkaidocho ..:ltJ ~~ iT 
Sapporo: 1911. 
1 v. Asia FO DS894.22/.J36 
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7 0 5 Ainu seisakushi 7-1 ...{ .zt .'!§ :1:.. 
(History of Government Policies Toward Ainu) 
Takakura Shin' ichiro it-! .fit- a~ 
Tokyo: Nihon Hyoronsha 13$~~.-f.l.. 1942. 
671 p. Asia DS832/.T349 
706 Bakuhansei kokka to Hokkaido 
(Shogunate Rule. and Hokkaido) 
Kaiho Mineo $~~A. 
Tokyo: San'ichi Shobe ~ -:;£:~ 
332 p. 
1978. 
Asia JS7384.5/.M27K34 
7 07 Dochi ippan jj_ ,1f- BtL 
(Administrative Handbook of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho ~ -~ 3!../r 
Sapporo: 1911. 
272 p. Asia DS895/.H6A342 
708 Dosei fuunroku:_ sengo junen Ji.~~1'R.; ~ ~ -t-4-
709 
710 
(Record of Turbulent Period in Hokkaido Administration:. Post-
WW II Ten Years) 
Okuda Jiro ~ m -=-- ~ 
Sapporo: Sojusha ~ m-itx.. 1956. 
357 p. Asia DS895/.H6047 
Ezochi josho ~1!;~..1:~ 
(Official Report Describing 
Kondo Juzo .i1t iil ~AS:.. 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI 1§ J•! •1'r ~ 
Conditions in Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho sonota fure jt. ;w.~. /t 
(Decrees of Hokkaido Agency, Etc.) 
Isshiki Tonosuke - ~ ~ z. fi.IT 
ASAHIGAWA SHI SHI tza..J•! •TI ~ 
IV (1960), 160-164. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
~ '-\ 
"' 1 
IV (1960), 448-482. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
711 Hokkaido gikaishi ±. :1-A .. ~ ~ 
(History of Hokkaido Prectural Assembly) 
Hokkaido Gikai Jimukyoku ±.. ;tr~ ~& ~ $~ 
Sapporo: 1954-1963. 
4 v. Asia JS7375/.A3H64 
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712 Hokkaido j inushisei shiron ,;t:. 19-A ~ ~ 1frl ~ ;;~ 
(Historical Study of Landlord System in Hokkaido) 
As ada Kyoj i t=\: lB 1r ..:::::.... 
Tokyo: Nogyo sogo Kenkyuj o ..__ ~~~1i:it-9i:,rfr 1963. 
524, 60 p. Asia HD919/.H6A83 
713 Hokkaido j iyukokuron ::It:. ~• saw Jii 
(Discourse on Hokkaido As a Sovereign Country) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU CD!".ftt..~-41'1:~ II ( 1972), 
60-88. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
714 Hokkaidokai kaisetsuzen no Hokkaidochi 
±. :IB-.!a_~ 1¥1 ~ if; "' jb ;-§.1!_ -~ 
(Administration of Hokkaido Prior to Establishment of 
Prefectural Assembly) 
Hokkaido Gikai Jimukyoku ±. ~-- tt\4t .... ~!&lr 
HOKKAIDO GIKAISHI .:lh ~..iL-~ * I ( 1954), 
1-20. Asia JS7375/.A3H64 
715 Hokkaido kyu dojin ni taisuru tochi. seisaku no hensen 
±., ~l&_ 18.J::.A..1.= ~~ .3 ..±:. .Jt!...lt_ ~ Jl •Jt ~ 
(Changes in Land Policies Toward Ainu of Hokkaido) 
Takakura Shin' ichiro it-! ~- ftT' 
18 p. Asia HD1167/.J3T34 
716 Hokkaido ni okeru hoseishi ±~A . .:~•1Z> ai:lfr11~ 
(History of Legal System in Hokkaido) 
Anzai Mi tsuo -'ti'- ~& 7E.. tit. 
Tokyo: Shihocho ·chosaka ay:£?8 ~~ ~ 1933. 
728 p. Asia K/.J3A637Ho 
717 Hokkaido no hokensei jj:_, (ft.il .1) .:fr-4: ,fit 
(Feudality in Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~ J't P:,..@__ ~'f'F..1t I I ( 19 7 2) , 
111-114. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
718 Hokkaido shichoson gyosei kukaku benran 
±, ~~ <'fi i!J *t ?TJ!l.. E ~~ ~ ~ 
(Handbook of Administrative Division of Hokkaido Cities, 
Towns and Villages) 
Hokkaido Jichi Kyokai jt,. •'if-"- 13 ,·1;- w., ~­
Sapporo: 1949. 
170 p. Asia DS894.29/.H64 
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719 Hokkaido shichoson saran ± ~iii ii'i :!IT-#.~~ 
(Conspectus of Cities, Towns and Villages in Hokkaido) 
Asahigawa-shi Kamikawa Shicho AA J•i •"li ..::... ''I ~/4-
Asahigawa: 1927. 
690 p. Asia DS895/.H6H675 
720 Hokuchi kigen ±..ft.~~ 
(Admonitions for the Northern Area) 
Ohara Sakingo *- ~ !i.l.t+ 
HOKUMON SOSHO t F"lik.--!=- III (1944), 383-445. 
Asia DS895/.H6086 
721 Hoppa chiiki jumin no zaisan hosho seikyuken 
jt. ~ :!1!.. ~ \~ fit "' m- ;i_ ~ ~q~ ~ .-t:: ~ 
(Property Compensation Claim Rights of Residents of Northern 
Area) 
Miyazaki Shigeki ;t .;1~~ fit 
Tokyo: Nampa Doha Engokai ir/.t ffll ~#t -;ik 1964. 
129 p. Asia K/.J3M685H798 
7 2 2 Ishinzen chosen seidoko :~ in-i¥1 9f #:til 11. ~ 
(Report on Hakodate City and Village Organizational System 
Prior to Meiji Restoration) 
Murao Motonaga *!-FLit.. ft. 
1884. 
2 v. photocopy. 
723 Iwamura Chokan shisei hoshin enzetsusho 
~ ~ ~ ~ it-!. a. /t l.tt- 11! ~--=!'-
H0-570 
(Administrative Policy Speech of 
Prefectural Office) 
Iwamura, Director of Hokkaido 
Iwamura Michi toshi ~ # .llf\ ~~ 
SHIN SEN HOKKAIDOSHI ~.tsf 1t. ~'6-i! ~ 
645-660. 
VI (1936), 
Asia DS895/.H6H64 
724 Kaitakushi komon Horashi Kepuron hobun 
rm tE ~ ~ t!.'1 ,t 7 .::...- • 7 7· o :...- #.. .x. 
(Report of Horace Capron, Adviser to Kai takushi--Development 
Administrative Organ) 
Horace Capron 
Tr. by Kaitakushi Gaijika ~.,-!f.i~JI..-$~67( 
SHIN SEN HOKKAIDOSHI =tl'rti.Jt·.:·5-~ 1:_ VI ( 193 6) , 
31-558. Asia DS895/.H6H64 
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725 Karafuto chochi ga~yo 
(Administrative Handbook 
Karafutocho ~n:...fJ 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 1924. 
173 p. 
#it~n-r~~~ 
of Karafuto Office) 
Asia DK771/.S2K372 
7 2 6 Karafuto chochi yoran ?jiJikFh'f:!'~ ~ 
(Handbook of Karafuto Office) 
Karafutoch6 -~!r 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 1934. 
138 p. Asia DK771/.S2K374/1934 
727 Karafutoch6 tokeisho: 1932-nen ,._~!T£..Ji-~ t9.3~4 
(1932 Statistical Handbook of Karafuto Office) 
Karafutocho >$ Js. IT 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 1933. 
290 p. Asia HA1907 I. S2K373 
728 Karafuto shisei enkaku -~~a,oSlt 
(Summary Account ·of Administration of Sakhalin) 
Karafutocho Chokan Kamoo *l~ iT tL~ 4 ~ 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 1912. 
1 v. Asia DK771/.S2K373 
729 Muroran-shi gikaishi ~ti ifi :t\~ ~ 
(History of Muroran City Assembly) 
Muroran-shi Gikai ~I! lf1 it~ 
Muroran: 1964. 
1252 p. Asia JS7375/.A3M87 
730 Nihon bunka to Hokkaido BA>t1t... ~ .:!i:.~A 
(Ill Effect of Japanese Civilization on Hokkaido Development) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~.ff~JL·11f~ II (1972), 
89-96 p. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
731 Sengo d6seishi: rekidai chokan monogatari 
~ i1til.J!l:..~ : ~ -pt ~ i ~~ 
(Post-World War II Political History of Hokkaido: Successive 
Governors of Hokkaido) 
Suzuki Eiichi ~A-.~-
Sapporo: Hokkai Taimususha ..:!h~q-1""'-A.{L 1977. 
349 p. Asia JQ1699/.H66S88 
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7 3 2 Tai Ainu seisaku hoki ruishii .>.t- 7--< ~ .a;tr .:z_~~;t_ 
(Collection of Laws and Regulations Concerning Treatment of 
Ainu) 
Keno Motomichi ~ _'f *_;a 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
±. ~..ii. ~ Jffl ~ tlfij -t:.-1- 19 81. 
522 p. Asia KQP/.Al/1981 
733 Tekiyoroku ~~ ~ 
(Collection of Authorization Papers of Kaitakushi Finance 
Officer, 1873-1877) 
Murao Motonaga ,f:t-~~~ 
196 lvs. photocopy. H0-571 
734 Urakawa Shicho kannai tokei ippan 
'*Gil" ~ tT lf' P-! £.. 't"t - ..ra. 
(Statistical Handbook of Urakawa Branch Office) 
Hokkaido Urakawa Shicho .t e.lj.Jt. ~.it'\ l"' ~'T 
Urakawa-cho (Hokkaido): 1922. 
124 p. Asia HA1848/.H6A32 
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7 3 5 Ainugo chimeikai -r 1 A ~ ~ Jb M-
(Gazetteer of Ainu Place Names) 
Sarashina Genzo ~-# ~ ~ 
Sapporo: Ki ta Shobe j_\:. :1: &-
360 p. 
1966. 
Asia DS895/.H6S38 
7 36 Ainu kanjo: Hokkaido hizakurige 1"'1'~ th ~; ::16 ~.$..~~~ 
737 
(Rambling Account of Hokkaido Landscape and People, Including 
Ainu Shortcomings) 
Usami Shogo 9=1'a~~~ 
Tokyo: Seiabo • a~ 1958. 
251 p. Asia DS895/.H6U83 
Ansei yonen Ishikarigawa suigen 
~ a 1!:9 .Sf- r v- 11 ., ;,, ""- .~ ~ 1r :t-
(Report on Discovery of Headspring 
Matsuda Ichitaro ~ EB iTt~ It~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHI SHI 3 J'l i1J 1!. 
171-188. 
miwakesho 
of Ishikari River in 1857) 
IV (1960), 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
738 Chimei Ainugo shojite·n ..:t~k 71'A ~-~--~ 
(Concise Gazetteer of Ainu Language Place Names) 
Chir i Mashiho ~ £ a .~.a_ 
Sapporo: N ire Shobe ~ ~ ~ 19 56 • 
169 p. Asia Ref. DS895/.H6C45 
739 Chiri koza: Nihon-hen dai-ikkan, Karafuto Hokkaido 
.t~? .. ~. a &. : s ~ ,~ * - ~ , "* t'" .:tt. ~if.lf!. (Geography Series, Japan, V.l, Sakhalin-Hokkaido) 
Tokyo: Kaizosha a~~ 1933. 
483 p. Asia GF666/.C55/v.l 
740 Chiri showa lt!. 1'£. ,,, -.;1; 
(Comments on Geographical Names and Makeup of Hokkaido) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU t'iif 1f- ~ ;t ~-ftr: ~ I ( 1974), 
74-79. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
741 Chizu mokuroku: Hokkaido Karafuto nambu Chishima retto 
no bu ~ 1S § ~: :ll:... ~~ ~ ~~l$i-fl' -t ~ .g'l.!r , ~ 
(List of Maps: Hokkaido, Southern Sakhalin and Kurile 
Islands) 
Kokuri tsu Kokkai To shokan ~ .2. \D /Z:: @ -:;#:./~ 
Tokyo: 1966. 
95 p. Asia Ref. G7970/.K64 
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742 Daisetsuzan oyobi Ishikarigawa joryu tanken kaihatsushi 
743 
744 
745 
*._ ~ .!.L ~ .£ ~)'I ..t: ,t ~ ~ !W;· 4t:_ ~ 
(Exploratory Account of Mt. Daisetsu and Headwaters of Ishikari 
River) 
Keno Tsunekichi EGr ~ * ~ 
Asahigawa: Daisetsuzan Chosakai *- ~ .1.1.>.. il\'k/.;t ·1926. 
131 p. Asia DS895/.H6K657 
Daisetsuzan, tozanho oyobi tozan 
jz ~ ili. -f: ~ ~Z i._ ~ l.L>. ~- I*J 
(Mt. Daisetsu, Instructions on and 
Koizurni Hideo ·I. !t 1;-t~ 
Asahigawa: Daisetsuzan Chosakai 
364, 39 p. 
Ezochi annai • t. ~ 1£ ~ 
(Hokkaido Guidebook, Circa 1780) 
23 lvs. photocopy. 
Ezo dochuki .._ ~ ..il_ + t!. 
(Account of Journey in Hokkaido) 
Isogaya Norikichi ~~ ~\ a 
1801. 
25 lvs. photocopy. 
annai 
Guide to Climbing) 
"' ~ .JL. ~~~ ·~ 1926. 
Asia DS895/.D35K65 
H0-535 
H0-536 
746 Ezo dochuki (ichirnei, Higashi Ezo Nikki) 
~!ill ~ Ji + 1f. ( - Jb !ft. • ~ E ~ ) 
(Account of Journey in Hokkaido) 
Yoshida Ari toshi a !B ~ 1:'1 
1800. 
747 
748 
60 lvs. photocopy. 
Ezo dochuki (she) !!It~ .J1.. +'!E. ( t7> 
(Concise Record of Trip to Hokkaido) 
Isogaya Norikichi ~ ~ -~'1 ~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO 1'1 $-..I_ :t: 
55-62. 
Ezo kiko 
(Account of 
Tani Gentan 
~ rt .te_. -ff 
Trip to Hokkaido) 
~ /L .& 
1799. 
5 v. photocopy. 
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II (1961), 
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749 Ezo kiko ._ t, .~ D 
(Account of Trip from Tsuruoka to Matsumae and Hakodate) 
1864. 
2 v. photocopy. H0-539 
750 Ezo kiko (ichimei, Matsumae kik6 matawa Mutsu kik6) 
751 
• ~ ~ i'T ( - ~ -¥~ #i ~ n- :<: ~ ~ ru ff ) 
(Report of Trip to Hokkaido from Edo) 
Hotta Masaatsu .:ti.. Iii .iE ~ 
1808. 
2 v. photocopy. 
1'11 ~ -~\ ;""f ( ti7 ) 
of Trip to Hokkaido) 
~ /'L F-1 
Ezo kiko (sho) 
(Concise Account 
Tani Gentan 
KUSHIRO SOSHO 
15-36. 
~·I ~A ':1: 
H0-540 
II ( 1961) , 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
752 Ezo kochizu monogatari ~ ~ 'S' 1'1!!.. liD~ 'Mt 
(Ancient Maps of Hokkaido) 
Umeki Michinori ~*-A. t~-
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shimbunsha .:11::... ~ii. ~ ~ &.. 
102 p. 
1974. 
Kajiyama H0-1 
753 Ezo koteiki (Hokkai dochuki) -~-fi~~. { it.fWJ.A+i:.) 
(Detailed Travel Account of Hokkaido, Including Landscape, 
Products, Etc. ) 
Abe Yoshito 1'6f~-i-1-± Ed. by Matsuura Takeshiro 
~ ~ ~ 1!£ ~p .fA. 
Edo: 1856. 
2 v. photocopy. H0-541 
754 Ezo nikki ~ ~ 8 ~ 
(Hokkaido Diary) 
Mute Kanzo ~ill !11 JK 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! -U 1•1 .n ~ 
150-158. 
755 Ezo nisshi :til~ a~-
II (1960), 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
(Detailed Descriptions of Hakodate city and Coastal Area) 
Matsuura Takeshiro -t..-;. iii fitt \l9 ~ 
1850. 
8 v. photocopy. H0-541 
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756 Ezo no Kuni yawa ~ .t ~ 1l. ~ 
(Geographical Features and Products of Hokkaido) 
2 v. photocopy. H0-542 
757 Ezo no shimabumi (ichimei, Okuno michikusa) 
758 
759 
~~, ~ ~ ( -~ c#;.<"J.Jt~<~) 
(Trip to East Hokkaido and Kunashir Island) 
Fukui Yoshimaro .f.i. ~ 3f .~ 
1803. 
2 v. photocopy. 
Ezo no shimabumi ( sho) ~ :!. " A 
(Diary of Trip to East Hokkaido) 
Fukui Yoshimaro ·ti 1f. 7F II 
KUSHIRO SOSHO ~~ ~Z-=t: 
45-54. 
Ezo shui ~ ~ 16-.lt 
(Random Notes on Geography, People, 
Hokkaido, Sakhalin and Kuriles) 
Sato Genrokuro 4t. Al z. :: ~p 
HOKUM ON SOSHO t r~ ..a_ ::t-
247-309. 
H0-543 
II ( 1961), 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
Products, Etc. of 
I ( 1943) , 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.l 
760 Ezo tokaiki ~ ~ tit i@. ii!. 
(Account of Trip to Hakodate, Onuma and Nemuro from Matsumae) 
1809. 
71 lvs. photocopy. H0-544 
761 Gaidobukku Hokkaido no hakubutsukan 
762 
tl' -1 ,,- 7'' 7 '7 :lt. ~i- ~- ..., t~ 1~ ~ 
(Guidebook to Hokkaido Museums) 
Hokkaido Shakai Kyoiku Kyokai :ft.. ~ij..~~- -i~~ -;ft.~ rntr ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Daigaku Tosho Kankokai 
:U::.. ~.§. Ja };._ .:;_, l~ * f' I 11 -* 19 7 9 . 
171 p. Asia Ref. AM78/.H64G33 
Gummei no gi ni tsuki moshiage 
~ .:b z. iA c:. -tf- ~ .J::. ·f~ -:t. * ( tJr! 
(Report on Names of Counties) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ;f;:;. f~ #< iS M 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! ng,J't rt ~-
299-301. 
112 
sor6 kakitsuke (sh6) 
IV (1960), 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
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763 Hakodate: 1961-nemban ~~ 1961 ~1\Jt. 
(Hakodate, 1961 Edition) 
Hakodate-shi Somubu Shiminka la:'l~rf'r .~~~ ~fl~ 
Hakodate: 1961. 
62 p. Asia DS897/.H3A32/1961 
764 Hakodate annai t?E! ~ i'. t*\ 
(Guide to Hakodate) 
Onodera Ichiro ,, , !'\'-~ - "P.~ 
Hakodate: KOgyOkan ...z:... '¥: ~ 1902. 
161 p. photocopy. H0-545 
765 Hakodate-ken chishiryaku ~ ft H:: .rt~~ 
(Abridged Geographic Description~of Hakodate Prefecture) 
Maeda Ken and Nagata Hosei l(.j tB ~- • ~ iB .7t JE 
Hakodate: Kaibunsha i.t >t. .t.t_ 1885. 
37 lvs. photocopy. H0-546 
766 Henkyo Hokkaido .i!:. .r-t., ±. ~4. 
(Frontier Hokkaido) 
Sapporo Chuo Hosokyoku -fL r/4. +~~.a Mr 
Sapporo: Hoppe Shein :11:..Jf-t:i5t. 1948. 
174 p. Asia DS895/.H6N431 
767 Higashi Ezochi dochu ryakki ._fi~.rl!....i!_-cf=. ~12. 
(Brief Account of Journey in East Hokkaido) 
25 lvs. photocopy. H0-547 
768 Higashi Ezochi kakubasho yosu taigaisho (she) 
~ !~ f., Ji!. S-~ P(f ~ + t... .. -:!=- ( .t-4/' 
(Outline of Various Trading Districts in Hokkaido) 
Watanabe Shigeru ~~~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO 11'1 J3. ;J :;i: I I ( 19 61) , 
105-122). Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
769 Higashi Ezochi Matsumae yori Atsukeshi made d6chu nikki 
770 
i. til ~ ~ ;4£. ft1 ~ 'J -r "/ '7 ~ 1:. A -+ s "if. 
(Diary of Journey to East Hokkaido from Matsumae to Atsukeshi 
1791. 
31 lvs. photocopy. H0-548 
Higashi Ezo dochuki (she) 
(Concise Account of Journey 
Watanabe Shigeru ~ll..i!L .rt 
KUSHIRO SOSHO ~I ~ :fi_ -=t: 
9-14. 
!.. • ~ lL + li:_. ( -t1') 
in East Hokkaido) 
II (1961), 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
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771 Higashi Ezo nisshi i_ ~ ~ 8 ~ 
(Diary of Tour of East Hokkaido) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ (~.A v.!=i ~ 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU 1f ~;~:-~.Jss~..,.Jl III ( 1928), 
1-181. Asia DS895/.H6M3/1928/v.3 
772 Higashi Ezo yawa .i.. !fi ~ 1"l.. ~ 
(Personal Observations of Geographical Features, Customs, 
Etc. of East Hokkaido) 
Ouchi Yean *- ~ ~ A!:. 
HOKUMON SOSHO :!L M ~:t:- V ( 1944), 
381-495. Asia DS895/.H6086/v.5 
7 7 3 Hirornekar i ~' .3 <r> /J, •J 
(Account of Tour of Hakodate) 
Sugae Masumi 'ir :.x.. ~ ;_t. 
1789. 
37 lvs. photocopy. 
774 Hokkaido :li:.. ~.li. 
(Gazetteer of Hokkaido) 
H0-549 
1968. Tokyo: Asakura Shoten ~11. *'~ 
403 p. Asia Ref. DS805/.N515/v.7 
77 5 Hokkaido annai :ib Eli-A.~ ''*' 
(Guide to Hokkaido) 
Takahashi Riichiro ifi ~ ~- ~p 
Sapporo: Chiho Shinko Jiseki Chosakai 
~ ;t .t&_~•~t. ~~~ 1924. 
504 p. Asia DS895/.H6T33 
776 Hokkaido chiri .:lt.. ,·fl..$ ~ ~ 
(Geography of Hokkaido) 
Kate Fusaza ha ~ ffl. ~ 
1893. Tokyo: Okura Shoten *... 1t --:t-15 
357 p. Asia DS895/.H6K38 
777 Hokkaido Daigaku Fuzoku Toshokan shoz6 Hokkaido kankei 
chizu zurui rnokuroku 
..:tt. ~§.~ *.. '* i'tt fl. IE ':t ft fit «_ :it. ,~ .!l1_ t~ 1#:..1t. 00 · I~ ~, 13 ~ 
(List of Maps of Hokkaido and Adjoining Regions in Hokkaido 
University Library) 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Daigaku Fuzoku Toshokan 
.:lt:. ~§ .. ~ ~ ~ .'i. i!Rl --=t~~ 19 8 1 • 
359 p. Asia Ref. Z3307/.H64 
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778 Hokkaido fubutsushi ;tl::., ti-il.~1HJ ~ 
(Miscellaneous Descriptions of Hokkaido Scenery, Flora, Fauna, 
Etc.) 
Niregane Rozo ~ :t "'f" :=:... 
Sapporo: Nire Shobe -*"*"~ 1958. 
168 p. Asia DS895I.H6N57 
779 Hokkaido Rarafuto Chishima retto ±.;-0-A -~ 4A f'JA 
(Hokkaido, Sakhalin and Rurile Islands) 
Yamashita Hidenosuke JJ '"'F ~ i.. ~)J 
Tokyo: Sangabo JL~,~ 1943. 
384 p. Asia DS895I.H6Y361 
780 Hokkaido kiji: Ramoi Kotan yori yamagoshi Ohotsunai ni 
itaru ib \i.JL ~- .._ : ~~ ~ -t"t 3 •J ~ ~ ~ -;t ,t, "} 1" 1 -=- L ,~, 
(Hokkaido Report: Ramoi Rotan to Ohotsunai, Over the 
Mountains) 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI JfgJ•I rfi' ~ IV (1960), 
324-353. Asia DS897 I .A83A83 
781 Hokkaido kiji: Tokyo yori Hakodate oyobi Sapporo o hete 
Ramoi Rotan ni itaru 
±. ri.il ~• : ~~ 3 ·J ~ ~ At t:: .ft.. lf!J ... "" aT '·~ ~t- i!i A--=-£..~..-(Hokkaido Report: Tokyo to Ramoi Rotan Via Hakodate and 
Sapporo) 
Benjamin Smith Lyman 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI JtgJ•I rfl~ IV (1960), 
314-323. Asia DS897 I .A83A83 
782 Hokkaido meishoshi :ft..~§.~ ~ M- ~-
(Descriptive Notes on Famous Sites in Hokkaido) 
KONO TSUNERICHI CHOSARUSHU .~jft*~~i'"F~ III (1975), 
72-122. Asia DS894.25I.R66Iv.3 
783 HokkaidO no sugata: shizen to shakai no shinkenkyu 
:11:. ~ Jl. ?) -t h,·· r: : ~ .~ ~ k ~ ,., tiT .-iff '?t 
(Physical and Socio-Economic Description of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaid6 Shakaika kyoiku Renkyukai 
:it.. ti-A 7.~ ~ # $.. * {i;f 'h:. ~ 
Sapporo: Ryoiku Shinchosha • j- ~ ~~ 1958. 
129 p. Asia DS894.22I.H6411958 
784 Hokkaido no tabi .it.. ~Jil <J} 7JfZ 
(Travel Guide to Hokkaido) 
Tokyo: Nihon Kotsu Rosha s ~~A~~ 
100 p. Asia DS895I.H6H64 
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785 Hokkaido no tabi .:!!:.. ~ ~- .1) ;j:R_ 
(Account of and Guide to Tour of Hokkaido) 
Sarashina Genzo :f_ # Ill!. ,i".;_ 
Tokyo: Shakai Shisosha ·~ ~-~-~~ 
251 p. 
1962. 
Kajiyama H0-4 
786 Hokkaido no yamayama ~u~!-.IJLn.!l..~ 
787 
(Mountains of Hokkaido) 
Nagao Koya .!!,:_ L~!:!.. 
Tokyo: Hobunkan ~ -t:_ ~~ 
327 p. 
Hokkaido oyobi hanamachi 
(Hokkaido and Gay Quarters) 
Watanabe Kazuhide .:JiJo....- ~ 
Otaru: Hokkaido no Hanamachi 
:1.\:.. ~· .1lL .1) .?£... 1it ~ ~ ~ 
276 p. 
1960. 
Asia DS895/.H6N33 
Hakkosho 
1925. 
Asia GV1472.3/.W38 
788 Hokkaido saihakken: daishizen wa dare no monoka 
~~ ' "· .... ~-- ? .. 1t: i.. : "- ~ ~- ,a_ ~ , t .1) JJ. 
(Rediscovery of Hokkaido: To Whom Does Nature Belong?) 
Tsurumaki Yasuo i& ~ ~ k. 
Tokyo: Nijisseiki Kikaku -Co t!"~~AW. 1971. 
291 p. Kajiyama H0-5 
789 Hokkaido shiken :t.C!Li!."*-'~ 
(Personal Observations of Hokkaido) 
Konoe Atsumaro .m: i1t J~ It 
Tokyo: Akaishi Teizo :U-.~ ~~ 
82 p. 
1902. 
Asia DS895/.H6K66 
790 Hokkaido: Shikotsu Toya Akan Daisetsuzan Erimo Misaki 
:it.. ~fi- ... ~_ : ~ ~ • i'li{ •• /'tiT ~ . A. ~ .J.J..:.. ; tt 'l: U.lfl 
(Hokkaido: Shikotsu, Toya Area, Lake Akan, Mt. Daisetsu, 
Cape Erimo) 
Tokyo: Nihon Kotsu Kosha E ...tr. ~ i:-t,z. 
791 Hokkaido shiseki meisho tennen kinembutsu chosa hokokusho 
:ft.. ~9- ..t.~. ~ n: ~ M- ~~~- ~G ~-'#II ~ ?- fit.~ ":;t. 
(Survey Report of Historical Relics, Scenic Sites and Famous 
Natural Objects of Hokkaido) 
Hokk ai docho .:ft.. CS. .LL ft-
Sapporo: 1924. 
286, 52 p. Asia DS895/.H6A34 
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792 Hokkaido shiseki meisho tennen kinembutsu kogai 
.:lt. ce. .11_ 1:-. it~ m. ~~-- ~ ~- ~ ~ :Wk. 
(Summary Account of Historical Relics, Scenic Sites and 
Famous Natural Objects of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaidocho Naimubu :lb. i-i Ji IT ~~ ~~ 
Sapporo: 1926. 
177 p. Asia DS895/.H6A341 
793 Hokkaido shoki sokuryo hobun tekiyo (she) 
±. ~-i-l!L-t.Jr~ ~~1 • •x :tm 4 (--t;-) (Summary Report on 1874 Land Survey in Hokkaido) 
James Watson 
SHISHI 7t!t i'l iji i! IV ( 1960), 
308-314. Asia DS897 I .A83A83 
794 Hokkaido shu yo sangaku toro gaikyo :it:. ~..Jl :£.~.a.... £C. -f::.f.'fr..~"L 
795 
796 
797 
798 
(Outline of Climbing Routes to Main Hokkaido Mountains) 
Hokkaido Sangakukai .:fb :.fJ.....Jl... .L.L... I£.~ 
Sapporo: 1926. 
22 p. Asia DS895/.H6H636 
Hokkaido tokoro dokoro 
(Guide to Hokkaido) 
Kaj ima Ume Jl.~ qp ir 
Tokyo: Kajima Kenkyujo 
1 v. 
L.!r-blr~Pit 1958. 
Hokkai kiko :t~ ~ :f:r.. fT 
(Tour of Hokkaido in 1881) 
Yoda Benzo ,;t"- m ~ ~ 
1881. 
42 lvs. photocopy. 
Hokkai no ompa .:1t. ~ ·n !~.-~!.2_ 
(Waves of the Northern Ocean) 
Wada Tsunanori ~~ ~~ 
Sapporo: Sansaikaku ..=.. :t 111 
95 p. 
Hokkai shiryo: Hokkai kiko 
(Source Materials on Northern 
Hokkaido-Sakhalin-Kuriles) 
Hayashi Kenzo #. .J~ ..=.. 
Tokyo: Fuzambo '1: ..LL.. l1r 
891, 73 p. 
117 
Asia DS895/.H6K33 
H0-550 
1903. 
Asia DS895/.H6W315 
~ ~ ~ '*'i- : ±.. ~ ;]E. 1't 
Area: Descriptive Account of 
1902. 
Asia DS895/.H6H38 
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799 Hokkai zuihi tsu :it.;'~ :i: 
800 
801 
(Descriptive Writings on Landscape, Ainu People, Etc. of 
Hokkaido) 
Sakakura Genj iro ~ 1!. t'~- )Z P-!'> 
HOKUMON SOSHO ibf9~~ II (1943), 37-93. 
Hokuidan .:±1:... ~lit. 
(Survey Trips to Hokkaido, 
Matsuda Denjuro :km i'Z.. t" ~ 
HOKUMON SOSHO .±. ~~ -~-=!= 
Hokuyu zakki ±., 21 1i ~ 
(Geographical Features and 
Takamiya Shihyo +r ~ "±' ffit 
1810. 
58 lvs. photocopy. 
Asia DS895-H6086/v.2 
Kuriles and Sakhalin, 1799-1808) 
v (1944), 117-276. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.5 
Products of Matsumae and Hakodate) 
H0-551 
802 Hori Toshihiro Ezochi kokugo sentei Ezochi ekiro kaisetsu 
no kengi ~ +'\~~~A .J ... :.:. .m ~ ~ ~ -'t ._t . r~ .lf;ll~ ffi'\ ~t.~..., .Jt ;;a 
(Hori Toshihiro--Proposal on Selection of Official Place 
Names and Opening of Postal Roads in Hokkaido) 
Hori Toshihiro _ri., 1:'\ '·~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! ~J•\ 1ft~ IV ( 1960), 
166-170. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
803 Ishikari nisshi --ti 1$ B ~-
(Diary of Trip to Ishikari) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ ;It{ #..1.!9 ~~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! ."11! n1 rtr ~ 
192-204. 
IV ( 19 60) , 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
804 Ishikari, Tokachi ryoga kiko :S 1$ -r M-- IIi! Cbi ~1T 
(Travel Along Ishikari and Tokachi Rivers) 
Matsumoto Juro ~ ~ "t ~!!' 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! ::mJ•I ift ~ IV ( 1960), 
353-367. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
805 Iwamura Chokan zuik6 Kamikawa kiko 
~ -** -&. '§' pl!_ ii J:. Jlf k -{j 
(Accompanying Minister Iwamura on Trip to Kamikawa County, 
Hokkaido) 
Iwamura Michi toshi ~ # J'ifl 1~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! Ita'') i'f1 ~ IV ( 1960), 
389-391. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
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806 Kamikawa-gun Ainugo chimeikai _!:_.Jt\ :ey -p .. c;c:. ~ ~ ~ f4 
807 
808 
809 
810 
(Annotated Ainu Language Dictionary of Kamikawa County Place 
Names} 
Chir i Mashiho ~ ~ 4 ~-1i:.. 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI ;tii,J't ii"r ~ IV ( 1960), 
482-502. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
Kamikawa kiko ....1:. ;q ~ ff 
(Trip to Kamikawa County, Hokkaido) 
Iwamura Michi toshi ~ # JL1~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI ~ 111 ~ ~ 
374-383. 
Kamikawa kiko ..c. HI ~ t-T 
(Trip to Kamikawa County, Hokkaido} 
Nonakauj i At sushi -'f!lf "1' e.-..~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI JfEIJ'I fT\ ~ 
395-405. 
Kanko Hokkaido · @.~.:it. r&~ 
(Travel Guidebook of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Shimbunsha 2~ iW.Jtt ftr M .-?.t 
Sapporo: 1959. 
144 p. 
Kankokuroku (she) ._.tm/jR (-t'r> 
(Travel Account of East Hokkaido} 
Ishikawa Kazusuke ti 1•1 ?!:OM 
KUSHIRO SOSHO ~~~~~ 
141-160. 
IV (1960), 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
IV (1960), 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
Asia DS895/.H6K34/1959 
II (1961}, 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
811 Kan 'yu nikki '2f ~ 1:1 ~ 
812 
(Diary of Travel to East Hokkaido) 
Mer i Kaz uma A. - -~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO 4'1 ~ •::J:-
169-190. 
Katsura Jikan ikko Kamikawa kiko 
(Trip to Kamikawa by Vice-Minister 
Hayashi Kenzo #: ~ -=-
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI n.a 111 it! ~ 
394-395. 
119 
II (1961}, 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
~ ;9z 'E - rr J: 111 ~ :<i 
Katsura's Party) 
IV (1960}, 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
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813 Kokumei no gi ni tsuki moshiage 
!}U ~ -L ~ I::. 1-:\- ~ ..I:. -fo1t =!=-"ft (.tJ-) 
(Report on Official Place Names) 
Matsuura Takeshiro A:i-. ~~A ·vs ~r 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI 111 1•1 i'fT ~ 
298-299. 
sor6 kakitsuke (sh6) 
IV ( 19 60) , 
Asia DS897/.A83A83 
814 Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan shozo chizu mokuroku: Hokkaido 
Karafuto nambu Chishima retto no bu 
ei!.Jl. ~-~ 00 *~?II & ~ ~ § ~ : ±.. C-6-ltt · tf J.:.. ~ ~ ·-4-~q·I.A or) :g:p 
(Catalog of Maps of Hokkaido, Southern Sakhalin and Kurile 
Islands in National Diet Library) 
Kokuri tsu Kokkai Toshokan 00 .Jt. IE/~~ 1§~ ... ~ 
Tokyo: 1967. 
95 p. Asia Ref. G7970/.K64/1967 
815 Kusuri nisshi /Z ff: a ~-
(Diary of Trip to Kusuri, East Hokkaido) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ :~~ \!S Rj3 
TAKESHIRO EZO NIS.SHISHU ~~ Z. .. -~ 8~~ II ( 1929), 
127-164. Asia DS895/.H6M3/1928 
816 Kyodo no chiri dai-ikkan: Hokkaido-hen 
~ ..r_ ~ i1!... _;~ ;t. - ),!_ : Jt. ~A .fJ!r 
(Local Geography, V. 1, Hokkaido Edition) 
Kashiwamura Ichiro and Narabe Osamu 
A:e # - ~~ . ~ 1\.ff .d. 
Tokyo: H6bunkan ~X:~~ 1960. 
259 p. Asia DS895/.H6M58 
817 Ky6wa shieki f;fJ, ::f.dJ ~ 1£:. 
(Record of Trip to Hakodate, Ishikari and Soya in Hokkaido 
and Kunashir Island) 
1857. 
158 lvs. photocopy. H0-552 
818 Kyuki shoroku (chishi) '! ~ tY~ c~~J 
(Geographical Descriptions Excerpted from Various Sources) 
Ito Shozo ,.- '- ~-=... 
204 lvs. photocopy. H0-553 
819 Matsumaechi narabini Nishi Ezochi meisaiki (sho) 
k if.t ~ iii i§ • ~ :H!.. liA !$ ~ ( .t!r ) 
(Detailed Description of Matsumae and West Hokkaido Districts) 
Takahashi Soshiro ~ t~ 4-:r \!3,1 ~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHI SHI 7W J•t rp ~ IV ( 19 6 0) , 
119-149. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
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820 Matsumae Ezochi ezu .f"~ 'lf."1 ._ ~ ~'@ (Map of Hokkaido) 
1 sheet. Asia X CT7973/.H6M28 
821 Matsumae kiko ~ ;t.1 ~ 1T (Account of Trip to Hokkaido in 1855) 
Hirao Rosen ~ ~ -1- 'f~ 
1855. 
65 lvs. photocopy. 
822 Matsumaeshi ~ It! ~-
H0-554 
(Genealogical Record of Matsumae Family and Geographical 
Account of Hokkaido) 
Matsumae Hironaga :t'..i:. Jt;, !Z.. k 
HOKUMON SOSHO -k,f'l'IX.."* II (1943), 95-316. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.2 
823 Meiji shonen hokkai kibun: Hokkaido Chishima Ainu 
~ ~ft. -*JJ4- :!t:.. c&- ~ ~ : .:ft. ri-~ +A r 1' ..z 
(Travels to Hokkaido-Kuriles in Early Meiji Period: Hokkaido-
Kuriles-Ainu) 
Kiyono Kenj i ~ Jf l* :~ 
Tokyo: Oka Shoin ~*~ 1931. 
304 p. Asia DS895/.H6K58 
824 Moi tokanki ~ ~~ •'" .FI:. ~ (Account of Trip to East Hokkaido and Iturup Island) 
62 lvs. photocopy. H0-555 
825 Nihon Ainu chimeiko !=\ ~ r -1 .l< ~-~ ~ 
(Study of Ainu Place Names in Japan) 
Yamamoto Naobumi JL ~ ft. ;j:_ 
1965. 
35, 35 p. Asia DS805/.Y35 
826 Nihon chiri taikei dai-jikkan: Hokkaido Karafuto-hen 
B k-. .xfL .£.E. 7;: ~ Jlr i" .tt : :ft. GiJ JL ~ "h... tJ. 
(Geography of Japan Series, v. 10, Hokkaido-Sakhalin Edition) 
Tokyo: Kaizosha e!J.. .1a ..f..t.. 1930. 
518 p. Asia GF666/. N55 
827 Nihon no chiri dai-ikkan: Hokkaido-hen 
E\ ~ ,f) ..!i!. ...r~ ~ - ~ : Jt... c~ ~ ~ 
(Geography of Japan, V. 1, Hokkaido Edition) 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten $ ~7it . .ll;- 1961. 
202 p. Asia GF666/.I87 
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828 Ninomiya Mantaku Sosai no Hokkaido shisatsuki 
=- •g: ~J!:i ~ ,~. ~ n ~\::.. rY- ~ /~_, ~~ ~ 
(Record of Hokkaido Visit by Ninomiya, President of Manchuria 
Development Corporation) 
Furusawa Tsunej i 6 jt ~~ i!Z 
Hsin-ching: Manshu Takushoku Kosha rn!d+I-Pfi§~~i.. 1941. 
314 p. Asia HD2095/.H6F97 
829 Nishi Ezochi nikki -as--~ ~a'ii:.. 
830 
831 
832 
(Diary of West Hokkaido Journey) 
Nakayama Toshikuni t.JL. ~\ ~ 
1944. Tokyo: Ishihara Kyuryudo --shf-_1c:. -.z_ 
191 p. Asia DS895/.H6T334 
Nishi Ezo nisshi 1lS .«~ B ~­
(Diary of Trip to West Hokkaido) 
Matsuura Takeshiro #~ L"*i T"r 'ltl ltP 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU 1?~~~t-t.~~ '8~~ 
1-176. Asia 
1f'f ·r-L 
on Nopporo Forest) 
Makoto ~-*+ .&.. 1'f-
Kan6 Ichire5 JJo ~- ~r 
I (1929), 
DS895/.H6M3/1928 
1926. 
Nopporo 
(Articles 
Nishimura 
Sapporo: 
106 p. Asia PL886/.H6N58 
Nosappu nisshi ~ ~Jr-fn B ~ 
(Diary of Trip to Nosappu) 
Matsuura Takeshiro t'~ r~ 2\. )!3 ~~ 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU ~~ ;~ .. tf.R..t 8~'!_ 
171-206. Asia 
II (1929), 
DS895/.H6M3/1928 
833 Nosappu nisshi -~ *-'Jr.r-& 8 ~--
(Diary of Travel to Nosappu) 
Matsuura Takeshiro :ft ;Jti ;Et \5 ~p 
1863. 
25 lvs. 
834 Nyuhokuki A. _jt_ ~ 
(Notes on Hokkaido Visit) 
Tamamushi Sadayu ~..:h.. l.i. h..*: 
KUSHIRO SOSHO .tir, ~ ~-=!: 
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Asia X DS895/.H6M29 
II ( 1961), 207-242. 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
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835 Oku no matsukaze ~.,., ~..::. h- ~ 
(Account of Trip to MaLsumae by a Bakufu Official) 
Ohashi Namihachiro * +-& ~ /\ ~ 
1793. 
44 lvs. photocopy. H0-556 
836 Sanko Ezo nisshi ~ -f.lrit f.~ 1!:r 8. ~ 
(Comprehensive Record of Three Explorations to Hokkaido, 
Sakhalin and Kuriles, 1845-1849) 
Matsuura Takeshiro :k:. !iii A ll!:l ~p Ed. by Yoshida Takezo 
s lB.¥.._.!:_ ~ 
Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan 6 1•1 '7L...Jt/~ 1970-1971. 
2 v. Asia DS895/H6M3/1970 
837 Sapporo no Ainu chimei o tazunete 
;ft. 'Pt. "' 7 -( A .i'fe. ~ ~ ~ k:J T' 
(Tour of Sapporo Sites with Ainu Names) 
Yamada Hidezo .J.1.l. e ~ .:=.. 
Sapporo: Nire Shobe *""- =&: ~ 1965. 
176 p. Asia DS895/.S2Y35 
838 Sekai bunka chiri taikei dai-nikan: Nihon 1, Hokkaido 
Tohoku i!t ~ .:t.. 1t.. ~ .flf. ""- ~ ~ =- ~ : e -*- 1 =~~~Jl. ~.:ft. 
(World Cultural Geography Series, V. 2 Japan, 1--Hokkaido 
and Tohoku District) 
Tokyo: Heibonsha ~~~~ 1960. 
359 p. Asia GF7/.S445 
839 Shiki no Hokkaido: saihate e no izanai 
IZl4 ~ 17) ;:tt_, 's ~- : ~ \ \ 4 r "' "' \.' ~ .. ~ "-
(Four Seasons of Hokkaido: Invitation to the Remotest Region) 
Senshukai Henshilbu 4 .@ /~ ,~ 1t ~ 
Osaka: 1964. 
182 p. Asia DS895/. H6S45 
840 Shimpen Hakodate hanjoki t:tr t.i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~C... 
(Hakodate Guidebook, 1899 Edition) 
841 
Aoki Seij iro and Kubo Genchin ~ *- L'lt .;~*~ . ;Z ~ L,. 
Hakodate: Kaibunsha ~ Jt ~ 1899. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-557 
Shinkaichi j ikky6dan: Hokkai annai ;iifr ~ .~, ~: :r._ ~'1:..: .3b .:::5- ~ r'~ 
(Factual Accounts of Newly Developed Land, Guide to Hokkaido) 
Katsuyama Yaichir6 ~JL$1- -f;')l 
Otaru: Hakuch6 Shot en ~ -~~iiS 
139 p. 
123 
1891. 
Asia DS895/.H6K385 
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842 
843 
Shiretoko nisshi ~ ..$. B ~­
(Diary of Trip to Shiretoko) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ ~~ ffi.. ilB ~ 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU ~~.~~1~~ 8~-~ 
209-245. Asia 
Shiribeshi nisshi 1~ ~ ~ Mr E ~­
(Diary of Trip to Shiribeshi) 
Matsuura Takeshiro k cifi "r"r 'l9 ~!5 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU ~{t.~-~~~ 8~~ 
43-78. Asia 
II (1929), 
DS895/.H6M3/v.2 
II (1929), 
DS895/.H6M3/v.2 
844 Suzuki Rikuji Ezo Karafuto junkai h6kokusho 
/~ ~ ~ ~~ .~ ~ fl- Js.... ~ ~ ~- ~ "*-
(Report on Tour of Hokkaido and Sakhalin by Rikuji Suzuki) 
Suzuki Rikuj i ~* ~ ~it 
10 lvs. photocopy. H0-558 
84 5 Take shiro kaiho_ nikki (she) 'r7" ~ ~ ~ ~!!i B "te.. (.~r) 
(Diary of Takeshiro•s Tour of Hokkaido) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~em A )!31 1:\P 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI 7't..fi.Jif iTJ ~ IV (1960), 
188-192. Asia DS897/.A83A83 
846 Takeshiro kaiho nikki ¥r IZ9 fl!P ~ '~ a~ 
(Diary of Explorations of Hokkaido by Takeshiro Matsuura) 
Matsuura Takeshiro t'~ ~itt~ \!S ~~ 
Tr. by Takakura Shin • ichiro i!r1t ifr - ~r .~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaid6 Shuppan Kikaku Sent a .=it.. r~..il .itUtli.. ~ llil-tz :...--9-
1978. 
2 v. Asia DS894.22/.M38/1978 
847 Tem2en hike (ichimei, Matsumae onshin) 
JZ a_ tt ~~ ( - 1:: k ~\ * -rt) 
(Account of Trip to Hokkaido and Sakhalin) 
Shimada Kumaj ir6 .!, "lB ~- :.fJ:. ?.F' 
1854. 
121 lvs. photocopy. 
848 Teshio nisshi ~ .r.ir_ 8 ~­
(Diary of Trip to Teshio) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ ~iti JE\ I1B tt~ 
H0-559 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU _$!t_,~.ftl~~Btt-1t I (1929), 
221-262. Asia DS895/.H6M3/v.l 
124 
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849 Toi shuran (sho) ~:t~Sf.c:t-}; 
(Tour of East Hokkaido) 
Fuji Tomofumi ~ ~~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO /.ft'J %-•-::t 
37-44. 
850 Tokachi gaikan + ~ ._., 
(General Survey of Tokachi) 
Ichinomiya Heiichi - 'E ..lk- -
Tokachi Tokei Kyokai -r M ,a tt- t ... \~ 
145 p. 
851 Tokachi nisshi + ff!i B ;it. 
(Diary of Trip to Tokachi) 
II (1961) I 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
1935. 
Asia DS895/.T64A32 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ f~ -t'r \!9 ~p 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHD ~it~~.!~~S~it II (1929) 1 
83-125. Asia DS895/.H6M3/v.2 
852 Tokachi nisshi ( sh6) + A\ E\ ~- ( -¥1.r) 
(Abbreviated Diary of Trip to Tokachi) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ~ ~~ ~ mt ~p 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI ~ J•l rtr ~ IV ( 1960), 
205-209. Asia DS897 I .A83A83 
853 Tokai santan ._ ~~ ~ 
(Account of Trip from Hakodate to Soya and Yufutsu) 
Tonei Genshin ( Shikama Mansuke) !..£. r..., ~ < ~ *:; ~, 
1803. 
61 1vs. H0-558 
854 Toke mampitsu ~ 1j ~.f,-f: 
(Random Notes on Eastern Tour) 
Arai Yasue ~ #: -i'~ .~-
KUSHIRO SOSHO ~·1 A-. • -=i:-
63-104. 
II (1961) I 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
8 55 Tokyo shihi tsu ( sho > .i._ m. *"' ~ c-f>'JrJ 
(Personal Notes on Eastern Tour) 
Naruishi Osamu ~-tr -ft%-
KUSHIRO SOSHO 4'1 ~· -=i= II ( 1961) 1 
161-168. Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
125 
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856 Toyu Ezo monogatari ~ ..Q1±. M. ~ ~ ~ 
(Account of Journey to Hokkaido) 
Furukawa Koshoken ti ~ -o t'h. kt 
857 
85 lvs. photocopy. 
Toyuki Jf!. ~ dt.:. 
(Account of Trip to Hokkaido in 
Tatematsu Torno .±-* ~ "t. 
HOKUM ON SOSHO :H: .. ;a~ ~-:;!:: 
H0-559 
1783-1784) 
II (1943), 317-369. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.2 
858 Toyu kisho (sho) ~:~~Mit- (4z!··J 
(Scenic Places in Eastern Tourr 
Shibue Chohaku ~ .':.I.. ~ --re 
KUSHIRO SOSHO 4"! !Eft...}t ;t: II (1961), 15-24. 
Asia DS897/.K88W381/v.2 
859 Toyu zakki: Ou Matsumae junken shiki 
~~;a ~ : ~-.=g ~ 1f.l ~ ~ ~ £ 
(Miscellaneous Notes on Eastern Tour: Personal Observations 
of Ou and Matsumae Districts) 
Furukawa Koshoken 1i Jll ~ -re ~ 
Ed. by Daito Tokihiko *-. • ml-Jt ~A 
Tokyo: Heibonsha -=f-R-*±. 19 6 5. 
305 p. Asia DS895/.T58F98 
860 Tozai Ezochi dochu ryakki ~ tlfl ~ ~ rit..i! -=P ~ ~ 
(Brief Descriptions of Geographical Features and Products 
of Hokkaido) 
26 lvs. photocopy. H0-560 
861 YUbari nisshi ? ~ s ~ 
(Diary of Trip to Yubari) 
Matsuura Takeshiro :f'~ '1'1' ,A mr ~~ 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU i'r~.~-~.tt't~8~1t II (1929), 
3-40. Asia DS895/.H6M3/v.2 
8 6 2 Zotei hokkai kiko hokkai shiryo ~ j1 .::It:.~~ ,7S:. ?f db 1§. ~,F1-
(Descriptive Travel Account of Hokkaido) 
Hayashi Kenzo #. ~ ..:=.. 
Tokyo: Fuzambo 'i:.LJ... ffl- 1902. 
1 v. Asia DS895/.H6H38 
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863 zusetsu Nihon bunka chiri taikei dai-jushichikan: Hckkaido 
Iii ~ 8 As- .j_ -1r:. ~a ?t..~ :? , , ~ 
(Illustrated Cultural Geography 
Hokkaido) 
Asaka Yukio ~ ~ ~­
Tokyo: Shogakukan ,k •:!l? /~ 
350 p. 
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: _jb t$-A. 
Series on Japan, V. 17, 
1962. 
Asia GF666/.Z88 
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8 6 4 Chishima chosasho +!. ~-:1:-~ 
(Survey Report on Kurile Islands) 
Hokkaidocho Chishima Chosaj o ±.~IT+~ 1lj~r'i 
Sapporo: Hokkaidocho ~~~ 1957. 
193 p. Asia HC463/.K87A32 
865 Chishima kiko +.!:~ff 
(Record of Trip to Kurile Islands) 
Yokokawa Yuji ~.1•\ ~~ 
1894. 
84 p. Asia DS895/.K9Y64 
866 Chishima monogatari: sono fudo to seikatsu 
-tAo .:11Jr -;m. : t"' !l.J:... ~ !E. :t; 
(Natural Features and Living Conditions in Kurile Islands) 
Watanabe Tetsuo ~"i..1iz. ~ kt. 
Sapporo: Hokkai Taimusu ~~~~AA 1979. 
366 p. Asia DS895.3/.K86W35 
867 Chishima tanken jikki +.!r~it~~ 
(Record of Exploration of Kurile Islands) 
Tarao Tadao ~ A~ ;t. !tP 
Osaka: Shoundo 1'1!.~!1: 1893. 
121 p. Asia DS895/.K9T37 
868 Gunjiso: Kita Chishima no jitsujo o kataru 
viii$ : .:t.+.!: "' ~ ·~~ A: ~ ~ 
(Gunjis6: 
Noto Eizo 
Sapporo: 
1956. 
Description of Northern Kuriles) 
~f'~=-
Ki ta Chishima Shiryo Kankokai ..tt:. 4 .J: 'f # f'\?i~ 
328 p. Asia DS895/.K9N68 
869 Hoko Chishima: fu Karafuto seisui monogatari 
~~4-~: ~ ~:tc~~~* 
(Kurile Islands, The Treasure House: Appended, Story of the 
Rise and Fall of Sakhalin) 
Terashima Masashi ~~ >tt. ~ 
Tokyo: Nihon Koronsha s-4;:~ ~tL 1939. 
258 p. Asia DS895/.K9T47 
870 Karafuto Ainugo chimei shoji ten ~/'!-. 7-"1'~ -;ffi-~'~'"''~~ 
(Concise Ainu-Language Gazetteer of Sakhalin) 
Sasaki Kotara ~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
Tokyo: Miyama Shobe Jr-t>:J.=i=-~- 1969. 
254 p. Asia Ref. DK771/.S2S38 
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871 Karafuto annai chimei no tabi -Js.~Al'!!.1h".#:. 
(Guide to Place Names in Sakhalin) 
Hishinuma Uichi i:. ,·;g ..e. -
Tokyo: Chu6 J6hosha +*·i-l•..!L 1938. 
872 
198 p. Asia DK771/.S2H58 
Karafuto chishi *-lJ....~~ 
~Geographical Description of 
Ono Toun t:... ~ Jt ~;< 
Tokyo: Kokon Shein ~~*~ 
209 p. 
Sakhalin) 
·1935. 
Asia DK771/.S2056 
873 Karafuto chishi ~ls....tlt'-~ 
(Geographical Description of Sakhalin) 
Tokyo Chigaku Ky6kai ~~~~ ~~ 
Tokyo: Dai Nihon Tosho -!::... B-*'Cir.:t- 1908. 
220 p. Asia DK771/.S2T64 
87 4 Karafutocho Hakubutsukan annai -~ft t1f_~-~ilq 
(Guide to Karafutocho Museum) 
Karafutocho Hakubutsukan +*~iT-~~~ 
1933. 
43 p. Asia AM101/.K37 
875 Karafuto Esutorucho gaikyo .;t:....~-Jl..!R!'T:fflt.v't.. 
(Notes on Uglegorsk Town in Sakhalin) 
Kawada Kiyosuke ~'if tB -f.~..BI'T 
OTSUKA CHIRI GAKKAI ROMBUNSHU f.\. ~ll!..4*,f} ~;tt_ 
301-307. Asia DS810/.086 
876 Karafuto fudoki ~-~ &..±... aE.. 
(Descriptive Account of Sakhalin) 
Nishida Genzo atE ~.it 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: Wakabayashi Shoshi ~ ~*~ 
1912. 
264 p. Asia DK771/.S2N58 
877 Karafuto hakubutsushi -fs..~$1 ~ .. 
I ( 1933) , 
(Geographic and Geological Features and Living Objects in 
Sakhalin) 
Tamanuki K6ichi .E. ·t- -L-
Tokyo: Kobundo Shobe ;t...Jt ~*-i 1944. 
452 p. Kajiyama H0-8 
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878 Karafuto nikki iit:r-.8!f.. 
(Diary of Trip to Sakhalin) 
879 
Suzuki Shigetaka and Matsuura Takeshiro 
* '*-. ~ 1:', • .?£ ;ill 'i"( G ~ 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU ~'*.~~~m._~ s ~-Jt I II ( 19 2 8) , 
185-251. Asia DS895/.H6M3/v.3 
Karafuto no chimei ._#.., ~~ 
(Sakhalin Place Names) 
Kasai Takechiyo, Nishizuru Sadayoshi 
~ !§ ·4it.~-- • ~ • ~,f. • ~ ~"f:~-
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: Karafuto Kyokai 
211 p. 
and Hishinuma Uichi 
A;t.~r;r;,~ 1930. 
Asia DK77l/.S2H58 
8 8 0 Karafuto no j i tsuj c3 to shorai '1!!-)s. .. ..i.. ~ -l-~ ~ #(.."*: 
881 
882 
(Current Status and Future of Sakhalin) 
Toyama Shinichirc5 ..i:I:.J.4. 11"- ~ 
1924. 
78 p. Asia HG337/.S3T68 
Karafuto no tabi 
(Trip to Sakhalin) 
Abe Etsur6 Fr~ -1~ e.P 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: 
• ~ #~r Bl5 ~.{L_ 
Karafuto Jiji Shimbun Shisha 
349 p. 
Karafuto no tabi -~., iJ't<.. 
(Trip to Sakhalin) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
132-152. 
1936. 
Asia DK77l/.S2A64 
~.!YM. ~1'!-' ~ I ( 1971), 
Asia DS895/.H6K66/v.l 
883 Karafuto: shashinshu -~ : -~ ~ 1t 
(Photographic Album of Sakhalin) 
Kokusho Kankokai ~~-t-1 ff~ 
Tokyo: 1977. 
252 p. Asia FODK771/.S2K36 
884 Ki ta Ezo koteiki .:tt:.. • ~ tt ;ftL 1e.. 
(Record of Exploration of Sakhalin) 
Mamiya Rinz6 M~ #~ 
1808. 
25 lvs. photocopy. 
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885 Kita Ezo shinshi :tt:. ~ 1& Mr.~-
886 
(Exploratory Trip to Sakhalin) 
Okamoto Bumpei Wif *- ;t-+ 
1867. 
1 v. Asia DK771/.S2043 
Kita Ezo yoshi .:it: ... JS ~~t~· 
(Notes on Trip to Sakhalin) 
Matsuura Takeshiro #:><iff ·'i'r a ~f5 
TAKESHIRO EZO NISSHISHU ~~~~~!Ill~ Bit-~ 
253-293. Asia 
III (1928), 
DS895/.H6M3/v.3 
887 Kita Ezo zusetsu jt_,11l~ 00~ 
(Handbook, with Sketches, of Sakhalin) 
Mamiya Rinzo llf\ ~ M;:.ft. 
Iuzhno-Sakhalinsk: Karafuto Bunka Shinkokai 
-~~11:..-~---~~ 1943. 
110 p. Asia DK771/. S2M3 5 
888 Ki ta Ezo zusetsu :lt !!il.~ @ "£. 
(Description, with Sketches, of Sakhalin) 
Mamiya Rinzo r'M t: -M<.It 
HOKUMON SOSHO ~M·; v ( 1944) I 277-380. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.5 
889 Kita Karafuto tankentai hokoku :it.-$,.t...~~~~~ 
(Report of Northern Sakhalin Exploration Party) 
Matsuoka Masao ~ li\JE.1; 
Osaka: Osaka Mainichi Shimbunsha *.!Jl•s~~-tt.. 1925. 
432 p. Asia DK771/.S2K58 
890 Kokkyo Karafuto ~.Jt. n.S.5.~ 
(Sakhalin, The National Boundary) 
Maedakawa Koichiro ~ 13 r-r 7t.- ~ 
Tokyo: Rikugeisha ,'"':.. ~ ~ 1939. 
286 p. Asia DK771/.S2M3 
8 91 Kondo j un' iroku J:tt. •~ ~ft. 
(Kondo's Report on Trip to Southern Kuriles) 
Kondo Juz6 i!t ill- • I>. 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI 72i.i'l if!~ IV (1960), 
164-166. Asia DS897 I .A83A83 
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892 Matsuda Denjuro Mamiya Rinzo Kita Ezo kembunsho shinteisho 
;iC.. \B ~I~ ~% ~£. .±..-~~~~=t-11f_~ 
(Report on Sakhalin Survey Conducted in 1808) 
1808. 
45 lvs. photocopy. H0-562 
893 Minami Chishima Shikotanto shi ~+..ir ~-A-b ~-
(Investigation in Shikotan Island, the South Kuriles) 
6no Shc5z6 k. ~ ~ =-
Tokyo: Achikku Myiizeamu 7+·7'7 .::~-tz~:rA 1940. 
205 p. Asia DS895/.S35056 
894 sagaren kikosho '1"7·._~ tf..n=:& 
(Account of Trip to Sakhalin) 
Anton P. Chekhov. Tr. by Dazai Toshio *$.1ll..k. aR. 
Karafutocho -I*Ail 1941. 
181 p. Asia DK771/.S2C44 
895 Shindan Karafuto kaitoki Mf~ 7777·1-A!.a41C.. 
(New Account of Tour of Sakhalin) 
Ebiko Kichizo ..M.....;. ~ z. 
6 v. photocopy. H0-563 
896 Shuhokuroku ( Karafuto nikki) ~it.. -ft. (Jl ~ f\ 2 > 
(Account of Sakhalin Trip) 
Takatsu Yasushi !1 ~ * 
1857. 
1 v. 
8 9 7 Tsundora •'J ;...!-··? 
(Tundra in Sakhalin) 
Sugawara Michi taro ~ "W!. ~ k. ~r 
Karafutocho ;jlf. ;1;..1'!" 
160 p. 
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898 Akaezo fusetsuko ,ff\.!§_~ & a.~ 
(Hearsay Information, Recorded in 1783, on People, Products, 
Etc. of Northern Area and Soviet Russia) 
Kudo Heisuke ~ •~~ 
HOKUMON SOSHO ±M1""* I (1943), 209-245. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.l 
899 Burakisutonsen o koete 7'' 7 .:If.~ I·;...- ,fJt. c. ~~ ~ 
(Crossing the Thomas Wright Blakiston Line, or the Tsugaru 
Strait) 
Morisawa Masateru A.:R ~ ~ 
Tokyo: Kawade Shobe Ciif"te,:i=~ 1951. 
242 p. Asia DS895/ .H6M6 
900 Hen'yo bunkai zuko Jzz..~~.W.~* 
901 
902 
(Geographical Description, with Illustrations, of Northern 
Area) 
Kondo Morishige ..l:!t 1( ~ i. 
9 v. Asia X DS894.22/.K65 
Hokuhen tanj i .:H:....IzL ...__. 
(Record of Hearsay and Observations 
Otsuki Gentaku *:~E. .:f" 
HOKUMON SOSHO ±., fl"\ ¥ ~ 
of the Northern Area) 
VI (1944), 217-446. 
Asia DSS95/.H6086/v.6 
Hokusa bunryaku ~t. ~IV\~ 
(Personal Account of Drifter 
Kamei Takayoshi ~-'f. it"! 
Tokyo: Sanshiisha .-=. w-..n-.. 
to Russia, 1782-1892) 
1939. 
352 p. Asia DK23/.K35 
903 Hokusa ibun :it.~.{ 00 
(Strange Account of the North) 
Shinomoto Ren ~ ~ ~ 
HOKUMON SOSHO :!b M .._ -:t VI (1944), 107-213. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.6 
904 Kamuchatsuka hakken to Beringu tanken 
!} ,4""" 1' •'} h ~ J;t. k A.:"- IJ ~7'' .fir~ 
(Discovery of Kamchatka and Explorations by Bering) 
L. S. Bering. Tr. by Koba Ume ,,, .$ ~ *-. 61{ 
Tokyo: Ryilginsha Al ~ ~.t.. 1942. 
414 p. Asia G296/.B4B47 
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905 Kankai ibun •rt-~~ 
906 
(Strange Account from Person Who Drifted to Russia, 1793-
1805) 
Otsuki Gentaku ~~~~ 
HOKUMON SOSHO ::tt.~~X.-:t IV (1944), 89-447. 
Karafuto oyobi Kamuchatsuka 
(Sakhalin and Kamchatka) 
Matsunaga Hikoemon ~ :k ~..{; ~ r~ 
Tokyo: Hakubunkan ~~ t!i. 
362 p. 
Asia DS895/.H6086/v.4 
1905. 
Asia DK771/.S2M38 
907 Karafuto oyobi Shiberia ryokodan #A. il-/....._ .• , 7 i!R'i'" ~ 
(Account of Trip to Sakhalin and Siberia) 
Honda Seiroku ~ ~ ~ -~-
37 p. Asia DK771/.S2H65 
908 Mamiya Rinzo Karafuto narabini Manshu tanken jiseki 
M ~ "*-~ ~!!.. li. .21~·~1 ~ ~ 4 ~ 
(Exploration of Sakhalin and Manchuria by Rinzo Mamiya) 
Tokyo Chigaku Kyokai ._,,,.J:i!..~ 11,~ 
Tokyo: 1904. 
1 v. photocopy. H0-564 
909 Mamiya Rinzo tairiku kiko r~~~t#l&.;tz~.t:E.'ft 
(Record of Rinzo Mamiya's Travel to Siberian Coast) 
Motoyama Keisen ~.JL. ~J'\ 
Tokyo: Hakko Shoten ,,~1;~ 1942. 
212 p. Asia DK755/.M88 
910 Todatsu kiko !..11. ~ ~t 
(Record of Travel to East Siberia) 
Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha Kahoka 
• ~ ~tl·\ 4!t..:S_ ~A ~\ -?~ ~ ~a 
Tokyo: Manshu Nichinichl Shimbunsha Tokyo Shisha 
bl: ~11·! B a -$f ~ -~ !f.~ ,1: ~ ..tt. 19 4 2 • 
402 p. Asia DK771/.S2M55 
911 Urajiosutokku kiko .~.:.i.J~'Ir~,fi2.-;'i 
(Record of Travel to Vladivostok) 
Suzuki Daisuke and Okuyama Ryo ~*' ·"-·~ · ~ !L. ·~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Chihoshi Kenkyukai 
::!:.. ~..J.---t12..;t ~ -1ii'f :'t ~ 19 6 0 . 
104 p. Asia DK781/.V5S89 
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912 Anseido 
(Land and 
Hakodate, 
52 lvs. 
Ezochi keiei shimatsu * a__/'i .. .$ ~ .:tt....£~ ("'a- ::R.. 
Economic Development of Hokkaido, Centered on 
During the Ansei Period, 1854-1859) 
photocopy. H0-529 
913 Chishima Hokuyo Kaihatsu Kisei Shotaikai kiyo 
+A ::tt.. ~~ M ~ lJ9 it.~ &4 ~~ 
(Bulletin of the Invitational Party to Commemorate the 
Development of Kuriles and Northern Seas) 
Hokkaidocho :tl::... EW-..:.~ It 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Kyokai ~~~-~~ 1934. 
162 p. Asia DS895/.K9H64 
914 Dai-ikki Hokkaido takushoku jigyo keikaku setsumeisho: 
Meiji 43-nendo yori muko 157-nenkan 
~ - .AA :tt, eif- _. __ f6 ._ "*- ~ E1- m a. ~~~ :i: ~ ~ -4-3 4 Ji...,l: ·J ~' 's' ~nt'i 
(Explanation of 1st-Phase Hokkaido Development Plan) 
SHINSEN HOKKAIDOSHI at~ :tt. ~.!I_ 'I:_ VI ( 1936), 
765-880. Asia DS895/. H6H64 
915 Dai-niki Hokkaido takushoku keikakuan setsumei 
"" =-- ~ jl:_, ng. ~ 46 ~ ~ A! ~ "£5t 81'{ 
(Explanation of 2nd-Phase Hokkaido Development Plan) 
SHINSEN HOKKAIDOSHI ~ -t~ Jt. ci-~_ ~ VI ( 1936), 
881-965. Asia DS895/. H6H64 
916 Daisetsuzan oyobi Ishikarigawa joryu tanken kaihatsushi 
*- ~ lL. R -ti ~ Jt! J: Dt.. #it*- lm~ ~ 
(Historical Record of Explorations and Development of Mt. 
Daisetsu and Headwaters of Ishikari River) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~:tr-~~~1~· III (1975), 
292-313. Asia DS894. 25/. K66/v. 3 
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1-30. Asia DS895/.H6H64 
984 Saigo Kaitaku ChOkan kengi ifSJ ~p ~ -tE ~ E ~ ~ 
(Recommendations of Tsugumichi Saigo, Director of Hokkaido 
Kaitakushi) 
Saigo Tsugumich2: ~ ~? -K_ ~-
SHINSEN HOKKAIDOSHI tlT ~ it.. ~..li! 'i/!.. VI ( 19 3 6) , 
559-589. Asia DS895/. H6H64 
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985 Shin Hokkaido no tembo ~'T .=c._ l"5-~ 0 ~ ~ 
(Outlook of New Hokkaido) 
Tachibana Bunshichi :ft& ~ t 
Sapporo: Daiichi Hoki Shuppan ;p- $..~~.,±, 'l-R 1950. 
154 p. Asia DS895/.H6T33 
986 Takushoku goj itsutan 4:5 ~ r~ a a 
(Recollections of Hokkaido Development) 
987 
Hashimoto Toz6 "* * * ~ 
Takushoku Gojitsutan Kankokai --l:ti-1~~8 ~-?J'\f.f: 1961. 
343 p. Asia DS895/.H6H37 
Takushoku shid6 Hokkaido jikkyo 
(Colonization Guidance: Hokkaido 
Tsukuba Atsushi !k._ cgz_ -~ 51 
Tokyo: Meguro Shot en '§ .~ :;t:. ~ 
227 p. 
.ffi ~ #i ~ !'S ~$-~ ~ :)L 
Survey) 
1893. 
Asia DS895/.H6T88 
988 Tondenhei kor6 monogatari if!. iii* 5 7e:. ~ ~ 
(Narration of Past Experiences by Elderly Militiamen) 
Abiko Norihiko and Nagoshi Gengoro .JfzL·~-+-tthi~ • ;t ~ ~-.li. w~ 
HOKKAIDO KYODOSHI KENKYU ±. ~W- ~ ~-1:. ~-tiff~ ( 1932), 
189-205. Asia DS895/.H6N432 
989 Tonden heisei ~ 8:1 * ft'l 
(Militia System) 
TAKIKAWA SHI SHI ~- J•! ·r;=, !J:.. 
259-379. 
(1962), 
Asia DS897/.T33T34 
990 Toyokura Gishi no dan ~ .~ ~ BT' .n ~ 
(1888 Notes of Road Surveyor Toyokura) 
Keno Tsunekichi ~ ~ !ig ~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI $ !1\ rfi ~ IV ( 1960), 
406-407. Asia DS897/.A38A38/v.4 
9 91 Yudainaru Hokkaid6 hompu no keiei t"i. t:: ld ~ -*' !$~_ k..Jit.,., & 'l: 
(Grand-Scale Urban Planning and Construction of Sapporo, 
Capital of Hokkaido, in 1869-1870) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~.ft ~a~ 1'~ .Jt. II ( 197 5), 
238-241. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
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992 Chishimako yadoch6 4-'-' "'S..~ '*-
(Register of Inns Designated by the Chishima Mutual~inancin~ 
Association) 
131 lvs. photocopy. H0-518 
993 Hakodate gosh uno kadowakecho ~ ~ ~R~ilt..# '*-
(Account of Income Received at Hakodate) 
Hori Toshihiro .lfil *'I ~ 
1854. 
43 lvs. photocopy. H0-519 
994 Hakodateko shogyo no kanrei ~~~~~.a:_"' 41 17'/ 
995 
(Commercial Practices at Hakodate Port) 
Murao Motonaga #.~ ~.e._ 
1891. 
53 lvs. photocopy. 
Hakodate no shehin 
(Commercial Products 
Hakodate Shiyakusho 
Hakodate: 1938. 
103 p. 
El:.~J)~~ 
of Hakodate) 
~ ft tft f~ PYi" 
H0-520 
Asia HF3830/.H3H33 
996 Hakodate shako meikan, 1951-nemban 
~ fi ~.I.. ;t ~ 19S' I 4-J!.tl 
(Commerce-and-Industry Directory of Hakodate, 1951 Edition) 
Hakodate Shako Kaigisho w ~ttY .z..A:.li\ fitt 
Hakodate: 1951. 
236 p. Asia HD2907/.H34/1951 
997 Hakodate Zeikan enkaku ryakushi Eis~ ~~ :b'ljt~~ 
998 
(Concise History of Hakodate Customs Office) 
Hakodate Zeikan ttl~~~ 
Hakodate: 1952. 
234 p. Asia HJ7276/.Z7H7 
Hokkaido kakuchi no shokanshu 
torihiki ni tsuite 
;it.. $- jt _ .&.-~ , 1\ii 1l ~ J) j.§l .m:: -b1t ·~ : 
(Study of Business Practices in 
On Lumber Deals) 
Kurita Tadashi ~ IB .iL 
Shihosho Chosabu m ~£.~ ~k~ 
224, 43 p. 
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*- kt -~~I o::. ,y.,t .. \ 
Various Parts of Hokkaido: 
1940. 
Asia K/.J3K96Ho 
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9 9 9 Hokkaido kin' yii enkaku ippan :it. ~S.il~ ~ :~ .;_- .J·.£E 
(Outline of Financial Development of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Takushoku Ginko :it. C#-.JL~~~,"l 
Sapporo: 1911. 
1 v. H0-521 
1000 Hokkaido kin'yushi .:tt.. ~1tl~~~ 
(Financial History of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Takushoku Ginko ~1=. f@.li.~~4ll.:tt 
Sapporo: 1918. 
1 v. H0-522 
1001 Hokkaido ni okeru bukkadaka ni tsuite 
;jt. f@j. ~ ·~ 1;; .; ~ ttm ,Ufi ifr ·~ -;J "' ~ 
(On High Commodity Prices in Hokkaido) 
Okamoto Riichi ~ ~ .£t. -
HOKKAIDO SOGO KAIHATSU NO SHOMONDAI ~~.J:S_.-1~,.,~~4:: ¢) ~ FJi. 
(1958), 123-137. Asia HD1516/.J3K33 
1002 Hokkaido ni okeru Mitsui Ginko no ayumi 
1003 
.:tt. c:#l-lii. '~ -$- ') .3 -=- * ~ ff ~ ~ .Jt (Progress of Mitsui Bank in Hokkaido) 
Mitsui Ginko Otaru Shiten _;:_ 4- a-1"1 ·I,~ t_ $ 
Otaru: 1955. 
48 p. Asia HG3328/.H63 
Hokkaido no keizai .:il:.. C@..J~- "> £ ~ 
(Economy of Hokkaido) 
Ebina Kenzo -~ J:. ~ 
Kawasaki Sh~ten >'I*~!& 
266 p. 
1950. 
Asia HC463/.H6E252 
1004 Hokkaido no keizai to zaisei ::!1::. ;;~~-"' .a.."~ lo ~u:!Z. 
(Economy and Finance of Hokkaido) 
Nishio Kozo 'l§.IL 1r..:.... 
Tokyo: Toyo Keizai Shimposha Ar ...... *;tL~..it_-:yo--t~ 1953. 
352 p. Asia HC463/.H6N58 
1005 Hokkaido Takushoku Ginko gojunenshi 
fu. ~§.. 1i!. ~ 7.1! • ,.,. ..li. t" + lt 
(Fifty-Year History of Hokkaido Takushoku Bank) 
Hokkaido Takushoku Ginko .:tt... ~~ ~ ~17 
1950. 
90 p. Asia HG3328/.H64 
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1006 Hokkaido Tanke Kisen Kabushiki Kaisha gojunenshi 
.:it... ~ iL M:.. -fi/t- ~~ ~ .#.;._it -~ j,±_ .£.. t- 4 ¢._ 
(Fifty-Year History of Hokkaido Coal Mines Steamship Company) 
Hokkaido Tanke Kisen Kabushiki Kaisha 
:.lt. ~®-Afit-fit, ~ ~ ~it /z:~ -t:t.. 
Tokyo: 1939. 
273 p. Asia HD9556/.J33H62 
1007 Kanken gaisai torishirabesho· fi -.11-~11!:-~~-:J;.. 
(Investigation.Report on Foreign Loan by Hakodate Prefecture) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI SHIRYOHEN ~mllrf~ ~*4-.$ I (1974), 
999-1009. Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
1008 Kyu Kanhan hansai fusei jiken torishirabe 
18 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~jf_* /.*'~ ~ 
(Investigation of Irregularities in Bond Issuance by Former 
Hakodate Domain) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI SHIRYOHEN ~.if! ~if!~ '(:~.~ I ( 1974), 
1010-1039 Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
1009 Matsumae Ezochi kaijo hoken kanrei no kenkyu 
#l Jf.l !fX. ~ ~ ~§. ..t. ~ ~ .J.t 11'1 .,., .iiJT :~ (Study of Marine Insurance Precedents of Hokkaido) 
Shirayama Tomomasa 'B .L1...l ~..a:. 
Hakodate: Hokkaido Keizaishi Kenkyuj o :t.L. ~S. ..ttl a:~~ ~:ti:, fifj-
1963. 
36 p. Asia HE965/.S35 
1010 Matsumae Ezochi ni okeru Nagasaki tawaramono no kenkyu 
~ M _t~ ~ -~~ I~ ~ ·t .b ~ lLI1t i!t ~ , .at ·tt. 
(Study of Hokkaido Marine Products Shipped to Nagasaki) 
Shirayama Tomomasa B- lL ~ JL 
Hakodate: Hokkaido Keizaishi Kenkyujo .:1t..tfl-~ a_~~~~rlt 
1962. 
47 p. Asia SH302/.H6S55 
1011 Matsumae sambutsu taigaikan, fu Hokkaido kokon shoshirabe 
sanko zassho 
~#iA .nr xad ffl" _j~:..~A o>'5' ~ ~~~ ~~ 
(Miscellaneous Reports on Various Products and Export-Import 
Transactions of Hokkaido During the Early Meiji Period) 
Murao Motonaga ~it. :7E:...-& 
63 lvs. photocopy. H0-523 
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1012 Matsumae shonin joyadocho 
(Register of Inns Designated 
Association in Matsumae) 
81 lvs. Photocopy. 
~~ :t.i 1ti ''- ~ ~ ·~ 
by the Chishima Mutual Financing 
H0-524 
1013 Meiji Ishinzen no Hokkaido sozei seido shiyo 
tJi ~ ~ itT it.1 .,., x_ ~!!J.A ,;f£ ~ ffrl ll ~--¥ 
(Outline of Hokkaido Taxation System Prior to the Meiji 
Restoration) 
Minami Tetsuzo m ~ ~ 
Sapporo: 1934. 
1 v. H0-525 
1014 Meiji juninendo Hakodate shokyo genko 
a~ ~~ -t =- 4 ii_ ag 4'!: ~~ :JL !!f.. iifr 
(Manuscript on Commercial Activities in Hakodate in 1879) 
Murao Motonaga t,f)t. rw{\. 
81 lvs. Photocopy. H0-526 
1015 Meij i sannen Kanken koguchi sambutsu shozei shirabe 
a;a. :~ ..=.. ~a ~ .ft" o 4 1fl1r ~ ~ .... iM 
(1870 Report on Households, Products and Taxes of Hakodate 
Prefecture) 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI SHIRYOHEN ~ Wi =r ~ ~#i. I ( 1974), 
975-993. Asia DS897/.M294M35/v.l 
1016 Sapporo Tanukikoji hattenshi ;fL~~~~-~1f:dl_~ 
(History of Growth of Tanukikoji District in Sapporo) 
Sapporo Tanukikoji Hattenshi Hensan Iinkai 
*L ~~ ~J\, ~~Jei.~ '~~~~ 
Sapporo: Sapporo Tanukikoji Shotengai Shogyo Kyodo Kumiai 
i'L ~~- 1~ " , ~ ~ 1! ~ rti ~ fi?.d~L~.E!J;} 19 5 5 • 
566 p. Kajiyama H0-9 
1017 Tempo jugonen tozai Ezochi go-unjokindaka utsushi 
~ /~ -r li4 ~ ~ ~~~ .l'ttl -tfp A_ _t_ & 1~ 2~' 
(Amount of Merchant Taxes in Hokkaido in 1844) 
1844. 
33 lvs. Photocopy. H0-527 
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1018 Hokkaido redo j ij o .:tt.. ~&-Jl.. ~ {fir 4 ,1~ 
(Labor Conditions in Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Rodobu Redo Kyoikuka :tt:... C§..il_'#r1bil'~ffh•*~ 
Tokyo: Chuo Redo Gakuen ~"'**1't/1~1&\ 1950. 
429 p. Asia HD8729/ .H6A21 
1019 Hokkaido shokugyo gyoseishi ~rAJ. i(_ a 't_ ft A~ 
(History of Employment Administration in Hokkaido) 
Hokkaido Rodobu Shokugyo Anteika ~t:.. a;:.Ji_ ?'l'1f1r-fl'_.~~~~ 
Sapporo: Nihon Kokyo Shokugyo Antei Kyokai Hokkaido Shibu 
~ 4:'-- ~ * • #.._ ~ ~ f#, /~ -t. t•Jli. ~ f15 1954. 
538 p. Asia HD872 9 I. H62H6 
1020 Muroran chiho redo undoshi ~ ~ ~ Jt 7? ~A:_ fir~ 
(History of Labor Movements in Muroran District) 
Ishida Yukinari ;o IB "*" ~ 
Muroran: Muroran Chiho Rode Kumiai Kyogikai 
.i: ~ .:!t:.,l't ~ 1ti ,fl!..~ t~ it ~ 19 61 • 
982 p. Asia FO HD8730/.M8I83 
1021 "5ji no shokugyo gyosei o kataru" zadankai sokkiroku 
r~ *, ~ .__ rt a~ ~ .3 .J .&. ~/~ ~it.~ 
(Stenographic Record of Round-Table Discussion on "Recollecting 
the Employment Administration of Bygone Days") 
Hokkaido Rodobu Shokugyo Anteika =it... ~11!. iJil1lft ~-~~~-­
Sapporo: Nihon Kokyo Shokugyo Antei Kyokai Hokkaido Shibu 
8 ~ z.-.. :* _. -~ .r&-~ "lh'n ~ :tL c~Jl_~ -ey. 19 54 . 
75 p. Asia HD8729/.H62H6/supple 
1022 Shiryo Hokkaid6 rode undoshi: Showa 27-32-nen 
~ # il:.. tfl. ~ 91' (fjy ~ fir ~ : ~ ~ z..., - 3.<: 4 
(Source Materials on History of Labor Movement in Hokkaido, 
1952-1957) 
Hokkaido Rodobu .:ft.~~ ~fft'r~ 
Nihon I.L.O. Kyokai Hokkaido Chiho Hombu 
8 ~ l. L. o. ~ ~ ;tb ~L~7T~~p 
1959. 
1238 p. Asia FO HD8729/.H6A32/v.2 
1023 Shiryo Hokkaido redo undoshi: shusen-kowa 
-~ # ;tt_ f~~ ¢/t f1th .A. JiJr ~ ; ~~ - --~ 
(Source Materials on History of Labor Movement in Hokkaido--
From Termination of WW II to Peace Treaty) 
Hokkaido Rodobu .:tt., ;& ..i1! t1r 1.fi ~ 
1953. . 
774 p. Asia FO HD8729/.H6A32/vol 
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10 2 4 Ekimei no kigen .~-~ ~:a:.~~ 
(Origin of Names of Railroad Stations) 
Sapporo Tetsudokyoku ;f:L ~~.orr 
122 p. Asia HE3359/.H6A211 
1025 Hokkaido doroshi :it.. .;m.~~~~"tt· 
(History of Surface Transportation, Primary Roads, in Hokkaido) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~ ~ '* a~11E;t_ III ( 1975), 
165-291. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.3 
10 2 6 Hokkaido ekimei no kigen it. ~m, .JA._ .~ ~ .n ;fe.. 0~, 
(Origin of Names of Railroad Stations in Hokkaido) 
Sapporo Tetsudokyoku ,i:lu ~ ._Jil_ Far 
Sapporo: 1942. 
121 p. Asia HE3359/.H6A212 
1027 Hokkaido Honto engan kan'i suiroshi 
±.. ~-.Jl.~.J, :s # ~~A<..~~-(Concise Record of Navigational Routes Along Coast of Hokkaido) 
Suirqbu ,.<.M--il' 
Tokyo: 194 7. 
167 p. Asia HE559/.J3J36 
1028 Hokkaido Hose j'O.nen .fu ~·~~.it -t4 
(Ten Years of Broadcasting by Hokkaido Hose Station) 
Hokkaido Hose Shashi Henshu Iin.Kai ;tt.$-..it_~~~~:~!i..4 ~~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Hose ..:±t..;$ia~ 1963. 
868 p. Asia PN1991.3/.J3H64 
10 2 9 Hokkaido konsai no enkaku .:!b ~1! ~:~4'(" :IJ ~ 
(History of RR Mixed Cargo Transportation in Hokkaido) 
Kobayashi Chokichi ",~~a 
Tokyo: Nihon Tsuun Kabushiki Kaisha s;ts..A_~,~.J:'IZI~-f-L 
1953. 
161 p. Asia HE2501/.K62 
1030 Hokkaido kotsn shiron .dt.~~3t..ili.~~ 
(Historical Essay on Transportation in Hokkaido) 
Umeki Michinori *.*-.A~· 
Sapporo: Kita Nihonsha ~~ 1946. 
133 p. Asia HE277/.U54 
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1031 Hokkaido kowan gaiyo .:fb ~A~~, a~ 
(Outline of Hokkaido Port Facilities) 
Hokkaidocho Dobokubu Kak'Oka ..:It:. :iJ.A.fr.±.k ...... *f :.;r ~a_ 
Sapporo: 1935. 
100 p. Asia HE559/.J3A21 
1032 Hokkaido k<5wan hensenshi 31::... ~a~~~~~ 
(History of Changes in Hokkaido Port Facilities) 
Nakamura Renji '+#.&.;~ 
Sapporo: HokkaidO Kowan Hensenshi Shuppan Koenkai 
±. ~ .;t ~ e~ ~11 ~ .&. AA...rt.tl~ 1960. 
308 p. Asia HE559/.J3N331 
1033 Hokkaido no denshin denwashi ::tt. ~-~ n ~ 1t \t. Mi ~ 
(History of Telegraph and Telephone Services in Hokkaido) 
Nihon Denshin Denwa Kosha Hokkaid~ Denki Tsushinkyoku 
B ...... 4 ~ :t ~ ~ *- cl-..iL ~a A 1.t !ir 
Sapporo: Denki Tsushin Kyosaikai Hokkaido Shibu 
it ~ iii r.t ~ :1i-~ .:.tt:.. t~ ~ ~ i(5 19 6 4 • 
800 p. Asia HE8418/.H6N54 
1034 Hokkaido no minato .:fl::... ~ .iLJ) .ft q ~ 
(Port Facilities in Hokkaido) 
Nakamura Renj i '<fa #- ,t._ ~R. 
Tokyo: Kuribayashi Shokai Tokyo Shiten 
~ ~ ~ 4 ltl,f,.k. jfi 1961. 
254 p. Asia HE559/.J3N33 
1035 Hokkaido tetsud6 ensen shisatsu benranzu 
1036 
1037 
:iL et. .II_ ~ lB. ~t-t' ;m_ ~ ~ ·~ !. !Sl 
(Annotated Maps of Cities Along Hokkaido RR Lines) 
Hokkaidoch6 ..:!!:.. ~11!. fr 
Sapporo 
12 maps. Asia G7973/.H6H63 
Hokkaido tetsudo kakueki yoran 
(Handbook of Railroad Stations in 
Sapporo Tetsudokyoku ;fL ~ ~ Al /Wj 
Sapporo: 1925. 
599, 62 p. 
;i\:. ~.a'*-"--fh~ .:t- '--
Hokkaido) 
Asia HE3359/.H6A21 
Hokkaido tetsud6 nempy6 
(Chronological Table of RR 
Umeki Michinori ~-*.A~-
1959. 
.:It:. BtJl. .itt .. Jt. 4 ~ 
Development in Hokkaido) 
82 p. Asia HE3359/.H6U54 
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1038 Ishikari Kamikawa yori kitakaigan Shokotsugoe 
no gi moshiage tatematsuri sore 
sand6 mikomi 
1039 
15 ~ ..t. '" ,; ') .:it. :'!#- ~ 3- ~ ...1 •') ~ .u... ~ ~~ .i_ \]t * ~ J.:_ i·~ (Survey for Building Mountain Road from Ishikari Kamikawa 
to Shokotsu on Northern Seacoast) 
Matsuura Takeshiro +'~ :~ JA s e15 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH I 7t§ ;•: 11 oi!. IV (1960), 222-223. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
Ishikari Kamikawa yori kitakaigan Yuhetsu kawasuji 
mikomi no gi moshiage tatematsuri s6r6 
£ -19-J:.. ,,, pJ ~!:.,:IE-~ ..::r.. '7 ""- ") J•l :~ z. ~~ ~ ~ z ~~ ~ ~ ..l:.. ~.~ 
(Survey for Building Highway from Ishikari Kamikawa 
Riverside on Northern Seacoast) 
e shind6 
to Yuhetsu 
Matsuura Takeshir6 ~ :i\ #... 1!9 m-
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! -ns 1•1 ft. </!. IV (1960), 221-222. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
1040 Ishikari Sappororyo Okaharu-shi yori Chitose-dori Yuhari 
Sorachi yori Kamikawa Oban'ya e shind6 mitsumorisho 
1041 
1042 
;s 1'f- .or .. , .r: o ~r~ =r h 1, .~..- l'tT .:J: ·J + 1- t A. •J 
.:I., '7 ° f, ') ') 7 ~ J.. 1) L )I\ *-. :;l- £ -<._ j./r .ta ~ ~ ') :;t: 
(Estimate of Building Highway from Okaharu City to Yuhar1 
Via Chitose and from Sorachi to Kamikawa Oban'ya in Ishikari-
Sapporo District) 
Matsuura Takeshir6 t~ .;Iii .£'\ llS ~f!> 
ASAHIGAWA SHISHI W J 1\ rp ~ IV ( 1960), 218-220. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
Nishibasho Atsuta yori Ishikari Kamikawa narabini Sorachi 
kawasujigoe Higashibasho Tokachi e shindo mikomi moshiagesho 
I§ ~ i3fT 7 '~I '7 -::J: ' 1 :fi -R' ...::_ J•\ _li ') 7 4 )l\ ~ 1~ 
ot. ~ PIT f.. tr + .( _ itt .iS_ £. ~ !f:! ...!:.. ":t-
(Survey for Building Hiqhway from Atsuta in the West to 
Tokachi in the East, Crossing Ishikari and Sorachi Rivers) 
Matsuura Takeshiro ;f:t. ~~ 2\. 'lY E!~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! .·"@. l'\ i'fl ~ IV ( 1960), 226-228. 
Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
Nishikaigan Tomamairy6 Hahoro kawasuji yori Teshiho narabini 
Ishikari ryosho Kamikawasuji e sando mikomi 
i!S ;~ ~ r , '"'<" -r ~ / , ;r, e1 J q ~ d: •J : v 
jt_ ~ ¥ft li:l At ..J:. J'l '* 2. J.L. ii_ ~- ~ (Survey for Building a Mountain Road from Hahoro Riverside 
in Tomamai District on the West Coast to Teshiho and Ishikari 
Districts and Kamikawa Area) 
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Matsuura Takeshiro 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! 
223-225. 
it. (if{ it\ \!9 ~p 
XS..i>\ i'fr ~ IV (1960), 
Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
1043 Sapporogoe oshindo moshiagesho ;tt. ~-;t& t:z #!"" lll_" .r_ "1: 
(Proposal on Building Highway Extending Past Sapporo) 
Matsuura Takeshiro 1£ .;-~ i\ \!9 ~ 
ASAHIGAWA SHISH! ;a )It i'fi '1:_ IV ( 1960), 
211-218. Asia DS897/.A83A83/v.4 
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1044 Ainu no noko bunka 7 r z ~ ,'! :Mt- ...til:.. 
(Agricultural Cultivation by Ainu) 
Hayashi Yoshishige ~ ~ ,~ 
Tokyo: Keiyusha ~ ~ ~ 1969. 
218 p. Asia DS832/.H38 
1945 Chippubetsu Nogy6 Kyodo Kumiai Fujimbu junenshi 
~ X. jJ ,!._ ~ ~ r[J fa -1}- ~ 1-.. ~ .,. .!f. ~ 
(Ten-Year History of the Women's Division of Chippubetsu 
Agricultural Cooperative Association) 
Chippubetsu N6gy6 Kyodo Kumiai Fujimbu 
~ ~ 3'J a .?£. ~ !iii -~ ~, "'"' 1, ~ 
1962. 
80 p. Asia DS897/.C35C35 
1046 Ezo funnyodan jflt ~ ~ .At..~ 
(Comments on Excrement) 
Sakamoto Naoyuki !R ~ ~ rt 
Sapporo: Puyara Shinsho Kankokai 
63 p. 
;!,• ~ s $t To f'l 1i 4 19 6 2 • 
Asia DS895/.H6S33 
194 7 Hokkaido chosa hokoku Jl::.. 10-A~~~ '<i-
(Survey Report on Hokkaido Agricultural Development) 
Nason Kosei Kyokai ~ # ~ ~ '1#11-£: 
Tokyo: 193 7. 
208, 179, 39 p. Asia HD1516/.J3N68 
1048 Hokkaido Kyodo Kumiai Rengokaishi :it. ~~il ~liiLf'8/tt~/;;VC:~ 
(History of Hokkaido Federation of Agricultural Cooperative 
Associations) 
Hokkaido Kyodo Kumiai Rengokaishi Henshu Iinkai 
.:it. .~~ ~ )~ :~ .. % .i! ,~\.?: ~ ,f~ -~ ~ ~ !.:.': 
Sapporo: 1959. 
1034 p. Asia HD1486/.J3H63 
1049 Hokkaido ni okeru nochi kokan bungo 
:11::, ;!D ~ I::. -j;. •1 b At i1'w X.. '1~ -?to % 
(Exchange and Sharing of Agricultural Land in Hokkaido) 
Tanabe Yoshinori, Chiba Ryor6 and Shiozawa Terutoshi 
1E JJL ~ ~·t · + t -~.,..._ er · .r&. ~ .f!l. ift 
Sapporo: Hokkaid6 N6chi Kai takubu :ft. ~~ ..1t ,!.._ ri!.. AA ~ ~ 
1955. 
214 p. Asia HD919/.H6T35 
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1050 Hokkaido ni okeru nason no jijo narabini nom~n undo no 
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1192 Hoppe bunka no shucho ::tt..;t" t-it... n -j: :·~ 
(Main Factors of Northern Culture) 
Keno Hiromichi l'ir ~ iZ. iL 
Sapporo: Hoppe Shuppansha .±...3" .£.. Jlili...~ 19 41. 
114 p. Asia DS894.217/.K65 
1193 Hoppeken no ie ±.. .Jr lil "" ~ 
(Houses of the Northern Sphere) 
Takabeya Fukuhei 4 -$' ~ ~--;z­
Tokyo: Sh6kokusha ~~~L 1943. 
172 p. Asia NA7451/.T34 
1194 Hoppa kyedo minzokushi .:H: .. /i ~.:.!::.. • ~ 1$._ -J~-
(Local and Ethnological History of Northern Area) 
Yonemura Kioe ~ -*=t-1- ~'\it 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
=1D r-Ib-~ .t rll_~ ~ -tz..~ <7- 19 8 0-19 81. 
3 v. Asia DS894.24/.Y66/1980 
119 5 Hoppa no kodai bunk a :!t..i" .1') a~ _:t1t_. 
(Ancient Culture of the Northern Area) 
Niino Naokichi and Yamada Hidezo Mr .f,f i! 5 
Tokyo: Mainichi Shimbunsha ff B .ilr!ftl..f.t.. 
290 p. Asia 
1974. 
DS832/.H66 
1196 Kaizuka jinkotsu no nazo to Ainu no iomante 
Jt r~ A.. ~ "' a k r 1 x.. ~ 1" -r ~ :.. -r 
(Enigma of Shell Mounds with Human Bones and Ainu Iomante 
or Bear Festival) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU r;f it a..~ *'f~~ I ( 1971) , 
232-244. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
1197 Karafuto Ainu jukyo to mingu -~ T1~· 1-..t~~ &..~ 
(Dwellings and Implements of Ainu in Sakhalin) 
Yamamoto Yuk6 ..LL. -*- ~5t.... 
Tokyo: Sagami Shobe /t§ ,~~tt 1970. 
262 p. Asia DS832/.Y34 
1198 Karafuto Ainu no jukyo ~ts.. ?-< x ·.1) 4 ~ 
(Ainu Houses in Sakhalin) 
Yamamoto YG.ko ...1..~ ~~L.. 
Tokyo: Sagami Shobe ~--J:J~-:t-1} 1943. 
153 p. Asia NA7367/.Y35 
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1199 Karafuto Ainu sowa Ml.i!.... T1 .x..s_ ?,i 
(Collection of Articles on Sakhalin 
Sentoku Taroj i + ~ *-~p~ 
Tokyo: Shikodo i'fJ ;t..!:. 
106 p. 
Ainu) 
1929. 
Asia DK771/.S2S485 
1200 Karafuto genshi minzoku no seikatsu 
-~!1T', ~~~~ ""1:t ~ 
(Living Conditions of Natives in Sakhalin) 
Yamamoto Yuko .a....~~56.. 
Tokyo: Arusu 71~.-.A.. 1943. 
94 p. Asia DK771/.S2Y36 
1201 Karafuto Hokkaido no kobunka .-.s.. · tf~..ll_ .n ""5" z 1t.J 
(Ancient Culture of Sakhalin and Hokkaido) 
Niioka Takehiko ~ lEI A 1t 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
.::!l:_, V§.~ it~ JtR..~ liEn 12. ~ .q- 19 7 7 . 
2 v. Asia DK771/.S2N53 
1202 Karafuto okuchi doj in no fiizoku WI!-.~~ .±.A.. d) Ji\..~ 
(Customs of Hinterland Natives of Sakhalin) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU Ciif~;:t"~~flr.Jt: I (1971), 
222-231. Asia DS895/. H64K66/v .1 
1203 Kodai Ezo to Ainu t:i~.i~~ l: 71~ 
(Ancient Hokkaido and Ainu) 
Tanaami Hiroshi lB ~ ~~ -$: 
EZO ~~ (1956), 1-55. 
Asia DS895/.H6K63 
1204 Kohi izen :J- t:.- J:,J, 1411 
(Ainu's Tea and Coffee) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
227-236. 
tiif !f JZ-JIJl-iiFL I I ( 197 2) , 
Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
1205 Konjaku no Ainu monogatari ~~ ,:1) Y1 x. ~it­
(Story of Ainu, Past and Present) 
Moritake Takeichi ~f'!'TtV7" 1'lJ 
Shiraoi-cho (Hokkaido): Hokkaido Shiraoi Ainu Bunka Hozonkai 
jt.. rti .ll. l3 ~ -p -1' ~ k '\'t_.. _.....~ ~ ~ 19 s s • 
52 p. Asia DS832/ .M67 
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1206 Kotan ni ikiru: Ainu minshu no rekishi to kyoiku 
:1 q .:,.... I:: -$ : ~ : 1" -{ _;Z 6\, ~ J) ~ ~ ~ ·;f(_ * 
(Life in Ainu Village) 
Matsumoto Shigeyoshi, Akima Tatsuo and Tate Tadayoshi 
~-*-lit~ . ~~..X~ . 'lit .'t; ~ 
Tokyo: Gendaishi Shuppankai Tokuma Shoten 
.£!l.. ,..,~ ~ A" .. ~k ~- FJ:I ::#= r6 19 7 7 . 
319 p. Asia DS832/.M33 
1207 Kumamatsuri .~- ~ 
(Bear Festival) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
134-146. 
~Jf )Z..J.i. ~1'~ I I ( 19 7 2 ) , 
Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
1208 Kuma no ashiato ~- .., ~$'IT~ 
(Footsteps of a Bear: Ainu Culture) 
Mi tsuoka Shin' ichi tift- Ia -ft1l -
Tokyo: Kogakusha jL..tt~ 1944. 
192 p. Asia DS832/.M58 
1209 Matsumae fudoki ;ft. fil a.±...~ 
(Cultural Record of Hokkaido) 
Mogami Tokunai .:Ja.J:. ~- ~ 
1790. 
108 lvs. Photocopy. 
1210 Matsumae saij iki soko tt.. "f.1 ~ 04 6C.~~ 
(Notes on Annual Events) 
H0-568 
SHIN HOKKAIDOSHI ~ ~ c .. -lA_ ~ VII ( 1969), 
607-616. Asia DS895/.H6S53/v.7/pt.l 
1211 Nenchu gyoJ 1 + ~ ,..,..._ 
(Annual Events) 
Kakizaki Hirotsune .ttl tL&t ;';_ ~ 
1842. 
56 lvs. photocopy. 
1212 Nihon no mat sur i hyakusen E _$. ~ !,~_ ·) 1 o o lit. 
(One Hundred Festivals of Japan) 
Kyodo Gein6 Kenkyukai ~ ..±.... ~ ~ ...tiit ~ ~ 
H0-569 
Tokyo: Akita Shoten 1972. 
266 p. Asia GT4884/.A2H34 
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1213 Nihon bunka ni tairitsusuru bunka 
B ~ .;t_ 1b I :: .t:t:Ji. q ,:; ;t ~ 
(A Culture in Contrast to Japanese Culture) 
KC>NO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU Ciif ffJi:JlL~1'l;.:t._ II ( 1972), 
309-312. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
1214 Ohotsuku bunka no 
(Problematic Points 
Oi Haruo *-. if ~ ~ 
Tokyo: Gakuseisha 
226 p. 
shomondai /I"",~- "}" ~ it:Jd) ~~A 
Concerning Okhotsk Culture) 
1982. 
1215 Orokko: sonota dojin chosa ..*O-;;..J: (~i't!.) .::t...A..iifi\~ 
(Survey of Oroki and Other Natives) 
Karafuto-cho Shikuka Shicho •~Ji- tl:tt .tJT 
Shikuka: 1933. 
25 p. Asia DK771/.S2K43 
1216 Sate Naotaro kyodo kenkyu 
a ~ • n.. rtf> ~ ..t.. -utt ~ a .z ._ 
rombunshu 
(Naotaro Sate Collection of 
Sa to Naotaro 1tr ill& Jl. A.~ 
KUSHIRO SOSHO ~~ ~ ~-;t-
Essays on Local Cultural Research) 
III (1961), 
Asia DS897/.K88S38 
1217 Shimpojumu Ainu: sono kigen to bunka keisei 
~ ~ it":.· ;:.....· ~ •7 L... l"' -1' ;z._ ~ rn Jft. a.•.... ~ ~ iL ~ I&_ 
(Symposium, the Ainu: Origin and Cultural Bases) 
Hanihara Kazuo ..t4 /ff', *n ~ 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Daigaku Tosho Kankokai 
~r. ~a • *-- !t ~ -iF "flln /~ 19 1 2 • 
283 p. Asia DS832/. S54/1981 
1218 Tsuzurikata fudoki: dai-ikkan Hokkaido-hen 
-..n-&..x...~: ~-~ jt,cJ&JL$ 
(Descriptive Compositions by Students, V.l, Hokkaido Edition) 
Tokyo: Heibonsha -+r-t.~ 1954. 
282 p. Asia DS821/.T882 
1219 Yubin izen: Ainu no yubin i:151J!.Ly,:t.) : r-1' ~-I?) ~'I~ 
(Prior to Postal Services: Ainu's Means of Communications) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHO Cifft.k..JL-;11-·f'F~ II ( 1972), 
223-226. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
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1220 Ainu bunkashi 7-1 ...l: ~ 1t.. ~ 
(Cultural History of Ainu: Collection of Articles on Past 
and Present Status of Ainu) 
Yoshida Kikutaro i" a !& ~at' 
Makubetsu-ch6 (Hokkaido): Hokkaido Ainu Bunka Hozon Ky6kai 
~~.£& 71'~ )!::~~~ 1958 0 
86 Po Asia DS832/oY68 
1221 Ainu hatashi te horobiru ka 1"' { ..< ~ L ~ ~ c;.- ~ n, ? 
(Will the Ainu Perish?) 
Ki ta Koyo -i- ~ t.L ::f. 
Shiraoi (Hokkaid6): Hokkaido Shiraoi Utari Kyokai 
Jl:. ;1. ~ s ~ \-; f1 ') ~IT ~ 19 3 7 
0 
53 Po Asia DS832/oK584 
1222 Ainu hishi ""P'..f :.c:: ~: *. 
(Secret History of Ainu) 
Sakurai Kiyohiko * 1t ~- ~ 
Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten ~ ''\ ~ Ia 
220 Po 
1223 Ainuj in monogatari -r 1' ~ ..<...~'fl. 
(Accounts of Ainu People) 
Matsuyoshi Sadao :+c t5- ~ 1:.. 
Tokyo: Yuzankaku .I:*. .a...~ 
269 Po 
1224 Ainu sengen , i' ~ ~ "t 
(Ainu Manifesto) 
Yuki shoji ~ .:t J: gr 
Tokyo: San' ichi shobo ;.. - ~ m-
274 Po 
1225 Chishima Ainuron + J., -p 1 ~ 11\ 
(Survey Report on Kurile Ainu) 
Takahashi Fusaj i ,'!111; m-.:-!!: 
Shiraoi (Hokkaido): 1933o 
41 Po 
19670 
Asia DS832/oS34 
19700 
Asia DS832/oM35 
19800 
Asia DS832/oY84 
Asia DS832/.T345 
1226 Chishima Shikotan doj in chosasho +.I; @.-Pt..±../, ~~it 
(Survey Report on Natives of Shikotan Island, Kuriles) 
Ki ta Takaaki -l.}t 1: ~ 
Sapporo: 1933. 
29 Po Asia DS832/.K58 
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1227 Ezochi horobitemo Ainumoshiri wa horobizu 
~ :e ~ ~ e,.- \ t "i" <.At...~ 'J ,;;_ il!. o· j· 
(Hokkaido Might Perish But the Ainu World Will Not Perish) 
Hashine Naohiko .-*-~A' 
Tokyo: Shinsensha ;it J:t..tt. 1973. 
328 p. Asia DS832/.H36 
1970. 
1228 Hokkaid6 gyokeishi :..11:. ~.iti .f'f.;lfl\ ~ 
(Penal History of Hokkaido) 
Shigematsu Kazuyoshi j~ -~ 
Tokyo: Zufu Shuppan ~ "5l111.1«.. 
493 p. Asia HV9814/.H6S55 
1229 Hokkaido kyii doj in .fu ~it 1a .±.....<... 
(Natives of Hokkaido) 
Hokkaid6ch6 :.:b ~.it. It 
Sapporo: 1913. 
36 p. Asia DS832/.A32 
1230 . Hokkaido Kyii doj in gaikyo ;tt, ~• 1e ..;~:_..z ..-..~~ 
(Survey of Hokkaido Natives) 
Hokkaidocho Gakumubu Shakaika .::i:. ~4..ft ~:f*.-ffr~ a 
Sapporo: 1926-1936. 
2 v. Asia DS832/.A321 
1231 Hokkaido kyii dojin hogo enkakushi 
.:11::. ~11. .e ..r...A. -_ U ~~It.~ 
(Historical Survey on Protection of Hokkaido Natives) 
Hokkaidocho 31:. iW- ..il!T 
Sapporo: 1934. 
358 p. Asia DS832/ .A31 
1232 Hokkaido ni okeru jukeisha kyoiku rodoshi 
*-.. ~.II ·~ ~- ,., 6 ·~ il''l " ..... * ~ .. Je. 
(History of Rehabilitation Work of Prisoners in Hokkaido) 
Shirayama Tomomasa t!.ill.. ~z.. 
Hakodate: Hokkaid6 Keizaishi Kenkyujo 
jt_, ;~-a_ ;'f&_ $-~ -9f-~ .-.r 19 6 2 . 
29 p. Asia HV8875/.S35 
1233 Hokkaid6 shakai jigyo yoran 11:.:.~---h.~~%..~~ 
(Survey of Social Welfare Activities in Hokkaido) 
Ki ta Takaaki .,Jif'$:aR 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Homen Iinkai *-~1"oo•~~ 1933. 
110 p. Asia HV415/ .H64K58 
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1234 Hoko Ainu suibeshi ~ ~ 1"-:- A-~ e:.. ~ 
(History of Decline of Ainu) 
Okuyama Rye ~ J.L:. *=. 
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe ;r ~-.i "1:- ~ 
276 p. 
1235 Hokugai no higeki ::tt. ~ .n ~ ~J 
(Tragedy of the Northern People) 
Matsuyoshi Sadao -fA 1f ~· ~ 
Tokyo: Yuzankaku Ja.u... ~ 
269 p. 
1236 Hokuyo: genju minzoku no shocho 
Jt.~: oi1t.~1l..n ~~ 
1979. 
Asia DS832/.037 
1960. 
Asia DS832/.M38 
(Rise and Fall of Aborigines in Northern Area) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ;ifffJZ..4.~- II (1972), 
316-319. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
1237 Kotan no konseki: Ainu jinkenshi no ichi dammen 
::I '! :... "' -1i:.l2:. : 1' 1' A /, ,.,.,_ Jt. ~ - !fr til 
(Vestiges of Ainu Village: History of Human Rights of Ainu) 
Asahigawa Jinken Yogo Iin Rengokai 
;ij,J'' A..-~£#l.a~.~4~1t 
Asahigawa: 1971. 
579 p. Asia DS832/.A83 
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1238 Ainu no fukusohin 7 1 ..{ 
(Ainu Burial Accessories) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
101-104. 
ciif.ff-~ ~ ~11i • I ( 1974), 
Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
1239 Chiyashi sunawachi Ezo no tor ide 4--\:' ~ t'P ~ -~"' ~ 
(Chashi or Ainu Fortresses in Hokkaido) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU V'T Jt ~ 5 Wi'l" '1:_ I ( 19 7 4) , 
18-34. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
1240 Daisetsu sancho no sekki jidai iseki 
~ ~ .LL. J1i! , --6 ~ 141\ 11_ jjt. 
(Stone Age Relics on Summit of Mt. Daisetsu) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~iif.rfJt...J.t_ ~ f'J:1( I ( 1971), 
82-90. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
12 41 Ezo no token 
(Ainu Swords) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI 
93-100. 
til. ~ "> 7J 4~ 
CHOSAKUSHU ~Of"Jf * ;t ~i~;t_ I ( 1974), 
1242 Ezo to Ainu • ~ ~ r-1 A. 
(Ezo and Ainu Peoples) 
Kikuchi Sansai Jj ~ .Jh ~ 
Tokyo: Tokyo Shidankai Jt ,f. ~ ~ ~ 
1 v. 
Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
1953. 
Asia DS832/.K55 
1243 Hakodate Kuko, Nakano Iseki ~ ~ ~ i-f!: • t:f i't lt ~ 
( Jomon Cul-ture Relics in Nakano Town in Planned Expansion 
Site of Hakodate Airport) 
Yokoyama Eisuke ft .LL ..iR- -"1'1' 
Sapporo: Mi yam a Shobe .lf- ~ l 't= &r 19 7 9 • 
177 p. Asia GN776.3/.J6H35 
1244 Hassamu-mura no iseki hakkutsuki ~ ~ #.n il_i;tr.1t: tl.ffi. iL 
(Report on Excavations for Relics in Hassamu Village) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~lij fit Jt...il. ~ 1~ t, I ( 19 71) , 
153-159. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
1245 Hokkaido Ebetsu-cho enkei tateanashiki fumbo hakken no 
sekki jidaijin ichi tokotsu to sono maiso jotai 
:tt:..., ~~ Jl. ,~I... ~'I lif:r ~ ir !f. ~ .L~ 1~ }!. ~ ~ n 
-=5 .s. ~ -ft. A.. - .fl ~ ~ ~ of) 1~ .f, .Jf .~-
(Cranial Bones of a Stone Age Man and Its Burial Condition 
Discovered in a Circular Pit Grave in Ebetsu Town, Hokkaido) 
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KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
160-164. 
~T~~i{_~1'F1 I (1971), 
Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
1246 Hokkaido Ebetsu-cho hakken no dotekiyo doseihin 
=tt:. ~ .Jt ~ ;j'•J Rf -f: ~ rJ .±... 'Bf f#..._ L ~ o"'c 
(Earthen Object, Resembling "Ocarina," Discovered in Ebetsu 
Town, Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ci;f.ff,Z.~~1'i=~ I (1971), 
220-221. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
124 7 Hokkaido kokogaku J<oza :ft. c!if. .2l. ~ t ~ ~ & 
(Lecture Series on Archaeology of Hokkaido) 
Nomura Takashi and Kikuchi Toshihiko 
J..l.~ - -- . 
.!f 1'-j ~ • ~ tt:. l~ ~
Sapporo: Miyama Shobe ,lf-\"'i"*~ 1980. 
284 p. Asia DS894.23/.H66 
1248 Hokkaido ni okeru dokutsu iseki 
:it. $-Jit o":. ft tj b. $1 ~ 1£ fJlt, 
(Relics Found in Caves in Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~.ff-/Z..A ~i'F ~ 
127-131. Asia 
I (1971), 
DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
1249 Hokkaido ni okeru kofun shutsudo ibutsu no kenkyu 
:It:. ~~.il_ ·= ~ ·1 ~ iS"~'- .ie. ..l:. ..\!:_ItT!] n m ~ 
(Study of Relics Excavated from Ancient Tombs in Hokkaido) 
Goto Morikazu f~ ~ ~-
39 p. Asia DS895/.H6G68 
12 5o Hokkaido no doki .±. ~tg.~_,., ..:1:_ ~ 
(Earthenware of Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHD ~ :t- ,.tA ~i'J; :t. II ( 1972), 
282-308. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
1251 Hokkaido no kofunyo fumbo ni tsuite 
.:tl::- ~.ft. n ~ :t~ f.:k :tJ.: ~ ·~ ? ~· c (On Hokkaido Graves Resembling Ancient Burial Mounds) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~iif"_ff,U;_A*i~ ~- I (1971), 
206-219. Asia DS195/.H64K66/v.l 
12 52 Hokkaido no kokogaku ~t.. rHf. ~ <f) ~ 'tr ~ 
(Archaeology of Hokkaido) 
Utagawa Hiroshi * lB Jrl (:f:-
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
~ ;;iH- .$_ ~ ~R. :~ ®i ~ ~ '!- . 1977. 
2 v. Asia DS894.235/.U3 
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1253 Hokkaido no senju minzoku .±., e-1@. i1l .f) t-._.-t:E.. ~ ~ 
(Aborigines of Hokkaido: From Archaeological Standpoint) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU fDf.ft}Z.A~i~~ II (1972), 
167-175. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.2 
1254 Hokkaido sekki j idai ga~yo .it:.. riJ.jj_ ~ ~ ~1-\: :f:let~ 
(Outline of the Stone Age in Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU CDr~ jt. JL ~ i'J; 1t I ( 1971), 
245-256. Asia DS895/. H64K66/v .1 
1255 Hokkaido senshi jidai no iseki ibutsu narabini jinshu 
~t. ~-~-A 1t. ~ ~ ~ 11: $it' .it_ 4J] ~ I~ A. -*-
(Relics and Races of the Prehistoric Age in Hokkaido) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU fiiJ ~ ~ ~ ~1/f.Ji:. II ( 1975), 
16-31. Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.2 
1256 Hokkaido Shirataki Hattoridai ni okeru saisekki bunka 
:tt.. cf5. .!! 19 l~ ~~ ~ ~ ·= <J;. 1} 3 ,f'JR --6 ~ j:_ /it. 
(Microlithic Culture of Shirataki-Hattoridai in Hokkaido) 
Sugihara Sosuke and T~zawa Mitsunori 
~ fff- E/ir . F a~ .. f.>t'l 
Tokyo: Meiji Daigaku Bungakubu Kokogaku Kenkyushitsu 
a~ ;=t:;' "- t:¥ "- '* ~ ~ o ¢ -tilt~ ~ 19 7 5 . 
116 p. Asia GN855/. J3S83 
1257 Hokkaido shutsudo no warabite katana ni kansuru mandai 
.:it.. t~ .ffit l:b ..L , ~ 1 71 1-: flf1 i ,:, 'f'a"'' ~ 
(Questions Concerning Bracken-Shaped Swords Excavated in 
Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU ~lf'lt.L ~Jl_ I ( 1971), 
304-312. Asia DS895/.H64K66/v.l 
1258 Hondo hokubu no doki kosatsu ;ok .S. it.~ VJ .±_ :& ~ ~ 
(Observations on Earthenware of Northern Hokkaido) 
Okuno Seisuke ~ 1f ~ 11' 
Sapporo: 1934. 
10 p. Asia DS895/.H60477 
1259 Iburikoku Chitose-mura kazambaika no tateana iseki 
lUi ~ ~ + I& * i:.._ 2h ~ T- , ~ •t:. .J!- .:lit' 
(Relics Found in Pits Buried Under Volcanic Ash in Chitose 
Village, Hokkaido) 
KONO HIROMICHI CHOSAKUSHU fa! .f";'- fZ,. A ~ 1f :t_ I ( 1971), 
111-12 6. Asia DS895/. H64K6 6/v .1 
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1260 Karafuto Chishima koko minzokushi ~~~- · +..!-.~ i5 · t§t ~--~ 
(History of Ainu Relics in Sakhalin and Kurile Islands) 
Baba Osamu .~ ~ 1.:~ 
Sapporo; Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
:ft.. ~ JI!. .it. IYX.. -it. .!fu ~ :..- ~ - 19 7 9 . 
3 v. Asia DK771/.S2B3 
1261 Kokogakujo no Nemuro no ibutsu to iseki 
~ i!i ~ 1:. J) :#l. 'l. .., .it #!JJ h Jl .U~ 
(Archaeological Sites and Relics 
Ito Hatsutar6 ff Ri: ~n Js.. !\'~ 
Kobe: Morita KinzC5 ~ tH :£ ~ 
52 p. 
in Nemuro) 
1935. 
Asia DS897/.N45I86 
12 62 Keno Hiromichi noto :;r JEt $.. ..ilL I- i-
(Archaeological Notes of Hiromichi Kono) 
Keno Hiromichi 0ir !f- ~..ii.. Ed. by Utagawa Hiroshi 
~ a3 J•! ~ -
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
*.. ~ .i1!_ £. "il ~ JW! ~ ;:... q - 19 81 . 
253 p. Asia DS894.235/.K653 
12 63 Keno Tsunekichi noto car 1f ~ ~ I - !-
(Archaeological Notes of Tsunekichi Kono) 
1264 
Keno Tsunekichi ~T .!f ~ a Ed. by Utagawa Hiroshi 
~ IB " I ~Jf- :fa 
Sapporo: Hokkaido Shuppan Kikaku Senta 
.±., ~t!- ..!_ .a=, !t~ ~ ~ 1Z ;:,..... q - 19 81 . 
282 p. Asia DS894.235/.K663 
Nihon no suton sakuru 
(Stone Circles of Japan) 
KONO TSUNEKICHI CHOSAKUSHU 
145-149. 
~::nr l'T- ~ g ~ (I[; ~ I ( 19 7 4 ) I 
Asia DS894.25/.K66/v.l 
1265 Ohotsukukai engan Shiretoko Hanto no iseki 
+ .-r. - ") ? c"~ cs ~ ~ *-- + ,!-. , L ;bt~ 
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FURUKAWA Koshoken .......... 
FURUSAWA Tsuneji .......... 
GENDAI YUMEI JINJIROKU KANKOKAI 
GOLOVNIN Visil M. . •..•...•. 
GOTO Juichi •..•••..•. 
GOTO Morikazu .•.••••••• 
202 
.......... 
442, 499 
277, 895 
331, 944, 
68 
443 
41, 305 
.......... 
1182 
131 
70, 1128' 
849 
225 
9, 224 
1167 
757, 
448 
241 
575 
856, 
828 
666 
318 
1249 
758 
859, 
529 
1003, 1113' 1293 
444 
1134 
1169 
36 
HABARA Yukichi 1156 
HABUTO Shozaemon Masayasu 
366 
363' 364, 365' 
HACHIMORI Torataro •••••••••• 188 
HAGINAKA Mie •••••••••• 162 
HAGINO Toshio •••••••••• 1104 
HAGIWARA Minoru •••••••••• 921 
HAGIWARA Tatsuo •••••••••• 1212 
HAKODATE KUYAKUSHO • • • • • • • • • • 456 
HAKODATE KYOSANKAI •••••••••• 4 
HAKODATE MEISHIROKU HENSHUBU •••••••••• 74 
HOKODATE-SHI BUNKAZAI HOGO IINKAI ••••••••• 1173 
HAKODATE SHIHAN GAKKO •••••••.•• 1 
HAKODATE SHIHAN GAKKO KOYUKAI •••••••••• 
HAKODATE-SHI KYOIKU IINKAI 
209, 699 
460 
HAKODATE SHIMBUNSHA 
HAKODATE-SHI SOMUBU 
HAKODATE SHIYAKUSHO 
HAKODATE SHOBO HOMBU 
HAKODATE SHOKO KAIGISHO 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
HAKODATE ZEIKAN •••••••••• 997 
HAKU Kosai •••••••••• 136 
HANIHARA Kazuro • • • • • • • • • • 1217 
HARAKO Osamu •••••••••• 120 
HARA Matsuji •••••••••• 1110 
HASEBE Kotondo •••••••••• 1163 
73 
763 
702, 995 
466 
996 
HASHIMOTO Gyosho • • • • • • • • • • 226, 230, 323 
HASHIMOTO Tozo •••••••••• 986 
HASHINE Naohiko •••••••••• 1227 
HAYAKAWA Noboru • • • • • • • • • • 204 
HAYASE Soichi •••••••••• 609 
HAYASHI Kenzo •••••••••• 798, 812, 862 
HAYASHI Shihei •••••••••• 694 
HAYASHI Yoshishige •••••••••• 1044 
HELLMANN Dona 1d C. • • • • • • • • • • 607 
HIDAKA SHUPPIN KYOKAI •••••••••• 1304 
HIGASHI ASAHIGAWA-CHO YAKUBA •••••••••• 
HIGO Kazuo 218 
HIRAO Rosen • • • • • • • • • • 645, 821 
HIRASAWA Kyokuzan • • • • • • • • • • 660 
HIRASAWA Michitsugu •••••••••• 536 
HIRAYAMA Hisao •••••••••• 1189 
HISHINUMA Uichi •••••••••• 133, 872 
HIZUKA Takamasa •••••••••• 351 
467 
HOKKAIDO • • • • • • • • • • 403, 93 9, 946, 13 22 
HOKKAIDO AKAN-CHO KYOIKU IINKAI •••••••••• 1176 
HOKKAIDO BUNGAKUKAN •••••••••• 168 
HOKKAIDOCHO •••••••••• 49, 82, 216, 298, 316, 319, 
320, 326, 347, 408, 703, 704, 707, 791, 
913, 931, 963, 966, 1035, 1229, 1231 
203 
HOKKAIDOCHO CHISHIMA CHOSAJO 
HOKKAIDOCHO CHOKAN KAMBO BUNSHOKA 
HOKKAIDOCHO DAI-GOBU SHOKUMINKA 
HOKKAIDOCHO 
HOKKAIDOCHO 
HOKKAIDOCHO 
HOKKAIDOCHO 
HOKKAIDOCHO 
DAI-NIBU 
DOBOKUBU KAKOKA 
GAKUMUBU SHAKAIKA 
NAIMUBU 
SHOKUMINKA 
1061 
792, 
926, 
864 
969 
1031 
1230 
1069 
927 
6 
HOKKAIDOCHO TAKUSHOKUBU SHOKUMINKA •••••••••• 928 
HOKKAIDO DAIGAKU • • • • • • • • • • 1276, 1294 
HOKKAIDO DAIGAKU FUZOKU TOSHOKAN •••••••••• 7, 8 
HOKKAIDO DAIGAKU TOSHO KANKOKAI .••••••••• 1082 
HOKKAIDO DOBOKUBU TOSHI KEIKAKUKA •••••••.•• 954 
HOKKAIDO GAKUGEI DAIGAKU SAPPORO BUNKO •..•••..•• 1277 
HOKKAIDO GIKAI JIMUKYOKU ••••••.••• 711, 714 
HOKKAIDO HIDAKA SHICHO •••••••••• 920 
HOKKAIDO JICHI KYOKAI •••••••.•• 718 
HOKKAIDO KAIHATSUCHO •••••••••• 948 
HOKKAIDO KAHATSUKYOKU KAMBO KAIHATSU CHOSAKA •••••••••• 924 
HOKKAIDO KYODO KUMIAI RENGOKAISHI HENSHU IINKAI •••••••••• 1048 
HOKKAIDO KYOIKU HEIJIKA •••••••••• 1279 
HOKKAIDO KYOIKU I-INKAI • • • • • • • • • • 1183, 1296 
HOKKAIDO KYOIKU KENKYUJO •••••••••• 1280, 1281, 1283, 1284 
HOKKAIDO KYOSHOKUIN KUMIAI •••••••••• 1282 
HOKKAIDO NOCHI KAIHATSU KYOKAI .••••••••• 940 
HOKKAIDO NOCHI KAITAKUBU •••••••••• 953 
HOKKAIDO NOKAI •••••••••• 1064 
HOKKAIDO NOMIN DOMEI •••••••••• 1067 
HOKKAIDO OTARU KUYAKUSHO •••••••••• 507 
HOKKAIDO RIMMUBU • • • • • • • • • • 1102 
HOKKAIDORITSU NOGYO KENKYUJO 
HOKKAIDORITSU SOGO KEIZAI KENKYU 
HOKKAIDO HOSO •••••••••• 
HOKKAIDO HOSO SHASHI HENSHU IINKAI 
HOKKAIDO RODOBU .••••••••• 
HOKKAIDO RODOBU SHOKUGYO ANTEIKA 
177 
1022' 1023 
HOKKAIDO SANGAKUKAI •••••••••• 794 
1066 
1053 
HOKKAIDO SANGYO CHOSAKYOKU .••••••••• 1116 
HOKKAIDO SAPPORO SHIHAN GAKKO ••••••••.• 1285 
HOKKAIDO SHAKAI JIGYO KYOKAI .••••••.•. 465 
1028 
1019, 1021 
HOKKAIDO SHAKAIKA KYOIKU KENKYUKAI •••.••••.• 783 
HOKKAIDO SHAKAI KYOIKU KYOKAI •..•.•.••• 761 
HOKKAIDO SHIGAKU KYOIKUSHI HENSHU IINKAI .••••••.•• 1287 
HOKKAIDO SHIMBUNSHA • • • • • • • • • • 19, 76, 809, 1309, 1318 
HOKKAIDO SHIN'YO GYOGYO KYODO KUMIAI RENGOKAI •••••••••• 1091 
HOKKAIDO SHIRYO HENSHUJO .••••••••• 14 
HOKKAIDO SOGO KAIHATSU IINKAI JIMUKYOKU 1074 
HOKKAIDO SOMUBU BUNSHOKA ..••••••.. 15' 40, 266' 
297, 309, 314, 919 
204 
HOKKAIDO SOMUBU GYOSEI SHIRYOSHITSU .••••••.•• 17, 
HOKKAIDO SOMUBU KAIHATSU KEIKAKUKA ••.••••••. 923 
HOKKAIDO SUISAMBU SUISANKA •..•.••••. 1090 
HOKKAIDO TAKUSHOKU GINKO •••••••••• 999, 1000, 
HOKKAIDO TAKUSHOKU GINKO CHOSABU ••••••••.• 925 
HOKKAIDO TANKO KISEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA •••••••••• 1006 
HOKKAIDO TEIKOKU DAIGAKU •••••••••• 1288 
HOKKAIDO TOKORO-GUN NOTSUKEUSHI-CHO YAKUBA •••••••••• 
HOKKAIDO URAKAWA SHICHO •••.•••••• 734 
HOKKAI TAIMUSUSHA CHOSABU •••.•••••• 75 
HOKKAI TAIMUSUSHA SHOKYOBU ••••••.... 1065 
HONDA Seiroku 
HONJO Fumio 
HORACE Capron 
HORA Tomio 
HORI Shoji 
HORI Toshihiro 
HOTTA Masaatsu 
ICHIKAWA Ken'ich~ro 
ICHINOMIYA Heiichi 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
IGARASHI Seizo •••••••••• 
IGARASHI SENSEI KAKO HYOKEIKAI 
907 
389 
724 
592 
345 
265, 
750 
57 
IGURO Yataro •••••••••• 56 
IHARA Kansai •••••••••• 918 
289, 
183 
850 
561, 802, 
250 
IKUTAWARA SONSHI HENSAN IINKAI •••••••••• 471 
IMAGANE-CHO YAKUBA •••••••••• 472 
INADOMARU Kenji 
INOUE Keinosuke 
INOUE Mitsusada 
INUKAI Tetsuo 
IRIE Keishiro 
ISEI Hokuto 
ISHIDA Sakao 
ISHIDA Yukinari •••••••••. 
ISHIGURO Rintaro •••••••... 
ISHIKARIGAWA GENRYU GENSHIRIN 
ISHIKAWA Kazusuke ••••.••••• 
ISHIKAWA Kenzaburo •••••••••• 
ISHIZAKA Buhei •••••...•• 
ISHIZAKA Sho •••••••••• 
ISHIZEKI Ryoji •••••••••• 
ISOGAYA Norikichi •••••••••• 
ISOME Toshio 
ISSHIKI Tonosuke 
ITO Atsutaro 
ITO Moriemon 
479 
350 
64 
1302 
615 
221 
611 
1020 
1095 
SOGO CHOSADAN 
810 
596 
682 
682 
12 
745' 747 
1112 
710, 970 
1261 
1117 
205 
993 
39 
1005 
500 
1105 
ITO Seiya .......... 181 
ITO Shozo .......... 18, 362, 818 
ITO Toshio .......... 1051, 1057 
IWAHASHI Kinjiro .......... 943 
IWAMIZAWA SHISHI HENS AN IINKAI ......... 
IWAMURA Michitoshi 
IWASHIMIZU Takashi 
IZUMI Ryu 
IZUMI Seiichi 
JIMBO Kotara 
JONES F. C. 
LYMAN Benjamin S. 
KAGAYA Teiji 
•••••••••• 723, 805, 807 
• • • • • • • • • • 2 7 
240 
1152 
126 
934 
173 
781 
473 
KAIHO Mineo •••••••••• 252, 355, 392, 706 
KAITAKUSHI HENSANKA •••••••••• 973 
KAJIMA Morinosuke •••••••••• 959 
KAJIMA Urne 
KAKEKAWA Gen'ichiro 
KAKIZAKI Hirotsune 
KAMATA Jun'ichi 
KAMEl Katsuichiro •••••••••• 
KAMEl Takayoshi •••••••••• 
KAMIHOROMUI KYODOSHI HENSANKAI 
795 
426 
312 
902 
KANAZAWA Shozaburo .......... 
KANEKO Gurnpei .......... 37 
KANEKO Nobutaka .......... 38 
KANNARI Matsu .......... 161 
KANO Ichiro .......... 933 
245' 154 
1211 
126 
474 
KARAFUTOCHO .......... 90, 560, 562, 725, 
1321 
KARAFUTO CHOKAN KAMBO 
KARAFUTOCHO HAKUBUTSUKAN 
KARAFUTOCHO SHIKUKA SHICHO 
KARITSU Gaishi 
KASAl Takechiyo 
KASHIWAGI Shigeru 
KASHIWAMURA Ichiro 
KATADA Seiji 
KATAYAMA Keiji 
KATO Fusazo 
206 
657 
879 
429 
816 
728 
22, 424 
930' 942 
16, 565, 776 
874 
1215 
726' 727, 
KATSUYAMA Yaichiro 
KAWADA Kiyosuke 
KAWAKAMI Sumio 
KAWAMATA Kotara 
KAWAMURA Shigemitsu 
KAWASHIMA Senzo 
KEIMEIKAI JIMUSHO 
KIKUCHI Sansai 
KIKUCHI Sonai 
KIMURA Fuj io 
KIMURA Hiroshi 
875 
172 
1111 
978 
1172' 
672 
191 
593 
841 
609 
1291 
1242 
KIMURA Hyakujiro ...••••••• 468 
KINDAICHI HAKUSHI BEIJU KINEN RONSHU HENSHU IINKAI 
• • • • • • • • • • 23' 24 
KINDAICHI Kyosuke •••••••••. 93, 124, 128, 130, 137, 138, 
147' 153' 155' 156' 159' 160, 161' 185' 
186, 187, 190, 195, 227, 235, 1123, 1141 
KISHODO SHUJIN •••••••••• 918 
KITAGAKI KUnimichi •••••••••• 980 
KITAGAMAE Yasuo •••••••••• 554 
KITA Koyo • • • • • • • • • • 210, 1221 
KITAMI SHISH! HENSAN IINKAI •••••••••• 476 
KITA-SON SONSHI HENSAN .IINKAI •••••••••• 477 
KITA Takaaki 
KITA Takaaki 
KIYONO Kenji 
KOBAYASHI Chokichi 
KOBAYASHI Yukio 
KODAIRA Yoshihei 
KODAISHI DANWAKAI 
KODAMA Sakuzaemon 
KODERA Heikichi 
KOIZUKA Takamasa 
KOIZUMI Hideo 
1226 
1233 
823 
1029 
1095A 
249 
256 
KOJIMA Matajiro ••••••.••• 
280 
1185 
1166 
743 
619 
KOKUMIN KEIZAI KENKYU KYOKAI 
KOKURITSU KOKKAI TOSHOKAN 
950 
741, 814 
KOKUSHO KANKOKAI ••••••••• 883 
KOMAI Kazuchika •••••••••• 1265, 1267 
683' 709' 891 
247 
KONDO Juzo •••••••••• 
KONDO Kyojiro •••••••••• 
KONDO Morishige •••••••••• 900 
KONOE Atsumaro •••••••••• 789 
KONO Hiromichi • • • • • . • • • • 2 5 ' 9 6 ' 9 7 ' 9 9 ' 100 ' 101 ' 
102, 104, 110, 112, 114, 116, 193, 219, 
231, 232, 271, 308, 324, 393, 394, 541, 
713, 717, 730, 882, 951, 1135, 1137, 1138, 
1139, 1142, 1143, 1150, 1153, 1158, 1159, 
1161, 1165, 1177, 1180, 1190, 1192, 1196, 
1202, 1204, 1207, 1213, 1219, 1236, 1240, 
1244, 1245, 1246, 1248, 1250, 1251, 1253, 
1254, 1257, 1259, 1262, 1266, 1268, 1271, 
1272, 1306, 1310, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1319, 
1324 
207 
1133 KONO Hisaka 
KONO Matamichi 
KONO Tsunekichi 
•..••••••• 111, 333, 732, 1273 
• . . • . • . . • • 10' 11 ' 13 ' 2 6 ' 31 ' 3 5 ' 42 ' 
46, 72, 94, 115, 180, 213, 220, 237, 251, 
304, 328, 386, 399, 455, 486, 551, 568, 
569, 620, 691, 693, 740, 742, 782, 941, 
961, 968, 977, 982, 990, 991, 1025, 1056, 
1068' 107 5' 1097' 1098' 1100' 1106' 1107' 
1109, 1144, 1181, 1238, 1239, 1241, 1255, 
1263, 1264, 1297, 1301, 1308, 1312, 1323 
KON Yutaka • • • • • • • • • • 98 
• • • • • • • • • • 9 52 KOSE Dairaku 
KOSHIZAKI Saichi 58, 92, 109, 279, 348, 447, 701, 
KOYAMA Yashigara 
KUBODERA Itsuhika 
KUBO Genchin 
KUBOTA Kentatsu 
KUDO Chuhei 
KUDO Heisuke 
KUNIMOTO Zen'an 
KURIBAYASHI Tatsuo 
KURIMOTO Shujira 
KURITA Tadashi 
KURODA Hidetashi 
1164 
KURODA Nagashige •••••••••• 
KUTCHAN CHOSHI HENSAN IINKAI 
KUWABARA Masata 
KUWABARA Terumichi 
KUWAYAMA Sataru 
MAEDAKAWA Kaichira 
MAEDA Ken 
MAEHARA Mitsua 
667 
154, 
840 
650 
81 
898 
267 
469 
998 
660 
313 
354 
589 
1072 
765 
591 
157 
1120 
483 
890 
MAMIYA Rinza • . • • • • • • • . 884, 887, 888, 892 
MARUYAMA Kunia ••••••.••. 470 
MASAMUNE Atsua •••.•••••• 415 
MATSUDA Denjura •••••••••. 800 
MATSUDA Ichitara •••••••••. 737 
MATSUMAE Akihira • • • • • • • • • • 255 
MATSUMAE CHOSHI HENSHUSHITSU •••••••••• 
MATSUMAE Hiranaga •••••••••• 278, 822 
MATSUMAE Kagehira ••••..•••• 407 
MATSUMAE Narihira ••••••.•.• 1167 
MATSUMOTO Jura .•.••.••.• 804 
MATSUMOTO Shigeyashi ••••.•.••• 
MATSUMOTO Tanechika •.••••.••• 
208 
1206 
648 
485 
1077 
889 
108 
906 MATSUNAGA Hikoemon 
MATSUNO Tsutau 
MATSUOKA Masao 
MATSUSHITA Wataru 
MATSUURA Takeshiro 
762, 771, 803, 
836, 842, 843, 
861, 878, 886, 
1042' 1043 
258, 415, 700, 753, 755, 
813, 815, 830, 832, 833, 
845, 846, 848, 851, 852, 
1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 
MATSUYOSHI Sadao • • • • • • • • • • 1223, 123 5 
MEIJIZEN NIHON KAGAKUSHI KANKOKAI •. ·. • • . • • • • 384 
MEMURO-CHO NOGYO KYODO KUMIAI ••.••••••. 1078 
MEMURO-CHO YAKUBA . • • • • • • • • • 489 
MIDORIKAWA Rinzo •••••••••• 1108 
MINAMI MANSHU TETSUDO KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOHOKA 
. . • . • • • • • . 910 
MINAMI Tetsuzo 
MINAMOTO Hironaga 
MISHIMA Tsutomu 
MITAMURA Kentaro •••••••••• 
MITSUI GINKO OTARU SHITEN 
......... 
.......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
.......... 
960, 1013 
275 
1101 
1052 
1155' 1208 
1317 
1317 
947 
212, 463 
167 
MITSUOKA Shin'ichi 
MIYABE Kingo 
MIYAKE Tsutomu 
MIYASHITA Soichiro 
MIYAZAKI Daishiro 
MIYAZAKI Ikuu 
MIYAZAKI Raihachi 
MIYAZAKI Shigeki 
MIYOSHI Fumio 
.......... 566 
721 
1149 
1002 
MOGAMI Tokunai •••••••••• 639,686, 1171, 1209 
MOMBETSU-CHO KYODOSHI KENKYUKAI 
1148 
MOMBETSU SHISH! HENSAN IINKAI 
MOMOTARI Noboru •••••••••• 
MORIKAWA Fukaku •••••••••• 
•••••••••• 121, 158, 233, 
694 
242 
811 
105 
899 
1311 
1205 
385 
342 
909 
505 
388 
29 
490, 1121 
MORI Kazuma 
MORINO Shokichi 
MORISAWA Masateru 
MORITA Hirohiko 
MORITAKE Takeichi 
MORIYAMA Gunjiro 
MORI Shogo 
MOTOYAMA Keisen 
MUNAKATA Torao 
MURAGAKI Tanso 
MURAKAMI Kyukichi 
MURAO Motonaga . . • • • • . • • • 344, 692, 722, 733, 967' 994, 
lOll, 1014, 1087, 1125 
209 
146 
1290 
729 
MURAYAMA Shichiro 
MUROOKA Miyokichi 
MURORAN-SHI GIKAI 
MURORAN SHIYAKUSHO 
MUTO Kanzo 
491' 492' 525 
NAGANUMA GHOSH! HENSAN IINKAI 
NAGAO Koya 
NAGATA Hosei 
NAGATANI Kohei 
NAGATA Yasumasa 
NAGATA Yohei 
NAGAYAMA Tsutomu •••••••.•• 
NAJIMA Takeji •••••••••• 
NAKAFURANO SONSHI HENSAN IINKAI 
NAKAI Kiyoyuki 
NAKAJIMA Kuro 
NAKAJIMA Shunzo 
NAKA Koji 
NAKAME Akira 
NAKAMURA Ko 
NAKAMURA Misao 
NAKAMURA Renji 
NAKAMURA Zentaro 
NAKANO Miyoko 
NAKAYAMA Ichiro 
NAKAYAMA Tomiko 
NAKAYAMA Toshikuni 
NAKOSHI Gengoro 
NAMPO DOHO ENGOKAI 
NARABE Osamu 
NARUISHI Osamu 
754 
786 
765 
938 
139 
1299 
463 
43 
383 
517, 
337 
267 
149 
610 
142 
1032, 
553 
340 
937 
50 
988 
816 
855 
493 
496 
1071 
1034 
829 
584, 588 
NATORI Takemitsu ••. •• ••••• 28, 206, 1084, 1130 
NEMURO-CHO KYOSANKAI .••••••••• 1079 
NEMURO SHICHO ••••••••.• 498 
NIHON AINU GAKKAI • • • • • • • • • • 1126 
NIHON DENSHIN DENWA KOSHA HOKKAIDO DENKI TSUSHINKYOKU 
•••••••••• 1033 
NIHON KOTSU KOSHA •••••••••• 784 
NIHON KYOSANTO •••••••••• 606 
NIHON REKISHI GAKKAI .•••..•••• 257 
NIHON TENSAI TOGYO KYOKAI •••••••••• 1073 
NIINO Naokichi .......... 1195 
NIIOKA Takehiko ••••••.••. 65, 1201 
NIKKAN RODO TSUSHINSHA .•••.••••• 612 
NIPPON HOSO KYOKAI ••..•••..• 151 
NIREGANE Kozo 778 
210 
NISHIDA Genzo 
NISHIDA Shozo 
NISHIGATA Koichi 
NSHIGUCHI Hikaru 
NSHIMURA Makoto 
NISHIO Kozo 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
876 
143, 307 
1070 
609 
831 
1004 
NISHIZURU Sadayoshi •••••••••• 53, 
NITAMI Iwao • • • • • • • • • • 30, 48 
NITOBE Jujiro •••••••••• 378 
NOMURA Takashi •••••••••• 1247 
NONAKAUJI Atsushi •••••••••• 808 
NORINSHO NORINKEIZAIKYOKU NOSEIKA 
1060 
NORIN SUISAN GIJUTSU KAIGI 
NORO Kazuo 
NOSON KOSEl KYOKAI 
NOTO Eizo 
NUMATA Ichiro 
OBA Kichinosuke . 
OBA Toshio 
OCHIAI Tadashi 
ODAGIRI Kenji 
ODA Kunia 
ODA Masao 
OGASAWARA Shozo 
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Chembaren Ezo shomoku kaidai •••••••••• 
Chihoku gudan .••••••••• 684 
Chiisai kumamatsuri •••••••••. 
Chimei Ainugo shojiten •••••••••• 
Chippubetsu Nogyo Kyodo Kumiai Fujimbu 
Chiri koza •••••.•••• 739 
Chiri showa •••••••••• 740 
Chishima Ainuron ••••••••• 1225 
Chishima chosasho •••••••••• 
Chishima gaishi •••••••••• 
164 
552 
1 
1162 
738 
junenshi 
Chishima Hokuyo Kaihatsu Kisei Shotaikai kiyo 
Chishima Karafuto shinryakushi 
Chishima kiko ••••••••• 865 
Chishima koyadocho ••••••••• 992 
Chishima mandai o kangaeru •••••••••• 575 
Chishima monogatari •••••••..• 576, 866 
Chishima Ogasawarato shiko •••••••••• 577 
Chishima retto kakei bunkenhyo •••••••••• 
Chishima Shiberia tankenshi •••••••••• 554 
Chishima Shikotan dojin chosasho •.•••••••• 
553 
2 
1226 
Chishima Shikotan Habomai no kizoku mandai •••••••••• 
Chishima tanken jikki •••••••••• 867 
Chiyashi sunawachi Ezo no toride •••••••••• . 1239 
Chizu mokuroku •••••••••• 741 
Daihoe • • • • • • • • • • 439 
Daiikki Hokkaido takushoku jigyo keikaku setsumeisho 
• . • • • • • • • . 914 
Dai Koanrei Orochon no shirakaba juhi kogei •••••••••• 
Dainiji Taisengo ni okeru Nissa gyogyo kankei •••••• 
Dainiki Hokkaido takushoku keikakuan setsumei •••••• 
Daisetsu no kozan shokubutsu ••••••••• 1295 
Daisetsu sancho no sekki jidai iseki •••••••••• 1240 
Daisetsuzan oyobi Ishikarigawa joryu tanken kaihatsushi 
.••••••••• 742, 916 
Daisetsuzan tokubetsu chosa hokoku 
Daisetsuzan tozanho oyobi tozan annai 
Daiusudake seisei ni tsuite Tanakadate 
.......... 1297 
Date choshi . . . . . . . . . . 440 
Densetsu no Asahigawa oyobi sono fukin 
Dochi ippan •••••••••• 707 
Dosei fuunroku ••••••••• 708 
Ebeotsu choshi ..••••••. 441 
1296 
743 
Rigakushi ni tadasu 
208 
Ebetsu tondenhei sonshi •••••.•••• 442 
221 
1045 
913 
578 
104 
1083 
915 
Ekimei no kigen • • • • • • • • • . 1024 
Engaru choshi • • • • • • • . • • 443 
En'yu Yagakko •••••••••• 1274 
Esashi choshi shiryohen •••••••••• 444 
Esashi hinokiyama no enkaku •••••••••• 1098 
Esashi to Matsumae oiwake •.•••••••• 105 
Ezo 
Ezobanashi 
Ezo byobu 
Ezochi 
Ezochi annai 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
.......... 
256, 257, 
258, 685 
1164 
259 
744 
Ezochi bunka himitsuroku ••••••.••. 
1163 
628 
Ezochi gokaitaku sho okakitsuke sho ukagai shorui 
Ezochi gokeigo gokiroku •••••••••• 260 
Ezochi goyodome .••••••••• 262 
Ezochi goyotaku sho okakitsuke ukagai shorui 
Ezochi horobitemo Ainumoshiri wa horobizu 
Ezochi ikken •••••••••• 263 
Ezochi kembun fusetsugaki •••••••••• 
Ezochi kembun mikomi taii joshinsho soko 
Ezochi kodai no sake •••••••••• 1165 
Ezochi miyage ···~······ 918 
.Ezochi no kaitaku •••••••••• 
Ezo dochuki •••••••••• 
Ezo funnyodan •••••••••• 
266, 919 
7 45 ' 7 46 ' 7 4 7 
1046 
Ezo fuzoku isan •••••••••• 
Ezogashima kikan hochu 
Ezo hicho •••••••••• 
Ezo hagen moshiogusa 
Ezo jojitsu •••••••••• 
Ezo kibun •••••••••• 
Ezo kiko ....••.... 
Ezo kiko sho 
Ezo kochizu monogatari 
Ezo konjaku monogatari 
Ezo koteiki •••••••••• 
Ezo kyubun •••••••••• 
Ezo Matsumae shosetsu 
Ezo moyo •••••••••• 
Ezo ni kansuru koka 
.......... 
210 
.......... 
267 
268 
748, 
751 
.......... 
.......... 
753 
629 
.......... 
269 
.......... 
1166 
749, 
Ezo nikki • • • • • • • • • • 630, 7 54 
Ezo ni okeru Wajin densetsuko 
Ezo nishiki chishio no akebono 
Ezo nisshi • • • • • • • • • • 7 55 
1167 
136 
750 
752 
1168 
1169 
165 
Ezo no bunka to Ainu no bunka •••••••••• 
264 
Ezo no chi e chakugan no Sekijin ikken ••••••••.• 
Ezo no kosatsu ni tsuite ••.••.••.• 236 
Ezo no Kuni fuzoku ninja no sata •.•••••.•• 
Ezo no Kuni yawa 
Ezo no shimabumi 
222 
756 
757, 758 
209 
270 
1170 
1171 
631 
917 
261 
1227 
265 
Ezo no token 1241 
Ezo obake retsuden •••.•••••• 166 
Ezo oyobi Ainu ni kansuru choshomokuroku 
Ezo Roshia • • • • • • • • • . 632 
Ezo Roshiazoku raiki ••••••.••• 33 
Ezoshi 
Ezo shiroku 
Ezo shoroku 
Ezo shui 
Ezo sodoki 
272' 273 
634 
635 
759 
636 
Ezo sodo no kakitsuke utsushi Ezochi ikokusen torai rambo 
oboegaki • • • . • • . • • • 63 7 
Ezo sojo ikken torihakarai shimatsu oboe 
Ezo soran shuroku •..•••..•• 638 
Ezo soshi •••••••••• 639, 686 
Ezo tenguko •••••••••. 211 
Ezo to Ainu •••••••••• 1242 
Ezo to Amanocho no kenkyu •••••••••• 
Ezo tokaiki •••••••••• 760 
Ezo zakki •••••••••• 640, 687, 688 
Ezo zatsuji •••••••••• 641 
Fudoki Nihon 274 
Fujo kinsei no Shin'i Misaki .......... 
Fukuyama doko ryakki .......... 445 
Fukuyama funjo shorui .......... 446 
Fukuyama hifu .......... 275 
Fukuyama kyuki .......... 276, 277 
Fukuyama tenki ......... 278 
Funkawan Ainu no hogei .......... 1084 
Futsusen teihaku nikki .......... 642 
Gaidobukku Hokkaido no hakubutsukan 
Gaijin no mita Ezochi .••••••••• 279 
1172 
237 
761 
3 
555 
Gaikoku bunken ni arawaretaru shoki no Hokkaido •••••• 280 
Gendai Sapporo jimbutsushi ••••••.•.• 33 
Gengogaku gojunen ••••.•.••• 137 
Gengo kenkyu ••.••••... 138 
Genroku nenkan yori Kyowa nenkan ni itaru ikoku kankei 
zakki •••••••••• 643 
Genshi mon'yoshu 
Ginrinso monogatari 
Gofuchike ressekicho 
106 
447 
281 
Gojunkenshi oto moshiawasesho .•••••.••. 282 
Gokachu narabini gofuchinin onateyukidaka •••••••••• 283 
Gokaikaku ni tsuki ofuregaki todome ••••••.••• 284 
223 
Goken'yaku narabini gokaikaku ofuregaki todomeko ••.••• 285 
Goken'yaku ofuregaki todome .••••.•••• 286 
Goryokakunai Rekishikan chinretsu mokuroku •••••••••• 4 
Goyo todomesaku .••••••••• 287 
Gummei no gi ni tsuki moshiagesoro kakitsuke sho • • • • • • 762 
Gunjiso: Kita Chishima no jitsujo o kataru •••••••••• 868 
Gyozei kaitei ni tsuki jimmin doyo gairyaku •••••••••• 1085 
Hakodate •••••••••• 81, 763 
Hakodate annai •••••••••• 764 
Hakodate Donan jimmeiroku •••••••••• 
Hakodate-ku Gaikokukyoku nisshi •••••••••• 
Hakodate goyodome •••••••••• 449 
Hakodate enkakushi •••••••••. 448 
Hakodate hanjoki .••••••••• 450 
Hakodate ijindan •••••••••• 645 
Hakodate kaikoshiwa •••••••••• 
Hakodate kaisen shiwa 
Hakodateken chishiryaku 
Hakodate kiji •••••••••• 453 
Hakodate kobunshu •••••••••• 288 
451 
452 
765 
Hakodate konjakucho •••••••••• 454 
73 
Hakodateko shogyo no kenrei •••••••••• 994 
Hakodate Kuko Nakano iseki •••••••••• 1243 
Hakodate kushi •••••••••• 455 
Hako~ate-ku tokei •••••••••• 456 
644 
Hakodate kyodo shiryo mokuroku •••••••••• 5 
Hakodate kyodoshi zuihitsu •••••••••• 457 
Hakodate meishiroku •••••••••• 74 
Hakodate nikki •••••••••• 458, 646 
Hakodate nisshi ki •••••••••• 459 
Hakodate no bunkazai 1173 
Hakodate no mukashibanashi 212 
Hakodate no shiseki ••.••.•••• 460 
Hakodate no shiseki to meisho 461 
Hakodate no shohin •••••••••• 995 
Hakodate o sakugenchi to seru hokuyo gyogyo ni kansuru 
hanzai no kenkyu .••••••.•• 1086 
Hakodate oyakusho nenchu gyoji •••••••••• 1174 
Hakodate oyakusho tsutomekata kokoroe •••••••••• 289 
Hakodate rohen kanwa •••••••••• 462 
Hakodate Senso to Goryokaku ••••.••••• 463 
Hakodate shishi •••••••••• 464 
Hakodate shoko meikan 
Hakodate taika saigaishi 
Hakodate taikashi •••••••••• 
Hakodate to Takuboku •••••••••. 
Hakodate Zeikan enkaku ryakushi 
Hassamu-mura no iseki hakkutsuki 
224 
466 
996 
465 
167 
997 
1244 
Hattari iwakage iseki ••••.•.••• 1298 
Hayama Seitaro den •••••••••• 34 
Henchi sosho ..•••••••• 290 
Henkyo Hokkaido •••••••••• 766 
Hen'yo bunkai zuko •••••••••• 900 
Hidaka kaihatsushi •••••••••. 920 
Hidaya Ezo yama ukeoi kankei monjo 
467 
468 
767 
1099 
Higashi Asahigawa choshi •••••••••• 
Higashi Asahigawa gojunenshi •••••••••• 
Higashi Ezochi dochu ryakki •••••••••• 
Higashi Ezochi kakubasho yosu taigaisho 
Higashi Ezochi Matsumae yori Atsukeshi made 
•••••••• 291, 768 
dochu nikki 
• • • • • • • • • • 769 
Higashi Ezo dochu nikki ••••••••• 
Higashi Ezo Isen torai osonae kiji 
Higashi Ezo nisshi ••••.••••• 771 
Higashi Ezo yawa •••••••••. 772 
Hi-Koropokkuron •••••••••• 213 
Hiromekari •••••••••• 773 
Hoan iko •••••••••• 469 
Hogenji koshuyo kiroku sho •••••••••• 
Hokkaido ••:••····· 774, 1175 
770 
Hokkaido Akan-cho no bunkazai •••••••••• 
Hokkaido annai •••••••••• 775 
Hokkaido Banseisha Tokachi kaihatsushi 
Hokkaido Bukkyoshi jii •••••••••• 
Hokkaido bungaku chizu •••••••••• 
Hokkaido bungaku sampo •••••••••• 
Hokkaido bungakushi •••••••••• 
hokkaido bungaku shiko •••••••••• 
Hokkaido bunka ni tsuite •••••••••• 
Hokkaido bunkashi josetsu •••••••••• 
Hokkaido bunka shiko •••••••••• 
Hokkaido chiri •••••••••• 776 
238 
168 
169 
170 
171 
294 
647 
292 
1176 
.......... 921 
1177 
293 
Hokkaido Choritsu Otaru Shogyo Kakkoshi •••••••••• 1275 
Hokkaido chosa hokoku •••••••••• 1047 
Hokkaidocho shozo kyuki mokuroku •••••••••• 6 
Hokkaidocho sonata fure •••••••••• 710 
Hokkaido Daigaku Fuzoku Toshokan shozo Hokkaido kankei chizu 
zurui mokuroku •••••••••• 777 
Hokkaido Daigaku shozo gakujutsu zasshi sogo mokuroku 
. • • . . . . • . . 8 
Hokkaido Daigaku soki hachijunenshi •••••••••• 
Hokkaido dai hyakka jiten •••••••••• 19 
Hokkaido daiikki takushoku keikaku jigyo hokoku 
Hokkaido dainiki takushoku keikaku jisshi gaiyo 
Hokkaido densetsushu •••••••••• 214 
Hokkaido dobutsuki •••••.•••• 1299 
Hokkaido doroshi 1025 
1276 
922 
923 
Hokkaido Ebetsu-cho enkei tateanashiki £umbo hakken no sekki 
jidaijin ichi tokotsu to sono kaiso jotai 
• • • • • • • • • • 1245 
225 
Hokkaido Ebetsu-cho hakken no dotekiyo doseihin 
Hokkaido ehon ••.••••••• 172 
Hokkaido eishishi ..••••••• 173 
Hokkaido ekimei no kigen •••••••••• 1026 
Hokkaido e no shotai •••••••••• 295 
Hokkaido Ezogo chimeikai •••••••••• 139 
Hokkaido fubutsushi •••••••••• 778 
Hokkaido gaikyo •••••••••• 82, 924 
Hokkaido Gakugei Daigaku Sapporo Bunko shichijunen shoshi 
• • • • • • • • • • 12 7 7 
Hokkaido gendai yumei jinjiroku •.••.••.•. 36 
Hokkaido genshi bunka shuei ••••••••.• 1178 
Hokkaido genshi bunka yoran •••••••.•. 1179 
Hokkaido gikaishi .•...••••• 711 
Hokkaido gyogyo kin'yu no genkyo to tomen no kadai 
. . . . . . . . . . 1091 
Hokkaido gyogyo shiyo 1087 
gyokeishi •••••••.•• 1228 
hachijunendai no kanosei •••••••••• 925 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido Hakodate Shihan Gakko shozo kyodo shiryo kaidai 
mokuroku ••••••••••• 9 
hogensh~ •••••••••• 140 
honto engan kan'i suiroshi 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Horobetsu gyoson seikatsushi •••••••••• 
hoso junen •••••••••• 1028 
ichiran • • • • • • • • • • 296 
iju annai ......... . 926 
iju mondo •••••••••• 927 
imin jigyo shisetsu gaiyo 
imin seisakushi ••••••••.• 929 
Hokkaido iminshi •••••••••• 930 
Hokkaido jimmei jisho •••••••••• 37, 38 
Hokkaido jinushisei shiron •••••••••• 712 
Hokkaido jiyu kokuron •••••••••• 713 
1027 
1088 
928 
Hokkaido junen keikaku jisshi seiseki yoryo 931 
Hokkaido junen keikaku no taiyo •••••••.•. 932 
Hokkaido kadanshi ••.••••••• 174 
Hokkaido kaihatsu no genjo to shorai no mitoshi 
Hokkaido kaihatsu no katei •••••••••• 935 
Hokkaido kaihatsu no mondaiten ••••••.••• 936 
Hokkaido kaihatsuron •••••••••• 937 
1246 
934 
Hokkaido kaihatsu yosan no rekishi to genjo •..••••... 938 
Hokkaido kaikyo kiyo •••••••••• 239 
Hokkaido kaisan dobutsu zusetsu •.•••••••• 1300 
Hokkaido kaisetsuzen no Hokkaidochi ••••....•• 714 
Hokkaido kaisoroku •••••••••• 297 
Hokkaido kaitaku hiron •••••••••• 933 
Hokkaido kaitaku korosha kankei shiryo shuroku •.••••. 39 
Hokkaido kaitaku nogyo no shakai keizaiteki bunseki 939 
Hokkaido kaitaku noka no keiei antei joken ni kansuru chosa 
. . . . . . . . . . 940 
226 
Hokkaido kaitakushi •••••..••• 941 
Hokkaido kaitaku shinron ••••••••• 943 
Hokkaido kakuchi no shokanshu no chosa kenkyu 
11 
779 
Hokkaido kankei shoseki mokuroku 
Hokkaido Karafuto Chishima retto 
Hokkaido Karafuto jimmeiroku 
Hokkaido keizairon •.•••••••• 
7 5' 76 
Hokkaido kidan •••••••••• 
Hokkaido kiji •••••••••• 
Hokkaido kin'yu enkaku ippan 
944 
689 
780, 781 
Hokkaido kin'yushi .••••••••• 1000 
Hokkaido Kirishitanshi shiryo 
Hokkaido Kirisutokyoshi 
Hokkaido kodomo fudoki •••.•••••• 1180 
241 
Hokkaido kogyo no shorai ••••••••.• 1108 
Hokkaido kogyoshi .•••••••.• 1109 
Hokkaido kokogaku koza •.•••••••• 1247 
999 
240 
Hokkaido kokuyu mikaichi daichiseki kashisage kashitsukehyo 
. . . . . . . . . . 298 
Hokkaido konsai no enkaku ••••••••• 
Hokkaido kotoba fudoki •••••••••• 
Hokkaido kotsu shiryo •••••••••• 
Hokkaido kowan gaiyo .••••••••• 
Hokkaido kowan hensenshi •••••••••• 
Hokkaido kyodogoyomi •••••••••• 
Hokkaido Kyodo Kumiai Rengo kaishi 
Hokkaido kyodoshi jiten •••••••••• 
Hokkaido kyodoshi kenkyu •••••••••• 
141 
1030 
1031 
299 
300 
Hokkaido kyodoshi koza ni tsuite •••••••••• 
1029 
1032 
301, 690 
302 
Hokkaido kyoiku enkakushi .••••••••• 1278 
Hokkaido kyoiku gaiyo •••••••••• 1279 
Hokkaido kyoiku no ayumi •••••••••• 1280 
Hokkaido kyoikushi ••••••••.• 1281 
Hokkaido Kyoshokuin Kumiaishi • • • • • • • . . . 1282 
Hokkaido kyu dojin ••••••••.• 1181, 1229 
Hokkaido kyu dojin gaikyo •••••••••• 1230 
Hokkaido kyu dojin hogo enkakushi 
Hokkaido kyu dojin ni taisuru tochi seisaku no hensen 
. . . . . . . . . . 715 
Hokkaido Meiji nenkan 83 
Hokkaido meishoshi •••••••••• 782 
Hokkaido min'yo no tabi •••••••••• 107 
Hokkaido monogatari •••••••••• 1182 
Hokkaido Nanae-son kaikon joyaku teiketsu shimatsu 
Hokkaido nenkan •••••••••• 84 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
Hokkaido 
ni 
ni 
ni 
ni 
ni 
okeru 
okeru 
okeru 
okeru 
okeru 
ama jigyo no rekishi •••••••••• 
bukkadaka ni tsuite •••••••••• 
dokutsu iseki 
hoseishi ••••••••.• 716 
jukeisha kyoiku rodoshi 
227 
1248 
1048 
1231 
1110 
1001 
1232 
998 
470 
Hokkaido ni okeru kofun shutsudo ibutsu no kenkyu 
......... 1249 
Hokkaido ni okeru korai no a tsunami ......... 1301 
Hokkaido ni okeru Mitsui Ginko no ayumi .......... 1002 
Hokkaido ni okeru nochi kokan bungo .......... 1049 
Hokkaido ni okeru nogyo to kogyo to no kankei kenkyu zadankai 
.......... 1111 
Hokkaido ni okeru nos on no j ijo narabini nomin undo 
.......... 1050 
Hokkaido ni okeru shihon to nogyo 
Hokkaido no bunkazai ••.••..... 
Hokkaido no chiisana gakko 
Hokkaido no chika shigen 
Hokkaido nochi kaikakushi 
1183" 
Hokkaido no chikusan •••••••••• 1052 
Hokkaido nochi seisaku no kompon mandai 
Hokkaido no densetsu •••••••••• 215 
Hokkaido no denshin denwashi •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no dobutsu noyurai to sono hensen 
Hokkaido no dogi to hagen •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no doki •••••••••• 1250 
1283 
948 
946 
1033 
142 
Hokkaido no gyogyo kin' yu • • • • • • • • • • 1089 
Hokkaido nogyo hattatsushi sogo nempyo •••••••••• 
no 
Hokkaido nogyo kaihatsu to dojo •••••••••• 1070 
Hokkaido nogyo kaitaku hiroku ••••••••••• 949 
josei 
1051 
947 
1302 
1053 
Hokkaido nogyo kankei bunken shiryo mokuroku ••••••••••• 12 
Hokkaido nogyo keieiron •••••••••• 1054 
Hokkaido nogyo kin'yuron •••••••••• 1055 
Hokkaido no gyoko •••••••••• 1090 
Hokkaido nogyo no enkaku 
Hokkaido nogyo no mandai to hoko •••••••••• 
Hokkaido nogyo no tokushitsu 
Hokkaido nogyo seisanryoku kenkyu 
Hokkaido nogyo seisanryoku no shomondai 
Hokkaido nogyo tebikigusa •.•••••••• 
Hokkaido nogyo tokushu ••••.••••• 1062 
Hokkaido no hana .•.••.•.•. 1303 
Hokkaido no Hidaka to Hidaka no uma 
1056 
1061 
Hokkaido no hinokiyama •••••••••• 1100 
Hokkaido no hokensei ••.•••.... 717 
1057 
1058 
Hokkaido no jutaku to juyoshiki •.•••••••• 1184 
Hokkaido noka fusai jittai chosa hokokusho .••.••.••. 
Hokkaido noka futan chosa •••••••••• 1064 
Hokkaido no kaihatsu to kokyo jigyo •••••••••. 
Hokkaido no kaihatsu wa nanikara hajimeru beki ka 
Hokkaido nokaisambutsu tokei yoran .•••••••.• 
Hokkaido noka keizai chosa hokokusho ••.••••••• 
Hokkaido no keizai •••••.•••• 1003 
Hokkaido no keizai junkan 952 
Hokkaido no keizai to zaisei •••.•••.•• 1004 
228 
1059 
1304 
950 
1065 
1066 
1060 
1063 
951 
Hokkaido no kenkyu •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no ki 
303 
1305 
Hokkaido no kobutsu •••••••••• 242 
Hokkaido no kodai moji •••••••••• 143 
Hokkaido no kofun'yo fumbo ni tsuite ••••••.••• 1251 
Hokkaido no kogyo oyobi boeki •••••••••• 1112 
Hokkaido no kogyo sono genjo to shorai •••••••••• 1113 
Hokkaido no kohi densetsu •••••••••. 216 
Hokkaido no kokogaku ••••.••••• 1252 
Hokkaido no konjaku •••••••••• 304 
Hokkaido no kyoiku sodan .••••••••• 1284 
Hokkaido no minato •••••••••• 1034 
Hokkaido no Nomin Domei junenshi 
Hokkaido no minka ••.••••••• 1185 
1067 
Hokkaido no nimosaku ni tsuite .••••••••• 1068 
Hokkaido no nochi kaitaku •••••••••. 953 
Hokkaido no nogyo ••••••••.. 1069 
Hokkaido no nogyoshi .••••••••• 1071 
Hokkaido no nosakubutsu •.•••.•••• 1072 
175 Hokkaido no onna 
Hokkaido no rekishi 
Hokkaido no sekki jidai •••••••••• 
305, 306 
307 
Hokkaido no senju minzoku •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no senshi bunka •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no senshi jidai ••••••••.• 
Hokkaido no shuyo bussan •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no shimbun to shimbunjin ••••••••• 
1253 
1186 
308 
1114 
Hokkaido no shinrin keiei •••••••••• 1101 
Hokkaido no shizen joken •••••••••• 1306 
Hokkaido no sugata •••••••••• 783 
Hokkaido no tabi •••••••••• 784, 785 
Hokkaido no tensai ni kansuru chosa •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no tori •••••••••• 1307 
Hokkaido no toshi keikaku •••••••••• 
Hokkaido no tsunami ni tsuite 
Hokkaido no tsuru 
uta ........ · · 
yacho ..••.••.•• 
yakimono ......•... 
691 
176 
1309 
Hokkaido no 
Hokkaido no 
Hokkaido no 
Hokkaido no yakuyo yasei shokubutsu 
108 
Hokkaido no yamayama •••••••••• 786 
Hokkaido no yoake •••••••••• 40, 309 
954 
Hokkaido no yogyo ni kansuru chosa •••••••••• 
85 
1308 
Hokkaido no Yoshitsune densetsu •••••••••• 217 
Hokkaido oyobi hanamachi •••••••••• 787 
Hokkaido rekishi jiten •••••••••• 311 
Hokkaido Rekishikan chinretsuhin kaisetsu 
Hokkaido rekishi sampo •••••..••• 312 
Hokkaido rinsambutsu kensa seiseki •••••••••• 
Hokkaido rodo jijo ••.•.••••• 1018 
Hokkaidoron •••••••.•• 313, 955 
Hokkaido ryakushi •••••••••. 314 
Hokkaido saihakken •••••••••• 788 
229 
1073 
1310 
1115 
1102 
693 
Hokkaido saijiki •••••••••• 177 
Hokkaidosaku •••••••••• 694 
Hokkaido sangyo kozo no bunseki .••••••.•• 1116 
Hokkaido sangyo kozo no tokushitsu to sono mondaiten 
. . . . • • . . . . 1117 
Hokkaido sangyoshi monogatari 
Hokkaido sanken bunchishi tsusetsu 
Hokkaido sanken junshi fukumeisho 
Hokkaido sansaishi •••••••••• 1311 
Hokkaido sanson keizai no jittai •••••••••• 
Hokkaido Sapporo Shihan Gakko gojunenshi 
Hokkaido seishin fudoki •••••••••• 41 
Hokkaido sekki jidai gaiyo •••••••••• 1254 
Hokkaido sengo kyoikushi •••••.•••• 1286 
Hokkaido senshigaku juniko •••••••••• 317 
Hokkaido senshi jidaiko .••••••••• 318 
1118 
316 
1074 
Hokkaido senshi jidai no iseki ibutsu narabini jinshu 
. • . • . . . . • . 125 5 
Hokkaido shakai jigyo yoran •••••••••• 
Hokkaido shashin bunkashi •••••••••• 
Hokkaidoshi •••••••••• 319, 320 
Hokkaido shichoson gyosei kikaku benran 
Hokkaido shichoson soran •••••••••• 
Hokkaidoshi gaisetsu •••••••••• 
Hokkaido shigaku kyoikushi •••••••••• 
321 
1233 
109 
719 
1287 
Hokkaidoshi jimmei jii •••••••••• 42 
Hokkaido shijinshu •••••••••• 178 
Hokkaido shiken •••••••••• 789 
Hokkaidoshi kenkyu •••••••••• 86 
Hokkaidoshi kenkyu no ayumi •••••••••• 
Hokkaido Shikotsu Toya Akan Daisetsuzan 
. • • . . . . . . . 790 
322 
Erimomisaki 
Hokkaido Shimbun junnenshi .••••••••• 87 
Hokkaido Shimbun nijunenshi •.•••••••• 88 
Hokkaidoshi nempu •••••••••• 323 
Hokkaidoshi no jidaiteki kubun •••••••••• 324 
Hokkaidoshi no rekishi •••••••••• 325 
Hokkaido Shirataki-Hattoridai ni okeru saisekki bunka 
. . . . . . . . . . 1256 
Hokkaido shiryo shomoku kaidai •••••••••• 13 
Hakkaido shiryo shozai mokuroku •••••••••• 14 
Hokkaido shisatsu benran •••••••••• 326 
315 
Hokkaido shiseki meisho tennen·kinembutsu chosa hokokusho 
. . . . . . . • . • . 7 91 
Hokkaido shiseki meisho tennen kinembutsu kogai 
Hokkaido shiyo •••••••••• 327 
Hokkaido shokugyo gyoseishi .•••••••• 1019 
Hokkaido shokumin jokyo hobun •••••••••• 328 
Hokkaido shoshi 329, 330 
Hokkaido shozo shiryo mokuroku 15 
Hokkaido shuki •••••••••. 956 
Hokkaido shutsudo no warabite ni kansuru mondai 
Hokkaido shuyo sangaku toro gaikyo •••.••••.. 794 
Hokkaido sogo kaihatsu keikakusho •••••••••• 957 
230 
1285 
718 
792 
1257 
Hokkaido sogo kaihatsu no arikata ••••.••••• 957 
Hokkaido sogo kaihatsu no shomondai 
Hokkaido sogo keizaishi •••••.•••• 960 
Hokkaido suisangyo no shorai •••••••••• 1092 
Hokkaido Takushoku Ginko gojunenshi •••••••••• 
Hokkaido takushoku hoshin no juritsu ni tsuite 
Hokkaido takushoku kaihatsu keizairon •••••••••• 
Hokkaido takushokushi •••••••••. 942, 962 
Hokkaido Takushokushi Hensangakari shozo mokuroku 
. . . . . • • . • . 10 
Hokkaido takushoku to jinja •••.•••••• 243 
Hokkaido takushoku yoran ••••••••.• 963 
959 
1005 
961 
331 
Hokkaido Tanka Kisen Kabushiki Kaisha gojunenshi ••••••• 1006 
Hokkaido Teikoku Daigaku soki gojisshunen kinen koenshu 
. . . . . . . . . . . 1288 
Hokkaido tetsudo ensen shisatsu benran 
Hokkaido kakueki yoran •••••••••• 
Hokkaido tetsudo nempyo •••••••••• 
Hokkaido tokorodokoro •••••••••• 
Hokkaido tokushugo • • • • • • • • • • •. 964 
Hokkaido tondenhei seido ni tsuite 
Hokkaido to Shimane-ken •••••••••• 
Hokkaido to shukyojin •••••••••• 
Hokkaido yobun •••••••••• 696 
Hokkaido yoran •••••••••• 966 
Hokkaido yureki nikki ••••••.••• 
Hokkaido zaiwa •••••••••• 
Hokkaido zenkindai no bunkashi 
Hokkai enkakuka •••••••••• 
Hokkai hyakunin isshu 
Hokkai kiko •••••••••• 796 
1103 
179 
1036 
1037 
795 
244 
332 
180 
Hokkai Mao Kobayashi Kotaro-kun .......... 
Hokkai no ompa •••••••••• 
Hokkai no senkusha Mamiya Rinzo 
Hokkai shidan •••••••••• 181 
Hokkai shiryo •••••••••• 798 
Hokkai tokushugo 
Hokkai uhakuki 
Hokkai zuihitsu 
Hokkei shoshi sho 
Hoko Ainu suiboshi 
Hoko Chishima 
Hokuchi kaitaku 
.......... 
Hokuchi kigen ••••.••••• 720 
Hokuchi nisshi 
Hokuchi Roi ikken 
Hokugai no higeki •••••••••. 
Hokuhen kaitaku Ainu •••••••.•• 
Hokuhen tanji 
Hokuidan 
Hokumei zakki 
800 
967 
231 
797 
1187 
648 
799 
649 
1234 
869 
334 
650 
651 
1235 
1188 
901 
1035 
965 
695 
333 
43 
44 
Hokumon shiko 
Hokumon sosho 
Hokuo no kodai bunka 
335 
20 
Hokusa bunryaku •••••••••• 902 
Hokusa ibun •••.•••••• 903 
1180 
Hokushin no senkakusha Mogami Tokunai Kondo Juzo •••••••.•. 45 
Hokusho kaidai •••••••••• 16 
Hokusui kaigyo teiyo •••••••••• 336 
Hokuto ....•..... 89 
Hokuyo •••••••••• 182 
Hokuyo genjumin no seikatsu •••••••••• 1190 
Hokuyo genju minzaku no shocho •••••••••• 
Hokuyozai keizai shiron .••••••••. 1104 
Hokuyu zakki •••••••••• 801 
Hompo shuto no biso Nakagawa Goroji no jiseki 
Honcho kanameichi •••••••••• 652 
Hondo beisaku no enkaku •••••••••• 
Hondo hokubu no doki kosatsu •••••••••• 
1075 
Hondo kaitaku to kandan •••••••••• 968 
Hondo sanka no raireki ni tsuite •••••••••• 
Hoppa bumrnei shiwa •••••••••• 337 
Hoppa bunka kenkyu •••••••••• 1191 
Hoppa bunka no snocho •••••••••• 1192 
1258 
1236 
46 
1312 
Hoppa chiiki jumin no zaisan hosho seikyuken • • • • • • • • • • 7 21 
Hoppa dobutsuki •••••••••• 1313 
Hoppoken no ie •••••••••• 1193 
Hoppo kinkai anzen sogyo mandai •••••••••• 
Hoppo konchuki •••••••••• 1314 
Hoppo monzoku no tabi •••••••••• 
Hoppa miraiko •••••••••• 339 
Hoppa no akusesari •••••••••• 
Hoppa no kodai bunka •••••••••• 
Hoppa no kuhaku •••••••••• 579 
Hoppa no mingu •••••••••• 111 
Hopporon ••.••••••• 340 
Hoppa ryodo •••••••••• 580, 581 
338 
110 
1195 
Hoppo ryodo dakkan e no michi •••••.•••• 
Hoppa ryodo kankei shiryo saran •••••••••. 
Hoppa ryodo mandai kiso shiryoshu •••••••••• 
Hoppa ryodo mandai no kiin to keika •••••••••• 
1093 
582 
583 
584 
Hoppa ryodo mandai no rekishiteki haikei .••••••••• 
585 
Hoppa ryodo mandai to Nihon Kyosanto •••••••••• 587 
Hoppa ryodo no chii •••••••••. 588 
Hoppa ryodo no henkan yokyu undo .••••••••• 
Hoppa ryodo no hori •••••••••• 590 
Hoppa ryodo no hoteki chii •••••••.•. 
Hoppa ryodo no rekishi to shorai •.•••.•.•• 
Hoppa ryodo o kangaeru ••••••••.• 593 
Hoppa ryodo to Nissa dakai •••.•••••. 
Hopposhi nyumon •.•••••••• 341 
Hoppa torai •.•••••••• 342 
232 
589 
591 
592 
594 
586 
Horeki juichinen gojunkenshi oto mothiawasesho ••••••••• 343 
Hori Toshihiro Ezochi kokugo sentei Ezochi ekiro kaisetsu no 
kengi •••••••••• 802 
Iburikoku Chitose-mura kazambaika no tateana iseki 
. . . . . . . . . . 1259 
Ichimo zatsuroku •••••••••• 556 
Ichinichi ichigensho •••••••••• 183 
Iju annai Hokumon no kagi •••••••••• 344 
Ijusha seiseki chosa •••••••••• 969 
Ikoku e hyoryu tsukamatsurisoro Mutsu no Kuni no mono yonin 
kuchigaki •••••••••• 653 
Ikoku Hokkaido •••••••••• 21 
Ikokusen Ezo toraijo no utsushi 
Ikutawara sonshi •••••••••• 
Imagane choshi •••••••••• 
Ima Soren wa nani o neratteiru ka 
Ino Tadatake •••••••••• 47 
471 
472 
654 
595 
Ishikarigawa genryu gense~r~n sogo chosa hokoku •••••••••• 1105 
Ishikari Kamikawq yori kita kaigan Shokotsugoe yamamichi 
mikomi no gi ••••••••••• 1038. 
Ishikari Kamikawa yori kita kaigan YUhetsu kawasuji e shindo 
mikomi no gi •••••••••• 1039 
Ishikari nisshi •••••••••• 803 
Ishikari no Kuni Kamikawa-gun dantai imin jokyo hobun 
• . . • . . . . . . • . 970 
Ishikari no Kuni Kamikawa-gun kaitaku jigyo no gi ni tsuki 
kempaku •••••••••• 971 
Ishikari Sappororyo Okaharushi yori Chitose dori Yuhari 
Sorachi yori Kamikawa ban'ya........... 1040 
Ishikari Tokachi ryoga kiko •••••••••• 804 
Ishikawa Kenzaburo Roko ikken shorui •••••••••• 596 
Ishinzen choson seidoko •••••••••• 722 
Ishinzen Hokkaido hensai nempyo •••••••••• 
Iwamizawa shishi •••••••••• 473 
Iwamura Chokan shisei hoshin enzetsusho 
Iwamura Chokan zuiko Kamikawa kiko 
Jochi no setsu Sen-han Hori-shi kengen 
Jon Bachera no tegami 48 
Kaeido Ezo ofuregaki narabini zassho •••••••••• 
Kaei sannen yori Ansei ninen ni itaru fusetsugaki 
Kaibato mondai no shinso .••••••••• 557 
233 
1315 
723 
805 
345 
346 
• ••••• 655 
Kaibo kiji .••••••••• 656 
Kaidoku Hokkaido kodai moji kenkyu 144 
Kaere Hoppa ryodo •.••.••••• 597 
Kaido shichijunen •••••••••• 347 
49 Kaido zengo takushoku koseki seishoki •••••••••• 
Kaisha soshiki ni yoru Hokkaido kaitaku no kenkyu ••••••• 972 
Kaitaku ketsuruishi •••••••••• 975 
Kaitaku nominki •••••••••• 
Kaitakushi fureroku •••••••••. 
Kaitakushi jigyo ryakki •••••••••• 
Kaitakushi kakusho shokuinroku 
Kaitakushi komon Horashi Kepuron 
Kaitakushi nisshi ••••..•••• 
50 
976 
973 
974 
Kaitakushi no sanhangan •••••••••• 977 
Kaitakushi shoki no Sapporo hompu keiei 
Kaitakushi zengo •••••••••• 348 
Kaizuka jinkotsu no nazo to Ainu no Iomante 
Kakizaki Orito nikki •••••••••• 349 
Kamera kiko •••••••••• 245 
Kamuihoromui kyodoshi •••••••••• 474 
Kaikawa-gun Ainugo chimeikai •••••••••• 806 
Kamikawa-gun shutcho nisshi ••••••••• 350 
Kamikawa kembun kidan •••••••••• 351 
Kaimikawa kiko •••••••••• 807, 808 
Kaminokuni Yoshimi-ke monjo •••••••••• 
Kamuchatka hakken to Beringu tanken 
Kankai ibun •••••••••• 905 
Kanken gaisai torishirabesho 
Kanko Hokkaido •••••••••• 809 
Kankokuroku 810 
Kanreichi eino chosa hokokusho •••••••••• 
Kansei Higashi Ezochi Etorofuto taigaisho 
22 
Kansei izen hondo no iju jumoku •••••••••• 
Kansei junen kachu oyobi fuchinin resseki shirabe 
Kansoki •••••••••• 658 
Kan'yaku Matsuura Takeshiro-den sho 
Kan'yu nikki •••••••••• 811 
Karafuto Ainu •••••••.•• 559 
77 
724 
904 
1007 
1076 
1106 
51 
Karafuto Ainu Giriyaku Orokko no kogei tokuni juhi kogei ni 
tsuite •••••••••• 112 
Karafuto Ainu jukyo to mingu ••••••••• 
Karafuto Ainu no jukyo ••••••••• 
Karafuto Ainu sowa •••••••••• 1199 
1198 
1197 
Karafuto Ainugo chimei shojiten •••••••••• 870 
Karafuto annai chimei no tabi •••••••••• 871 
978 
1196 
558 
352 
Karafuto bannin Tomigoro Genshichi nado Shichinin Rokoku yori 
sashimodosare ni tsuki .•••••••••• 659 
Karafuto chishi •••••••••• 872, 873 
Karafuto Chishima koko minzokushi •••••.••. 1260 
Karafuto chochi gaiyo 725 
234 
Karafuto chochi yoran ••••.•.••• 
Karafutocho Hakubutsukan annai 
726 
Karafutocho shisei sanjunenshi .••••••••• 
Karafutocho tokeisho .••••••••• 727 
Karafuto enkakushi •••••••••. 562 
.Karafuto enkaku chishi narabi ni kyokai no gi 
Karafuto Esutoru-cho gaikyo •••••••••• 875 
Karafuto fudoki •••••••••• 876 
Karafuto genshi minzoku no seikatsu 
Karafuto hakubutsushi ••••••••••• 
Karafuto Hokkaido no kobunka ••••.••••• 
877 
Karafuto kaifuku kinencho . . . . . . . . . 563 
1201 
874 
560 
1200 
Karafuto kankei bunken somokuroku ••••.••••• 17 
Karafuto kyoiku hattatsushi •••••••••• 1289 
Karafuto kyoiku no hensen to watakushi no seikatsu kiroku 
•••••••••• 1290 
Karafuto kyokai dampan shimatsu 
Karafuto meibutsu •••••••••• 
Karafuto nikki •••••••••• 
Karaft.ito 
Karafuto 
Karafuto 
Karafuto 
no chimei .••.•...•. 
nogyo shokumin mondai 
no jits~jo to shorai 
no rekishi .......... . 
Karafuto nosangyo to kowan 
Karafuto no tabi •••••••••• 
1316 
878 
879 
564 
881, 882 
Karafuto okuchi dojin no fuzoku •••••••••• 
1119 
Karafuto oyobi Kamchatsuka •••••••••• 906 
Karafuto oyobi Shiberia ryokodan •••••••••• 
Karafuto senryo kinen Kondo Juzo·, Mamiya Rinzo 
Karafuto shashinshu •••••••••• 883 
Karafutoshi •••••••••• 565 
Karafutoshi monogatari 
Karafuto shisei enkaku 
Karafuto shokubutsushi 
Karafuto tankan no hitobito 
Karafuto yoran •••••••••• 90 
566 
728 
1317 
Kashu Hokkaido isshu •••••••••• 184 
Katsura Jikan ikko Kamikawa kiko 
Keiho guhitsu •••••••••• 660 
Keimeikai dai-juhachikai koenshu 
Kinchu nikki .•.••••••• 353 
53 
Kindaichi Hakushi beiji kinen ronshu •••••••••• 
Kindaichi Kyosuke senshu •••••••••• 24 
598 
979 
880 
1202 
907 
812 
1291 
Kindaichi Kyosuke zuihitsu senshu •••••••••• 185 
Kindai Hokkaidoshi kenkyu josetsu •••••••••. 354 
Kinsei ni okeru Hoppo mondai no shinten •••••••••• 
Kinsei no Hokkaido •••••••••• 355 
Kirisutokyo no Ezo torai .••••••.•• 246 
Kita Chishima Ainugo •••••••••• 146 
Kita Chishima chosa hobun •••••••••• 567 
235 
23 
599 
561 
52 
Kic:a Chishima no t:ankendan .......... 568 
Kic:a Ezochi Roshiajin joriku shirabeki .......... 661 
Kic:a Ezo koc:eiki .......... 884 
Kit:a Ezo kayo ihen .......... 187 
Kic:a Ezo shinshi .......... 885 
Kic:a Ezo yoshi .......... 886 
Kic:a Ezo zusetsu •••••••••• 887, 888 
Kitagaki Chokan Hokkaido kait:aku iken gushinsho .•••••• 980 
Kita Karafuto t:anken hokoku •••••••••• 889 
Kit:ami shishi . . • . . . . . . . 4 7 5' 476 
Kita no hic:o . . . . . . . . . . 186 
Kit:a no kogei . . . . . . . . . . 113 
Kit:a no mon•yo . • . . . • • • . . 114 
Kic:a no senkaku • • • • • • • • • • 54 
Kit:a no t:enki •••••••••• 1318 
Kita-son sonshi •••••••••• 477 
Kodai densho to Togoku •••••••••• 218 
Kodai Ezo c:o Ainu •••••••••• 1203 
Kogo jiken c:suzuri •••••••••• 356 
Kohi izen •••••••••• 1204 
Kokkyo Karafuto •••••••••• 890 
Kokogakujo no Nemuro no ibutsu c:o iseki 1261 
Kokudo keikaku to shit:e no Hokkaido sago keikaku no 
hitsuyosei •••••••••. 981 
Kokugogaku ronko •••••••••• 147 
Kokumei no gi ni tsuki moshiage sora kakitsuke sho 
. . . . . . . . . . 813 
Kokuric:su Kokkai Toshokan shozo chizu mokuroku 
. . . . . . . . . . 814 
Kokusan Shiko Hakurankai Hokkaido Rekishikan chinretsuhin 
kaisec:su •••.•••••. 115 
Konchu no ainumei ni t:suit:e ..•.•••••• 
Kondo jun•iroku ••••••••.• 891 
Konjaku no Ainu monogat:ari •••••••••• 
Kono Hiromichi shosakushu ••••••.••• 
Kono Hiromichi not:o •••.•••••. 1262 
Kono Tsunekichi chosakushu .••••••••• 
Kono Tsunekichi nato .••••••••• 1263 
1319 
1205 
25 
26 
Korobokkururon no konjaku ..•••••••• 219 
Koropokkuru setsu no gobyo o ronzu ••••.••..• 
Kotan . • • • • • • • • • 221 
Kot:an enkin •••••••••• 188 
Kotan ni ikiru •••••••••• 1206 
Kot:an no konseki •••••••••• 1237 
Kotan no rakuen •••••••••• 222 
Kujigac:a goyodome ••••.•••• 357 
Kuma mat:suri . • • • • • • • • . 1207 
Kuma no ahsiac:o ••••••.•.. 1208 
Kunashiri Et:orofu no kenhyo ni kansuru dan•an 
Kunashiri sodoki •••••••••. 570 
Kunashiri soda shosoku 662 
236 
220 
569 
Kuneppu sonshi ••••.••••• 478 
Kurisawa choshi •••••••••• 479 
Kuroda Kiyotaka to Horesu Kepuron ••••••.••• 55 
Kuroda Kiyotaka, umoretaru Meiji no soseki •••••••• 
Kusa no naka no densetsu •••••••••• 223 
Kushiro bungaku undoshi •••••••••• 189 
Kushiro kankei nikki komonjoshu •••••••••• 480 
Kushiro kyodo shiko •••••••••• 481 
Kushiro shishi •••••••••• 482 
Kushiro sosho •••••••••• 27 
Kusuri basho hikiwatashi ikken kakimono 
Kusuri nisshi •••••••••• 815 
Kutchan choshi •••••.•••• 483 
Kyochu todome ••••••••• 359 
Kyodo no chiri •••••••••• 816 
Kyodo no ijin Mogami Tokunai •••••••••• 57 
Kyodoshiteki jijoden •••••••••• 58 
Kyodo to kaitaku ••••••••••• 360 
Kyowa shieki •••••••••• 817 
Kyu Kanhan hansai fusei jiken torishirabe 
Kyuki shoroku •••••••••• 361, 362, 818 
Kyumei koki •••••••••• 363 
Kyumei koki furoku •••••••••• 
Kyumei koki furoku ikkenmono 
Kyumei koki iko •••••••••• 
Kyuki zasshu •••••••••• 
366 
697 
364 
Machidoshiyori nikki bassho •••••••••• 
Machidoshiyori tsumesho nikki utsushi 
Mamiya Rinzo •••••••••• 59, 698 
365 
367 
Mamiya Rinzo Karafuto narabini Manshu tanken jiseki 
• . . . . . . . . . 908 
Mamiya Rinzo tairiku kiko 
Manrido Ezo nikki bassho 
Manshu kaitaku to Hokkaido 
909 
484 
1077 
56 
358 
1008 
368 
Matsuda Denjuro Mamiya Rinzo kita Ezo kembunsho shinteisho 
. . . . . . . . . . 892 
Matsumaechi narabini nishi Ezochi meisaiki 
Matsumae choshi •••••••••• 485 
Matsumae densetsu •••••••••• 224 
Matsumae Ezochi basho ukeoi siedo no kenkyu ••••••••• 
Matsumae Ezochi basho ukeoi seido seiritsu no kenkyu 
. . . . . . . . . . 369 
ezu • • • • • • • • • • 820 Matsumae Ezochi 
Matsumae Ezochi 
Matsumae Ezoki 
Matsumae fudoko 
kaijo hoken kanrei no kenkyu 
. • . • . . • . • 3 70 
• . • . . . • • • . 1209 
Matsumae fukuryo ikken •••••••••• 
Matsumae Fukuyama shojo •••••••••• 
Matsumae Edo nikki •••••••••• 373 
237 
371 
372 
819 
1094 
1009 
Matsumae-han kobunroku 
Matsumae-han kobunsho 
Matsumae hogenko •••••••••• 148 
Matsumaejo .•••••••• 386 
374 
375 
Matsumae jonai seito shinji Matsumae kagura 
Matsumae-ke ki •••••••••• 376 
Matsumae kiko •••••••••• 821 
Mstsumae kyuki •••••••••• 377 
Matsumae mochiba kembun todome •••••••••• 
Matsumae Mondo Hirotoki nikki ••••••••• 
Matsumae nennenki •••••••••• 380 
378 
379 
Matsumae Okinokuchi gobansho toriatsukai narabi goshuno 
toritategata tetsuzukisho ••.•••••• 487 
Matsumae saijiki soko ••••.••••• 1210 
Matsumae sambutsu taigaikan fu Hokkaido kokon shoshirabe 
sanko zassho •••••••••• lOll 
Matsumaeshi •••••••••• 822 
Matsumae shonin joyadocho •••••••••• 1012 
Matsumae soja ryakki •••••••••• 381 
Matsumae saran kohen go'otoki •••••••••• 663 
Matsumae to Sugae Masumi •••••••••• 60 
247 
Matsumae yurai fu.Sekijin raichono koto •••••••••• 664 
Matsuura Takeshiro •••••••••• 61 
Matsuura Takeshiro Ezo nisshishu 
Matsuura Takeshiro shoden to kaidai 
Me de miru Hokkaidoshi •.•••••••• 
382 
62 
383 
Meiji gannen yori Meiji sannen ni itaru Hakodat~ zairyu 
kakkoku kanri furetassho ••.••••••• 665 
Meiji 
Meiji 
Meiji 
Ishinzen no Hokkaido sozei seido shiyo •••••••• 1013 
juninendo Hakodate shokyo genko •••••••••• 1014 
Meiji 
Meiji 
Meiji 
Meiji 
juyonen Meiji Taitei Hokkaido gjunko shiryoshu 
. . . . . . . . . . 699 
n1Juyonen 1JU nagayama tonden 
nenen Nane-mura kaikon joyakusho 
no Sapporo •••••••••• 488 
sannen Kanken koguchi sambutsu shozei shirabe 
. • • . . • • . • . 1015 
Meiji shoki no Hoppa ryodo maondi •••••••••• 600 
Meiji shonen Hokkai kibun •••••••••• 823 
982 
983 
Meiji-zen Nihon jinruigaku senshigakushi •••••••• 384 
Memuro-cho gojunenshi ••••••••• 489 
Memuro-cho nokyoshi •••••••••• 1078 
Minami Chishima Shikotan toshi •••••••.•• 893 
Minshu seishinshi no gunzo .•••••••.• 385 
Mombetsu shishi •••••••••• 490 
Monogatari Hokkaido jimbutsushi ..•••••••• 63 
Monogatari Hokkaidoshi •••••••••• 386 
Moi tokanki •••••••••• 824 
Mukashibanashi Hokkaido •••••••.•• 387 
Muragaki Awaji no Kami koku nikki .••••••••. 388 
Muroran chiho rodo undoshi ••••..••.• 1020 
238 
Muroran-shi gikaishi •••••••••• 729 
Muroran shisei ippan •••••••••• 491 
Muroran shishi •••••••••• 492 
Mutsu no zokuosa Michishima Sukune ni tuite 
Naganuma-cho no rekishi ••••••••• 
Naganuma choshi •••••••••• 494 
Nagayama heison no kaihatsy tosho 
Nakafurano sonshi •••••••••• 
Natori Takemisu chosakushu 
496 
Nawa mayo no hensen •••••••••• 116 
Negaisho •••••••••• 700 
493 
64 
495 
28 
Nemuro Chishima Kyoshinkai jimu hokoku •••••••••• 1079 
Nemuro Chishima ryokoku kyodoshi •••••••••• 389 
Nemuro shishi •••••••••• 497 
Nemuro taikan •••••••••• 498 
Nenchu gyoJ~ •••••••••• 1211 
Nichi-Ro gaikoshi ••••••••• 601 
Nichi-Ro Karafuto gaikosen •••••••••• 602 
Nichi-Ro kokko shiryo •••••••••• 603 
Nichi-Ro kosho Hokkaido shiko •••••••••• 604 
Nichi-Ro kosho iho 
Nihon Ainu chimeiko •••••••••• 
Nihon bukkyo no hokugen •••••••••• 
605 
825 
Nihon bunka fudoki •••••••••• 391 
248 
Nihon bunka ni tairitsusuru bunka 1213 . 
Nihon bunka to Hokkaido •••••••••• 730 
Nihon chiri taikei •••••••••• 826 
Nihon genshi kogei •••••••••• 117 
Nihon genshi kogei gaisetsu •••••••••• 118 
Nihon genshi sen'i kogeishi •••••••••• 119 
Nihon Hopposhi no ronri •••••••••• 392 
Nihon Kyosanto to ryodo mandai ••••••••• 606 
Nihon minzoku hokushinshi •••••••••• 393 
Nihon no chiri ••••••••• 827 
Nihon no matsuri hyakusen •••••••••• 
Nihon no seiji to gaiko ••••••.••• 
Nihon no suton sakuru ••••••••• 
Nihon ewkiahi no mikta ••••••••• 
Nihon senju minzokushi •••••••••• 
Nihon shoki to ezo •••••••••• 
Nihon yushu jikki •••••••••• 
Niiokakan no hitobito •••••••••• 
395 
666 
1212 
607 
1264 
394 
235 
65 
Ninomiya Mantaku Sosai no Hokkaido shisatsuki •••••••• 828 
Nishibasho Atsuta yori Ishikari Kamikawa narabini Sorachi 
Kawasujigoe Higashibasho Tokachi •••••••••• 1041 
Nishi Ezochi amikiri soda narabi tateami myoga no oboe 
• • • • • • • • • • 3 96 
Nishi Ezochi Karafuto taihen utsushi 667 
Nishi Ezochi nikki •••••••••• 829 
239 
Nishi Ezo nisshi 830 
Nishikaigan Tomamairyo Hahoro kawasuji yori Teshiho narabini 
Ishikari ryosho Kamikawasuji . . . • . • • • • . 1042 
Nishin goten •••••••••• 701 
Niso danki •••••••••• 668 
Nissa kankei •••••••• 608 
Nissa ryodo mandai no shinjitsu 
Nitobe Bunko mokuroku 
Nogyo kyodo kumiaishi 
Nopporo .•••.•••.• 831 
Nopporo tondenhei sonshi 
Nosappu nisshi •••••••••• 
Notsukeushi choshi •••.•••••• 
Nyuhokuki •.•.•••••• 834 
7 
1080 
832, 833 
500 
499 
Ofuregaki kocho •••••••••• 397 
Ohotsuku bunka no shomondai •••••••••• 1214 
609 
Ohotsuku engan Shiretoko hanto no iseki •••••••••• 1265 
"Oji no shokugyo gyosei o kataru" zadankai sokkiroku 
. . • . . • . . . . 1021 
Oketo choshi •••••••••• 501 
Oko Ainu wa nazeni shisha no kotoko o sonsho kakudai shita ka 
. . . . . . . . • . 1266 
Okoppe choshi 
Oku no matsukaze 
Orokko ••...••... 1215 
502 
835 
Oroshia hoki narabini Oku Ezo soda no ikken 
Oroshiajin raicho no koto •••••••••• 669 
Osaka-shi nikki •••••••••• 503 
Oshoro-gun kyodoshi ••••••••••• 504 
Otaru •••.•••••• 505 
Otaruko shi •••••••••• 506 
Otaru kusei ippan •••••••••• 507 
Otaru kushi •••••••••• 508 
Otaru mondoshi •••••••••• 249 
Otaru no kodai moji •••••.•.•. 
Otaru no michiwakare •••••••••• 
Otaru no mukashibanashi .••••••••• 
149 
Otaru shishi •••••••••• 509, 510 
250 
226 
Otoe Hokkaido kanjo resseki no kenkyu •••••••••• 
Otoe-son kaison gojunenshi •••••..•• 511 
Oyakunin shomukizutome seimeicho •••••••••• 
Oyatoi Beikokujin kagaku kyoshi •••••••••• 
Oyatoi gaikokujin ••••••••••• 67 
Oyatoi ishi Erudorijji no tegami •••••••••• 
Pippu choshi •••••••••• 512 
398 
66 
68 
670 
1267 
Piyotoru Taiteiwan no naikaika sengen ni tsuite •••••.• 610 
Potsumasu Joyaku to Hoppa ryodo mandai •••••••••• 611 
240 
Raii hijitsuroku 
Rankoshi choshi 
671 
513 
Rashiyoato ijindomo Etorofuto torai nitsuki ontadashi kuchigaki 
• • • • • • • • • • 6 7 2 
Rekishi no kataru Hoppa ryodo 
Rekishi saki •••••••••• 399 
673 
674 
Rikubetsu no okina .••••••••• 
Roshia furyoki •••••••••• 
Roshia ikken •••••••••• 
Roshiya bunka to Hakodate 
Ruibetsu choshi .••••••.•• 
Sagaren kikosho ••••••.••. 
Saharin •••••••••• 613 
515 
894 
227 
Saigo Kaitaku Chokan kengi •••••••••• 
Saiho zuihitsu •••••••••• 190 
Sangyo Hokkaido no yukue •••••••••• 
Sangyo no Nemuro Chishima •••••••••• 
Sanken jidai ni okeru Ainu no kan'no saku 
Sanko Ezo nisshi •••••••••• 836 
Sappo~o enkakushi •••••••••• 516 
Sapporogoe oshindo moshiagesho •••••••• 
514 
984 
ll20 
1095 
Sapporo-ken shokuinroku •••••••••. 78 
612 
1043 
Sapporo Kogyo Koto Gakko yonjunenshi •••••••••• 
Sapporo kushi hensan sanko shomoku ••••••••• 
Sapporo kyujunen •••••••••• 517 
Sapporo no Ainu chimei o tazunete •••••••••• 
Sapporo no chokoku o utau •••••••••• 120 
Sapporo Nogakko •••••••••• 1293 
Sapporo nogaku nempo •....••••• 
Sapporo no shizen o aruku •••••••••• 
Sapporo shishi •••••••••• 518 
1082 
Sapporo shishi gaisetsu nempyo •••••••••• 
Sapporo sonshi nempyo .••••••••• 520 
Sapporo Tanukikoji hattenshi .••••••.•• 
Sapporo tsurezure .••••••••• 521 
Saryu Ainu no kayo •••••••••• 121 
1320 
519 
1016 
Sato Naotaro kyodo kenkyu rombunshu •.•••••••• 
Seiga hogeiroku •••••••••• 702 
Sekai bunka chiri taikei .•••••••.• 
Sekiji hondo mokuzai yushutsu no jokyo 
Sengo doseishi ••••••••.• 731 
Sengo no Nissa kankei •••••••••• 614 
838 
1081 
1292 
18 
837 
1216 
1107 
Senkei no rikkei o yusuru Hokkaido kofun shutsudo no katana 
ni tsuite •••••••••• 1268 
Senryo kanrika no Hoppa ryodo .••••••••• 
Sensa todokegaki .•..•••.•• 400 
Sengo no Nissa gyogyo •••••••.•• 
Shamo to Ainu •••••••••• 228 
241 
1095A 
615 
Shashinshu Hokudai hyakunen oooooooo 1294 
Shashinshu natsukashi no Chishima 0000000000 571 
Shashin zusetsu Hakodate no sennen oooooooooo 522 
Shibata Hyuga noKami Hakadate ko goyodome oooooooo 
Shiberiya shuppei to Kita Karafuto mandai 0000000 
Shiki no Hokkaido 00000000000 839 
Shimaguni no uta to odori oooooooooo 
Shimbun ni miru Hokkaido no Meiji Taisho 
Shimizu-cho gojunenshi ooooooooo• 524 
122 
Shimpen Hakodate hanjoki •••••••••• 840 
Shimpen Muroran shishi •••••••••• 525 
Shimpojumu Ainu •••o•o•o•• 1217 
Shimpuki • • • • • • • .. • 675 
Shimukappu sonshi •ooooooooo 
Shinagawa Togoro shuko o•oo••o••• 
526 
402 
Shindan Karafuto kaitoki ooo••o••oo 895 
Shin Hokkaidoshi oooo•••o•• 403 
Shin Hokkaido no tembo 
Shinkaichi jikkyodan 
Shinko Hokkaidoshi 
985 
841 
404 
Shinko Hokkaidoshi nempyo o•ooo••oo• 405 
Shinkotoni shichtjunenshi ••ooo•o••• 527 
Shin Kushiro shishi •o••••o••o 528 
Shinotsu tondenhei sonshi ••••o•••oo 529 
Shinra no kiroku o••••••o•• 406, 407 
Shinsen Hokkaidoshi oo•••••ooo 408 
Shintoku choshi 
Shin yukaratan 
Shiraishi sanshi 
Shiranuka choshi 
Shiraoi o•oo•oo••• 533 
530 
191 
531 
532 
Shiretoko nisshi •oo••••••• 842 
Shiribeshi nisshi o••••••••• 843 
Shiryo Hokkaido rodo undoshi 
Shofuroku ooooo••ooo 413 
Sho kuchigaki todome goyo sho kakimono todome 
Sho shuko o••o•ooooo 410 
1022, 1023 
523 
616 
401 
409 
Showa juichinen Rikugun tokubetsu daienshu narabini chiho 
gyoko Hokkaido kiroku oo•o•o••oo 703 
Showa nijunen no kiroku ooooo••••• 534 
Shoyo hikae o o o o o o. o o o 411 
Shoyo todome oooo•••o•o 412 
Shuhokuroku oo••o••••• 896 
Shutsugunki •••••••••• 676 
Sofuroku ••••••••• o 414 
Soren no ryokai seido •••••••••• 617 
Soya tsumeiai Yamazaki Hanzo nisshi ••••••.•.• 535 
Suzuki Rikuji Ezo Karafuto junkai hokokusho o•••o••··· 84 
242 
Tai Ainu seisaku hoji ruishu 
Taihei zakki •••••••••• 677 
Tai-Ro kokubo no ransho •••••••••• 
Takadaya Kahei rirekisho •••••••••• 
Takadaya KaheiRokokuiki ikken shimatsu 
Takadaya senki awase ikken moshiwatashi 
Taka no hakaze •••••••••• 536 
Takasu sonshi •••••••••• 537 
Takeshiro Ezo nisshishu 
Takeshiro kaiho nikki 
Takeshiro kaiho nikki sho 
538 
618 
69 
732 
ukesho 
415 
846 
845 
Takikawa shishi •••••••••• 
Takushoku gojitsutan •••••••••• 
Takushoku shido Hokkaido jikkyo 
Tarukishi hakkutsu hokokusho 
986 
Teine choshi •••••••••• 539 
Teiyoroku •••••••••• 733 
987 
1269 
Temmei Ezo tanken shimatsuki •••••••••• 416 
678 
679 
Temmei hachinen gojunkenshi yoyoroku •••••••••• 417 
Tempen hiko •••••••••• 847 
Tempo jugonen Mororan Atsukeshi ikokusen ikken utsushi 
. . . . . . . . . . 680 
Tempo jugonen Tozai Ezochi gounjokindaka utsushi 1017 
Tempo kunen gojunkenshi ikken toriatsukai nikki kakiage 
hikae •••••••••• 419 
Tempo kunen gojunkenshi yoroku 
Tempo ninen nikkanki •••••••••• 
Tennen kinenmbutsu chosa hokokusho 
Tenno to Ainu •••••••••• 229 
420 
418 
Tensai Ainujin gakusha no shogai •••••••••• 70 
Teshio nisshi •••••••••• 848 
Todatsu kiko •••••••••• 910 
Togu Denka gyokei kinen ••••••••••• 
Tohoku chiho no kojinkotsu •••••••••• 
Tohoku Sanjin monogatari •••••••••• 
Tohoku to Hokkaido no Ainugo chimeiko 
Toi shuran ••••••••••• 849 
Tokachi gaikan •••••••••• 850 
Tokachi nisshi •••••••••• 851 
704 
1270 
540 
Tokachi nisshisho 
Tokachioki shinsaishi 
852 
1322 
Tokai san tan .......... 853 
Token isaku .......... 681 
Toko mampitsu .......... 854 
Tokyo shihitsu .......... 855 
Tomakomai chiho kodaishi .......... 541 
Tondenhei koro monogatari .......... 988 
Tonden heisei .......... 989 
Too hensu ij i .......... 682 
Tot tori choshi ......... 542 
Toyodaira choshi ........ 543 
243 
1321 
150 
Toyokura Gishi no dan 
Toyu Ezo monogatari 
Toyuki .••.•••••• 
Toyu kisho •••••••••• 
857 
Toyu zakki •••••••••• 
Tozai Ezochi dochu ryakki 
Tsubetsu choshi .••••••••• 
858 
859 
Tsugaru ittoshi •••••••••• 421 
Tsugaru Kaikyo no shiteki kenkyu 
Tsugaru kembunki fu Ezo Matsumae 
Tsundora •••••••••• 897 
Tsutomegaki .••••••••• 683 
Tsuzurikata fudoki •••••••••• 
544 
990 
856 
kikigaki 
1218 
860 
Uenokuni Yoshimi-ke monjo •••••••••• 424 
Urahoro-son gojunen enkakushi •••••••••• 545 
Urajiosutokku kiko •••••••••• 911 
422 
Urakawa Shicho kannai tokei ippan •••••••••• 734 
Usudake no funka •••••••••• 1323 
Utashinai shishi •••••••••• 546 
Uzumoreteita Hokodate sensa 
Wada-ke shoyo kiroku •••••••••• 425 
Waga kioku o tadorite •••••••••• 71 
Waga Kita Chishimaki •••••••••• 572 
Warera no mahan to subeki ijin •••••••••• 
Watakushitachi no Hokkaidoshi ••.••••••• 
Watakushitachi no kenkyu Hokkaido no rekishi 
Yakumo choshi 548 
547 
72 
426 
Yoichi-cho dokutsu no hekimen chokoku ni tsuite 
Yoichi-cho kyodoshi •••••••••• 549 
Yoshitsune no Ezo tohiko •••••••••• 230 
Yuasa Koreharu nikki •••••••••• 428 
Yubari nisshi •••••••••• 861 
Yubari shishi •••••••••• 550 
Yubin izen •••••••••• 1219 
Yudainaru Hokkaido hompu keiei 
Yukara kansho •••••••••• 
Yuki •••••••••• 193 
Yukimushi 1324 
192 
244 
991 
243 
427 
1271 
Zen Docho junenshi •••••••••• 429 
Zenkoku hagen shiryo Tohoku Hokkaido .••••••.• 151 
Zokuzoku Hoppa bunkaron ••••••••• 1272 
Zotei Hokkai kiko Hokkai shiryo ••••••••.• 862 
Zuihitsu Hokkaido 
Zuihitsu yukara •••••••••• 
Zusetsu Nihon bunka chiri taikei 
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194 
195 
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NORTHERN TERRITORIES PROBLEM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Aichi Gaisho ho-So to Hoppe ryodo mandai (zadankai) 
~ ~ 91- ;!@ ~ '/ e ::11:.. 7,r * ..:L r.=, ._ (~.Q > 
(Foreign Minister Aichi's Visit to Soviet Russia and 
Northern Territories Problem) 
Hayashi Saburo, Akagi Munenori and Yamada Hisatsugu 
~ .=... eos I ,1f-.. .it&:. ~ ~ 1 JlJ tB A.. :X, 
Jiyu shimpo ~ e ~ ~ September 3, 1969, p.l. 
Aichi Gaisho ni yobosuru: 
f: ~ ;,- .fg 1-::: ~ ~ 
(Request to Foreign Minister 
Northern Territories) 
Saito Tadashi -§- AI ,t;,. 
H0-1 
Hoppa ryodo o dakkan shiyo 
-f c (.;it.;&- ~...t...~ ·~L~-j ) 
Aichi: Let Us Recover the 
Nihon oyobi Nihonj in 8 *'- ~ S$A. 
102-105. 
1477 (September 1969), 
H0-2 
Aichi ho-So ho-Bei to Hoppe ryodo, Okinawa 
f: ~ ~ 'J • ~ *-- l: .::U:... ;t '* ±.. • e,. .m, 
(Aichi's Visits to Soviet Russia and United States, and 
Northern Territories and Okinawa) 
Tatebayashi Chisato ~ #... ·4- 1 
Gekkan Shakaito ,EJ f'J ~.±..~ ~ 152 (November 1969), 153-156. 
Asia JQ1698/.S5G54 
Aizenhawa no shin Kyokuto seisaku : ippan kyosho to 
Chishima Karafuto mandai 7. -( t· :,...- 1 , ry 1" - 'J 
tfr;fiir ~~~- --~; t+.lr· •*---S! ._ 
(President Eisenhower's New Far East Policy: State of the 
Union Message and the Kuriles-Sakhalin Problem) 
Sekai josei jumpo ~-fP-+••~• 188 (1953), 1-7. 
H0-4 
Ajia shudan ampo osu Soren: kontei ni "genjo iji" 
"'P ~·· r ~ lffi ~ ~ ..teP "t Y A.- 1&. A 1;:: "3L 4K -~ -k!t" 
(Soviet Russia Is Pushing for Collective Asian Security: 
Underlying Factor Is "Maintenance of Status Quo") 
Shimizu Hayao ,t,. ::of<.. J.t ~ 
Seiron ~ 
.lE. iilf 49 (January 1978), 214-215. H0-5 
"Amerikagun wa inai ka": Chishima Habomai mandai sono 
hot tan r-p ~ 'I tT .._ ,c}. "''d. ", 11--.J.-+~ *" ._ t:."l£ti • lf.ry ~ .:iiifr 
("No U.S. Military Troops?": Origin of the Problems of 
Kuriles and Habomais) 
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7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Yamawaki Shigeo i.L Mr .i. tt. 
Soka Daigaku Bungakubu ronshu ,~•J (lD ~~ .t •.:f= ~ ~ 1t 
1:1 (November 1971), 93-102. H0-6 
Ampo kaitei ni taiketsusuru Chishima mondai: ikiteiru 
Makkasa rain 4,?- 1*. C1<- ~ L= A- ~it -t h 
+ ~ 1!., ,@ - 1£. ~ (" "' /? ~ •:J fr - ~ - • 7 1 :.-
(Kuriles Problem Confronts Security Treaty Revisions: 
the MacArthur Line Is Alive) 
Fuj ishima Udai Ai. ·..@'., lf! 1k 
Chuo koron + * ~ ~ 74:12 (December 1959), 66-79. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
Ampo Okinawa Hoppa ryodo: toryaku henko no gaiko to 
Nichi-Bei kaidan no takai daisho ~ ~ · ~'f ,f.@ • 
.:LI:.. 5t ""~.±. ~ 41~ fciT , Yl- ~ h a*~ ~, i$ "' ~ fl' 
(Security Treaty, Okinawa and Northern Territories: 
Diplomacy Prejudiced by Party Policy and High-Priced 
Compensation for U.S.-Japan Talks) 
Nishi Haruhiko .G ~ it 
Chua koron + ~ ~ ~ 85:6 (June 1970), 72-91. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
Anata wa Hokkaido o hokisuru ka: Soren o do kangaeru ka 
a, g_ ~~ I 3- ;it:_ CJJ. L ~ ~ -l:. -+ 0 /J- ( ') ~ ~ k· "J -,t ~ Q h- ) 
(Would You Abandon Hokkaido? How to Assess the Soviets) 
Nakagawa Yahiro -9=' J•l 1' ~+ 
Bungei shunju }:;:: E. ~- -Ft... 59:10 (October 1981), 314-334. 
Asia AP95/.J2B85 
An'ina zen Chishima kizokuron: kaiketsu yori kennan ni 
~ ~ ~ & 4 .!-. ''ifr .. tff - ~ ~' J: ') rag ft. l:. 
(Easy to Argue for Return of Entire Kuriles: Difficult to 
Find Solution) 
Sase Masamori ·~ ~-
Se iron .iE.._ t1it 47 (November 1977), 228-229. 
H0-7 
Aru Chishima tomin no yuigon: Hoppe ryodo o dakkan shiyo 
~ ~ + l, ~ ~ '"J ~ i, (~JT ~±.!;. -i: .iL Ld=-')) 
(The Will of a Certain Kurile Resident: Let us Recover 
the Northern Territories) 
Takagi Jukichi it1 ~ ~ ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonj in E ~~~A. 1487 (July 1970), 
Io2-lo7. H0-8 
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12 Bunkatsu sareta ryodo: Okinawa Chishima soshite Ampo 
~ ttl ~ kt r::. ~ ..±.. - c+ ,fJI., + ~, ~ l r ~ 'fJil.. 
(Partitioned Territories: Okinawa, Kuriles and Security 
Treaty) 
Shindo Eiichi .Aa:. fib ~ -
Sekai t1t ~ 401 (April.l979), 31-51. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
13 "Chishima henkan" mondai ni miru Ky5sant6 no gimansei 
r-4- .!, i&_ J1-1 r'gl!f 2 I':. Jt ~ 1t ~ 1L I? ~ Bq ,14_ 
(Deception Shown by Japan Communist Party in "Kuriles 
Reversion" Problem) 
Suefuj i Masahiro .t.. li. t ~ 
Gekkan j iyu min shu 19 rl \!liB~~ 2 58 (July 197 7) , 218-225. 
14 Chishima Karafuto ron 
4J.r··~~ 
(Views on Kuriles and Sakhalin) 
Takano Yuichi itr ~ U.. -
H0-9 
Jurisuto ~~ ~ ~ ~ 80 (April 15, 1955), 11-17. 
H0-10 
15 Chishima Karafuto wa henkan sareru ka (zadankai) 
4 .8-r • ~ ~ ~~ .iL 1L ~ Jl1. Q I:J.-. c& t~ ~) 
(Will Kuriles and Sakhalin Be Returned?) 
Yokota Kisaburo -- llr ..:&--=.... ttr 
Keizai orai a_ t~ t£ *. 7:8 (August 1955), 7-22. 
H0-11 
16 Chishima Minami Karafuto mondai no shoten: shutoshite 
rekishi teki kaiko o chushin toshi te 4- .§.. • 1¥1 ;f!J ts.... 
r=t tt ~ ,!, .~.- :E. ~ L r !!.. i:_ l3t1 ® ~ ~ + •t:.: 1:. L < 
(Focal Point of Kuriles and Southern Sakhalin Problem: 
Mainly from the Standpoint of Historical Retrospection) 
Morisawa Masateru ~ el{.. & ._ 
Chilo koron + ""* ~ ~ 70:8 (August 1955), 158-168. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
17 Chishima mondai: sono rekishi to dori 
+ .& ~, ~-- 'f cry .2- ~ h ll_ .a 
(Kuriles Problem: Its History and Rationality) 
Fuwa Tetsuzo /F. 1llt -g .=... 
Zen'ei ~ ~ 464 (April 1981), 10-43. 
Asia JQ1698/.K9Al2 
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18 Chishima mondai de no Senaga Tachiki ryogiin no shitsugi 
+ s F.;j ~ ?-· .,., ~- ~ , .±.. A::.. 1i:E"t ~ ~ .,., ~ ~ 
(Interpellations on the Kuriles Problem by Dietmen Senaga 
and Tachiki) 
Senaga Kamejiro ~-e!_.a_ji(_~f 
Zen'ei RoT ~ 436 (April 1979), 49-51. 
Asia JQ1698/.K9Al2 
19 Chishima mondai de no Shiga ippa no to kogeki to han-
kokuminsei no shinka 4- ~ lb"' ~ c-· <?J 
,~.. ~ tX d) ~ ~ 1! h ~ ~ ~ ,/.!£... .n ~ -{1:::... 
(Attack on Party, Over Kuriles Problem, by the Shiga 
Faction and Its Worsening Anti-National Sentiment) 
Akahata ;7f-, j:jt February 17, 1974, p. 5; 
February 28, 1974, p.5. H0-12 
20 Chishima mondai ni okeru Soren no taido no henka: kinkan 
no Soren gaikoshi yori + ~ Fa~ ~ ~~ -J1· 11 b 
'I 4 d'l ~~- iL 'r:> 1t._ 11:.. ? - J1i:.. .PI .,., r'/ ~ 11- x_ ~ ~ ct. ') 
(Changes in Soviet Attitude Toward Kuriles Problem: From 
the Recently Published_Soviet Diplomatic History) 
Shimizu Takehisa ~*-fit. X 
Gekkan jiyu minshu Fl~I~IE~.:£. 239 (December 1975), 187-195. 
H0-13 
21 "Chishima mondai" ni tsuite: Furushichofu Shusho no 
Ikeda Shusho e no shokan '+ ~ llr., ~ ..i 1::. -, "'' "Z" .......__ 
7 It- c,..... + 3 7 ~ ;f:§ "' ~~ IE "§ *'a """ ,.., ::$- ~ 
(On the "Kuriles Problem": Premier Khrushchev's Letter 
to Prime Minister Ikeda) 
N.S. Khrushchev 
Zen'ei ~ ~r 193 (February 1962), 126-129, 
150. Asia JQ1698/.K9Al2 
22 Chishima mondai ni tsuite no Nihon Kyosanto no kenkai 
+ ..!-r l'o., .tt \~ ~ .._, r , s ~ 7t ~ :5t. r) ~ FPt 
(Japan Communist Party's Viewpoint on Kuriles Problem) 
Akahata ,fr, i)$t September 17, 1974, p. 5. 
H0-14 
23 Chishima mondai no sekkyokuteki na kaiketsu no tame ni 
-4- ~ Fo"' a. <7) ~ ~ 8q G m ~~ Ji r::. ~ I-
(For the Aggressive Solution of the Kuriles Problem) 
Akahata ,]f, m . September 2 6 I 19 7 5 I p. 2. 
H0-15 
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24 Chishima mondai o meguru Shiga ippa no to kogeki to 
hatan + .!r 1'"12-, • ~ .n <~ ~ ·0· ~ - Cf'~, ·~ ~-¥ 1: -a. t: L 
(Attack on Party--and Failure--by the Shiga Faction 
Concerning the Kuriles Problem) 
Kikunami Hiroshi Jf,~ ~ 'JL.. 
Akahata :tr, :;jR February 13, 1972, p. 5 
H0-16 
25 Chishima mondai to shakaishugi no taigi: Purauda rombun 
ni hanronsuru + ~ llfl .a ~ .:f.±.. ~ .:t.. A .,.., 
*-._ -A- r 7" 7 r7 cr ...1 ~ j:_ L ~ 1k_ ~ i ~ 
(Kuriles Problem and Righteous Cause of Socialism: 
Refutation of Article in Pravda) 
Sekai seiji shiryo t!!:~~e.tiJ.'M 505 (July 1977), 4-12. 
H0--17 
26 Chishima no tomin wa sakebu + ~ ,.., .!r ~ 1-;i:. 4 .s; 
(Kurile Residents Clamor) 
Takagi JUkichi lr J:ftk :i.. a 
Nihon oyobi Nihonj in 8 "*' &. 13 ~A. 6:11 (November 1955), 
30-31. H0-18 
27 Chishima oyobi Hoppa yonto (Habomai Shikotan Kunashiri 
Etorofu) narabini Karafuto wa Nihon koyu no ryodo de aru 
-f ,!.; ~ t/-.. .:11:. Jt- G lfr ( ii" • , E_. 4 , $1 ~ , :fR_ .t)t_ ) 
.J:t.. v.~ I = *' is.. I <l' E3 ~ tiD ~ r) ~ _1:..... T J; ~ \Kurile Islands, Four Northern Islands--Malaia Kurilskaia 
griada, Kunashir and Iturup--and Sakhalin Are Inalienable 
Japanese Territories) 
Nishizuru Sadayoshi 1& til. 7£. .,&-
Gaiko jiho 71- 5c.. ri ~ March 1979, p. 7-25. 
H0-19 
28 Chishima retto Habomai gunto Shikotan retto no Hoppa 
ryodo o henkan o + .!. .f•l .1., ~ ~ :#f- Jr. 
E. A q•\ ,!. n .Jt. i.r ~';{ .L ~ ~ .L E: l 
(Return the Northern Territories of Kuriles and Malaia 
Kurilskaia griada!) ~ 
Kaj i Ken taro -f~ a:t ~ *'- ~~ 
Shinro L 0 7 June 1978, p. 35-40. 
H0-20 
29 Chishima retto no keizaiteki kachi +.!t~l.!td)~~ttl'1~~ 
(Economic Value of Kurile Islands) 
Toshi keizai f;t \{fa~~ 34:2 (January 1950), 6-7. 
H0-21 
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30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
Chishima retto to kyokuhoku no danryu: Chishima wa 
gokkan gempyo no chi dewa nai + ~ 1'l ~ ~ "tu5; ::1t.. ~ 
l3t ~ft_. - + .!:. lcJ -16 ~ k 7fr.. rl") ~ -z'' I :j.. t;.l. 1.\ 
(Kurile Islands and Warm Current of Extreme North: Kuriles 
Is Not a Land of Extreme Cold and Ice) 
Noto Eizo ~ F- ~ ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonj in s ;ts. ~ a ~A. 
56-71. 
1420 (December 1961), 
H0-22 
Chotoha de kokumin seron no kesshu e: Hoppe ryodo 0 
dakkan shiyo /~ •ft. ~""'-- t-• l£l IN ~ ~ n 
'~ ~ ., ( .:tt. Jt ~ ..z_ E:. ~ ~ l ~ 7 ) "'-(Suprapartisanship to Unify National Sentiment: Let Us 
Recover the Northern Territories) 
Suzuki Kyuhei ~ *- 7L + 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin 8 4s- ~ B ;$:-A_ 1485 (May 1970), 90-93. 
H0-23 
Chu-So ronso de yureru Chishima mondai 
~ .t;jr ~ t1 _ kt ;; 4 .!or f'J\ ._ '/ 
(Kuriles Problem Being Jolted by Sino-Soviet Disputes) 
Irie Keishiro A. ~ ~ 'IZSr ~~ 
Ekonomisuto ...r_ =z 1 ~ A. t- 42:44 (October 1964), 50-53. 
Asia HC10/.E37 
Daihachi Kitajima-maru jiken no mondaiten to sono saiban 
ni taiSUrU hihan ! I' .;it., !t ,lt. • 'f"r ") fo'i ~ 
.~- ~ ~ ~ ~ -f'l \::. ~ i" ~ .f..tt.. f-'1 
(Problematical Points in the No. 8 Kitajima-Maru Incident 
and Criticisms of Its Court Trial) 
Iida Tadao ~ tB ,t, 4:lt. 
Kaijo Hoan Daigakko kenkyuho ~~ .1:. 1i:.~ k.. ¢#c_..QF ·~ ii... 
l968, Part 1, pp. l-14. H0-24 
Dainiji Sekai Taisen to Chishima mondai 
i!:. ~ K $i h -f ~ Fn, ~ 
(World War II and Kuriles Problem) 
Hayase Soichi 4t l~ .:1± -
Bunka hyoron ;t 1't.. ~ ~ 230 (June 1980), 139-164. 
H0-25 
Dainiji Sekai Taisen to Nihon no ryodo mondai 
;IJ:.... ~ 1'f- ·""- ~ h i3 ,$. ,., ~ .J:_ ~., ~ 
(World War II and Japan's Territorial Problem) 
Takano Yuichi t!T .ft .tt. -
Refarensu 1-- 7? t,... ~A. 29:12 (December 1979), 38-57. 
Asia AP95/.J2R45 
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36 Dainiji Taisen no ketsumatsu to "Hoppe ryodo mandai" 
37 
A\ .:=_ .:.R. ~ Jff- '}::._ ~ '] I~ ::t. 't. r- :ft... Jr .-'rl ...±_ F:\ ~ ..J 
(End of World War II and "Northern Territories Problem") 
Yamada Kaz uo ~ IB - ti:. 
Shin sekai note .frr ~-!{- J-1- November 1969, pp. 79-82. 
H0-26 
Daiyonkai Nissa shimpojumu no subete 
s '/ ~ :,..- k. .:r·· •7 t.. of') i ..-...:.· T 
(On the Fourth Japan-Soviet Union Symposium) 
Seiron ..iE._ ~ 62 (January 1979), 98-104. 
H0-27 
38 Datona "Hoppe ryodo no hi" seitei: "heiwa ni henkan 
j i tsugen" no shushi ni au ~ * 'd. r- jl:.. Jr -t~ ..t.. 
39 
.r) J3 .J i'ft•j ~ r-~ ~ I::::: ~ iL ~ ~...1 "l $ S 1 .:: ro' . ? 
(Establish an Appropriate "Northern Territories Day": In 
Accord with Objective of "Peaceful Execution of Reversion") 
Nakagawa Toru v J•l #t. 
Asahi shimbun ~ 8 ~ 00 March 13, 1981, p. 5. 
Dosuru 
(What to 
Kakushin 
H0-28 
Hoppe ryodo mandai k 7 t ~ -*-' fr ),;~ ..L f'a, .5. 
Do About the Northern Territories Problem?) 
~ ~ 122 (September 1980), 110-112. 
H0-29 
40 Ekkyo no chitai Minami Chishima: Futatsu no Kokkyosen 
~ .r!. n ~ ;; • ~+lit--=--, n )!! .1:!. $t-
(Southern Kuriles, an Area of Border Transgression: Two 
National Boundaries) 
Natsubori Masamoto t_ .& .iE. r._. 
Chilo koran + "'* ~ ~ 7 8: 2 (February 1963) , 117-122. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
41 Ezonishiki ~ 1!:;, ~ 
42 
~ ~· .t ~ + 
(Ezo Brocade) 
Nakano Miyoko 
Asahi janaru ~ B .:..; .., - t" /I, 20:15 (April 14, 1978), 110. 
Asia AP95/.J2A83 
Finrandoka no kiki semaru Nihon: 
haigo ni arumono 7 { :..--- 7 ./ ,_-
8 $... - ~ ?I ~ _t:_ f..1 ~ , 
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-<t... r) ~ tA. 1:@ ~ 
it ~ \:: Ji z, t ~ 
NORTHERN TERRITORIES PROBLEM 
(Japan Is Facing 
What Lies Behind 
Yamazaki Takio 
Kokubo liD w..t 
the Crisis of Becoming Another "Finland": 
the Northern Territories Problem) 
w tl.~ ~ -!- -'? 
29:3 (March 1980), 54-65. 
H0-30 
43 Furidashi ni modotta Hoppe ry5db: yurusenu "chikara no 
44 
45 
46 
47 
gaiko" ~ tt. L 1::4! , r-:: .Jt:.. .:it~ ..t..-i'f t. .~.;) ·n, 71- ~, 
(Northern Territories Issue Return to Starting Point: 
"Power Diplomacy" Cannot be Condoned) 
Dogakinai Naohiro ~ ~ lkJ rar 7L... 
Seiron ~ ~ 52 (April 1978), 202-203. 
H0-31 
Furushichofu Shusho Nihon seifu shunobu ni ataeru 
kokaij5: Nisso Heiwa Joyaku teiketsu to Hoppe ryodo no 
shori ni tsuite 7t'- =--44 7 § -.:1:8 • a~ iifl.... ~ S. fjiL -'5? 1:: 
Jt. .t. .? 2: ~ 4 "K- 13 '/ ~ ,{.a ~ ftl:] ;!if; ~ h :tt.. ;if~ ...t. <1) ~ « 1.: / ~' \ 
(Public Letter to Premier Khruschev and Japanese Government 
Leaders: Conclusion of Soviet-Japanese Peace Treaty and 
Disposition of Northern Territories) 
Terashima Yutaka 4 §... ~ 
Hokkai hyoron jt. C@-?f-j;} June 1962, pp. 6-15. 
Futatsu no Nichi-Ro Joyaku no 
8 ~ ~ ~ , l1L ~ at] ~­(Historical Significance of Two 
H0-32 
rekishiteki igi 
A.. 
Soviet-Japanese Treaties) 
Nishiguchi Hikaru o 0 7t, 
Bunka hyoron k 1l:... ff- ~ 230 (June 1980), 114-138. 
H0-33 
Gakusei undo no genjo to tembo: minzoku undo no kibakuzai 
o shiko (Hoppa ryodo o dakkan shiyo Lt i= if t1r c1') ~ 41( l:: 
~ ~- ~ ~ i![ tfh 'l ;li!. J:.& *"J e ,~: lai ( .k. :T ~ Z.. ~ ~ .J.!.. L d= 7 ) 
(Present Situation and Outlook of Student Movements--Aimed 
to Trigger Racial Movements: Let Us Recover the Northern 
Territories) 
Morita Hissho a tB ,_IZ ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihbnj in s -$-a_ E-*'-A. 
107-114. 
1467 (November 1968), 
H0-34 
Guromuiko Gaisho no honichi to Nisso kankei: Hoppe ryodo 
mondai o chushin ni 7~ o t.-... { :I ~ -f§ <1) -wT s k 
a ·; ~ r~ - ..1t.... ::t ,~ ..:t:.. fi.f\ a ~ '*" .-.:,· \-:: 
(Visit to Japan of Foreign Minister Gromyko and Japanese-
Soviet Relations: With Focus on Northern Territories Problem) 
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Sekai no ugoki March 1976, pp. 1-6. 
H0-35 
48 Guromuiko Gaisho o mukaete: Hoppe ryedo wa meihaku ni 
N ihon no kokudo ,- o LA 1' :I 1t- ;f;@ ~ Jfl!... .z... 
""C" - .:1t. ?.t ~ ±- 1ci. erR a ~~ s -:t- , ~ .z_ 
(On Welcoming Foreign Minister Gromyko: Nothern Territories 
Are Manifestly Japanese Possessions) 
Nishi Haruhiko llS + It 
Asahi shimbun ~ 6 ~ il1 January 11, 1976, p. 5. 
H0-36 
49 Habomai t • 
50 
(Habomai Islands) 
Okabe Hiroyuki IS ~ i: .z_ 
Hokenkai 1¥.. ~ -fr- 8:4 (April 1955), 19-25. 
Habomai mondai.wa koshite okotta 
(The Habomai Problem Arose in This 
Tanaka Toshifumi s "fz ~ ~ 
Ji tsugyo no Nihon ~ lt. ;t. s * 
H0-37 
iir~ M•~.::-?Lr.e.,r:: 
Way) 
54:8 (April 1951), 36-37. 
Asia HF41/.J58 
51 Hagire warui Shakaito no Hoppe ryedo ronse: "yonte 
henkanron" uchidashitewa mitaga t t/1 R1.. .~ .... .f'-.L. ~ •;t. 
, .:tt:. 7f ~ ...t. ~ --? - ,... IZ9 ~ ii... .if. ~ ..1 rr ~ It.. L < , ~ J7 e; ft..·· 
(Japan Socialist Party's Argument for Northern Territories 
Is Inarticulate: In Presenting "Views on Reversion of 
Four Islands") 
Nagata Jiro ~ IB ~.R.. ~rr 
Gekkan j iyu minshu Fl -f'.l E!! it ~.:E. 276 (January 1979), 
196-199. H0-38 
52 Haikei Burezinefu Kakka: sobona ippoteki kohyo f+ ~ 
/··~...-;.....··-t-'7 lilt= .ts..~g. -*~~ :f, 
(Dear Mr. Brezhnev: Rude One-Sided Announcement) 
Sase Masamori '0% ~ & ~ 
Seiron JC.. ~ 55 (Julyl978), 208-209. 
H0-39 
53 "Haken" mondai to "Hoppe ryedo" no hazama de r ~ #t...~ 
r.:i ~ I: ,..:lt.. 7r ~- .±... .J .,., ~ P~ c:·· 
(The Narrow Pass between "Hegemony Problem" and "Northern 
Territories") 
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Kobayashi Masatoshi 
Kaikakusha ~ 1;: --:§ 
, , , '*-- 1E.. a 
January 1976, pp. 52-59. 
H0-40 
54 Hanna "kaj6" mo "kasho" mo kimmotsu: Etorofuto no 
55 
Sorengun "joriku enshu" ~ ~~ · ~ FJ · t · ~ ,, · 
t ~ !t'lJ :tR.. ~ ~ ,., '! .l!l • ·..c. ~ c~ ~ 
(Avoid "Over-Reaction" and "Under-Reaction": "Landing 
Maneuvers" by Soviet Army on Iturup Island) 
Asahi Janaru $'1 G ;_.:: ... -rn... 20:25 (June 23, 1978), 8-9. 
Asia AP95/.J2A83 
Han-So nashonarizumu no tsukurarekata 
i ~ ~ -r ·J z~ t.., ,., 1'1= ~ .kt .7r 
(Means of Building Up Anti-Soviet Nationalism) 
Sakakibara Shiro ~ '"~'- 'Ill t1 
') 
Gendai no me F~ ~ .n ~ 18:8 (August 1977), 106-113. 
H0-41 
. 
56 Hatoyama ho-So no butaiura ( zadankai) A.~ JLJ :7 
llE L>.. 1ir ... T,it " 
'} , ""fo 0 ~ ( !!£. li~ 7:!: ) 
(Behind-the-Scene Picture of Hatoyama's Visit to Soviet 
Union) 
Kimura Kihachiro ,t # ,f,t , ' ~~ • 1~ 
Sekai ~ ~~ 131 (November 1956), 75-88. 
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57 Heiwa joyaku de Nihon no ryoiki wa do naru ka + .,;..a 
~ ~ <:-· S 4- ., ~- ~ ,j_ ~-· 7 r~ :~ h-
(What Will Become of Japanese Territories Because of 
Peace Treaty?) 
Chiiki s~ ~ 1:1 (January 1952), 73-79. 
H0-42 
58 Heiwa joyaku to Nihon no ryodo -f- :4fl 4.. ?f.-1...1 h s 4S- n ~ .±.. 
(Peace Treaty and Japanese Territories) 
Takano Yuichi ,l; Jf rt. -
Kokusaiho gaiko zasshi 1£1 ~-$.4-~~;r~ 49:3 (May 1950), 
39-60. H0-43 
59 Henkan yokyu ni toitsu kaishaku o: Hoppo ryodo o 
dakkan shiy6 ~ if ~ ~ ~;:: -We:... 
~ ~ ~ / C ;;it.. 7t ~ .±.. ~ ~ .JL L f ") ) 
(Have a Unified Interpretation of the Reversion Demand: 
Let Us Recover the Northern Territories) 
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Hirata Shuzo + s 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin 
136-143. 
1489 (September 1970), 
H0-44 
60 Hirasawa Kazushige-shi no Kunashiri Etorofu ryoto 
toketsuron o hakusu -+ tR... ;fdJ ~ 1:\v "J 
@! ~ .:tR. -tiO'l. \if;t .!=r ~lt.. ~ ~ 1!: ... <t 
(Refutation of Mr. Kazushige Hirasawa's "Freeze Theory" 
Concerning Kunashir and Iturup Islands) 
Shidehara Michi taro m- Af~ JL fr.... t'~ 
Minzoku to seiji ~ ~- h ~ (~ October 1975, pp. 67-70. 
H0-45 
61 "Hirasawa rombun" (Hoppe ryedo mondai) no ito o saguru 
" .Jf Jil ~ *- . ( jt., ;t" * ..:t:.. fiJi ~ ) "' ~- ~ !!: ~ z, (Searching for the Intent of "Hirasawa's Treatise" on 
Northern Territories Problem) 
Ishizawa Kinj i .-5: tR- ~ -
Gekkan jiji J9 i"l ~ 4 November 1975, pp. 70-74. 
H0-46 
62 Hokkaide o nerau Soren gaike .1t... ~ .JL !!:: 1e..-? 'J ~ ~ ?.t 
(Soviet Diplomacy Aimed at Hokkaido) 
Murakami Shigetoshi # ..t:.. ~ ~~ 
Gekkan jiji J; i"l ~. March 1978, pp. 120-136. 
H0-47 
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o dakkan shiye :t::.. e~ ,., ~- #:. 1f! ~- h ? 
~ P~'1 ~'" .~, ( .:tt:.. 7r * .L ~ f: Ji... -l J: ") (Fishery Resources in Northern Sea and Problematical 
Points: Let Us Recover the Northern Territories) 
Sate Sakae 1'/i. r.\l_ ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin s~hl..BA'A.. 1473 (May 1969), 
108-116. H0-48 
64 Hoppen no "shitchi kaifuku" undo ;tt:... iZL <7') ,..~ J1:!.. @J 1t ... L th 
(Movement to "Recover Lost Territories" in the North) 
Teraj ima Yutaka !:f. .& ~ 
Kaizo a,& 33:19 (December 1952), 184-185. 
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(Northern Fishery and Related Problems) 
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Daigo Masao *- ~ lE. A.. 
Refarensu ~ 7 7 ~ /~ 
316 (May 1977), 6-24. 
314 (March 1977), 5-22; 
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~fl.- .m. . q") ~ ~ -* :t. E: 1'~ 1~ i!:. d=-
(Guarantee Safe Operations in Northern Waters) 
Futami Toshio -=:... ffi!._. 1~ ~ 
Kaikakusha ~ ~ ~ 116 (November 1969), 68-77. 
H0-49 
67 Hoppe mondai soki kaiketsu no tameni ;rt:. 7r rJU~~t~-AA ~~·nr=.:n,::: 
(For the Sake of an Early Solution of Northern Territories 
Problem) 
Noto Eize ~ F * .=... 
Gaiko jihe ~ ~ ~ ~ February 1973, pp. 40-47. 
Asia DS845/.G34 
68 Hopp5 "nite henkan" ron ni hantai: "yonte ikkatsu" 
no michi o eikyu ni tozasu =il:.. :7j- r - ~ ~ ~..J 
~ I": /j_ it - "~ ~ .:Hi ,, ~ .d!_ ~ n<_ Z 1":. }:_ ~·- T 
(Oppose the Argument for "Reversion of Two Islands": Will 
Permanently Close the Course for "Four Islands" En Bloc 
Return) 
Matsuzaki Ryosuke ~ wt- J 1l' 
Asahi shimbun ~ e ~ ~ December 28, 1980, p. 5. 
H0-50 
69 Hoppe ryodo ~~ ~ 
70 
(Northern Territories) 
Sono Akira ~ Jf- s~ 
Foto /;t' 1-
Hoppe ryodo it. 7r ~ 
(Northern Territories) 
Gaimusho Jehe Bunkakyoku 
Sekai no ugoki 1:!t .fr- V) fn ~ 
November 15, 1961, pp. 46-49. 
71- ~ ;:e ,( ~ .;fl._ z {t.. Fa1 
15 (1961), 1-32. 
H0-51 
H0-52 
71 Hoppe ryodo: Chishima wa kiri no kanata ni j~ ~ 
'~ _j:_ + $. ,;; ~ ') ~ 7j I-:_ 
(Northern Territories: Kuriles Lie Beyond the Fog) 
Mita Hideaki - ffi ~ ~ 
Gekkan pen }4 f') ""-" / 1971, pp. 186-194. 
H0-53 
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76 
77 
Hoppe ryodo dakkan no tameni: undo suishin no kadai to 
t emb 0 ..:tb fr ~... i.. it L "> i: $') I;:" ..il_ Pfr -t1i_ l:t_ '7J ~ a h ~ ~ 
(For the Sake of Return of Northern Territories: Tasks 
and Outlook for Promoting Movement ) 
Sakamoto Tokumatsu :..t5L-* t~- ft. 
Shinro L ~ 3 September 1974, pp. 26-43. 
H0-54 
"Hoppe ryodo" de kokuminteki go~ o: kokusai seron no 
shij i eru tameni fukaketsu r .:il:.. 7f ~ ..t:... _, ~· ® i5il t§tJ 
.-@. -g. a - oo F* 1!!:. Jt "' ~ ~ ~ 9 (!;. .YJ ~= _,::. or ~ (Obtain National Consensus on "Northern Territories": 
Indispensable to Win Support of International Opinion) 
Sasaki Kozo fir. ~ * ~ -=-
Asahi shimbun ~ s itr ~ February 7, 1981, p. 5. 
Hoppe ryodo e no Sorengun haibi 
~ _t_ " ~ '/ A_ ~ 
(Disposition of Soviet Military 
and Reversion Problem) 
Taniki Kansaku ~ ;f;:.. ~ 1~ 
H0-55 
to henkan mondai j~ ~ 
m.:_. 1ifi t.. li... ~ r.:\ 4 
Forces in Northern Territories 
Shinro L 1._ ~ November 1979, pp. 2-3. 
H0-56 
Hoppe ryodo fukki undo no shomondai Jt.. 7t ~.:r_ lt..·~.it_fjr, ~~~­
(Various Problems in Campaign for Return of Northern 
Territories) 
Miyawaki Mineo i: IW. ~ ~ 
Refarensu v7ri..-;:....-T..... 312 (Januaryl977), 44-56. 
Asia AP95/.J2R45 
Hoppe ryodo henkan e no higan jl:.. J.r ~J:...i.K lL --...n .. ~. ~ 
(Earnest Plea for Return of Northern Territories) 
Suetsugu Ichiro .:$:... ~~ - ~p 
Gekkan jiji .F\ '?l ~~ November 1972, pp. 76-87. 
Hoppe ryodo henkan e no michi .:1\:..Jt*.J:..~..il. "'-.7} ~ 
(Road to Reversion of Northern Territories) 
H0-57 
Sugiyama Shigeo ~ Li:l ir ~ 
Jiyii 13 Iii 254 (March 1981), 115-130. 
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79 
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Hoppe ryodo henkan ni tsuite no teian j~ ~ 
~ .±. i!t_ ..il_ I ::. -J 
"' t .ry ~ %.. 
(Proposal Concerning Return 
Ohira Zengo A. ~ $ .fl. 
Keizai 5rai .a. ~ tt. ;tE: 
of Northern Territories) 
January 1971, pp. 127-133. 
H0-58 
"Hopp5 ryedo henkan no hi" o m5keru ni atatte no teian 
r- .:tt:.. ~ -* ..:.... 14.. jJ_ ,., e ~ ~ ~ •i 3 1::. J; r:: ~ ~ "' ~ '2._ / (Proposal in Connection with Establishment of "Northern 
Territories Reversion Day") 
Hirami tsu Kanemasa ~ ~ 1!. ..LE. 
Shinro L J...., 3 January 1981, pp. 46-48. 
H0-59 
Hoppe ryedo henkan no kabe wa atsukunai J~ .~ p»-
...±.... .iS._ 1L , ~ !.; 4 < ';). ... ' 
of Northern Territories Is Not Thick) (Barrier Against Return 
Imai Hisao .r.t #- .Z. .;:,_ 
Gendai seiji £ -~ ~ :~ November 1969, pp. 64-71. 
H0-60 
Hopp5 rye do henkan no sokushin o t ;r ~ .±.. .i&_iJ. II) '-i.ii' a:. 
(To Expedite Return of Northern Territories) 
Kodaira Tadashi ,, ~ ~ ,e., 
Kakushin * ~ 40 (November 1973), S0-53. 
H0-61 
Hoppe ryedo henkan nozomu jumin no koe: mondai kaiketsu 
o neg au shin' o karano sakebi jt::. ;t k'!!! ..±.. .iJ!. 11!:. ~ ,t-
-r:t. 1," .r) ~ - ~ ~ j14 ~ ~ Jt;;; /)...'• ' I..:; .;!!: "' ? .r) ~ C/' •• 
(Voices of Residents Desiring Return of Northern Territories: 
Earnest Appeals for Solution of Problem) 
Watanabe Ichiro Ji. nt - aP 
Komei ~ 13J1 61 (November 1967), 82-88. 
H0-62 
Hoppe ryedo henkan undo e no gimon r J~ 
.i. ~ .i.L iL i1 --;ftJ "' r, 
(Doubt about "Northern Territories" Reversion Movement) 
Yamada Yoshio w tB 3f .tt. 
Jiyu ~ Iii 244 (May 1980), 107-108. 
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84 Hoppe ryodo henkan undo ni 
(On the Northern Territories 
Yazawa Hiroshi *: ~ ~ 
Dome i iai .m.. 
tsui te ± .it ~..L .i.K L.~ ~ 1: ?,. ~ 
Reversion Movement) 
256 (August 1980), 28-33. 
H0-63 
85 Hoppe ryodo henkan undo no kisoteki ninshiki o shinkasuru 
tameni Jt... ;7t ~ .±. .lK • 4. 1h "' ~ 11!.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <t :9 r: d"J •=-
(To Deepen the Basic Understanding of Northern Territories 
Reversion Movement) 
Komine Yiiz6 ", 11¢ ttl ~ 
Shinro L /.,..,- -? March 1979, pp. 43-49; April 
1979, pp. 53-59. H0-64 
86 Hoppe ryodo henkan yokyu kyaraban ki: kyokan yobu 
henkan ye5kyn no uttae ..11:.. ;t ~ ..±.... ~ I_ -* 
4i.. ·"'" .,. 7 /,- ;:...-- 1C.. - ~ .~. &: .5,~ ~ L 4!- .::t::: "' ~ .t_ 
(Record of "Caravan" Demonstration to Demand Return of 
Northern Territories: Appeal for Reversion Evokes Sympathy) 
Hayashi Shigeyuki ~ Jt * 
Domei ~ Jt 231 (October 1977), 57-62. 
H0-65 
87 Hoppe ryodo henkan yokyu kyarabantai nikki: higan 
kantetsu wa iki no nagai katsudo o jt:., ,.<r 1!1!. .L 14. ll:.. 
• ~ ~,. 7 ,~.: :/ ~ s ~ -- ~- i!l -;: fAt 4 .~ . .J) -!!t ,, ;;~ ilr a 
(Diary of Caravan Unit to Demand Return of Northern 
Territories: Long-Sustained Activities Needed to Materialize 
Earnest Wishes) 
Mabuchi Tomoaki .~ :lit! A#'\ ~ 
Domei f~ m_ 219 (October 1976), 64-71. 
H0-66 
88 Hoppa ryodo henkan yokyu no hoteki kiso ni tsuite 
89 
:it. ~ ~ j;_ ii. l!.. • k:.. , $ at) ~ ~ l~ ? '"' "t' 
(On the Legal Basis of Demand for Return of Northern 
Territories) 
Hayashi Shuzo :f*. ~ ..::.... 
Horitsu no hiroba $ ~ ofJ ~--? .;:;- 26:5 (May 1973), 68-72. 
Hoppe ryodo henkan yokyu no 
(Grounds of Demand for Return 
Ichimata Masao - .,z iE... J.'L 
Jiyu s liT 
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90 Hoppa ryodo henkan yakyu wa Nihonkoku kempo no yosei 
±.. /.r ~ .±.. .1&_ L * .:t:: ~~ s A>-- ~ ~- ci;. r) ~ ~ (Demand for Reversion of Northern Territories Is Japan's 
Constitutional Claim) 
Kimura Akio /-1::.. ;f:::t 8J:\ ±. 
Chilo karon '*" ~ ~ ~ 96:7 (June 1981), 122-129. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
91 Hoppe ryodo hikiagesha engo no shiteki kosatsu j~ ~ 
/~ ..!.... il ~ ~ -ft. Jt .J) ~ r=q ~ ~ 
(Historical Considerations of Assisting Repatriates from 
Northern Territories) 
Miyoshi Akira - ~ 1313; 
Hokusei ronshu jt::_ ~ ~ ~ 6, pp. 49-71. 
H0-68 
92 Hoppa ryodo Hirasawa rombun o tsuibaku su ~~ ~ 
~- ..±. -+ .;R_ » :t ~ ~- .~ -t 
(Refutation of Hirasawa's Treatise on Northern Territories) 
Shidehara Michi taro ~ fff-, ~ Js... ~~ 
Minzoku to seiji ~ ~.!:. a. at November 1975, pp. 21-26. 
H0-69 
93 Hoppa ryado j i ttai o reisei ni jt_ ;t ~ L. ~ /.;t. .= :,~ ~ .~ 
(Looking Calmly at the Actual Situation of Northern 
Territories) 
Hirasawa Kazushige +CR. ..m ~ 
Asahi shimbun ~ B ~;! September 26, 1975, p.5. 
H0-70 
94 Hoppe ryedo kaifuku no kokuminteki shukugan tassei e 
.::it- }'r 1~ .L @ \~ .n !1U ~J ~ ~ I~ ifL tt.: """'-
(Toward Fulfillment of People's Long-Cherished Desire 
for Recovery of Northern Territories) 
Domei lin J:.. 135 (October 1969), 4-7. 
H0-71 
9 5 Hoppe ryodo kaiketsu no tameni ~ ff ~-±:... ~ ~ "' '= j/) •:: 
(In the Interests of Northern Territories Solution) 
Ishida Tsugio --6 IB .:~ .lJ1,. 
Kemei ~ ~ 60 (October 1967), 92-102. 
H0-72 
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96 Hoppe ryodo kankei nempyo oyobi shiryo :It- }r -1~ 
i.. ~ i~ -.4- ~~ :j;. d= c.-·· ~ .t4- ( 1955-*- {C/68 +) 
(Chronological Table and Source Materials Regarding 
Northern Territories, 1955-1968) 
Takenaka Shigetoshi lf1J" tf: .!l. ~ 
Kokusai josei ffil ~A~~ 24, pp. 95-134. 
H0-73 
97 Hoppe ryodo kosha wa iki nagaku: kokuron bunretsu 
inshazukeru Hirasawa rombun .:tb }.j -4~ ±. ~ ~ d 
.~. ~ < -- liD ~ 7T ~ -e(l $.. ~ .. rj ~ ~ CR. ~ i:_ 
(Conduct Negotiations Patiently for Northern Territories: 
Hirasawa Treatise Gives Impression of Split in National 
Consensus) 
Nari ta Katsushiro ttX It! M tnJ 1l~ 
Asahi shimbun ~8~$ October 1, 1975, p.5. 
H0-74 
98 Hoppa ryedo mo hitotsu no shiryo: Nihon koyu o me~J~ 
99 
jt, 7t 4~ .:L t. ? 7 rJ -1{ # - a '*- ® ~ ;5:_ a~'\ Jf _ 
(Another Source Material on Northern Territories: Clear 
Statement of Japan's Inalienable Rights) 
Iwagami Jiro * 1:. ~ ~p 
Seiron iE. ~ 48 (December 1977), 194-195. 
Hoppa ryodo mandai i~ 
(Northern Territories Problem) 
Douglas Mendel 
Kokusai j ihyo ~ ~ ~ ~ 
H0-75 
December 1969, pp. 51-55. 
H0-76 
100 Hoppa ryodo mandai :!1::... ;t 
(Northern Territories Problem) 
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1-13. 
13:12 (December 1969), 
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fu 7J" ~~ ..t_ Pa'i ~ - r -f.- ~. ~ Z_ ..I 1 : ~ ~ "i ~ 
(Northern Territories Problem: Refutation of "Hirasawa's 
Treatise") 
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Shokun ~ ~ 8:1 (January 1976), 224-235. 
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.:lb jj- ·~'?... ..:t.. r"'"i ~ -- ~ "7 1e ~ ~ ,a ,~ ~ ::z. t-=A ~ t:L 
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and Legal Status) 
Azuma Mi tsukimi ~- ~ ~ 
Demei Ia\ .;lt 251 (June 1979), 48-56. 
H0-79 
Hoppe ryodo mondai: tai-So tsuizuiteki na Sehyo Shakaito 
no he shin ..1t:.. ;r /~-=.. f'c"l ~- # '/ ia fla ~'T g ,~. ~, 1::.~ ~"' ;t ·~ 
(Northern Territories Problem: Policies of General 
Council of Trade Unions of Japan and Japan Socialist Party 
Follow the Soviet Line) 
Watanabe Akira JtiZJ. ~ 
Demei 1~ ~ 239 (June 1978), 32-37. 
H0-80 
Hoppe ryedo mondai de sanjikan mo hanasu: ninemburi ni 
Soren o otozurete :tt::.. 7f ~ ..±.. tm ~~ ~- _ 
~ Fa., c ~ ""t - ;._ ~ ,):· ') t::.. ') ~ !i. ~ 111.. C' 
(Talking about the Northern Territories Problem for Three 
Hours: Visit to USSR after Two Years) 
Hasegawa Takashi ~J.j.J•! lJiit 
Sekai shuhe ~ ~ i1l. ~ 
42-44. 
53:39 (September 26, 1972), 
H0-81 
Hoppe ryodo mondai henkan e no michi 
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(Northern Territories Problem, Road to Reversion) 
Kawamura Masaru C31 ;j;:t fft. 
Dome i :61 .M.. 263 (June 1980), 44-48. 
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(Proposal for Solution of Northern Territories Problem) 
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(Measures to Hasten Solution of Northern Territories Problem) 
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Tairiku mondai *-. ~ ih"! ..a_ September 1972, pp. 17-26. 
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Takai Su.sumu itt * ~ 
Kokubo ® ~ 30:2 (February 1981), 20-34. 
H0-84a 
111 Hoppe ryodo mondai ni kansuru kokusaiho ~ ~ 
~ .±._ fi.'i a. I ::_ ~ -;t ~ 00 ~--- :£:. 
(International Laws Concerning Northern Territories Problem) 
Komei ~ SJ\ 60 (October 1967), 89-95. 
H0-85 
112 Hoppa ryodo mondai ni kansuru Sorengawa no saishin no 
kihonteki kenkai ..:ft.., :t ~ ..:t_ F"'~ ~ ,_ 
fl' <t ~ '/ .!t_ 1~1 ~ ~ ~ ·n #-. zl:--. M !... ~ 
(Soviet Russia's Recent Basic Viewpoints Concerning Northern 
Territories Problem) 
Shimizu Takehisa ~ *- ~ fZ 
Kyosanken mondai ~ ~ ~ F.f\:8. 20:1 (January 1976), 45-58. 
H0-86 
113 Hoppe ryodo mondai ni kansuru To no taido j~ ~ 
~ .L r'll"\ ~ l-:. ~ i" ~ ~ f?) ~. ,::._ 
(Party's Attitude Toward Northern Territories Problem) 
Nihon Shakaito Hoppe Ryodo Mondai Tokubetsu Iinkai 
e -$.- -1.:t: ~ ~ ~~::_, .,;- -~~ ..!:... l"'a"\ ~ ~ lJ'I 4- ~ €: 
Gekkan Shakaito J='l-fi\-1-:U£~ 153 (December 1969), 214-
221. Asia JQ1698/. S5G54 
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114 Hoppe ryodo mondai ni taisuru kenkai :lb ?J ,~ 
..:t._ r.:."\ ~ I :: 7i -t .7 Y'-l JlW. 
115 
116 
117 
118 
(Views Concerning the Northern Territories Problem) 
Togano Satoko F ot- !f.. + 
Shakai shimpe *.±.. ~ i£r ~ October 19, 19 6 9, p. 4. 
H0-87 
Hoppo ryodo mondai ni taisuru okashina Sha-Kyo no "ronri": 
mondai no kaiketsu o okuraseru saidai no gan r- ~t::, fr ~- ...L 
~ ~.J c:: T-t T ~ :f\· ll~ L '-d ,?',.:L * cT) '' ~ ..IX.'' Fe~ 
~ "'> fff. ::.~ ~ .L&_ S t ~ ~ K <rJ 'f/'' _. 
(Strange "Logic" of Japan Socialist Party and Japan 
Communist Party Concerning Northern Territories Problam: 
Biggest Stumbling Block Delaying Solution of Problem) 
Taira Shin' ichi 9 { 7 ~ -
Kakushin J$: # 105 (April 1979), 56-62 
H0-88 
Hoppa ryodo mondai ni tsuite: sono rekishiteki kokusaiteki 
kosatsu _jf:.. ;:t 4~-.J:.. F~'i :!'£. ·=- ? '"' r - f fl? a ~ '6rl ~ ~ ~ +- ~ /.if::.. ::-.._ [;;"" J Ia)_ G4". !:" J ':1 ,Af". (On Northern Territories Problem: Its Historical and 
International Considerations) 
Kotani Hidej ire ,r, ~ ~ ::::. ~p 
Gunj i shigaku ~ -$ 'e. '* 7:4 (March 1972), 104-123. 
H0-89 
Hoppe ryodo mondai ni tsuite no seifu Jiminto e no hanron 
± /l" 1ffl: ..±. ~~ ~ , = _, .. "( "' a At · 13 ~ ~ ......_ n ~R. d'·~ 
(Rebuttal to Government and Liberal-Democratic Party on 
Northern Territories Problem) 
Nihon Shakai to Kokusaikyoku 8 ~ .f,x_ 1;~:\ i'Jt. J:ID ~- fii1 
Gekkan shakaite ""f'l ak :;t_ December 1967, pp. 39-43. 
Asia JQ1698/.SSG54 
Hoppe ryodo mondai ni yosete _:±~::; -;r ~~ ..:1:.. I%\~ .::. ~ tr c-
(Taking up the Northern Territories Problem) 
Sugiyama Shigeo ~ LL ?1: a 
Minami to kita ~ h it. 50, pp. 45-73. 
H0-90 
119 Hoppe ryodo mondai no j ittai jt:., /T 1;7~ .1:... F"'~ ~ ,, ~ f.l!. 
(Actual Status of Northern Territories Problem) 
Ogi Sadao ~ ~ N!. 
Gunji kenkyil w_~g·~ 10:9 (September 1975), 146-149. 
H0-91 
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120 Hoppa ryodo mondai no kihon shisei .:It:, ;t ~ .L f'J'\ ~~ .n ~~~ 
(Fundamental Posture of Northern Territories Problem) 
Watanabe Akira jl iLL !f1!1 
Domei Tal ~ 227 (June 1977), 50-61. 
H0-92 
121 Hoppe ryodo mondai no kiin to keika .:ib Jr kJL.t. 1:\.!~.J,~® k~ 
(Origin and Course of Northern Territories Problem) 
Tamura K<5saku 1E ;;t::t- -... 2tL 
122 
Kokusaiho gaiko zasshi lil ~- ~11-X.~~~ 60:4/6 (March 
1962), 152-179. H0-93 
Hoppe ryodo mondai no kiseki 
(Locus of Northern Territories 
Ito Mitsuru ~ i!fi. c& 
Soka hogaku tj1 1'tfr ~ ~ 
.±.. jf ;"?~ .±.. ~ a ~ -t~t. &;,;. 
Problem) 
6:3/4 (March 1977), 61-79. 
H0-94 
123 Hoppa ryodo moadai no kokusaiseijiteki kosatsu: Hoppe 
ry6do 0 dakkan shiyo db ~ ~ ..:1:_ lb., ~ ?) m ~ 
IK Lk Btl ~ ~ ( .:tt::.. fr /;'~ .1:... .a: • .iE L + 7 ) 
(Consideration of Northern Territories Problem from the 
Standpoint of International Politics: Let Us Recover the 
Northern Territories) _ 
Kamikawa Hikomatsu ~ ''I ~ t'~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonj in B ~Jt s~...z.. 1461 (May 1968), 34-44. 
H0-95 
124 Hoppa ryodo mondai no kyiltenkai ::tt::... 7.f '* .±.. f~:~, ~ , ;e:,.Jfrt,.@I 
(Sudden Turn of Northern Territories Problem) 
Saito Tadashi ·~ f1i.. .~-
Gunji kenkyu ~ .. ~~~ 8:3 (March 1973), 20-29. 
H0-96 
125 Hoppa ry6do mondai no rekishiteki keizaiteki konkyo 
::tt:.. fr t$l! _j-_ FJ' ~ <1) ttl._ ~. ~ • a ~ t:tJ ._ ~ 
(Historical and Economic Bases of Northern Territories 
Problem) 
Hiratake Denzo .1Jt- 'T7 fi:, ;... 
Chuo Gakuin Daigaku rons6 **~~k~~lt 10 
(December 1975), 1-25. H0-97 
126 Hoppe ryodo mondai no rekishi to genjitsu .:lb t /* ..:L r .. ~ M!. V) ~- 4:! ~ ~ ~ 
(History and Reality of Northern Territories Problem) 
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Shimizu Takehisa ~ ;k ,a .. z 
Gendai no me ~ 'f\.' ~ BL 18:7 (August 1977), 98-105. 
H0-98 
127 Hoppe ryodo mondai no rekishi to hori: kankei shokoku 
no kenri gimu to sekinin no kyumei ..::11:.. 1T ~ i.. r'a"\ ~ .?) 
m_ >k_ h fZ- J~- M \~ ~ ® .n • ~l A ~ ~ -;.:_ /t4: n '9i:. ~:~~ 
(History and Legal Principles of Northern Territories Problem: 
Rights, Obligations and Responsibilities of Concerned 
Countries) 
Yasui Kaoru 4?- Jt:. 1;13 
Hogaku shirin ~ ~~~-~ 69:3/4 (March 1972), 1-16. 
H0-99 
128 "Hoppe ryodo mondai" no saikosatsu " :t!::.J ;r 
~ .i. Fal!f ~ 11 ~ -14- ~ ~-
(Reconsideration of "Northern Territories Problem") 
Okuma Ryoichi *- .~. ~ -
Jiyfuninshuto seisaku geppo "SIE ~~ rif't.~~.... 130 
(November 1966), -140-143. H0-100 
129 Hoppa ryodo mondai no sainen no kozai :1~ ;r 
~ ~ r~ tt.ii. I') -iit. t.~- ~ rh ~ 
(Merits and Demerits of the Re-emergence of Northern 
Territories Problem) 
Nasu Kiyoshi ~ ~ ..lf 
Kokuren ~ ~ 40:11 (November 1961), 16-20. 
H0-101 
130 "Hoppe ryodo mondai" no seijiteki k5satsu r ~~ h 
~ ..L r.,'i ~ ~ r, ~. ~g. ~CJ ~ ~-
(Political Thoughts on "Northern Territories Problem") 
Ueda Katsuo ~ EB :t;t- tt. 
Gekkan jiji }9-?\ ~· 14:5 (May 1969), 62-66. 
H0-102 
131 Hoppe ryodo mondai no tanaage nerau: Migu-25 Jiken ni 
miru Soren no tai-Nichi kosei .±. ;Y ~~ ~ fic'l ~ ~ q i 
..c. r;-·· ~ s -? - ~ rr zs- 4 /!4- • ~ J.t ~ ') .l1!_ .7) r-r s JR. * 
(Seek to Shelve Northern Territories Problem: Soviet 
Offensive Against Japan as Seen in the MIG-25 Incident) 
Nishiwaki Fumiaki !§ ~ z a~ 
Sekai shuho tl! ~ ~ a. 57:41 (October 19, 1976), 
3o-34. H0-103 
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132 Hoppe ry6do mondai o do shori suru ka ~~ ~ 
~~ ...L r.fl ~ c.. ~·· 7 ~ .tt.. ct ~ 7.7-
<How to Settle the Northern Territories Problem) 
Teraj ima Yutaka 4F- ~ ~ 
Hokkai hyoron ..:tt_. cfiJ. -;W-~ August 1961, ppo 4-2lo 
H0-104 
133 Hoppe ryodo mondai oboegaki .:!1::.. ~ ~~ ..:L Fc~ .§.. ~ -Z. * 
(Memorandum on Northern Territories Problem) 
Ohira Zengo *--+- ~ -m. 
Aj ia hogaku ~ ,.fl'B ~ ct-.·~ 9:2 (March 1975), 70-85 o 
H0-105 
134 Hoppe Ryodo Mondai Taisaku Kyokai no genkyo ~t... ~ 
~ .z.. r.."f ~ ~ ~ 11r"tr 4~ , .IJL ~JL 
(Present Situation of Northern Territories Problem Policy 
Association) 
Yamazaki Hachiro J.L ~ 1' ~ 
Toki no horei 1!:l-"' $. 4 800 (October 13, 1972), 16-2lo 
H0-106 
135 Hoppe Ryodo Mondai Taisaku Kyokai no setsuritsu ~~ 
7't ~ .±.. ~ ~ t,'l, 4:~ ~ ~ .±.. 
(Establishment of Northern Territories Problem Policy 
Association) 
Moriya Michio '$ ~ ~ k 
Toki no horei ~-.1) :t4 683 (July 13, 1969), 26-32 o 
H0-107 
136 Hoppe ryodo mondai taisaku no zenshin ~~ ~ 
.~ _±_ r~ ~~ n ~ .r) AA A 
(Progress of Countermeasures for Northern Territores Problem) 
Jiyuminshuto seisaku geppo ~ ffi ~~ ~ ·,~?~!!. P'\•..J 182 
(March 1971), 471-4720 H0-108 
137 Hoppe ryodo mondai to "anzen sogyo" ;lt:..J ~ ~ 
..±:... Fu.., teE. ~ ,-~ & tt_ 1t, ..1 
(Northern Territories Problem and "Safe Fishery Operations") 
Teshima Hiroshi -;- .P-o 1:# 
Gekkan Shakaito Fl f'l ~ 4~ ·~ 128 (December 1967), 
33-380 Asia JQ1698/oS5G54 
138 Hoppe ryodo mondai to chudo seito ,-:tt..I.J-~±..1 Fl:.'l~::. +~ 
(Northern Territories Problem and Middle-of-the-Road Political 
Party) 
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Fuwa Tetsuzo -f. ~ "tr ~ 
Akahata .ir, ~ 
1969, p.3. 
May 24, 1969, p.3; May 25, 
H0-109 
139 Hoppa ryodo mondai to Chu-So .:t!::. fr ~...t... tm~ l.:.tr v 
(Northern Territories Problem and PRC-USSR) 
140 
141 
Harako Rinj iro ~-+"'*-~~p 
Koria hyoron ~·J7df-'3Rl 14:9 (October 1972), 68-72. 
H0-110 
Hoppe ryodo mondai to Chu-So kokkyo funso ~~ 
~ ..±.... ~ a, ~ '*" ') oo k ,ffl 
(Northern Territories Problem and Sino-Soviet Border 
Conflict) 
Matsumoto Shun'ichi 
Kokubo @ ~ 18:12 (November 1969), 43-48. 
"HoppS rySdo" mondai to Nihon 
~ ..t.... .l r.3 ~ b. 
("Northern Territories" Problem 
Takazawa Torao ~ .:R 'il ~ 
Shakaishug i ~ 4:\ -'£.. Jit 
H0-111 
Shakai to r- :tb /t 
B $. ~ ~\. ~ 
and Japan Socialist Party) 
August 1975, pp. 36-42. 
H0-112 
142 Hoppe ryodo mondai to Reninshugi .:1t. ::;t ~..t... F.:fl ~ 1.:. ~.---=-:..--.%:..J\ 
(Northern Territories Problem and Leninism) 
Shimizu Takehisa ~ ?K !&.:. :Z. 
Kaikakusha C){. 1it ~ June 1979, pp. 96-107; July 
1979, pp. 81-93; August 1979, pp. 90-104. H0-113 
143 HoppS ryodo mondai wa sudeni kaiketsuzumi to iu SorempS 
shucho no genryu o motomete r it.. ;;- ~ ...±:.. r.."' ~ ,-j i" z-· , ~ 
M ~~ -t· 1t .J h .. , ? -; ill. ~ ~ 7!. Q') all', .:~ ::: ~ ,)") -c 
(Seeking the Origin of Soviet Assertion That "Northern 
Territories Problem Has Already Been Solved") 
EndS Haruhisa J;t_ Ffl !fr 7.. 
Gaiko j iho ;,... ~ ~ -. May 1971, pp. 22-41. 
H0-114 
144 Hoppe ryodo ni atsui me o, sono rekishi to genjitsu: 
Ugokashigatai koyil no ryodo t /T ~ -t:.. .~ .~ .,, e 
~ ! - l' "" ~ ~ b. ~ ~ - "' 17- :... fJ...' r=. .. , 00. ~ rJ") ~ ....t:.. 
(Turn Zealous Eyes to Northern Territories--Their History 
and Realities--Inalienable Native Land) 
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Hyodo Nagao ~ Rt. ~ ht!:. 
Gekkan j iyuminshu F1 f"l ~ ftJ t\. ~ 
76-93. 
333 (December 1980), 
H0-115 
145 Hoppe ryodo ni kansuru hoteki mondaiten ~~ ~ ~ 
i.. ~~ ~ -t ~ :r, ~ r.:\ ~ .~-(Legal Problems Concerning Northern Territories) 
Akiyama Michie M'..__ LL ..ii._ "-. 
Kokusai josei 00 P.«. .~..- • 24, pp. 83-94. 
H0-116 
146 Hoppa ry6do ni kansuru Komeita no shucho: Hoppa ryado 
henkan e no michi ±... jj- ~ -L t-= ~ -t ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ _._ ::tt:.., 7! ~ J:_ JlL ~ " .,., ili.. 
(Assertion of the Clean Government Party Regarding Northern 
Territories: Road to Return of Northern Territories) 
Komei to ~ B.A 'lr 
Komei £.. e~ 62 (December 1967), 32-53. 
147 "Hoppe ryodo" ni kansuru mandai no teiki 
~ ...L .• ,:, ~ <t ~ A;1 ~ 
(Posing the Problem of "Northern Territories") 
Okuma Ryoichi A. ~ R 
Jiyuminshuto seisaku geppo !§ItT R. • ..±..~ ,..a.~-...~ 
(September 1968), 124-140. 
H0-117 
151 
H0-118 
148 Hoppe ryado ni kokumin no me o :::tt.. Jt • ..L •= ~&I EtJ , JJLe 
(Turn People's Eyes to Northern Territories) 
Yokota Toshio ~ lB 1'~ *-. 
Gekkan jiji )=! 'f'l ~· August 1970, pp. 68-71. 
H0-119 
149 Hoppa ryado no genja to taisaku .:it.. ,;r 4...1:..." L.:l~ l # lfr 
(Present Status of and Countermeasures for Northern 
Territories) 
Wada Kosaku ~ If! ,M. 1''i: 
Kaikakusha ct.. .,$_ -,fj April 1979, pp. 46-54. 
H0-120 
150 Hoppa ryado no genj a to taisaku jt. 7t +'- ..t.. <I) 5~ "~ ~ ~ ~ 
(Present Status andCountermeasures for Northern Territories) 
Wada K6saku :ilD 1B .t& 1'1= 
Domei l~ ~ 251 (June 1979), 30-41. 
H0-121 
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151 "Hoppe ryodo" no genso 
(Illusion and Reality of 
Noguchi Hiroshi J!f o 11i 
Shokun ~ ~ 
to genj i tsu "::lt ;r ~J:..· "'t.7 :e b :W'._~ 
"Northern Territories") 
d{ 
8:3 (March 1976), 134-147. 
H0-122 
152 Hoppa ryodo no gunji kichika to Sorengun no doko ~~ ~ 
~ .J::.. .ry ... • £ ~ it.., \:. 'I .it_ ~ .ry llfr ~ 
(Setting Up Military Bases in Northern Territories and 
Movements of Soviet Troops) 
Yamazaki Takio J.L Iii- Js.. + ~ 
Gunji kenkyu ~ ~ ~ ~ December 1979, pp. 44-50. 
H0-123 
153 Hoppe ryedo no henkan o futatabi uttaeru: Hokkai ni 
musebu kono higan o ichinichi mo hayaku jitsugen seyo 
;Lt. ?t q ..±... lL. 1L a • ~-· 1lt z ~ - .:r~::.. ~ , : -t· 
-tt. .s:- :::: , ~- M. .::. s :e ~ < ~ .F""' t!" .;._ (We Appeal Again-for Return of Northern Territories: Grant, 
as Soon as Possible, This Pathetic Prayer Stifled in the 
Northern Sea) 
Aizawa Takehiko ~ ~$\. ~ 
Kemei ~a~ 99 (January 1971), 122-129. 
H0-124 
154 Hoppe ryodo no henkan undo wa hitori hitori no sanka de 
±. if" ~ ..±:. , ~ IE. £ t1r ,.;t. - A.. t,• b 'J .?) ~ t!r:s ~-
(Carry on Reversion Movement for Northern Territories 
Through Participation of Each One) 
Endo Shigeaki J:t:.rti ~ aJ\ 
Domei 1~ M. 240 (July 1978), 68-71. 
H0-125 
155 Hoppe ryodo no henkan yokyu undo :!1:.:/T~~.J::.. .n ~li...*~il..f.tl 
156 
(Movement to Demand Return of Northern Territories) 
Kuwahara Teruji ~~- ~~ 
Kokusaiho gaiko zasshi 5) ~ cz;. ~X.~~~- 6 0: 4/6 
(March 1962), 429-474. H0-126 
Hoppe ryodo no hi: 
~ i..,.., 8-
(Northern Territories 
Asahi shimbun yukan 
p. 3 
kunosuru kokkyo no umi j~ ~ 
~ +:4 T ~ ~ ~ " ~ 
Day: Anguish of the Ocean Border) 
~ s ~tit'\ '1 -?j February 4, 1981, 
H0-127 
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157 Hoppe ryodo no hi no seikaku: 
ashigakari ni r .:!!:.. 7f -'to~ L 
~ e\, 1 ~ ~, ;Fc; ~ .:1') 
(Feature of "Northern Territories 
Toward National Movement) 
Hirami tsu Kanemasa ~ 71:. * iE.. 
Asahi Shimbun ~ s ~ 00 
kokumin undo e kesshu no 
V') 8 _,_ ") ./tt_ 4--
,'Z_ 1],·· /1. '} I::. 
Day": Foothold for Rally 
November 291 1980 1 p.5. 
H0-128 
158 Hoppe ryodo no hi o kyokkai suru na: shin no Nisso yuko 
ni wa kokuron toi tsu ga kan' yo ,- jt., jj" k'- -L I/) s.. ~ ~ ;w 
-t ~ f3 - ~ ") 8 Y 1i._ ~ I~ t~ lE ~ ~ - }f,·· \tr • 
(Do Not Distort "Northern Territories Day": Unified 
National Opinion Essential for True Friendship Between 
Japan and Soviet Russia) 
Ozawa Sadataka '', ~ }!t ~ 
Asahi shimbun ~ 8 Mf 00 February 131 19811 p. 5. 
H0-129 
159 Hoppe ryodo no·hi torisage yo: Soren to no sago shinrai 
ga kaiketsu e no zentei r :lb jj" ~ .L <7J s ..i ...._ 'J F- 1t·· 
J: - '/ ~ ~ ~ ;f:8 ~ 1';t ~ Jr,·· ~ ~~ --- ~ #o\ .:rJt. 
(Cancel "Northern Territories Day": Mutual Trust with 
Soviet Russia Is Prerequisite for Solution) 
Matsumae Shigeyoshi ~ Jf.J I. A 
Asahi Shimbun !fA a ~ fll\ June 61 19811 p. 5. 
H0-130 
160 "Hoppe ryodo no hi" yahari gimon: henkan e gensoku mo 
gutaisaku mo kaku seifu r_jt,. lt ~ ~ .r> BJ ~ ,;;:t_ ') 
.ik__ 1"' .. 4 ~ i4. --. /ifa, ~·1 t ~ --~ ~ t R. < ~ Jf.t 
(Doubts About "Northern Territories Day": Government Is 
Lacking in Principles and Concrete Proposals for Reversion) 
Fujiwara Osamu Pfl: /jP, Ef:t 
Asahi shimbun -""' s kfr ti1 February 281 19811 p. 5. 
161 Hoppe ryodo no heri :lt.. 7f ~ ..1:- n :1:.. 
(Legal Principles of Northern Territories) 
Takano Yuichi it; l'f t.tt_ -
Kokusaiho gaiko zasshi ® fft ~~ 71--~- Z~· 
(March 1962) 1 193-250. 
H0-131 
60:4/6 
H0-132 
162 Hoppa ryodo no hor i to gaiko '3b /T r<t~ .:t:__,_ n ct. :f_f_ b 't'l-- ~ 
(Legal Principles and Diplomacy Concerning "Northern 
Territories") 
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163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
Terazawa Haj ime ~- ~ -
Sekai 1!: ~ 192 (December 1961), 30-40. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
Hoppa ryodo no hoteki chii .:±t. 7r ~ .1:.. 
(Legal Status of Northern Territories) 
Maehara Mitsuo ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Kokusaiho gaikO zasshi ~~~M~~ 
180-192. 
60:4/6 (March 1962), 
H0-133 
Hoppe ryodo no jitsuje to genchi no koe: mitekita genkye 
to henkan e no bijon o uttaeru ::!t:_, % ~ ..r_ <?'J ~ .~ ~ g._ .:!t!L 
n ;¥. - ~ ~ ~ ~ £ ~ l: ~ i1 ......,. -TJ c.· c.-· ~ :/ a #f. -L .:> 
(Actual Conditions in Northern Territories and Voices of 
Local Populace: Situation as Seen in Personal Visit and 
Appeals for Return) 
Ito Sesukemaru 1-;1 if& .e-1#1 "L 
Komei ~ a~ 73 (November 1968), 96-105. 
H0-134 
Hoppe ryedo no kage ni ikiru Kuriruj in ..:tt... ?;-
~ -t_ ., ~:. ':. ~ ~ :, 7 1 ) II,... /..._ 
(Kurile Residents Who 
Territories) 
Live in the Shadows of Northern 
Oshima Yukio *- ~ ~ ~ 
Gendai no me ~ ~ <T> f'l. 17:5 (May 1976), 230-239. 
H0-135 
Hoppe ryedo no kaifuku to sono seijiteki igi .:±~ 
~ .;t_ V) ® {f t. t <f) $.._ ~~ !A ,~. 
(Recovery of Northern Territories and Its Political 
Significance) 
Hayashi Masao $. iE *-
Gekkan seiji !=\ i"l ~ .::fS 90 (July 1959), 24-30. 
Hoppe ryedo no kokusaihojo no chii 
..:1:._ d) liD ~- \:z:.. 
(Position of Northern Territories from 
International Law) 
H0-136 
jt_, ;;;- ~~ 
1:.. d) .:t!.... 1±.. 
the Standpoint of 
Tamura Kosaku ffi # * ~.t 
Gaiko j iho I} !<.. B:f--. October 1969, pp. 19-30. 
Asia DS845/.G34 
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Hoppe ryodo no kokusaiheteki kenta ~ ~ 
~ ..L ~ 00 ~ :r... ~ ~ t:t 
168 (Consideration of Northern Territories from Standpoint of 
International Law) 
Hirose Yoshio ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Baei ronshu l'J't fit ~ ~ 1:1 (March 1962), 50-71. 
H0-137 
169 Hoppa ry6do no mieru chi kara Jt... jj- ~ _t:_ ~ JE, ~ :; ~ 1'1~ .; 
(From the Locale Where the Northern Territories Can be Seen) 
D5mei ~ ~ 251 (June 1979), 42-47. 
H0-138 
170 Hoppe ryodo no soki henkan hakare: nanjaku gaiko aratame 
shutai teki torikumi de s6ki ni kaiketsu e :il:. }f * ....t.. n ~ ~ 
.iB.. 11.. ® A1. - ~ ~ jl.... .K a. .f> :t -?fs.. atJ 1ft. . J ~ .H "<'· ~ ,$\ •:. ~ ~ " 
(Devise a Plan for Early Return of Northern Territories: 
Change from Weak Diplomacy to Active Negotiations for 
Speedy Solution) 
Ichikawa Hiroshi- rt"I J•l %: 
Kamei ~ dA 88 (February 197Q), 44-52. 
H0-139 
171 Hoppe ryado no saki henkan o uttaeru jt.Jt~..±...n~.ut_L_ &:. ~t'f~6 
(Appeal for Early Return of Northern Territories) 
Suizu Mi tsuru ?k.. !t ~ 
Tairiku mandai *:.. ~ ,..,, ~ 18:3 (March 1969), 13-21. 
Asia DS501/.T35 
172 Hoppe ryado no saki henkan o uttaeru .:!t:.)t~.LJ)~Ji,_.if_ ~~;(.6 
(Appeal for Early Return of Northern Territories) 
173 
Suizu Mi tsuru *'-- ~ ~~ 
Kaike {~ rr February 1976, pp. 3-5. 
Hoppe ryodo o kaesaseru ho 
(Means of Having the Northern 
Kimura Hiroshi A--. .,q .;R. 
Bungei shunju ~ ~ • ~ 
H0-140 
j\::.Jr ~z.. e:.~ ~ t! ~ ~ 
Territories Returned) 
60:3 (March 1982), 92-103. 
Asia AP95/.J2B85 
17 4 Hoppe ryedo o kaifukusuru heh6 ± 7t ~1:.! E1. ~t i" 9 i]" cii 
(Means to Recover Northern Territories) 
Takahashi Tadashi l!r -i& ~ 
ChTI6 k6ron +~~ d 90:3 (March 1975), 187-194. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
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175 Hoppe ryodo o kangaeru: fukuzatsuna kokusai seiji e no 
ninshiki ga hi tsuyo .it. .7t ~ -L ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- ~ ~ g ~ ~ a c~ "" (j) ~· ".iii 11 .. •• ·':if _. (Thoughts on Northern Territories: Need Awareness of 
Complicated International Politics) 
Sase Masamori ?'.i. ~ ~ ~ 
Asahi janaru ~ s ~- .. -r,..... 20:13 (March 31, 1978), 22-26. 
Asia AP95/.J2A83 
176 Hoppe ryedo o kangaeru: sono rekishiteki jijitsu to 
kokusaihojo no chii :it; ?J ~ .L ~ ~ i:_ ~ -
'f ") ~ ~ tq ~ ~ k ® ~~- ~E... ...J::. <I) ftz... ~ 
(Thoughts on Northern Territories: Their Historical Facts 
and International Legal Position) 
Muto Iwao ;<._ i1& JL 
Kokubo 00 ~ 25:6 (June 1976), 72-80. 
H0-141 
177 "Hoppe ryodo" o Kokuren no ba ni: Tai-So kutsujG shinri 
no seisan o r :it.. ;t ~ .i- ..L ~ @. 4_ -f) 
~ I::. - ~ '/ ~ ~ ''-'' .lf_ ') ~ _J ~ 
(Take the "Northern Territories" Issue to United Nations: 
To Rectify the Submissive Mentality Toward Soviets) 
Sono Akira ~ jlf e~ 
Seiron JE ;1ll'ii 85 (December 1980), 160-161. 
H0-142 
178 Hoppe ryodo o Kokusai Shihosai ni: Soren no mokusatsu ni 
taiko ..:tt..> ;;r ~ ..1:.. ~ ~ ~ .if :z.. ~ ,:.. '/ l!. ,., .. ~ ~ ,:. J=t m.. 
(Take Northern Territories Issue to International Court of 
Justice: To Counter Soviet's Disregard) 
Kotani Hidej ire ,, . ~ ~ =- ~p 
Seiron iE_ ~ 48 (December 1977), 178-179. 
H0-75 
179 "Hoppe ryedo rombun" o kaita watakushi no shin'i ~~ 
180 
lj '*- .i. ~ z ~ ~ , · r=. ..fL.. or) ii_ ;~ 
(My Real Intentions for Writing the Treatise on Northern 
Territories) 
Hirasawa Kazushige Jf- ~ ~ 1-
Jitsugyo no Nihon ~ ~ ~ s~ 1852 (November 1, 
1975), 92-96. Asia HF41/.J58 
Hoppe ryedo rons6 no yukue: Kokkai hokoku :tt:... 
-~~ ..L $i 4-- , ti -t -- m lz:: 
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(Course of Northern Territories Controversy: A National 
Diet Report) 
Ooka Eppei 
Chuo koron 76:12 (December 1961), 109-120. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
181 Hoppa ryodo to Chu-So kankei .::tt.. jj k)_ i. ~ cp '/ ;m t-f, 
182 
(Northern Territories and Sino-Soviet Relations) 
Kuba Takeo /Z ?F- ~ -k.. 
Asahi Janaru ~ s :/' .... -t"''--' 13:19 (May 14, 1971), 18-22. 
Hoppe ryodo to haken mondai ~1:.. 
(Northern Territories and Hegemony 
Nakagawa Ichire cl=r Jlt - etf 
Minzoku to seij i ~ -~ ~ a.~ 
H0-144 
/T ~ -L I. ~ ll_ t"a., ~ 
Problem) 
October 1975, pp. 18-20. 
H0-145 
183 Hoppe ryodo to. Hoppa gyogyo .:11::. 7t ~ ..±... l: ±. 7J :if!_ ~ 
(Northern Territories and Northern Fishery) 
Shigemori Tadashi ~ ~ mt ± 
Tairiku mondai *- ~e."' 2! September 1971, pp. 20-29. 
Asia DS501/.T35 
184 Hoppe ryodo to Hoppe kikC5 jt.. 7t ~ L h .:tt:.. 7t ,tf.. ~T 
185 
(Northern Territories and Northern Travelogue) 
Hayashi Shuzo ~ .,-a,.. -=:.. 
Toki no horei ~ "' ~ ~ 795 (August 23, 1972), 36-39. 
Hoppe ryodo to Nihonjin 
(Northern Territories and 
Kimura Hiroshi * # ~~ 
Shokun if; ~ 
H0-146 
.:tt. tJ ~ .L !, 
Japanese) 
13 : 5 (May 19 81 ) , 6 8-81 . 
H0-147 
186 Hoppe ryodo to Nihon no tachiba (zadankai) ~~ n 
~ ....L t. El _.4<.-. .,., .Jt. ~ ( .¥.. ;£_ -?~ ) 
(Northern Territories and Japan's Position) 
Sugiyama Shigeo ~ u... ~~·ttl ;t.t f*~ · ~~1$./f • A..:.Ll£.-d 
Keizai orai .a .:;tt- ZE. *: August 1970, pp. 58-71. 
H0-148 
187 Hoppe ryodo to nihyakkairi no kihon mondai 
~ .L .\:. z 0 0 :11 1 ') ~ ~ 
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188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
(Northern Territories and Basic Problem of 200 Nautical Miles) 
Sakamoto Tokumatsu .!R.. ~ ~~ ~ 
Shinro L 1...-? June 1977, pp. 30-37. 
H0-149 
Hoppe ryodo to Nissa kankei .:tt., n- ~ i... h 8 'I Ao'J. -"'R-~ 
(Northern Territories and Soviet-Japanese Relations) 
Watanabe Taize at . .iLL ~£t 
Jiyii ~ $ 24:2 (February 1982), 59-68. 
Asia AP95/.J2J59 
Hoppe ryodo to Ogasawara: yosanka sareta waga to no 
jiiy6 seisaku .:t. .lf ·~ ..:t.. ~ d, 1:.. Jjf_ T-
~ ~t::.. ~ ;fo\. i-::. m "1} ... • • ·~ .,., tt ~ a ~ 
(Northern Territories and Bonin Islands: Our Party's 
Important Policies Budgeted) 
Jiyii Minshute seisaku geppe !! IB et- E ~ ,-~ «. ... 
(March 1969), 424-427. 
158, 
H0-150 
"Hoppe ryedo" to Okinawa: ryedo mandai no kanten kara 
i ±.. ;t ~ .t.. ~ b ~ ,f.~. ~ ..t... r.z-; ;9._ , jil.._, §. 1], S> 
("Northern Territories" and Okinawa: From the Viewpoint 
of Territorial Problem) 
Kamiyama Shigeo ~ JJJ ~ X. 
Tembe M. ~ 162 (June 1969), 62-67. 
Hoppe ryodo to shin heiki 
(Northern Territories and New 
Suematsu Mi tsuru ::k.~ Cit 
Keisei Jf'l ~ 
Hoppe ryodo wa do naru noka 
(What Will Become of Northern 
Natsubori Masamoto l. is iE. Jt.. 
Bungei shunjii ~ ~ • ~ 
H0-151 
.il::.. it ~ ..t_ l:. ~ ~ ft. 
Military Weapons) 
88:6 (June 1977), 70-73. 
H0-152 
~ ;;r ~ .t_ ,;; J::·· '? '7i ~ ,., /j. 
Territories?) 
47:7 (July 1969), 286-298. 
Asia AP95/.J2B85 
193 Hoppe ryodo wa henkan sarubeki de aru ~~ ~ 
~ .I... '.; ~. 4- ::! .? - ~ ~-- .:h 5 
(Northern Territories Should be Returned) 
Yoshida Shien 1; I±! ~ .tt. 
Jiyii ~ e 19:3 (March 1977), 94-102. 
Asia AP95/.J2J59 
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194 
195 
196 
Hoppe ryodo wa itsu no hi kaeru: hondo kokumin no 
mukanshin ni kegisuru :tt... :t ~ ±.. •. ;. v ..., /) L~ 1_ 
z ~ -- ;~s.. .±. ® f\. .t) .~ ~ ~~- •:: :m.. a -r ~ 
(When Will Northern Territories Be Returned?: Complaint 
Against Apathy of People of Japan Proper) 
Gekkan j ij i ftl -f'\ ~':} ij.. 14:10 (October 1969), 158-163. 
H0-153 
"Hoppe ryodo" wa kokusai seron de kaiketsu shiyo: 
rifujin na Soren no "chikara" no gaike ni hansei o 
r jf:. }j i'Jl_ L -1 d- liD ~ ~ ~ ~., tiff ~ L 
J: -7 ~ ..f-. ~ q. 'J .;t ~ "t;. <?) 1l- K •:. &.... :~ i::. 
(Resolve "Northern Territories" Through International 
Opinion: Reflect on Unjust Soviet "Power" Diplomacy) 
Public 
Yoshida Shien a 1B ,Qil ~ 
Jiyu 13 IB 22:3 (March 1980), 18-31. 
Asia AP95/.J2J59 
Hoppe ryedo wa "nit6 henkan" de, yonto de wa shinten 
nozomezu: seki kaiketsu motomeru jimotomin ~ ~ 
~ .±... ~~ r ~ ~ ~ JR. .... z::•· -- 1!9 .§;. t"·· .~ Jtt_ 
It ~ tY) "t" - ~ !!A ~ ~ =t,· .!f) ~ _r~ it. ~ 
(Solve Northern Territories Problem by "Reversion of Two 
Islands"--Prospects Slim for Return of Four Islands--
Local Residents Seek Early Solution) 
Takamoto Shoichi ,'"it ~ iL -
Asahi shimbun yukan ~ a ffr ft.l\ 7 -i='l 
1980, p.3 
December 15, 
H0-154 
197 "Hoppe ryedo" wa totaru gaiko de: "seikei renkei" de 
198 
199 
joho hikidase ~"':ib /f -~ ..t:... ... ,cl. 1- "7 '~..-- ?I-
X. {''' -- • i&._ ;ll{ 4 ~-- " <:'' ~ .,. '71 ~ ~ t. 
(Total Diplomacy for "Northern Territories": Use "Politico-
Economic Relationships" to Obtain Concessions) 
Kimura Hiroshi -"'- # :A. 
Seiron JE ~ 15 (December 1980), 184-185. 
Hoppe ryoiki 
(Problematical 
Noto Eizo 
Tairiku mondai 
H0-155 
kaifuku no mondai ten jt_,if ~.ll!l: .~)!( ft-n f'ro"I~~~-­
Points in Recovery of Northern Area) 
February 1968, pp. 48-53. 
Asia DS501/.T35 
Hoppe santo e no Soren chijogun no tenkai ~L 
- J!.r ,, ~ '/A-~ L *J) /5.._ 
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(Deployment of Soviet GroundTroops in Three Northern Islands) 
Nakayama Toshio "f' w @t ~ 
Shinro L ~ ~ December 1979, pp. 18-23. 
H0-156 
200 Hoppe Taisaku Hombu no setchi ni tsuite ~L ~ 
A't ~ .:$... ~ r) ~ -1:. ,.,_ ..., '-' 
(On the Establishment of Northern Policy Headquaters) 
Yamazaki Hachiro u.. lbQo- /' ~ 
Toki no horei $-'"" ::J:,6f 802 (November 3, 1972), 5-8. 
H0-157 
201 Hoppe yonto henkan o meguru saikin no ugoki: minzoku 
dokuritsu o daiichigi no kadai to shite :!1::... ;T ~ ~ J1. ~ e. 
¥'> <.. ~ :&_ it!_ .-, .,_ ~ - lit w~ ~. .L ~ ~ - ~ ,-, dll!::. ~ h \.. "'-"" 
(Recent Developments Concerning Reversion of Four Northern 
Islands: With Ethnic Independence As the Task of First 
Consideration) 
Sakamoto Tokumatsu ..1il.~ ~-~ 
Komei ~s~ 150 (November 1974), 118-127. 
H0-158 
202 Hoppe yon to no gunj i to shigen ~ ;:t ~ZS Jf. ,., lit_. ~ -~tL1'!i, 
(Military Affairs and Natural Resources of Four Northern 
Islands) 
Hirai Saburo ..Jjl: :if ~ ~ 
Domei lalf1t 230 (September 1977), 88-91. 
H0-159 
203 Hoteki sokumen kara mita Hoppe ryodo mondai: Yaruta 
Kyotei ni yoru ryodo sheri gensoku konran no sekinin wa 
Bei-Ei ni ~ 'E!':! -@•l ®. JJ.. S ~ r~ ..tt,., ;t k-'R ..!... ~"'.,'"1 ~ - --v 11 ..... q 
t,f, ~ •=- ~ ;, ~ .J::.. ~ a. ~ ~·! ,;ft a._, n ~ --(~ ·~ :*:. ~ •::.. 
(Northern Territories Problem as Seen from Legal Standpoint: 
Responsibility Lies with United States and United Kingdom 
for Confusion in Territorial Disposition Based on Yalta 
Agreement) 
Goto Junzo ~~ lik ~~ ~ 
Gekkan Shakai to ~ f'\ -tt.~ 1t 12 8 (December 19 6 7) , 21-3 2. 
Asia JQ1698/.SSG54 
204 Hyakupasento yokyu koso genjitsuteki: shitchi kaifuku 
undo no genten ni tatte t o o % ~ ;t:::. - , _.14':,. ~ 
r:n -- '1<:.. .!"t!:.. ~~ ft. ~ ~ ~ ;,<fi..._ ·~- ,::_ .z.. .., ~ 
(Only a Hundred Percent Demand Is Realistic: At the Start 
of Movement to Recover Lost Territory) 
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Oba Shunken *-. -~ ~ ~ 
Asahi j anaru ~ s .:;.· .... - -r It-- 20:13 (March 31, 1978), 26-29. 
Asia AP95/.J2A83 
205 Ichi shimin to shite no 
(A Citizen's Viewpoint) 
Nakano Yoshio "F i!f ~ k 
Sekai ~ ft... 
iken 1"j'r ~ ~ L T r> ;:t. ~ 
131 (November 1956), 30-36. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
206 Ima "Hopp5 ry5do" wa d5 natteiru no ka: Soren jikkS shihai 
sanjugo-nen no nazo "' 1 ,... ..:tt.... )J ~~, _r_ ~ ·3 J::· -? r-.,r. ;I (' 
~,., j!, JJ.., -- '~ .d. ~ #:I ~ ~e. - ,.. ~ f4. ,., -r :r 
(What Is the Status Now of "Northern Territories"?: Enigma 
of 35 Years of Actual Rule by Soviets) 
Nagoshi Takeo /b At't 1,\! ~ 
Sekai shuho t!:. ..rr-.m_#. 62:9 (March 3, 1981), 16-22. 
H0-160 
207 Jishin no nai taido ~ it' "' ~ "' ~- il .. 
(An Attitude Lacking in Confidence) 
Sug i Toshio # t1:. *... 
Sekai 't!t ~ 131 (November 1956), 52-55. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
208 Kaere sokoku no shimaj ima yo tJ.., ..t. .K\. ..:f& ~~ n ~ L:' J. J: 
(Come Home, Islands of the Fatherland) 
Ooka Fumi to *- lfi A. /..... 
Gekkan j ij i J9 f't o1t • August 1970, pp. 72-77. 
H0-161 
209 Kaese fuso no chi Hoppa ryodo: fukki jitsugen e kokumin no 
so~ o A !!: X. {@. ~ ~ • .!t. ;t ~~ .±. -• '" ~ Jlii!., ~ 1!1 ~"' ~~- ~- S: 
(Return Our Ancestral Land, the Northern Territories: 
National Consensus to Actualize Reversion) 
Domei l~ ~ 147 (October 1970), 62-73. 
H0-162 
210 Kaese Hopp5 ry5do: doshi o yobu Nosappu Misaki ~ ~ 
.:il::.. ;t ~ ±...- 15\ .~. E ~ ,5:· J ~ ·-; 7" J..'r 
(Return the Northern Territories: Cape Nosappu Beckons 
Kindred Spirits) 
Hirata Shigeki -l-- lB ~ ffl 
Domei 1e{ ~ 143 (June 1970), 72-77. 
H0-163 
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211 Kaese Hoppe ryodo: henkan undo no zenshin no tame ni 
IJ, .z_ t!: ! ::ft... /T ~ ..!:... -iS_ ;,6:_ L ~ #! ::1l_ "' r=. .n I::.. 
(Return the Northern Territories!: To Promote the Reversion 
Movement) 
Endo Shigeaki 1ft ~ ~ eA 
Dome i )'a\ ~ 2 2 7 ( June 19 7 7 ) , 6 6 -7 3 . 
H0-164 
212 Kaijo Hoancho kuno no hibi ~ ..t... '9i::. ..tp. Jt ~ +~ fJ) B ~ 
(Daily Agonies of Maritime Safety Agency) 
Yanagisawa Osami f8p ~ ~ t_ 
Chuo koron +~~.._~ 93:7 (July 1978), 90-99. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
213 Karafuto Chishima o meguru Nisso kosho shiryo ~ ~ • 
+ .§.. t:: (/) .(" z, 8 '/ X... ~ ~ .ft. 
(Data on Japanese-Soviet Negotiations Concerning Sakhalin 
and Kuriles) 
Tanaka Tadakatsu s cfr. ,'t_. f1r 
Tairiku mondai ~ ~~~ 4:4/5 (April-May 1955), 56-63. 
H0-165 
214 Karafuto to zen Chishima wa Nihon koyu no ryodo ~ ~ 
215 
1::. ~ 4- ~ t<t. s 4!-- )E ~ n ~~ .z._ 
(Sakhalin and Entire Kuriles Are Inalienable Japanese 
Territories) 
Shidehara Michi taro ~ ;}f, -'-.. A ~~ 
Minzoku to seij i ~ ~ 6 R. ~it July-August 1977, pp. 81-85. 
Ketsuretsu wa sakeru beshi 
(Avoid a Breakdown) 
Tabata Shigej ir6 a :<>B ~ ~ ~f'> 
Chuo koron ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
H0-166 
71:10 (October 1956), 52-54. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
216 Kikaina Chishima no hoteki chii: kokusaiho kara mita 
ryodo mondai no soron -1t- !/~ g 4- ~ .r, .::e 13CJ ~ a -
00. ~- ~ o. s dt r:. ~~ .I... ~ a_ "' ~ ~ < dbT ~ z. ¢ ff: .&!, l ~-? ) 
(Legal Position of Kuriles Is Strange: Debate over 
Territorial Problem as Seen from the Standpoint of Inter-
national Law) 
Tamura Kosaku \II # * ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin B~~84-"-J, 1461 (May 1968), 45-57. 
H0-167 
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217 Kiki kaikai no Hoppe ryokai ni tatsu 
iir ~ .1£.. 'l ~ .il::.7r ~ ~ ,:.z? 
(Facing the Mysterious Northern Territorial Waters) 
Watanabe Jun' ichi •il..ia. ~-
Ushio ~ 119 (November 1969), 164-174. 
H0-168 
218 Kikkaina Purauda no shucho: Kokusaiho no gensoku mushi 
g. -. •/&.. '7J 7' 7 '7 T "' j:_ ~ -- IE ~ ;t. n ft.¥', ~I .~ ~ 
(Outrageous Assertion by Pravda: Disregard for Basic 
Principles of International Law) 
Kotani Hidej iro ,,_~ ~-=- ~~ 
Seiron ~~ 45 (September 1977), 200-201. 
H0-169 
219 Kita wa Chishima kara minami wa Okinawa made: ryodo 
mondai ni tsuite no minshushugiteki shucho 
.:tt:. li +.!:- ff•;:; '" ,;;. * • ~"t""- ~ ..±... ~ .. I~ 7 \' {' ~ R 1:. ::E.. 4 ~ 1:. ;!l 
(From Kuriles in the North to Okinawa in the South: 
Democratic Assertions Regarding Territorial Problem) 
Kobori Jinj i ,,, .tli t. --=-
Chuo koron t:\r"*"~ ~ 65:3 (March 1950), 86-91. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
2 2 0 Ki ta j ima -maru j iken :::tt. .ir .tc... "+ 14 
(Kitajima Maru Incident) 
Irie Keishiro A. ~ ~ 1!9 ~ 
Jurisuto ~·~ ·J;zl- 399 (June 1, 1968), 47-61. 
Asia K/.J3J875Ju 
221 Kitajima-maru jiken: towareruka HoppO ryodo mondai 
lt.. ~ Xl • l't - t~ m ~ 5 n- :tt:. ..7t ~ ..r_ i~~ ~ 
(Kitajima Maru Incident: Will Northern Territories Problem 
Be Raised?) 
Aoki Hisashi ~-*' ~ 
Hogakusemina t:t:.~tz~r- 164 (November 1969), 70-72. 
H0-170 
222 Kizentaru tai-So gaiko o: an'i na dakyo yurusuna 
• .f!.. r: ~ it ., 11- ~ e: - ~ ~ r~ -t- 1$, Jtf- t 7d 
(Firm Diplomacy Toward Soviets: Do Not Concede Easily) 
Dogakinai Naohiro ~-..@. ~~ Ht; 11.... 
Seiron iE ~ 45 (September 1977), 216-217. 
H0-171 
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223 Kodan: nihyakkairi sodo o 
(Town Gossip: Dissection of 
Takenaka Tsutomu 'f'T rf ~ 
Gendai no me L ?( n 31.. 
kiru ~ ~ • Zoo 11 1' ., •1!! !11 ~ ~ ~ 
Dispute over 200 Miles) 
8:8 (August 1977), 90-97. 
H0-172 
224 Kokkyo Chishima ~ ~ +~ 
(Kuriles, the National Boundary) 
Okuno Seisuke ~ Jf ~ 1'i" 
Sog6 bunka .~4-.A:-;t. 2:9 (September 1956), 60-61. 
H0-173 
225 Kokkyosen lE ~ ,ri._ 
(National Borderline) 
Nakano Miyoko 9- !If-~~+ 
Asahi janaru ~ e =--~•-7Jv 20:5 (February 3, 1978), 110. 
Asia AP95/.J2A83 
226 Kokumin no soi_de fukki jitsugen o: Hoppe ryodo no jitsujo 
chosa o oete 
li.1 ~ n ,Yfd. :& ~- <i.. ·!it ~ e._. !: -- lt. ;t ~ ..%.... J) ~ 4~ dB\ ~ e: ~ .i.. r 
(To Effectuate Return Through Collective Will of the People: 
Upon Completion of Fact-Finding Survey) 
Sugawara Eietsu .g.;~ -R: oitl 
Domei ~ m. 136 (November 1969), 39-45. 
H0-174 
227 Kokunai hosei no gutaiteki tekiy6 o isoge: Hoppe ryodo 
o dakkan shiyo 
$1 ~ .:-=. ~·t "' ~ /~ r:tJ .Jlt! ~ ~ . ~- ,.,.. ( ~t.. :t ~' j:_ E.. f:. i.l._ l :f ? ) 
(Hasten the Concrete Application of Domestic Legal System: 
Let Us Recover the Northern Territories) 
Shiroma Tokuei 11D. f':\ [~ ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin 8.<$-~ :!?*-A.. 1471 (March 1969), 
135-143. H0-175 
228 Kokusai se~J~ ni okeru Hoppe ryodo 
$\ ~ at~·:: -j;. ·"1 ~ ..:tt...Jt ~ J:.. 
(Role of Northern Territories in International Politics) 
Sase Masamori 1i V8! ~ ~ 
Shokun ~ ~ 8:3 (March 1976), 90-105. 
H0-176 
229 "KoyG ry6do" Minami Chishima: Nisso Heiwa Joyaku no 
teiketsu to kyG ryodo mandai 
r-oo~ ~-L~ ~+~ - 8 'I ~'*"~,f.l:)" ~ ~ k ,s ~...t.... r"a"\a 
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230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
(Southern Kuriles, the "Inalienable Territory": Conclusion 
of Soviet-Japanese Peace Treaty and Old Territories Problem) 
Hera Tomio iJ~ '& A& 
Rekishi hyoron J!.~ .w-• 
(April 1968), 35-46; 213 
211 (March 1968), 26-42; 212 
(May 1968), 49-61. 
Asia Dl/.R45 
Konosai Soren "Zenrin J6yaku" o tadasu 
::=, ~~ '/ ~ ... ~~~·~a.-+ 
(On this Occasion, Let Us Examine the "Good Neighbor Treaty" 
with Soviet Russia) 
Hogan Shinsaku $:it..~ltr: 
Seiron ~ ~ 53 (May 1978), Sl-55. 
H0-177 
K6sh6 no t~buru ni tsukaseru kankyo o tsukure: "Nitchfi" 
go no tai-So gaik6 to Hoppe ry6do mandai 
?JC~., "1"-7·, .... 1:: J&.v. 1! ~ ~ tl:. &: ?< ..fo'\-- r-a +~ ~, # 'J rl-~~ j\:..)fk-'l.±...tt,Jitl 
(Create an Environment Conducive to Negotiations: Following 
"PRC-Japan," Diplomacy Toward Soviet Russia and Northern 
Territories Problem) 
It6 Ken' ichi 'i¥ iffi: !:- -
Sekai shuho 1!: Jf.- J!! 11t 
12-17. 
59:37 (September 12, 1978), 
H0-178 
K6wago no ryodo wa do naruka #t -4:n ~ J) ~ -L ,;t k·? ~- ~ n-
(What Will Happen to the Territories After the Peace Treaty?) 
Sasaki Mor io 1J.f. -z *-- ~ d 
Saiken 4~ 5:8 (September 1951), 1-8. 
K6wa J6yaku to Nihon no shuken ryoiki 
::l. ;1oo 4k ,ft.~ ~ 8 .$.. J) ~ #i . '* j-~ 
H0-179 
(Peace Treaty and Japanese Sovereignty/Territories) 
Maehara Mi tsuo ;tt- h~ jL rot. 
Shin bummei ~ ..t.BJ:l 1:2 (October 1951), 2-7. 
H0-180 
K6wa J6yaku to ryodo mandai ~ >f:o ~ ;f:T 1:. ~ -L r-1"\ ~ 
(Peace Treaty and Territorial Problem) 
Tamura Kosaku f£1 # ...- ~ 
Toy6 keizai shimpo *- .;¥-.a3t---ttr-. 2412 (March 4, 1950), 
31-33. H0-181 
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235 Kunashiri Etorofu no gunji kichi to Soren no nerai: 
"isseki yonch6" mo "gocho" mo 
I~ rt..· ~~ '> _:a_,;.~..r!!.. ~ ·1 ~ n ~ ..,. - ··--6 liS.~ .. c '_n_.~ .. t 
(Military Bases on Kunashir and Iturup Islands and Soviet 
Objectives: "Killing Four Birds with One Stone" or even 
"Five Birds") 
Nishiwaki Fumiaki l!§J ~.-tag, 
Sekai shilho ~ .,.,._~ itt 6 0 : 8 (February 2 0 , 19 7 9 ) , 
18-21. H0-182 
236 Kunashiri.to no ryOytlken ni tsuite ~ ~ ~ n ~-~ 1i...•-= -?" 1 
(On the Ownership Rights of Kunashir Island) 
Endo Haruhisa lt_ ta ~ z 
Tairikumondai 1-:::..~r .. "\~ Mayl968, pp. 44-47. 
Asia DS501/.T35 
237 Kuremurin no "kabe" wa atsukatta: Mosukuwa ni "Nitchu igo" 
o sagutte 'lf.....L...•>;....J) .. ~ ... ,.;';f.~;, ·~--t:A-7'71-= ·s<:fr.L-.(ff.." ~.tF-.,r 
(The Kremlin "Wall" Was Thick: Searching for "Post Sino-
Japanese" Developments in Moscow) 
Keno Yohei CDr lf tf..JF-
Gekkan Shinj iyu Kurabu ~ ..PI ~ E!! ~ '7 7 7 .. 2:21 (December 1978), 14-21. H0-183 
238 "Kyo" kara "genjitsu" no dorama e: Nisso kankei wa do 
a rub ek i k a ~"I!_ .J :~~- -:; ,. .F._. ~ ..J , 1-" 7 ~ ...-..... - s 'J 00 i~ .;,. k?a> ~ --.·· ~ /J-
(Drama of "Falsehood" to "Reality": What Should Be the 
Status of Japanese-Soviet Relations?) 
Yano Toru ~ If ~ 
Seiron 1E.. ~ 62 (January 1979), 62-71. 
239 Makoto o sekai ni torimodose 1~ ~:. ~-1:-·:. ~·; t ~·b. 
(Restore Sincerity to the World) 
Suekawa Hiroshi ::t. "' i!J 
H0-184 
Sekai ~.!f.. November 19 56, pp. 4 2-4 6. 
240 Mikara deta sabi .1f. o.. o; ~ ~ 1 ~::­
(As They Sow, So Let Them Reap) 
Kuwahara Takeo ~~A~ 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
Sekai tk..ff- 131 (November 1956), 55-58. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
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241 Mikiwametai seiji rikigaku no honshitsu: Hoppe ryodo mondai 
no seijiteki haikei o tsuku 
J!,.@ .n t= ,, ~~'it :h ~ n .$... 't- :rt..% ~..::t_P~.!i!§..n ~t:C/ it~~~< 
(Desire to Ascertain the Truth of Political Dynamics: 
Penetrate the Political Background of Northern Territories 
Problem) 
Seiji Mondai Chosakai ~.K~~--~~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin B*-~~...<.... 1483 (March 1970), 100-
106. H0-185 
242 Minami Chishima Habomai kinkai no gyogyo to henkan undo 
~ +~. ~ -l!t_~"' ~~~ t_ \: Jg_~ ~tfr (Reversion Movement and Fishery in Coastal Waters of 
Southern Kuriles and Habomai Islands) 
Mi tani Hiroshi -=:.;a... ~t.. 
Refarensu L-- /,..t.,.;..,z.. 60 (January 1956) ,43-58. 
H0-186 
243 Minami Chishima Habomai Shikotan tomin no hoteki chii: 
zaisan hosho seikyuken o megutte 
~ + .Jr ·, "ti" • • E.. Ft ~ ~ , ~ ~q J't!, 1ii:. - ~ a:• 1~ 3ft" a.:.ll It J') .(" _,. ~ 
(Legalistic Position of Residents of Southern Kuriles and 
Malaia Kurilskaia griada: Concerning Rights to Seek 
Property Compensation) 
Miyazaki Shigeki -rg; 11~ ~ 1ft 
(Meidai) horitsu ronso afol~ ~fl:~Jt. 37:4 (November 1963), 
113-180. H0-187 
24 4 Minami Chishima no chii ~-t-.!r ~ ..t1t.-ci.. 
(Status of Southern Kuriles) 
Tsuda Yukio ;t e '3J .t.a 
(Kechi Tandai) shakai kagaku ronshu jf,%:I~..k.. ~~~~~~ 
5 (April 1957), 20-39. H0-188 
245 Minami Chishima no kizoku o megutte 
~ + .!.. , ·~ 1£ ~ ,§") .c ~ (" 
(Concerning the Return of Southern Kuriles) 
Suizu Mi tsuru :;k ~ ~ 
Tairiku Mondai *-~~~ August 1954, pp. 58-67. 
H0-189 
246 Minami Chishima no ryodoteki chii: shitchi no kaifuku wa 
heiwa kosho de 
,~ -1- 1!-. ..., ~~ ..r_ 13tr ..1:1!. cr.. - 1k tt, tl) oo l't.. cj. -JF- 4:o x. ~ z-.. 
(Territorial Status of Southern Kuriles: Recover Lost 
Territory Through Peace Negotiations) 
286 
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Ir ie Keishiro >-...:.I.. ~ IZS ~p 
Mainichi shimbun ~ s ~ M May 17, 1959, p.3. 
H0-190 
247 Minami Chishima to Dai-nijurokujo ~-+~~~ zbk 
(Southern Kuriles and Article 26) 
Irie Keishiro .>.... ~~IZS'~~ 
Chilo koran ...P~ ~ ~ 71:11 (October 1956), 54-55. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
248 Minami Chishima to Soko Joyaku Dai-nijcrrokuj6 
~+~ l. *~~~ ~<b4k (Southern Kuriles and Article 26 of San Francisco Treaty) 
Ir ie Keishiro A. ;I.~ i[g ~ 
Sekai shuho t! ~JLt.~ 3 7:26 (September 11, 1956), 
16-19. H0-191 
249 Minami Chishima wa yakusokushite nakatta: Hoppe ryodo o 
dakkan shiyo lft+-.!t ,i ,fi?*-Lc ~h-~T;: C:!t.%~-L~•..i:llL.J:?J 
(Southern Kuriles Were Not i~ the Promise: Let Us Recover 
Northern Territories) 
Suizu Mi tsuru .,.<.. ~ ~ 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin s~~EV$-.A... 1469 (January 1969), 
120-128. H0-192 
250 Minami Karafuto Chishima kokusai heron 
~~-~. +.!..®~:S.t~ 
(International Legal Views on Southern Sakhalin and Kuriles) 
Tsuda Yukio ~tB ..-iii. 
(Kechi Tandai) shakai kagaku ronshu Cit;.~~) M~~~$.. 
3 (May 1956), 1-13. H0-193 
251 Minami Karafuto Chishima mandai ~~ ~ J:, • +.!. r""..'l~, 
(Southern Sakhalin and Kuriles Problem) 
Hachiya Kei*~ ~ 
Kyoiku gijutsu •1ttt.1f.r 10:14 (March 1956), 75-77. 
H0-194 
252 Mittsu no Hoppe ryodo henkan yokyu zenkoku shukai ni 
sankashi te .:::. ~" .:±t:.Jr ~z..iKL ~~&.tiD~~ 1::. ~170 L -z-
(After Participating in Three National Assemblies Demanding 
Return of Northern Territories) 
Hirami tsu Kanemasa ~~ -..k. 
Shinro L ~? November 1978, pp. 59-66. 
H0-195 
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253 Miyamoto, Nikkyo no senkyo muke jesucha 
'E..$.- 8 ~ ;i) -«-~~d :!--'v'-.4- .... r-
(Election Gestures of Miyamoto of Japan Communist Party) 
Suefuj i Masahiro ~' 4 :if t.<~:. 
Gekkan jiyu minshu ftti'l ~iiJel~ 258 (July 1977), 203-217. 
254 Mosukuwa kosho no shoten wa nani ka 
t 7 ..... 17 '7 :t ~ .,., ~' .~- ·~ '1i:if _,_ 
(What Is the Focus of Moscow Negotiations?) 
Irie Keishiro A.,;:c..~~G~ 
H0-196 
Sekai t!!:~l"'" 131 (November 1956), 89-96. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
255 Mushiro heiwa joyaku hoshiki o: Nisso kosho saikai ni 
yosete t, L ; ~ -+o ~ *!:! ::;t .rt 1: -- 1.:'1 ') ;t-* • ~ , ~ J: 1!-r (Preferably Toward a Peace Treaty: Expectation in Reopening 
Japanese-Soviet Negotiations) 
Irie Keishiro A. .:;I.. ~ ~ ~P 
Sekai 1!:: fr- 127 (July 1956), 104-109. 
Asia AP95/.J2S45 
256 Nanajuyonen natsu Nemuro gyomin Soren 
7 4- ~ t. . 1'Q_ :.£. • ~.!!, ~ • ') 4. 
(Summer of 1974--Nemuro--Fishermen--Soviet Union) 
Yoshida Mas ami ~ m ..lE.... ~ 
Shinro L .1..... 3 September 1974, pp. 34-39. 
H0-54 
257 Nanji no rinJ~n no ikari: Poriyanskii Taishi ni teisu 
~ ,., ta A.... , .~- ·> n-~ ') ~ ::..-- .z. -t - J:.. 1~ ~-= ~ t 
(The Wrath of Your Neighbor: Addressed to Ambassador 
Polyansky) 
Kiya Takayasu *- a fli: ~ 
Jiyu B ~ 244 (May 1980), 153-161. 
Asia AP95/.J2S44 
258 Naze jotei ni hantaishi kikenshita ka: "Hopp6 ry6do mondai 
ketsugi" no ky6k5 saiketsu ni taishite 
g tt: ~ ~ •::. ~ ~ L . • ~ l t"::. h-. - r ~t.. fr ~--t. ~ --~~-' o7l ~ ii ~~'= .?-1-L ?' 
(Why Was Introduction of Bill Before the Diet Opposed and 
Why Was There Abstention from Voting?: With Respect to 
Forced Vote on "Northern Territories Problem Resolution") 
Ichikawa Sh6ichi rf'r 1•1 ..lE:.-
Zen' ei ~ fir 436 (April 1979), 46-4 7. 
Asia JQ1698/.K9Al2 
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259 Nebarizuyoi kosh6 o tsumiage yo: Nihon no tai-Chu-So 
ken'an no sheri 
~ ., ~- \' -sc ~ ~ ~-lt .1: .r~ - a;t;:. J) ~ '*' '/ ~ ;t.. -n -~£f. 
(Carry on Negotiations Tenaciously: Disposition of Japan's 
Pending Problems with Soviet Russia and People's Republic 
of China) 
Hogan Shinsaku .:z:-~~'1= 
Sekai shuho -tt~~~ 59:5 (January 31, 1978), 4-5. 
H0-197 
260 Nebarizuyoi yon to henkan yokyu o ..Q .:;- 'J ~" llS ~~.Jtt.. ~ .;t<..a: 
(Need Persevering Demands for Return of Four Islands) 
Mainichi shimbun ~ s $j- M February 7, 19 81, p. 5. 
H0-198 
261 Nichi-Ro Nisso kosho no hyakunijunen 
262 
263 
8 'A. • B 7 ~ v'J: J') t.<.o .4-
(120 Years of Russo-Japanese and Soviet-Japanese Negotiations) 
Kamiya Fuji ~ ~ 1--=-
Shokun ~~ 8:3 (March 1976), 118-132. 
o homeru B ~ 91-- X.. ~ lt_ ,sry ,;, 
Japan's Diplomacy)_ 
H0-199 
Nihon gaiko 
(In Praise of 
Gregory Clark 
Seiron .IE.. ~ 57 (August 1978), 98-107. 
Nihon gaiko to ryodo 
(Japan's Diplomacy and 
Ikei Masaru :t # 1t: 
Kaigai. j ij 6 em 71- ~,,,A 
mondai B ~ 11- ;<_ 1::. 4l..t:. r-~a 
Territorial Problem) 
H0-200 
26:8 (August 1978), 9-16. 
H0-201 
264 Nihongawa karamo sekkyokuteki hatarakikake o: Nisso 
kankei kaizen e no ichi teigen 
S ;t..-1~, 1/. 7 c ~ ~ ~ J1lb ~ :tJ.. •) ~ - E 'J ,a..fl t..f.. ct $ "'-4> - -11t~ 
(Aggressive Approach by Japan Needed Too: A Proposal for 
Improvement of Japanese-Soviet Relations) 
Aso Taro and Isomura Junjiro ~?s.&~ • ~#)(~=-~ 
Sekai shuho t!t.,_~~ 59:41 (October 10, 1978), 
12-17. H0-202 
265 Nihonjin ni ryodo ishiki wa aruka: fukei no bigaku kara 
"Hoppe yonto" made 
8 ..$)... ,::. ~~~...:t:. ~- th,.;, ,JJ ~ h,-- m.. *- <7) .Jt. ·~ /}, s 1-:ft../t ~ ~ .... ~ ;:-" 
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266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
(Do Japanese Possess an Awareness of Territory?: "Four 
Northern Islands" from the Standpoint of Landscape Aesthetics) 
Nakano Miyoko ~ ft *~4 
Chuo koran ..q.*~ ;if! 93:7 (July 1978), 54-65. 
Asia AP95/.J2C38 
Nihon Kyosanto no Chishima seisaku to kaku to 
s *- 7't Ji.. ·Jt. <7) + ~ tK ~ \: ~ tt: (Japan Communist Party's Policy Concerning Kuriles 
Various Political Parties) 
Takebayashi Nobuo lt7 ;f;f;. ftK 
and 
Z I • -"'<-~ en e ~ Jftt ·r~, 412 (July 1977), 167-175. 
Asia JQ1698/.K9Al2 
Nihon ni henkansareru moromoro no shimajima: Amami-Oshima 
Ogasawara Chishima 
S -*-•= ..1&.11. ~ ~:?I ~en .$r ~ - ·t:. ~ -"..,!; , Jl, ~ dK, + ~ 
(Various Islands to be Returned to Japan: Amami-Oshima, 
Bonin and Kurile Islands) 
Sa to Hiroshi 4£ ~ 9£... 
Keizai shincho a ~k -'i ~· 1:1 (January 1953), 74-76. 
H0-203 
Nihon no dohyo de Hoppe ryodo kosho e: Miyazawa Gaisho 
ho-So Nissa koshoshi ni shimpu 
B ~ J) .±...1a.. ~ .. .:!1::... ;,- ~.±.. ~ ~ - - •g> .;R..11- ;!=@MY, 8 '/ K.~~ 1:': .Jtt &. 
(Bring Northern Territories Negotiations to Japanese Arena: 
Visit to Soviet Russia by Foreign Minister Miyazawa Fans 
New Breeze in History of Soviet-Japanese Negotiations) 
!soda Sadaaki ..s\ IH ~4:. 
Sekai shuho 1!!: 'l"r-~ .._ 56: 6 (February 4, 197 5) , 50-53. 
H0-204 
Nihon no ryodo mandai no hoteki kento: Kokuren Kensho o 
haikei to shita kokusaiteki ruru obu ro no shiza kara 
B *- ~ .±.. ft.:"\ ~ "> :i::.. t'!i-1 ~ ~ -- I~ 4_ ~- if ~ ~ J:. 
l:.. L r-=. l.EJ ~- FC! 11.- - tt..- • /I" 7 .. • ::::1 - .n ~ & 7J, <; 
(Legal Considerations of Japan's Territorial Problems: From 
the Viewpoint of International Rule of Law Based on United 
Nations Charter) 
Hirose Yoshio ~ ~- * ~ 
Meiji Gakuin ronso t:rf'~~~~~~A 157 (March 1970), 39-96. 
Nihon no ryodo mandai to kankei shiryo 
'13 ,4$. :f) ~ ...t.. f' ... "''' .a ~ Fll\ 1~ if *4 
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271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
(Source Materials Related to Japan's Territories Problem, etc.) 
Hirobe Kazuya and Tanaka Tadashi it..~ ~ t!.. • i:B .:P .~. 
Kokusai mandai fil~ f'.,.'t~. 91 (October 1967), 34-73. 
Nihon no ryodo shori ni okeru futatsu no moten 
S ~.1) ~.±..~.d. •=- -;i;· rt :, .=:- 7 .n ~ .~. 
H0-207 
(Two Blind Spots in Disposition of Japanese Territories) 
Takano Yuichi ~ .1f ~-
Kokusaiho gaiko zasshi ~ ~ ;;z;. ~~a~. 
116-132. 
54:1-3 (1955), 
H0-208 
"Nihon no ryoshiki" ni kitaisuru: Nisso kankei kaizen e no 
michi • B ~ ,f) tR.. ~ • 1:. AA ~ -+ ~ -- 8 'J 1'\(\ ~ C2C. ~-" n ~-
(Count on the "Good Judgment of Japan": Road to Improvement 
in Japanese-Soviet Relations) 
L. Torkunov 
Sekai shuho i:!t.~i/L.fi.. 61:35 (August 26, 1980), 26-31. 
H0-209 
Nihon o meguru ryodo mandai: Chishima Minami Karafuto 
Taiwan oyobi Okinawa no hoteki chii 
s ,$.. ~ .n ·<" !7 ~~ r-.. ~ ~- 4-.l¥r • ~ ~~ · f:r' ~~-l\. ~ o-·· ~ m., tr..t'\tf~-ut. 
(Japan's Territories Problems: Legal Positions of Kuriles, 
Southern Sakhalin, Taiwan and Okinawa) 
Ueda Katsuo ~ e:r ~t:tt. 
Toyo Bunk a Kenkyuj o kiyo ._ ~ .~.:i'l::...~'fi:, f5fr ~~~ 
1956), 1o1-134. 
11 (November 
H0-210 
Nihon ryodo itsutsu no kao: Okinawa Ogasawara Hoppe 
Takeshima mandai 
s ;ts. ~ ..1:. .E. -:> n fm. :"1- ~ • '1 • ~ ;~- • ~!::.. jj- • trr ~ l":\Jei. 
(Five Facets of Japanese Territories: Problems of Okinawa, 
Bonin Islands, Northern Territories and Take-shima) 
Yoshida Shien ~ ~ '~~ 
Jiyu ~ Eh 6:9 (September 1964), 112-119. 
Asia AP95/.J2J59 
Nihon to ryoyuken B ~ ~ ~ 1-; ~ 
(Japan and Rights of Possession) 
Hanami Tatsuj i 1t. ~ L..~ 
Doko ~ r;, January 1962, pp. 54-60. 
H0-211 
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276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
Nihon wa "Finrando" ka suru: Sorengun no z5ky5 tsuzuku 
Hoppa kichi 
B Ao. ,j. ,..7, ;..-- 7 :,.. ,_... 11:... T ~ -- '/ Ji if!. " t! ~ *~ < Jt.. ~ ~ .tt!:.. 
(Japan Is Becoming Like "Finland": Strengthening of Soviet 
Troops Continues in Northern Bases) 
Yamazaki Takio LL u.faft.4. ~ 
Jiyu ~ m 22:2 (February 1980), 108-115. 
Asia AP95/.J2J59 
Nihyaku-kairi keizai suiiki oyobi Hoppe ryodo mandai ni 
kansuru kenkaian 
zoo ~ ~ ,f:i ~.>K..,J!X -a;. o:t ~·· :tt.~~..±.... ~ ~ •~ M t ~ }!'._ JlVt (jt) 
(Views on 200-NM Economic Waters and Northern Territories 
Problem, a Proposal) 
sohyo ~- ~ 
Sohyo chosa geppo ~- ~ ;i/i\~!1'• 11:6 (June 1977), 21-24. 
Nihyaku-kairi mandai wa Nissa ryodo mandai 
zoo n --1 •J P.!1 !1. !3- 19 t ~ .z... l".,''t!a. ~· .a-, ~ "· 
(The 200-NM Problem Is Not a Soviet-Japanese 
Issue) 
H0-212 
de wa nai 
Territorial 
Ishi Hiroyuki and 
Gendai no riron 
Koizumi Sadahiko -6 'it...z · ".)t !II_ .if 
~~.,~~ 14:7 (July 1977), 47-65. 
H0-213 
Nikkyo no "Chishima mandai t~ze" o kiru: Hoppe ryodo o 
dakkan shiyo 
8 ~ 'FJ "+ ~ f'.,, ~ 7 - tz· " !; .fit 3 ( :it. E ~..t.. ~ f:. L.;: j ) 
(Discrediting the Japan Communist Party's "Kuriles Problem 
Thesis": Let Us Recover the Northern Territories) 
Watanabe Akira tlf..llL R,ij 
Nihon oyobi Nihonjin s..-t;.a,s~A.. 1475 (July 1969), 88-97. 
H0-214 
Nissa gyogyo k6sh5, Nihon wa nani o eta: kokueki tsuikyu 
k ir i fuda 0 13 'I .:!.lt_ ~ ~ B ~ ~~ 1af" ~ ~ t:: ? -- IE~..ill.~, tlPIL t_ 
(What Did Japan Gain from Japanese-Soviet Fishery Negotia-
tions?: Trump Card for Pursuit of National Interests) 
Kate Hiroshi )Jo A'l, 1: 
Seiron ~ ~ 45 (September 1977), 184-185. 
H0-215 
Nissa gyogyo k6sh6 no k5ish6: kao ni doro nurarete 
mitsugimono towa 
8 1 ~!. t: ~ ~ "' ft.. li. .f£. - ~ • :: ;IE, ~ 5 A1. ( "t t9! ;,_ ,J. 
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(Aftereffect of Japanese-Soviet Fishery Negotiations: Pay 
Tribute after Being Disgraced?) 
Sono Akira II .1f B~ 
Seiron ~~ 45 (September 1977)1 202-203. 
H0-216 
282 Nisso gyogyo kosho no teiryu: ryodo mondai to kubun o 
s 'I ~ 1 x ~, ~ t1t- ~ .r_ rm~ h. ~:L~ ~ (Undercurrent of Japanese-Soviet Fishery Negotiations: 
Segregate from Territorial Problem) 
Nishiwaki Masaharu ~ ~ g 3~ 
Seiron 1E... ~· 43 (July 1977) 1 202-204. 
H0-217 
283 Nisso gyogyo kosho to Hoppe ryodo 
B '/ ;_.~. X: ~ ~ h ..:±1:., ~ ~ ..±.. 
(Japanese-Soviet Fishery Negotiations and Northern Territories) 
Sugiyama Shigeo ~ I.L ~ J:& 
Gekkan j ij i .J9 T'l ~· August 19771 pp. 28-33. 
H0-218 
284 Nisso gyogyo kosho to ryodo mondai 
)3 '/ ~- *-- :< ~ k ~.±... 1'!.'1£ (Japanese-Soviet Fishery Negotiations and Territorial Problem) 
Makiuchi Masao 41t_ r*f ...iE..~ 
Gaiko jiho If.~"*._ June 1977 I pp. 34-35. 
Asia DS845/.G34 
285 Nisso gyogyo kosho to ryodo mondai: kaiyo chitsujo e no 
taio okureta Jiminto seifu 
B Y ~!. ~ ::=:. ~ h ~-=--ref\~ - ~~ ~ ~Jf- ~ </) 7.t ti:: il1 *' r; ~~?it ~-#.t­
(Japanese-soviet Fishery Negotiations and Territorial Problem: 
LOP Government Is Late in Coping with Maritime Order) 
Sekiguchi Yoshi to fJ:'i a ~ ;..._ 
Komei ~s~ 184 (June 1977)1 82-89. 
H0-219 
286 Nisso heiwa joyaku kosho o isoge: konomama dewa ryodo wa 
dakai sarenai 
a·; -11-~~.f.':"l !t ~'7!: .~-·t·· - .:J} ~j c:--·~ ~.l:...~ n~"' ~ •H G ,. 
(Hasten Soviet-Japanese Peace Treaty Negotiations: Territorial 
Problem Would Not Be Solved as It Is) 
Sa to Kikuo ,~ ii'l .1S:.... ?", f::.. 
Sekai shuho tt-f.-~-tt 58:19 (May 101 1977)1 4-5. 
H0-220 
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287 Nisso heiwa joyaku to Hoppe ryodo mondai 
8 '/ +-k ~ .. ~ b :±t.Jt ~..t_ rm ~ 
(Soviet-Japanese Peace Treaty and Northern Territories Problem) 
Ishimoto Yasuo --'0 ~ ~.l:ti:. 
Bessatsu ushio ~·J ~ ~ 7 (October 1967), 140-151. 
H0-221 
288 Nisso heiwa joyaku to Hoppa ryodo mondai 
s '/ + :to ~ m t. jt. 7f k~ ±. 11) r.:\ ..!it 
(Soviet-Japanese Peace Treaty and Problem of Northern 
Territories) 
Y a nag i Haruo .f\1ll ~ .$_ 
(Kyudai) hosei kenkyii (/'Lr-,J $.it.-@!-~ 35:5 (March 1969), 
605-619. H0-222 
289 Nisso kankei no henkakuki: nankan wa yahari ryodo mondai 
}3 '/ ~ -t'"e:, 3t_. ~- .. ~5 ,.; ~ i~ ') ~...t:.. ~~-
(Time for Change in Japanese-Soviet Relations: Obstacle 
Is Still the Territorial Problem) 
Kobayashi Atsuhiro J/ -#..~$.' 
Sekai shuho ~~ill!.«. 48:34 (August 22, 1967), 30-34. 
H0-223 
290 Nisso kankei to waga Hoppe ryodo 
8 '/ ~ 1/l ~ A? ~~-·· ::ft::..j" ~ .L 
(Japanese-Soviet Relations and Our Northern Territories) 
Tamura Kosaku !H t-:t -t- ~ 
Gekkan jiji ~-f'l ~· January 1979, pp. 103-1003. 
H0-224 
291 Nisso kankei wa gekiteki ni kaeuru: kako no seisan kara 
daiippo o 
s 'I r.:\ -r!f:. .a It I ~ ,::: :i: .i. ~4 ~ -~ z. , ~ -f- tJ.. '? ~ - >Y e:. 
(Japanese-Soviet Relations Can Be Dramatically Changed: 
Take First Step on Basis of Past Developments) 
Kotani Hidej iro ,, ,;et-.1-t-=- etf 
Seiron iE ~ 68 (July 1979), 188-189. 
H0-225 
292 Nisso kokko chosei to ryodo mondai 
s 1 ffil X. ~ ~ h ~~ .L f'.,Ej ~ 
(Normalization of Japanese-Soviet Relations and Territorial 
Problem) 
Taga Seishi ?q l .JL ~ 
SekaitoNihon ttt~-\,.8~ 18 (June 1955), 34-39. 
H0-226 
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293 Nissa kokko kaifuku nijunen to kakaeteiru mondaiten 
B '/ ~ x LID '?'l. ..Co 4 ~ /1... ,, .z._ -r " · ~ F~"\ ~ .~. 
(Problems Plaguing Normalization of Japanese-Soviet Relations 
for 20 Years) 
Suzuki Haj ime ~::+::.. ~ 
Kakushin "]lttfr 76 (November 1976), 21-23. 
H0-227 
294 Nissa kokko kaifuku ni okeru Soren Seifu no kosho hoshin 
8 '/ Jll -:<. @ ~ t::. -3\- •t ::. '/ ._ J:t.~, ~ ~ ff it 
(Soviet Government's Policies in Negotiating for Normalization 
of Japanese-Soviet Relations) 
S. Nevskii 
Sekai shuho tltJf-.iln..._ 37:17 (June 1956), 18-24. 
H0-228 
295 Nissa kokko kaifuku to Hoppe ryodo 
s Y llil ~ @ rt.. !: .:~t. 7t -f'l .±... 
(Normalization of Japanese-Soviet Relations and Northern 
Territories) 
Matsumoto Shun' ichi ~~ ~ ~-
Kokusai jihyo IE,.._ BIP-'1f- December 1969, pp. 44-49. 
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(Diet Proceedings Covering Japanese-Soviet Diplomatic 
Negotiations) 
Chuo koron +*~~ 71:11 (October 1956), 75-87. 
Nissa kokko wa saikaisarete 
(Reopening of Japanese-Soviet 
Majima Kan $~ ~ 
Chuo koron '*~~ ~ 
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(Analyzing the Attitude of the Japan 
Japanese-Soviet Negotiations) 
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20. 
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Socialist Party Toward 
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(Two Statements Concerning Japanese-Soviet Negotiations: 
The Aggressive Viewpoint) 
Arita Hachiro ·A iB 1' ~ 
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no tachiba kara 
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The Cautious Viewpoint) 
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(Backstage Scene of Japanese-Soviet Negot~ations) 
Matsumoto Shun' ichi ~-*" 13t-
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304 
Gendai no me .ff..,.~.np.a_ 6:8 (August 1965), 171-177. 
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Nissa kosho no hyoka to 
(Assessment and Future of 
Suetsugu Ichiro :t. ;R - ~ 
Gekkan j i j i .FI Til ~· 
kongo 8 1 ~ ~ n ~~!Er \, ~ f.f. 
Japanese-Soviet Negotiations) 
Nissa kosho no kaiki B Y 
(Mystery of Japanese-Soviet 
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B '/:<:.~A-~<:" )1tt-1-~ . .;.~·J !Jt~;.n,_ 
(Can Southern Kuriles Be Repossessed Through Reopening of 
Japanese-Soviet Negotiations?) 
Fukui Furnio ~ ~ .t. ,tit 
Jitsugyo no Nihon ,~"lf<.J::;~ 59:3 (January 1956), 
46-48. H0-234 
307 Nisso kosho to heiwa gogensoku s '/ 3( ;~ 1..if4:n .Ji..J~--~·1 
(Japanese-Soviet Negotiations and Five Principles of Peace) 
Tsuneto Kyo ,fe_ rtl ~ 
Sekai ~~ 131 (November 1956), 38-42. 
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(Japanese-Soviet Negotiations 
Tamura Kosaku lB -t-:t ~ ~ 
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(Soviet-Japanese Joint Declaration) 
Takano Yiiichi "M. flo tit.-
H0-235 
Jurisuto :,:·~·J~I- 119 (December 1, 1956), 2-14. 
310 Nisso ky5do sengen 8 v ~~~ ~ ~ 
(Soviet-Japanese Joint Declaration) 
Irie Keishiro )o... ;I. ~ l!9 t:p 
H0-236 
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(Legal Significance of Soviet-Japanese Joint Declaration) 
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Horitsu no hiroba ;r;. i't-..nc·3·.;·· 9:12 (December 1956), 
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312 Nisso mondai: Hoppe ryodo no hi 8'/F-.:r~a--il::.:.J.r~.::...ns 
(Japanese-Soviet Problem: Northern Territories Day) 
Kokumin Seij i Nenkan Henshu Iinkai mH~.!&..~~---.r,i~~~~ 
Kokumin seiji nenkan rm~~*~ December 1982, 
pp. 175-178. Asia DS801/.K63 
313 Nisso mondai: Nisso seij i kankei B y f" .. "'\ ~- s y iS{~~ f'..:J -t~ 
(Japanese-Soviet Problem: Japanese-Soviet Political 
Relations) 
Kokumin Seij i Nenkan Henshu Iinkai 00 ~tlk.t~-4'*-·~~*~~ 
Kokumin seij i nenkan ~ stiEt.~~-4-&. December 1982, 
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8 '/ '* ..:t.. fl..., ~ ·= # t .~ -+ IE ., ~ I(.· 
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Jiyil E3 tB 11:8 (August 1969), 170-173. 
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322 Nosappu Misaki 1 ..;-.,... 7" u.'f' 
(Cape Nosappu) 
Yamamoto Masahiro \.L * JJ:.. 7L... 
Keizai orai .a .~if- '?E.* July 1970, pp. 268-275. 
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~ Jt ~ "' • jt:_. E ~ .:r... .. n ~ ~ 00 - '/ 4_, :S 1 ~ ~ :~tr i:_ E-17 1: ,fi_ L , • ~. ;"!:_ 
(Dim Prospects for New Developments in "Northern Territories": 
Soviets Show Stern Attitude in Soviet-Japanese Peace Talks) 
Isoda Sadaaki ~ ffi ~ it 
Sekai shiiho ~,'ff-.1.1fi~ 55:45 (November 12, 1974), 
22-25. H0-244 
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324 Okinawa o kaihosureba Habomai Shikotan wa kaesu: Nihon 
Kokkai Giindan tono kaidan 
~1' ~- "t ~~tAt.·;;· I\ ,1-,''-?-{ • =-- ::t 9 :;..- ·3 JL -t - s :$:.mJh} '4 ~GO ~d) 4~ ~ 
(If Okinawa Is Liberated, Malaia Kurilskaia griada Will Be 
Returned: Discussion with Japanese Dietmen Delegation) 
Nikita S. Khrushchev 
Sekai shuho -ttt-ff-.l.i\.#.. 45:41 (October 13, 1964), 42-48. 
325 Okinawa to Hoppe ryodo -'f ;w. 'h ~1:. fr~-L. 
(Okinawa and Northern Territories) 
Matsumoto Shun' ichi ~Js:.1~-
H0-245 
Minzoku to seiji ~~.ha~i:t January 1968, pp. 47-52. 
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Hirata Shigeki ~IF~ ~r 
Gekkan j ij i ft\ Til B!--+ September 1970, pp. 80-85. 
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/f-," K 1'~ "> lfr ·I· 'fR. ~.at- 'I .ilt_., ~ ~ ~ #! •~ tE \3 ~ (New Information Channel of Ambassador Polyansky: Attention 
to Change in Soviet Strategy) 
Kimura Hiroshi -*.# ;R_ 
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1i..Q ') --\:7 ,:.... Z + - ,1::_ 1~ I~ F 1-:. ~ Z ;. - .Z q - ') :...-- • 
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(Appeal to Soviet Ambassador Polyansky: Follow the Precedents 
of Stalin-Khruschev Periods and Push for the Conclusion of 
Peace Treaty) 
Tamura Kosaku 1B *tit~ 
Gaiko jiho ~ 3l ~~ June 1977, pp. 9-14. 
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Conflict: Letter to Prime Minister Ikeda) 
Nikita Khruschev · 
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~ ..±.. IJ- -~- JJ.-- ,jt ~ -? _,. ~ n .:~.;{X.~ 
(Territories or Fishes: Fishery Negotiations Are Series 
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Kasama Tetsu 1 F,.,., "ft 
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(Territories Problem) 
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(Resolution Concerning Territorial Problem) 
( Jiyu Minshuto) seisaku geppo ~ IE ~.:;:.. •;;t. r~ ~~ -m. ... 
111 (April 1965), 87-92. H0-257 
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(Various Problems Concerning Territories) 
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